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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE.

The present work consists of a translation of that portion of

Ewald's '' Poets of tlie Old Testament/' which relates to the

Psalms and the Lamentations (comprising the introductory-

matter to the Psalms from the first half, and the whole of the

second half of Part I).

In following Ewald's exposition, we feel that we are under

the guidance of a powerful and independent mind, which

carries a vast erudition with ease, and never allows its origi-

nality to be suppressed. His treatment of the Psalms is

characterized by intense poetic and religious sympathy, and

by a keen and discriminating historical imagination. The

Commentary can hardly be termed theological ; it contains the

results of the apphcation of purely literary and historical

methods to the study of Hebrew poetry. This constitutes the

specific scientific value of the work; and it is perhaps the

best course to reserve the theological and Messianic aspects

for separate treatment and discussion, as being matters on

which difference of opinion and controversy prevail. Tho

great service of Ewald consists in laying firmly the scientific

basis, in applying the general laws of literature, which

include the laws of psychology, to the study of the Old

Testament. Ewald's preface is interesting as containing some

expression of his general views on this subject, with criticisms

on the work of some of his eminent fellow-labourers in this

field. It is to be regretted that he should have permitted
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himself to have spoken with such dogmatism and severity of

esteemed commentators like Delitzsch, Hengstenberg, and

others. But Ewald, as is well known, is as conspicuous by
the faults of his temper, les defauts de ses qualites, as by
the power of his intellect and the extent of his scholarship.

Happily, controversial references are excluded from the body of

the work ; and we are left to follow undisturbed the course of

his beautiful and spiritual exposition of these immortal songs.

As to style, Ewald falls behind his matter ; his sentences are

long and clumsy, his language often diffuse and redundant.

The translator, while keeping close to the original, has

endeavoured to aid the English reader by simplifying and

breaking up to some extent the structure of his periods, and

hopes to have produced a faithful and intelligible rendering.

The references by the simple number of the paragraph are

to Ewald^s Hebrew Grammar ; those by the Roman capital I.

are to the first half of the first part of the Dichter des Alien

Bunded.

E. JOHNSON.

Septeiubor, 1 880.



PREFACE.*

'^ In tliis second edition there is much that is made the

subject of still closer iuquiry and definition. Especially the

historical elements^ according to the principles already laid

down in the first edition are further pursued,—more coherently

arranged, and more completely exhibited. However, it is not

very easy, nor indeed according to my taste, to say every-

thing that might be said in favour of the opinions set forth or

in opposition to the assumptions of others. It is well to

explain satisfactorily the fundamental truths from an in-

vestigation of the facts before us, merely to indicate much that

is collateral, and to leave many things to conjecture. Every

superior writer has indeed before his eyes only the good, the

experienced, and progressive among his readers. And if

—

along with the acuteness which I despise neither in others nor

myself—I yet prize much more highly truthfulness, this quality

is most valuable to me in the study of the Biblical books. To

ascertain and firmly uphold their full undoubted truth is to me

the one and only object of such writings. The pure and full

truth will also, in the case of this peculiar Biblical book, not

merely satisfy, but have the force to maintain itself by its own

means ; its beginning at least we will seize, its way we will

not miss."

So ran the short preface which I wrote to the preceding

edition on its completion. I hope that not a few readers at

that time well understood the sense of these few words. But

there began to appear, a few years later, a series of far larger

works on the Psalter on the part of German scholars, which

* To the third edition of the VsaXms and La,menia,ivms,
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is being continued to this latest time ; and the question is not

to be evaded here,—what attention have the authors of these

works given to those brief words, but still more,—how have

they treated our science in respect of the Psalms ? In the

first two editions of this work,—as could be obviously seen,—

a

science, in the stricter sense of the word, of the oi'iginal

relations and the true sense and value of the Psalms was in

reality for the first time founded ; and the above preface had,

in a few clear strokes, pointed out the direction in which

further labour may be most rightly and fruitfully carried on in

this field. Further labour there might be in this field ; this

was already indicated in the above preface, as I have since

shown, in fragmentary writings on several occasions.* To this

my second labours of the year 1839 were still briefly confined,

and they treated designedly of certain great features only,

with such detail and care, that useful addenda in great number

were possible. But what, now, has been the result of the

large works which followed on this subject ? Is science in the

main advanced by them ? Have they at least rightly

apprehended the general beginnings of a more accurate

science, which were there laid down, and not in some sort

endeavoured to destroy them ? We cannot here speak of

isolated and small particulnrs ; our question can in this place

only touch general and great matters, which are concerned

with this portion of the Bible. Alas ! I can give no such

answer to this question as I could wish to give.

The work, in four volumes of Hcngstenbcrg, begun in 1842,

was carried out with aims and objects which can neither be

dffended from a scientific nor from an ecclesiastical and

Christian point of view : every friend of geimine science and

every profound Christian could see that at once ; and if many

eyes preferred at that time to remain blind to the fact, as many

* In a larger connexion in the Beitriigen zur gescMchte der ciltesfen auslegung

und spracherkldrung des A. Ts. I. (Stuttgart, 184-4), and in the Jahrbb. der Bibl.

Wiss., v., 164 sqij., viii., 65 tqq., xi., 9 sq.
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have now become open enough. But that the two large

volumes of his half or whole imitator Delitzsch with their

many-hued piety and their equally many-hued, and almost

utterly perverse and vain science are in nowise better, I have

elsewhere sufficiently shown.*

In quite other directions tend the general errors by which

v. Lengerke's work (1847) and then that of Justus Olshausen

have been carried away ; but in their pernicious character they

are in nowise second to the former. He who has such confused

notions of the height and depth of true religion, can as little

correctly value the historical as the poetical element of the

Psalms ; and he who deals with Hebrew in the arbitrary

manner of Olshausen, is not made for a happy expounder of

these songs. The very freedom of judgment which he takes

upon himself, and is able within Evangelical Christianity to

assume, becomes the greatest misfortune to him. I have,

however, elsewhere,t said enough of the later of these two

works.

And what shall be said of Hupfeld's work in four volumes,

—

which, behind the most baseless pretensions, conceals so arrant

an ignorance of language and history,—and with a tasteless,

dry intelligence thinks to be able to deface the sense, the

strain and artistic quality of Biblical poetry, and by self-created

oblique doubts, and pale negations, to obliterate every better

understanding that has been gained ; and fears not to introduce

vain, evil words and thoughts !j The Psalms, meanwhile, are

happily a hundredfold better, and their explanation is at

present much more secure than the expositor of to-day would

make them.

Lastly, a new work of Hitzig's in three volumes has appeared :

I can only wish that he had remained true to that spirit which

* In the Jahrbb. der Bihl. Wiss., x., pp. 194 sqq., xi., pp. 210 sqq.—On the new

edition of the long obsolete work of De Wette, comp. ibid., viii., pp. 162 sqq.

t Ibid, v., pp. 2nO sijij.

X Ibid, vii., pp. l.'iT sqq., ix., pp. 164 i<qq., Gott. Gel. Anz. 1862, pp. 176 sqq.

Comp. with this what is said in vii., pp. 246 sqq., which he was bound to answer.
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bade fair here in Gottiugen, 1828-9, to develop in him, and

which—apart from a few defects, then already visible in the

higher consideration of the Bible—expressed itself in his first

works, exciting good hopes. But the Straussic desert-wind of

false freedom which subsequently arose only fructified those

defects in his mind ; and some years back I expressed how

deeply I was distressed by the running-wild from all historical

consideration and explanation which suddenly appeared in his

work on the Psalms, of 1836; to which, however, at that

time I thought it well to publicly oppose nothing but my

silence in the preceding edition of this work, and perhaps

something in the sense of its above-repeated brief preface.

Nothing can be more untrue and perverse than the opinion

that there are generally in the Psalter Makkabaean songs ; and

now even the greatest part of the Psalms is derived from that

source,—indeed songs from the last century before Christ, and

of the utterly degenerate Hasmonasan king Jannaeos ! Per-

versity on this side cannot be greater, than upon the other in

Hengstenberg and Delitzsch ; and the logical consequence

is dreary approximations, indeed tentative reconciliations of

these nevertheless irreconcilable opposites, as may have been

long observed. When experience showed what evil seed for all

true freedom, and sound advance in the fruitful explanation

and application of the Bible would have sprung up (but with

this was peculiarly connected the disturbance of the great

German shipwreck-year of 1848) I thought it necessary to

tear out the roots of the ever-widely spreading and perilous

error.* If he now in his new work seeks to re-set these roots

in a richer soil, as if they would sprout better there, we may

quite calmly wait to see whether this will be so, and I do not

think it necessary to speak further here on the subject. But

there are found in my old pupil,t—apart from these tough,

* In the Jahrhb. der Bibl. Wiss., vi., pp. 20 sqq., viii., pp. 165 sqq., comp. ix.,

pp. 94 sq., 172.

f It has never occurred to me so to term my mere hearers ; but it Li somewhat

different wilh the others.
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tenacious baseless prejudices,—many a better light, as he is,

to his advantage, distinguished from the preceding three

scholars in that he generally finds actual songs of David in the

Psalter, and labours to bring them to light ; although along

with this such entirely groundless assumptions are forced

forward, as that such are only to be looked for between

Pss. iii.—xix., but among these, such as Pss. ix., x., are like-

wise derivable from David. But what is one to say when one

sees that such a procedure is now recommended to the German

people as the only correct one, and any that springs from

deeper knowledge and conscientiousness is slandered,—that all

German science ever sinks more deeply on such a basis, and

the spirits who boast of Evangelical freedom think they can

do nothing better than in rivalry with their enlightened oppo-

nents, promote this ever deeper decay.*

By all these works, then, the true task which lies before us

at the present day in connexion with the Psalter is very little

furthered. They contain rather (which is worst of all) in the

main only retrogressions, and this in a field where such retro-

gressions are quite inexcusable, while they exercise a per-

nicious influence, and include in themselves the danger of a

new destruction of all that is best which at the present day has

been partly attained,—partly is yet to be striven for by true

means on the open and levelled road. Of course there is con-

cerned here only in a particular case that which holds good

of the whole of present Biblical science ; but the point at

issue in this particular case is the following.

The Psalter has come down to us : we can neither change

its contents nor the grand history from which it first pro-

ceeded. But if it is to remain for us neither a dead superfluous

book nor one mis-used for a thousand evil objects,—it is our

duty to understand it and the whole living history from which

it proceeded, as completely and as surely as is in anywise

possible. Let us begin, then, with the certain understanding

* The theological leviewb here meant 1 will absolutely uot meution here.
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of the particular : the sensible defects aud great errors in

the ordinary expositors begin here at the threshold. When
every word, every clause, and every member of a song has

been so understood that one can sincerely feel that the whole

original sense from which the poet derived his song and

shaped it with its full vitality and truth, has again become

fresh and living in ourselves,—let the particulars be strictly

compared : it will be found that notwithstanding all the extra-

ordinary diversity of the many songs, many nevertheless stand

so near to one another, that they may be ascribed to the same

period or even to the same poet.

If these pieces of information be now vitalized by a true

acquaintance with the whole great history of the people, and

all these toils be unweariedly carried on, if it begin ever anew

with most original independence, if throughout nothing but

the pure truth be sought in this field of inquiry,—it will

then be seen what noble fruit thence germinates, what rock-

firm truths in the most different directions may be attained,

and how the true worth of these songs may thus only be

recognized and rightly prized. It will then be found that

the Psalms are incomparably better than the various super-

ficial expositors at the present day—according to their various

follies—think them to be. There will be heard in them the

wondrous voices which accompany almost step by step the

development of all true religion through all centuries from

David to Nehemiah. The history of the rise of our present

Psalter will also be ascertained with satisfactory certainty.

But he who seriously thus seeks to do his duty in the case of

this Biblical book, as our time in the highest degree demands,

—will, finally, feel no desire whatever to enter into much con-

troversy with others ; and I here leave for the third time this

work without any controversy with other commentators. Only

the road in which one pursues one's inquiries, and would desire

to allure other good energies to joint inquiry and further

explanation, must be kept level, and clean ; and equally must
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it ever be clear what kind of endeavour at a given time is the

most necessary and correct.

It is not at the present day the Hengstenbergs and

Delitzschs, on whose great errors iu the treatment of the

Psalter and the whole Bible so much that is most important

and indispensable turns ; their whole aims belong to a past

time, and it has long been easy to see how entirely unfruitful

they remain, and must remain. But in the present day really

palpable and profound errors proceed from the quarter of those

who would offer something new and better ; who demand and

assume to themselves all freedom for this purpose, yet give

themselves up, in science, to a thousand perverse impulses and

interested feelings. That antiquity which the Puseys and

Hengstenbergs pursue amongst us, just as the actual Popes

and their worshippers do on the other side, is irreparably

destroyed, and is visibly coming to the end which it deserves.

If the new ideas which must make their way, and without the

attainment of which all our present work will rush back into

the most horrible chaos, have nevertheless to struggle sorely

—

they only must bear the immediate responsibility for this who

do not carry on this struggle with clean hands,—and who

while they exclaim loudly and constantly enough against the

oppressions and persecutions which they may have had to

endure,—are themselves so insincere that they will not com-

prehend how perverse their whole struggle is. If no country

suffers under these evils, as is to be expected, like our own

great and broad Germany, and if it suffers equally on all sides,

in the North and the South, in the temporal and the spiritual

sphere,—people and princes alike ; will not those who boast

of freedom finally apprehend what is true freedom ? With

this question I must here conclude. And if precisely this

field of science be on many grounds one of the most difficult,

the responsibility is the heavier of those who would culti-

vate it.

March, 1806.
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GENEEAL OBSEEVATIONS ON THE

BOOK OF PSALMS.*

I. ITS CONTENTS AND OBJECT.

The Psalter is, iu fact, the one collection of songs which has

come down to us from the earlier Israelitish antiquity. The

so-called "Psalms of Solomon"f contain only a small later

collection of similar songs. One might accordingly be disposed

to regard the Psalter as a miscellaneous collection, having no

other object than to gather together scattered songs, perhaps

the best of each kind. In truth, the book at first sight

resembles a confused medley, as of accidental waifs and strays

of song. But one does not comprehend why this should have

been the case ; since certainly David's songs would have been

sought out before all others, and have been brought into a

collection. Now, of the incontestably genuine songs of David

contained in the books of Samuel, the 18th Psalm is alone found

in this collection. It is inconceivable that all the rest should

have been omitted from sheer ignorance. If we look further

* The productions, which appeared subsequently to the first edition of this

volume, of Ilengstenhcrf^ and Dclitzsch (Symholae ad Psalmos ilhistrando.'s

isagogicae, Leipsic, 1846, repeated ia his Commentary on the Psalms) proceed

on the assumptions of a spurious piety. That of IIui)fcld, on the other hand, is

characterized by peculiarly spurious and false scientific pretension. The above

fall far behind the contents of that first edition of mine ; and it is impossible to

say which of the two views is the more erroneous and unsound.

t On these comp. the Gcsch. dcs V. Isr., iv., pp. 392 sq., and the Jalirbb.

der B. W, xi., p. 21.5.

1
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into the general contents of the songs here collected, a certain

similarity appears amidst all diversity of details, both as

respects the object and the tenor of the songs. All of them

refer to the Divine,—in very different ways, indeed, but so as

to be readily recognized,—as prayer, as thanksgiving, and

praise, as simple thought and aspiration, as representations of

Divine things and truth, as exhortations to godly works. Even

where a king is addressed, Pss. xxi., Ixxii., ex., the Divine, in its

sublimity and dignity, is more prominent in thought than the

human. Ps. xlv. certainly forms an exception, as not im-

mediately starting from the Divine
; yet it is a fine example of

the manner in which the more purely human poetic art was

penetrated by the same loftier spirit which inspired the

Israelitish life and invention generally. Besides this, it is a

veiy essential feature that this Divine object is regarded more in

a general than a personal aspect, while very many songs remain

without any personal reference. In others the peculiar reference

which the poet had in his eye admits, without great difficulty,

a wider application, and may be readily repeated by others with

similar feeling under similar circumstances. It is clear that

there arc particular songs which avoid a personal sense ; and

although the prophetic but strongly personal song, 2 Sam.

xxiii., might perhaps have been included in the collection as

well as Ps. ci., or Isa. xxxviii., as well as Pss. xxxii., li.; and

Jonah ii. not less readily than Ps. xlii.
;

yet, on both grounds,

an elegy like 2 Sam. i. 19-29 could be in little agreement Nvith

the style of these songs.

I Thus it might appear as if the object of tliis collection were

merely that of gathering songs for the edification of the

community of the true religion. But on closer observation it

is seen to be one of a more restricted kind, and that in a two-

fold aspect. It is, in the first place, apparent that the songs

referring to Sion and the holy city obtained the preference

over others ; so that the DavliUc songs here predominate not

merely because David was the greatest lyric poet, but also
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because he was the first and greatest poet whose songa
/

glorified Sion as the holy mount. There is a manifest distance

between these and the songs of the times before David or from

other districts than Judah. For whatever may have been the

original relations of Ps. xc. or Ps. xlv., nothing can be decided

by these two songs alone. Secondly, it is equally unmistakable

that all these songs were designed not merely for the edification

of the individual, but above all for public use in the Temple at

Jerusalem. We do not indeed know, and cannot maintain,

that the whole of the songs and fragments here collected were

at any time, without exception, or (as in the so-called Reformed

Church) in their order publicly sung in the Temple. Moreover,

the entire large collection presented in the book has manifestly,

without a special object of this kind, rather grown historically

out of more ancient collections of songs, as will be shown

presently. But their employment in the Levitical Temple-

service was, without doubt, at least a main object which at last

governed the collection ; and owing to the fact that this

musical service obtained its subsisting higher order in David

and Solomon's time, songs still more ancient came to excluded.

Hence the existence of this great collection is a weighty

testimony to the power with which the ancient true religion

grew from David's time, especially round about the Temple in

Jerusalem.

The designed use of the collection is most clearly seen in its

second half, especially from Ps. xc. onwards, where the Temple'

songs accumulate. Yet even the songs which have originally

no such public destination, particulai-ly many in the first half,

were, in the intention of the collector, certainly to be used by

every individual in the community, as the source of holy

thoughts and a help to pious contemplation. The oldest

collectors had without question the further historical o])jpct in

view of preserving what was most beautiful and enduring in

this field of the more serious songs of antiquity, or—what was

the same thing in their eyes—of collecting the Divine songs of

1 *
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David aud Lis friends. The inscriptions with statements of

liistorical occasions, Pss. li.—Ixiii., show that these collectors

had also a correct feeling that many of the songs originally

sprung from some particular reference and genuine historical

occasion. Yet, on the other hand, this object was certainly

limited at an early period by the other—that of collecting

more general sacred songs, as is shown by the oldest name of

such a collection. Prayers (therefore not songs generally) of

David, Ixxii. 20. The historical object, as one more special,

necessarily and increasingly receded before the more general

one, of collecting sacred songs for the use of the community.

And hence the entire present collection received from later

Jews the name "'^nn^ *'bn, vfivoc—a name which, as it

stands only in the Masoretic or external superscription,

thereby alone betrays its late origin. Concerning this name

we must presently speak further.

II. ITS RISE.

That the present large collection of songs was not the first

and solitary one, but that others preceded it, is sufficiently

evident in general. But to recognize this more closely and

more certainly in detail is the real task before us ; aud

although almost all external information and resources for this

inquiry are wanting, yet the large collection in its actual

condition offers a mass of means and of proofs, when once we
know how to make genuine discoveries of the latter, and

correctly to apply the former. The comparison of the songs

with one another leads to inferences respecting the age, the

series and order of all these songs in the mass; cy., we can

easily see that increasingly towards the end of the collection

lighter song-echoes of a later period follow, although too in

the former series a few of this kind cannot be concealed.
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Furtlier, longer scries of very similar songs frequently follow

one another, uninterrupted by dissimilar ones, or only here

and there so interrupted. Besides this mternal comparison,

we have as an extremely important means of investigation the

mass of the ivscriptions {beischriften) to be presently explained

in detail. Under this one term we include superscriptions,

which are the majority, interscriptions, and subscriptions of the

individual Psalms. In these inscriptions,— their sense, their

style, their existence or absence, a very large p?vrt of the oldest

history of the collection is contained ; and whilst they give us

the earliest traditions and opinions on the style and manner,

design and arrangement, composers and occasions of the songs,

they permit us to cast the deepest glances into the origin and

rise of the whole great collection before us.

1. First of all, we recognize in this way the distribution of

the present collection into three greater divisions, which must

originally have been particular collections. That which now

stands at the head must be considered the oldest, and that

which stands at the end as the latest in point of time. These

three particular collections are, according to present numera-

tion— (1) Pss. i.—xli. ; (2) Pss. xlii.—Ixxxix.
; (3) Pss. xc.—cl.

All the various indications lead at last, when taken together, to

this hypothesis.

If we consider—apart, in the first instance, from every other

consideration—simply the common contents of each of these

three parts, we find on a closer view that each, notwithstand-

ing every variation, contains a mass of songs of a certain

period and stylo peculiar to itself. In Pss. i.—xli. wo find,

along with much of later date, the true fulness of Davidic and

generally of older songs—a fulness which to an ecjual degree

recurs in none of the following parts, and which thus clearly

designates this first part as the oldest basis of the entire

present collection. The third part, Pss. xc.—cl., as certainly

embraces, predominantly, the large mass of later and very late

songs, though here and there a few more ancient, even Daviiliu
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songs appear to have been added supplementally. The part

comprising Pss. xlii.—Ixxxix. is distinguished by this pecu-

liarity—that it gives in the main the songs of the middle

period, mingled indeed with many later ones, but probably

without a single specimen received in perfect purity from the

most ancient time. Later songs run through all three parts ;

but are most sparse in the first, in the second begin to thicken,

and predominate in the third. This relation, beautifully as

it fits in with the order of our Psalter, does not flow from an

empty assumption under the influence of which the perusal of

tlfe whole has been entered upon. It is the last deduction

from accurate acquaintance with, and consideration of, all the

details.

But further it may be remarked that each of thiese three

parts must have passed through the hands of a special col-

lector. This is seen

—

(1.) From the inscriptions, which, on account of their great

uniformity, are for the most part to be referred to the collectors,

and not to chance hands that busied themselves with the

work. There are superscriptions indeed in all these parts, but

with important diSerences. The first part has superscriptions

before every song; at least the two exceptions are insignifi-

cant, since Ps. x. belongs to Ps. ix., Pss. i. and ii. may pro-

bably have been placed before an already existing collection

;

and, though apparently quite late, Ps. xxxiii. may have been in-

terpolated in such collection. The second part has also super-

scriptions throughout, with the single exception of Ps. Ixxi.,

since Ps. xliii. belongs to Ps. xlii. Ps. Ixxi. may be an

appendix of later time to the series of songs named Davidic,

li.—Ixx. ; or, as in style it belongs entirely to this series, it may

at some time have been mistakenly combined with Ps. Ixx., as

is the case at present in several copies. The fact that in some

copies Ps. xxxiii. is blended with Ps. xxxii. may be explained

from the mere conjecture of certain copyists. Yet the stylo

and contents of the superscriptions of this second part arc
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slightly different, wliile they are elsewhere similar. In the first

part the superscriptions state only rarely and sporadically an his-

torical occasion, Pss. iii., vii., xviii., xxx., xxxiv ; and these rest

in the case of the really most ancient, i.e., Davidic songs, on

genuine tradition (comp. on this below). In the second part

they give in one place, Pss. li.-lxiii., such historical notes

almost in profusion; but these are, as will be made clear

presently, of quite another derivation and stamp. The third

part, on the other hand, has in general very few superscrip-

tions ; these few are not homogeneous ; and only those of

Pss. ci., cviii.—ex., cxxxviii.—cxliii. bear a striking likeness to

those of the first two parts. Similarly the nbo explained on

pp. 231-233 (IHcJiter des A. B., i.) is found only in the first two

parts, and in Pss. cxl.—cxliii., but occurs much more frequently

in the second part than in the first. However, what is here

most notowoi'thy is

—

(2.) Even to the very language of the songs this stamp of

the hand of either one of the three collectors, or at least

(which on many grounds is the more probable) of one of the

earliest copyists extends,—I allude to the remarkable inter-

change of the names of God. In the first and third of the parts

the name Jalive is found predominant, according to the custom

in those ages. The name ElShlm is indeed found along with it,

but almost exclusively used in the manner elsowhei'e usual.*

* In cases like Ps. iii. 3 ; vii. 10 ; ix. 18 ; x. 4, 13 ; xiv. 1, 2 (in ver. 5 the word is

merely dependent on ver. 2). In xxxvi. 2, Q"^n7S stands only for the sake of

the more general signification, and thus, according to usage elsewhere, (juite cor-

rectly suiting the sense. In deviation from this it stands only in Ps. v. 1 1 ; xxv. 22
;

xxxvi. 8; and hesides these later songs, twice in a Davidic one, I's. vii. 11, 12.

Those later poets niiglit have liegun, according to the custom which crept in

with the later writers, to use Klohun for Jahve ; and in I's. vii. 11, 12 the

correct nliT' is found at least in one copy. But, supposing the CTlbs instead

of mn'' had been written in all these five places only by a later hand, and under

the influence of the same later faith, whicli is so distinctly expressed from

Vs. xlii. to Ixxxiii., and partly in I's. Ixxxiv.: the dilTerencc between I'ss. i.—xli.

and I'ss. xlii.—Ixxxix. remains, too great to permit what has been maintained above

to be set aside. I now observe only fiirtiier, that I jmliiislied tliis entiie view

concernuig the interchange of the Divine names iu the first edition of this volume,
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That appeal cannot be made to Ps. cviii. will soon be made

clear. But in the second part the name Elohim, on the other

hand, predominates from its very beginning, Ps. xlii., to

Ps, Ixxxiii. throughout, so greatly, that Jahve appears far more

rarely, and only as if here and there mistakenly written by an

altering hand.*

What is to be thought of so striking a phenomenon ? That

it has nothing in common with the interchange of the same

Divine names in the Pentateuch admits of no doubt : the

poets of those earlier centuries used habitually the name

Jahve. Are we now to suppose that the poets of this portion

made designedly an exception to this ? and that all the very

various poets here united did the same ? This would be in

itself inconceivable, even if it were not confuted by the fact,

that the same songs, when they appear in other parts, do not

bear this stamp : comp. Ps. liii. with Ps. xiv. ; Ps. Ixx. with

Ps. xl. ; or, again, Ps. Ixxi. with Ps. xxii.

Moreover, this rarer stamp ceases with Ps. Ixxxiii., and

scarcely leaves one last trace in Ps. Ixxxiv. (ver. 9) ; while,

nevertheless, Pss. Ixxxiv.—Ixxxix., with the exception of Ps.

Ixxxvi., may—both with regard to the superscriptious and to

their whole style and manner—be readily conceived as forming

a whole with Pss. xlii.—Ixxxiii. There remains only the

without knowing anything of Gesenius' explanations of DTT vS in his Thesaurus,

•which, moreover, are quite inapt.

* Pss. xlvi. 8, 12 ; xlvii. 3,6; xlviii. 2, 9; Iv. 17, 23; Ivi. 11; Iviii. 7; lix.4,6, 9

Ixiv. 11; Ixviii. 17, 21; Ixix. 7, 14, 17, 32, 34; Ixx. 2, 5; Ixxi. 1, 5, 16; Ixxiii. 28

Ixxiv. 18; Ixxv. 9; Ixxvi. 12; Ixxviii. 4, 21 ; Ixxix. 5; Ixxx. 5, 20; Ixxxi 16

Ixxxiii. 17, 19; from which passages those can readily be abstracted where nirT*

is united with ^^^S, and where it was almost as difficult to alter as in 1. 1

;

Ixxxi. 11. Again, the name ''D^M, very rare in the first and third parts (comp.

Ps. ii. 4, repeated xxxvii. 13; Pss. xc. 1; ex. 5; cxxx. 6) is strikingly frequent in

the second, xliv. 24; li. 17; liv. 6; Iv. 10; Ivii. 10; lix. 12; Ixii. 13; Ixvi. 18;

Ixviii. 12, 18, 20, 23, 27, 33; Ixxiii. 20; Ixxvii. 3, 8; Ixxviii. 65. This is less

decisive here, since ''3^S is in some places more frequent, as Ps. Ixxxvi., Ps. cxxx.,

Ps. XXXV., and Ps. xxxviii. It is worthy of note that Ps. Ixx. 6 gives C'Tlbs

for the ^31S, Ps. xl. 18, as if n^rT* had originally i^tuod there, as still in many

copies.
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hypotliesis that not so much the collector of this book of songs,

Pss. xlii.—Ixxxix. (for he would have surely remained con-

sistent to the end) as one of the oldest copyists of the book

introduced that interchange of the names of God according to

his own pleasure,—perhaps under the influence of a similar

belief to that which led the later Jews persistently to avoid

the utterance of mn"^. This name mrr^ is certainly found in

the later books of the Old Testament; indeed, it predominates

in the evidently later songs of the third part. But, on the

other hand, it cannot be supposed that the use of this name

was suddenly and universally avoided once for all. On the

contrary, in the first instance, individual composers or writers

might begin habitually to avoid the name, as, e.g., Qohelet

habitually and Nehemiah almost habitually (comp. i. 5 ; v, 13)

writes Elohim for Jahve, while the Chronicler, again, allows

himself greater freedom in the use oi the name Jahve.*

And thus the second part must have passed through the

hands of a very ancient writer, who throughout wrote Elohim

in preference to Jahve, yet here and there allowed the latter

name to stand, and towards the end, in the appendix,

Pss. Ixxxiv.—Ixxxix., which is on other grounds somewhat

distinctive, again departed, from whatever cause, from his

custom. From this remarkable phenomenon,—to mention

this cursorily,—other not unimportant deductions may be

drawn, e.g., that Ps. Ixxxvi. 14 is borrowed literally with

the name Elohim from liv. 4, 5 ; and Ps. cviii. from Pss. Ivii. and

Ix., according to their present style. Therefore Pss. liv., Ivii.,

Ix. were not merely written earlier, but also had been already

brought together by this same collector, when Ps. Ixxxvi.

came into the second, and l^s. cviii. into the third part.

(3.) Lastly, the sid)scriptions are here to be brought uudcr

consideration.

They are of two kinds :

a. Four, which in the intention of a last collector of the

* Comii. also what is said in llic Gach. dcs V. hr., i., p. '244, note.
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entire present book miglit appear to designate^ in the form of

doxologieSj the close of a longer section. They occur after

Pss. xli., Ixxii., Ixxxix.j cvi.^ and another similar to them was to

be expected with the same reason after cl. But it is in itself

necessary that we should here subject those fragments of song

to a closer consideration. They proceed from the act of

blessing. Blessing signifies in Hebrew originally what is

equivalent to wishes or greetings of increase and prosperity.*

But if the I'elation is between man and God, so, according

to the true religion, God alone in the stricter sense can be the

blessing one. And the manner in which from the earliest

times His blessing was asked by the priest in winged sayings

for the assembled community we saw above [Dicliter dos

A. B., i., p. 35). But man may at times half despair even of the

true God ; and he can never be ashamed to rejoice in Him

always more inwardly and deeply, always to welcome Him

more freely, and so to approach Him cheerfully, as with ever

fresh gratitude and with his own best greeting. And chiefly

so when a peculiar impulse to this spontaneously presents

itself. Such a motive is offered, amongst other occasions, on

the retrospect of a happily completed work, when the spirit

breathes more freely; and so on the conclusion of the com-

position or even toilsome copying of a lengthy writing ; and

the reader of it will, too, willingly join in such a word of

blessing at the end. But in the ancient people Israel there

existed too much sound feeling, especially in all matters of

relio^ion, to permit it to have become, as in the school of Islam

hypocrisy, an ordinary and quasi-pious custom to conclude

each book with such a phrase of blessing. We see only

* "Tlia signifies as related to Arab, high and Sk. vrh (vrk)—as was already

remarked in the Oesch. des V. Isr., i. p. 586 and elsewhere—a striving forth,

growing and becoming ripe, and TJ^2. knee, is properly a bunch. From this

word is first formed, entirely afresh, the strong active T|^S for cause to grow,

wish prosperity, like our greet (grijsscu) from great (gross.) The Gennan

waclmcn, Eng. tvax, is originally the same.
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Books of Psalms tlius conclude in the Old Testament, and

with them it is as if those loftier Divine tones which had

penetrated their whole structure from the beginning resounded

once more at the end ; in the like poetic sublimity, but

with greater conciseness and freedom. If this be so,

we can readily understand that such a blessing addressed

to God (a Doxology) is, from the first, by no means intended

merely to designate the end of a particular section of

one Book of Psalms, and so to be uniformly repeated at the

end of all such sections ; and that we must certainly not so

regard the four fragments of song at the end of Pss. xli.,

Ixxii., Ixxxix,, cvi., we learn from their peculiar and great

diversities. For the saying in Ps. cvi. 48 :

Blessed be Jahve , Israel's God,

from everlasting to everlasting !

and let all ijcople say, "Assuredly !"

does not belong peculiarly to this place. Eather does it sum up

—according to the elucidation given on p. 192 [DicJifer des

A. B., i.)—along with ver. 47, in the choir of priests, the

whole prolonged song to which in sense it well conforms ; and

hence calls at the end upon the whole community to express

their concurrence aloud by Yea ! Any individual indeed who

thus blesses God on his own account in the old priestly forms

of speech may further particularize his own just expressed wish

by a short Yea (Amen) at the end. Thus he may conclude, in

full self-assurance and with purest faith. Yet, as all these

sayings were certainly of priestly origin, so, too, this use of

Assuredly ! or Yea I is in the first instance a derived one. In

the three other cases where the saying has become a mere

poetic expression, the phrase and let all people say is correctly

omitted ; and on the other hand the Assuredly ! (or Verily !)

is doubled, in order to round oft' poetically the last line, which

had been otherwise too short. But the saying sounds at its

fullest and noblest only in Ps. Ixxii. 18, 19 :
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Blessed he Jahve God, Israel's God,

who alone doeth ivonders !

and Messed he His atvful name for ever,

he the whole earth full of his majesty /*

Verihj and Verily

!

Here we truly feel the new poetic inspiration which now

penetrated such ancient sacred words. The same condensed in

Ps. Ixxxix. 53 :

Blessed he Jahve for ever

!

Verily and verily !

Again in Ps. xli. 14 :

Blessed he Jahve, Israel's God,

from everlasting to everlasting !

Verily and Verily!

Here it is far more like the above priestly utterance, and so

far may pass for older.

Now, on the hypothesis that these utterances of blessing

were first appended by the last collector of the entire present

Book of Psalms to denote the end of the sections made by

him, one cannot well comprehend why the utterance should

have these three variations ; and further, one would expect,

inferentially, a similar uttei-auce on the completion of the

Book after Ps. cl. For the fact that this Ps. cl. itself sounds

like a song purposely composed as a conclusion to one great

collection of songs of praise to Jahve, cannot here be taken

into consideration ; since the collector might have easily added

a further short utterance of blessing for uniformity's sake.

Again, such an utterance of blessing is by no means the same

thing as a song of pi'aise like Ps. cl. At all events, the absence

of such utterances after Ps. cl. can the less induce us to see iu

the three blessings after Pss. xli., Ixxii., Ixxxix., merely the

hand of the same last collector and publisher of the entire book.

So far this phenomenon agrees with the foregoing. But again,

h. We find placed as a subscription of quite another

* The conucxinn of words according to Lchrb. § 281 h.
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kind, after the blessing in Ps. Ixxii., the sentence^ entirely

unpoetical, TJic iiraycrs of David, the Son of Jishai, are at an

end. This, indeed, confirms the fact that the blessing after

Ps. Ixxii. is actually intended to denote this end, but otherwise

it stands in the present great Book of Psalras as extremely

obscure and unintelligible. For in itself such an observation

would be in place far earlier, as a subscription of the first part,

Pss. i.—xli. ; because in that section nearly all the songs are

designated as Davidic, as was remarked above, p. 5. From
Ps. xlii. to Ps. 1., however, songs of other singers are found

;

and then the songs from Pss. li. to Ixxii. are designated in their

superscriptions as Davidic, with the exception only of Pss. Ixvi.

and Ixvii., where, however, a few copies supply the designation

;

of Ps. Ixxi., which in the copies appears to have been at one

time generally united with Ps. Ixx., as many still connect them;

and of the last, Ps. Ixxii., which is ascribed, exceptionally, to

Solomon ; so that all these exceptions are insignificant with

reference to the main matter. The phenomenon is tlie more

striking, because the series, Pss. Ixxiii.—Ixxxix., is, just as

Ps. xlii., ascribed to other singers than David, with the single

exception of Ps. Ixxxvi., which, however, was noticed on p. 8,

on other grounds, as foreign to this place. There is no way out

of all these difficulties but by assuming that the songs Pss.

xlii.— 1. originally stood immediately before Ps. Ixxiii., and

were only transposed by a later hand ; and, secondly, that the

songs xlii.—Ixxxix. sprung from a particular collection which

was so arranged that the first half was to contain Davidic songs,

and the second those of other singers. Thus may be explained

(1) most readily why the end of the Davidic songs might bo

noted after Ps. Ixxii. ; the subscription has thus only the same

sense which it has in other books (Job xxxi. 40 ; Jer. li. G4-) ;

it merely notes that now something quite different follows,

and that a great section here occurs. But thus there follow

(2) in original order correctly after one another Pss. xlii.—xlix.,

as songs of the sons of Qorach, and Pss. 1., Ixxiii.—Ixxx. as

songs of Asaph ; of which we are to speak further presently.
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And with all this agrees (3) the fact that the blessings of these

two sections, according to p. 12, point to the same hand, and to

one which is quite different from that of the collector of Pss.

i.—xli. Further proofs which tend uniformly to show that Pss.

xlii.—Ixxxix. composed in this sense a quite peculiar collection,

will follow presently on the review of all the inscriptions.*

2. But further, closer investigation shows that each of these

three collections prc-supposes, again, yet earlier collections and

points back, in man}^ ways, to older formations and changes.

(1.) This may most readily be seen and proved in the case

of the third collection, because it, as the latest, has not under-

gone so many changes; and the quarry from which it was

compiled is almost open to the light of day. Pss. xcii.—c. stand

out at once for recognition as a peculiar small collection. They

are so nearly related in contents, stamp, and language, that

one is disposed to refer nearly all to one poet. Only Ps. xciv.

is of somewhat different style and language; but all manifestly

spring from the same period—a period in which the stock of

the two first collections had long been in existence; for

Ps. xcvi. is an echo of Ps. xxix. ; and Ps. xcvii. 8 is repeated

from xlviii. 12. Again, these songs are characterized by the

fact that with the slight exceptions, xcii. 1, xcviii. 1, c. 1, they

are without any annotations. In short, everything leads us to

believe that these eight songs, in themselves separate from

their surroundings, stood at first quite apart.

* Probably the same copyist who, as we saw on p. 7, altered the name of God,

transposed the songs; and his hand may be recognized in the fact that, Pss. lix. 6;

Ixxx. 5, 8, 15, 20 ; Ixxxiv. 9, he introduces the collocation mS3^ D^rivN,

which appears nowhere else in the Old Testament. This indeed is explained from

the like cases to those in Lehrb. § 290 e, but at the time could only pass for a

great innovation. Further, the view above developed respecting Pss. xlii.—Ixxxix.

better agrees with all the facts than if one assumed, in order to explain the

intermediate scries, Ps. xlii.— 1., that Pss. i.— 1. and Pss. li.—Ixxxix. were originally

connected as two collections, each independent of the other, so arranged that first

David's songs, Pss. i.—xli.; Pss. li.— Ixxii., should come, and then those of his

singers should follow. Whatever may be said for this hypothesis, and however more

facile in a certain point of view, it nevertheless apjjears to me at present, looking

at all other traces and indications, more forced and less elucidatory than the

former.
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That the fifteen songs, Psp. cxx.—cxxxiv., composed a special

original collection may be conjectured from the words prefixed

to each of these songs, and found nowhere else, m vil?72n "^^W .

and may be concluded still more certainly from the internal

characteristics of the songs. For they are as closely related

to one another in spirit and life, language and thought, as

they are sharply distinguished from the adjacent ones ; in fact,

from almost all others. Ps. cxxxii. only is of another kind,

though probably from a period not much later. The above

constantly repeated superscription is indeed somewhat obscure,

since mb^^a is ambiguous. Accordiug to the older usage we
should translate song of steps, oahrj tcov ava^aOfiwv, LXX. Yet

it is not clear what tolerable sense could thus be obtained ; for

we can hardly suppose a song to be sung on the steps of the

Temple, according to the explanation of Jews in later times.

But to suppose a prosodic explanation (according to J. D.

Michaelis) is impossible, from the absence of a prosody and

metrical system among the Hebrews in the sense of the

Syrians or the Arabs. And some moderns have attempted a

rhythmical explanation with as great arbitrariness as if these

songs had not precisely the same rhythm which may be found

in numberless other songs. Much more closely docs the

explanation, " Pilgrim^s Song,^^ according to the later significa-

tion of the word (Ezra vii. 9), correspond to the time in which

this supei'scription arose; and with this the meaning of the

songs for the most part concurs. For no one who reads them

attentively will fail to recognize how freshly are reflected in

them the sentiments of the first Israelites who were making a

pilgrimage out of exile to the holy land, or were finally return-

ing thither. The collection, then, might partly bear the name

Songs of the pilgrim-trains, or of tliose journeying to the ancient

fatherland. But in still closer agreement is the theory that

these songs (with the exception of Ps. cxxxii.) proceed from a

favourite poet, who lived about the first time of the new

Jerusalem, but away from it, perhaps in Galilee ; and whose
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song-book was therefore soon used with pleasure by the

pilgrim-trains, so that it was named after them. Ps. cxxxii.

may then have been afterwards incorporated with it. Again,

it may well be supposed that originally the entire collection

was thus named, with a single superscription, rn^rcn \'n''tt^^

Songs of the jnlgi-im-trams, or festive journeys, ^^ in the plural;

but in the transference into the present larger collection, each

individual song then obtained its superscription in the singular.

A third small collection may with great certainty be

recognized in Pss. ciii.—cvii., cxi.—cxviii., cxxxv.—cxxxvi.,

cxlvi,— cl. For once, there is found in this series, from Ps. civ.

onwards (which song is, however, manifestly only a side-piece

to Ps. ciii.) the " Hallelujah,'' nowhere else found. It comes

before and after the song in Pss. cvi., cxiii., cxv., cxxxv., cxlvi.,

cxlviii, cxlix., cL; before it only, Pss. cxi., cxii., cxiii.; after it

only, Pss. civ., cv., cxvi., cxvii., cxlvii. But why it is wanting

here and there at the beginning or the end one does not

perceive ; and probably the present copies have here become

very defective.

This much is now at once clear, that this short sentence,

"Praise Jah!" possibly with the exception of Ps. cxvii. 2

(comp. above p. 142 Dichter des A. B., i.) nowhere belongs in

strict connexion to the song, since it generally stands outside the

rhythm, and in certain places does not conform to the original

stamp of a song, as Ps. cxvi. It is evidently a short standing

formula, which probably from early times gradually became more

current ; and in these late times was generally fjivoured, and

even elsewhere freely interwoven into the course of a song, as

in Pss. cii. 18; cxv. 17 ; cl. 6. The LXX even regard it as a

mere superscription like the 0??^;^, and by no means to be

blended with the song, as is clear from their arrangement of

the words, Pss. cxlvi. 1 ; cxlvii. 1 ; cxlviii. 1. Accordingly,

they never have it after a song, but at the beginning, more

* Comp. 01 arafiairovTfQ. John xii. 20.
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habitually and frequently than in the Hebrew text,—of Pss.

cv.—cvii., cxi.—cxix.^ cxxxv., cxxxvi., cxlvi.—cl. One might

even be led to adopt the theory that n"" ibbn had possibly been

the general superscription of the collection, and afterwards

transferred to each individual song, as a similar supposition

was made in the case of the preceding collection. Yet this

appears in the LXX more like mere conjecture and arbitrary

alteration of the text. That the words might also serve as a

concluding formula is shown by Rev. xix. 4 ; comp. 1 Chron.

xvi. 36 with Ps. cvi. 48.*

We must then rather conceive that in a song to be sung in

the public assembly, and mainly of cheerful import, f the

Hallelujah as a standing word must denote the more vigorous

beginning, and again the more vigorous close. Further, we
deduce the conclusion that it was accompanied;]: not by the

* In places like Pss. cxv. IS ; cxvi. 19, it might certainly be supposed that the

Hallelujah belonged rather to the beginning of the following song ; and after

Ps. cvi. this hypothesis would be thoroughly necessary if the blessing, ver. 48, was

intended to denote nothing but the end of a collection. But that the latter

assumption is incorrect was noted on p. 11 sq.; and the main point is that such a

short exclamation is readily conceivable as well before as after the song in the

public gathering, according to p. 190 sq. {Dichter des A. B.)

t Certainly the formula appears at first sight to bear a full meaning only along

with such contents. However, Ps. cvi. must rather be termed a penitential song.

On the use of the word in the ancient Church, see Augusti's Handhuch der

Christl. Archdol., ii., pp. 91-94.

J This short cry may certainly be of primeval origin, dating even from Moses's

time, so that its application in the Scripture in these songs only is new. In fact,

the constant use of the Jah, shortened from Jahve and Jdhu in this phrase, is thus

most readily explained. This curtailment is here simply the stronger pause in

which the powerful acclamation sounded forth. Through the use of this constant

sacred phrase the short expression Jah was afterwards probably brought into use

elsewhere, at least practically,—originally likewise only in pause, Ex. xv. 2 ;

xvii. 16. Elsewhere, too (setting aside the later artificially-formed plirases

'^'^2W rr^S, Ps. Ixvlll. 5 ; Isa. xxvi. 4, which is drawn from Ex. xv. 2), it is only

found in pause, namely, Pss. Ixxvii. 12 ; Ixxxix. 9; xciv. 7, 12 ; cxviii. 5, 14, 17,

19 ; cxxx. 3 (also cxxii. 4), where again it is only revived by later writers after

Ex. XT. 2 ; and in the song of king Ilizqia, p. 161, where it is merely repeated in

the second clause. In this manner the whole usage of Jah, standing alone, is

explained. When the LXX express rT^ ^ ''!?'7 ^y dX\>/\oi;io, either the

more Aramaic expression has crept in, or more probably it is a pausal expression
;

2
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ordinary Temple-music, but, according to p. 217,* by the higher

priests with their trumpets ; but the whole congregation, accord-

ing to p. 190 sq., was expected loudly to join in with their voices.

, Now, these twenty songs have further that which is in

(common in their contents. They are the proper Temple-

songs for thanksgiving, prayer, and feast-days, designed for

the use of the second Temple and of the whole congregation

(Tob. xiii. 18), since Ps. cxvi. might be readilj'^ applied to a

more general use. Since other songs might just as well be

designated by Hallelujah, e.g., Ps, c. or Ixxxi. as well as cxvii.,

we observe on twofold grounds that a special collection is here

before us of songs which moreover belong to the latest poetry,

and up to Ps. ciii. 1 have throughout no further annotation.

These three small collections, then, the last collector of

Pss. xci.—cl. found existing. Possibly also he found Ps. cxix.,

which in length is almost equivalent to such an entire collec-

tion, and which the LXX infelicitously attached to the Halle-

lujah songs. But besides this, we can very certainly see that

he had a far more complete copy of the same collection of

songs before him which now remains as Pss. xlii.—Ixxxix.

This weighty fact is inferred (1) from the peculiar style of the

annotations, Ps. ci., Pss. cviii.—ex. and cxxxviii.—cxlv., as will

have to be established presently ; and (2) from the fact that

Ps. cviii. is nothing but a new collection of two great frag-

ments of Ps. l\ni. and Ps. Ix. Whether the explanation be

that these two songs were already thus abbreviated in the

copy of this collection which was before our last collector, or

(which is less probable) that he himself so abbreviated

them, the result is that, in style and contents, these songs,

Pss. cviii.—ex., cxxxviii—cxlv., bear the greatest resemblance

to those of the one half of that collection, Pss. li.—Ixxii.

All this being pre-supposed, the procedure of the last col-

lector can here be readily recognized. He formed his collection

for the two words were not closely joined together, as in the Masora, but were

sluwl}' and solemnly separated. * Dichter dcs A. B., i.
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out of these large fragments, and further added a few more
single songs, which ho might find dispersed in other series.

He manifestly preferred to collect such songs as were best

suited to the second Temple ; and these few made the small

collection, Pss. xcii.—c, and the Hallelujah-songs the two bases

of his collection. For many reasons he appropriately con-

cluded with the last Hallelujah-songs, placed the songs of

inlgrim-trains with the long devotional Ps. cxix. in the middle;

surrounded this centre with songs from that Davidic book of

songs from which elsewhere, Pss. li.—Ixxii., and many more,

have been retained ; placed, from other sources, at the head of

the first collection, in Pss. xc, xci., two of the most important

songs which open the whole new collection with such surpassing

splendour ; and at the head of the Hallelujah-psalms in like

manner the two Pss. ci., cii., which appeared to him equally

important, and of which he might have found the former in the

Davidic book of songs mentioned ; and added before the last

series of the Davidic songs Ps. cxxxvii., which had been else-

where retained. In entire isolation, i.e., without a customary

superscription, and without standing in a larger collection of

similar songs, appear of the whole collection only Pss. xci., cii.,

cxxxvii., with the exception of Ps. cxix. By the side of these

Ps. xc. presents itself as quite peculiar. The whole then may
be briefly brought into one view in the following table :

—

Pss. xc. xci.
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cxxxi. ; cxxxiii. 1. In tliis way the growth of this entire

collection of sixty-one songs in the strata of which it is built

up may be fully traced, and may be in principle readily

ascertained.

(2.) It is more difficult, in the case of the middle collection,

Pss. xlii.—Ixxxix., to point out the traces of earlier arrangement

and gradual improvement, because the longer their tracsition

from hand to hand, the more they lose their original form.

But on closer comparison a few facts may be ascertained. For

if we place the two halves of this collection side by side in the

way shown in pp. 243-50* ; and if we further note the true

relations or differences, and also the age of the songs here

collected, it becomes tolerably clear liow this mass grew, little

by little, to its present form. For we still see in it the older

and the later portions together in small accumulations, or these

related cumuli may, with a little circumspection, be readily

re-discovered. To make this provisionally apparent, we give

the following conspectus :

—

1.

Pss. li.—Ixxii.
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In the second half are Pss. xlvi.j xlviii., Ixxv,, Ixxvi., which

certainly stood originally together, forming along with the

somewhat older Ps. xlv. and with Ps. xlix, the oldest basis of

the collection. They spring from the eighth century or the

Assyrian period; and the earliest of the first half, Ps. Ixii., cv,,

farther, Ixv., and the two songs of one poet, Ivi., Ivii., are to be

placed also about the same period. Ps. lix. (and Ps. Ixxii.),

the three by one poet, Hi., liv., Iviii., and the two again by one

poet, Ixi., Ixiii., are probably from the course of the seventh

century. To them correspond in the second half Ps. 1., the

songs further of one poet, Ps. xlii., xliii., Ixxxiv., then Ps.

Ixxxviii., and perhaps also Ps. Ixxxii. Belonging to the times

immediately after the destruction of Jerusalem come then

Pss. li., Ixix,—Ixxi.

The beginning and basis of this entire collection thus fall in

the eighth century. Then a new collection must have been

arranged ; and all the songs on the one side, Pss. li., lii., liv.

—

lix.,lxi.—Ixv., and on the other, Pss. xlii., xliii., xlv.—1., Ixxv.,

Ixxvi., Ixxxii., Ixxxiv., Ixxxviii., might already have been put

together at the beginning of the Babylonian exile. In that which

concerns the half of the collection, named after Davidic singers,

we can prove this by the special circumstance that the poet of

the Lamentations must have known them. For although too

great stress must not be laid on the very remarkable resem-

blance of Lara. iii. 6, 7 to Ps. Ixxxviii. 6, 7, 9 by itself, it is

the more certain that the expression. Lam. ii. 15, points back

designedly to the two passages placed indeed in this collection

near to one another, but in other respects very different, Ps.

xlviii. 3, 1. 1 ; whence it follows with certainty that the poet

of the Lamentations read these songs precisely in the same

ci'der.

The remaining songs may have been composed during the

further course of the Babylonian exile and afterwards, and have

been inserted here by a later collector ; and these very latest

insertions stand for the most part still in a mass together,

Pss. Ixvi.—Ixviii. (which must be regarded, in accordance with
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p. 198,*as/ow7- original songs), Pss. Ixxiii., Ixxiv,, Ixxvii.—Ixxxi.,

&c. And the fact must not be overlooked that the greater

number of these later songs in both collections have been

placed almost wholly at the end, and have there remained.

But, finally, the following is here very noticeable : only after

these earlier and later materials were thus strongly mixed in

these collections, a still later hand may have added the super-

scriptions and other annotations, which are very complete in

this part, according to the most important contents; because

these Pss. xlii.—Ixxxix. have remained unaltered throughout

the entire present great collection. This leads to important

deductions respecting the age and nature of these annotations.

This collector then perhaps placed also Ps. Ixxii,, as a Song of

Solomon's, at the end of the Davidic songs, because he

regarded this position as the best. On the other hand, Ps.

Ixxxvi. was inserted still later, as partly its superscription

and position, and partly the internal indications explained on

p. 8, show. The nature of this song generally also favours

this assumption.

It is certainly not too bold and unadvised to return upon

such traces ; for we do not in this way venture beyond that

which is certainly ascertainable, and lies open to our view, nor

do we invent empty hypotheses. At the same time we do not

overlook and neglect facts that actually lie at hand.

(3.) It is accordingly to be expected that the first and oldest

of the three existing collections should present the most

various characters, as having gone through the longest changes

;

and that it should be the least easy to penetrate its earlier

forms. If we review, however, these songs with regard to

their probable age, setting aside for the moment Pss. i., ii.,

xxxiii., they fall under the following three divisions :

—

Oldest : iii., iv., vii., viii., xi. (xv.), xviii.—xx., xxiv., xxix.,

xxxii.—ii.

* Dichtcr da- A. B., i.
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Older : vi.^ xii., xiii., xxi., xxiii., xxvii.^ xxx., xxxix.^ xli.

Later: i.

—

v., ix., x., xvi.^ xvii.^ xxii.^ xxv., xxvi.^ xxviii.,

xxxi., xxxiv.—xxxviii., xc.

Latest : xiv.—xxxiii.

And a few weighty conclusions may be drawn. For plainly tlie

cycle of genuine Davidic songs which is quite peculiar to this

collection stands out in relief as the oldest substance of the

present collection. Nothing from Pss. xlii.—Ixxxix can be

placed by the side of them^ and Pss. xc.—cl. only make a few

additions to them. These songs stand still predominantly at

the head of the present collection, and where they have, in a

superscription, a statement of the historical occasion, this is

approved as a genuine ancient tradition. With this cycle is

immediately connected a number of songs not so ancient, but

still of somewhat ancient songs, which may have been

connected with the former at a time anterior to the exile, and

in which we still plainly see here and there marks of coherence,

as vi., xiii., and xxx., xxiii. and xxvii., especially also xxxix.

and xli. They contain no statements whatever of their

historical occasion. But, lastly, a considerable mass of later

songs must have been added from the time shortly before,

during, and shortly after the exile—songs by which Ps. xxvii.

was first separated from xxiii., and which betray their origin

by the fact that they ai'e placed more towards the end. The

connected portions in them are mostly near together : xvi. and

xvii., xxvi. and xxviii., xxxv., xxxviii., xl., xiv. Amongst

these latter songs none so late is found as in the second

existing collection, Pss. xliv., Ix. ; and the similar super-

scriptions and intermediate notes have then doubtless, as usual,

been added, though not so uniformly and numerously as in the

second collection. But the first two songs, which are without

any annotations, appear quite as if they had been externally

prefixed to an already existing collection, although certainly

not in the latest period. Ps. i. is evidently designed to be

such an introduction to the whole collection; and Ps. ii. was
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probably an ancient song wliicb one of tbe collectors and

editors was unwilling sbould perisb. Very similarly stand, as

was remarked above, in tbe latest collection Pss. xc, xci.,

before Pss. xcii.—c, Pss. ci., cii., before Pss. ciii.—cl. Not

until tbe latest period can Ps. xxxiii. bave been inserted—

a

song wliicb resembles in all respects tbose most frequent in

tbe tbird collection and bas remained witbout superscription.

I
We bave now discovered tbe original collections of eacb of

tbe tbree existing collections. Yet it is plain tbat tbese

original collections were of very diiferent primary form, and

belonged to times of very opposite cbaracter. Tbe object was

in eacb case to preserve tbe most beautiful songs of tbe period,

so tbat no song could be repeated in tbe same collection. But

it is not less certain tbat eacb collection bas from sucb

beginning onwards run tbrougb its peculiar bistory of en-

largements and otber cbanges, independently of tbe otbers.

For we see a few songs taken up into two of tbe existing

collections, wbicb could bardly bave been done bad sucb

collections been at tbat time already united. Ps. liii. bas

found its way as Ps. xiv. into tbe first collection. Ps. Ixx.

\could not bave stood along witb Ps. xc. in one collection, nor

Ps. cviiii. along witb Pss. Ivii. and Ix. Tbese cases sbow tbat

tbe tbree collections subsisted at a very late period in tbeir

peculiar character, and were in course of being augmented.

But it is equally certain, on all tbe grounds above adduced,

tbat tbey originated in tbe same serial succession in wbicb tbey

at present stand ; tbat tbus, finally, a band wbicb united tbe

tbird witb tbe two preceding put fortb tbe wbole as it now

lies before us. And certainly, botb tbe particular smaller

collections out of wbicb tbe tbird grew, and tbe two earlier

ones, bad already obtained public esteem wben a last collector

united tbe wbolo.

3. Bebind tbe present Psalter, tben, tbere is concealed an

extensive bistory of tbe fortunes of lyric songs among tbe

Hebrews,—a bistory wbicb indeed could be viewed mucb more
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clearly and fully were not this Psalter itself almost the only

source of knowledge. A mass of older and later, smaller and

larger collections of songs must have preceded those in

existence ; and many of these earlier collections must, in

whole or in part, have undergone; through centuries, the most

manifold changes and passed through many forms before they

were here brought together ; and it is certain that many a

noble song, especially from earlier times, must have vanished

without a trace, if it found finally no reception here. If we

further bear in mind that the same song in different copies and

editions must frequently have passed through the greatest

changes, as, e.g., Ps. xviii. compared with 2 Sam. xxii., Ps. liii.

compared with xiv., Ps. Ixx. compared with xl. show ; further,

that earlier songs treated by later poets or readers in manifold

fashions are partly repeated, freshly worked up, or freshly put

together, as Ps. cxliv. 1-11, Ps. cviii., and many other clear

cases teach us j and, as in xix. 2-7, Ix. 8-11, cxliv. 12-14,

X. 1-10 only the remains of older complete songs are pre-

served ; we see still more plainly how many and in part very

different books, copies, and collections preceded the present

collection ; and how thoroughly justified we are in looking, in

this field of inquiry, beyond that which offers itself to our first

glance. Thus all leads to the result that we possess in the

present Psalter, those flowers of the lyrical poetry of the

Hebrews most suitable for public edification and instruction

—

so far as their contents belonged to this head— out of all cen- /,

turies from David down to the latest times. The great mass of J

the songs, however, as was inevitable, gradually accumulated iu

later times; while the few which have been preserved out of the

remoter antiquity are the most beautiful and of the most abiding

interest. The material which had been brought down the stream

of time unexhausted from the Davidic source, and the imme-

diately following centuries, has finally drifted into this book,

in company with a mass of later additions and admixtures.

Meanwhile, we are able to sketch out, from the traces

scattered here and elsewhere, a fairly complete and coherent
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hi&tovj of tlic wliolo collection of such songs. Tlie songs of

David alone form the mighty original stream of all these

, collections. They were certainly collected immediately after

' the death of the great kingly singer;* but at that time

without discrimination and without reference to public use.

But many of them became early immortalized as the finest

expression of the profoundest piety in the hearts of living men.

Many of them may have increasingly displaced in the Temple

at Jerusalem the older priestly songs which were used in the

earlier centuries after Moses. But however many of them

may have become universal favourites^ side by side with them

poetic art was ever putting forth fresh blossoms. Especially

did every new period of highly awakened activity send forth a

fresh and mighty stream of beantiful songs. Again, for the

Temple-sacrifices and feast-days of every kind fresh songs

were always being produced, as we can still plainly enough

perceive, from numerous examples. As in the ancient people

of Israel, in consequence of its peculiar religion, no kind of

songs could come into more splendid flower than tliat which

we may designate by a short word, the song of God

{Gotteslied) , and as moreover David had given the most

creative specimens of this kind ; the mass of such songs

was even more strongly on the increase after his great

precedent, and even of the better class of them there

I
was always something like an inexhaustible supply. From

this supply jn-oceeded the collections from which finally sprung

our Psalter. There were collections of Divine songs, as there

were, according to pp. 236, 237,t also collections of other kinds

of songs. Through long" periods, not merely were proper

Temple songs incorporated with them, but Divine songs of a

more general sense, and with this reference as a guide, songs

of other kinds were excluded. But with this object was

readily connected that of collocating other songs for edification

* Comp. the Gcsch. dcs V. Isr., iii., r- 360 (2nd edit.)

t Dkhtcr dcs A. B-, i.
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in general, even altliough they contain no address to God. i

The collections were repeatedly sifted, with this object in view;

even although, exceptionally, in one of them, such a song

—

highly distinctive in other respects, and morally faultless,—as

Ps. xlv., was allowed to remain. Regard was paid also to the

readily intelligible, generally pleasing character of the contents

;

and a song like Ps. xxviii. was adopted in spite of its some-

what incomplete artistic form ; but not that of king Hizqia,

explained on pp. 161 sq.,* which is extremely artistic, but some-

what heavy. Davidic songs were long made the basis of such

collections, and others related in sense and spirit were con-

nected with them ; but gradually collections of another kind

were put forth. And since these collections had the object of

edification simply in view, the mere names of the poets were

not of so much importancef to the most ancient feeling, and

thus the names of the poets of the songs adopted in these

collections gradually disappeared ; with the exception of that

poet who had laid the foundation of this whole species of

poetry and of these collections, and who might suffice by

himself alone instead of all others. Moreover, each separate

collection was subject to the thousand accidents already sn*'--

gested, before it found its resting-place in the present Psalter.

With respect, however, to details, so far as we can survey them

at the present day :

(1.) The first collection of this kind may have been formed in

the middle of the tenth century. It is still the firmest founda-

tion of those songs retained in Pss. i.—xli., with the exact his-

torical notes affixed to Pss. iii., vii., xviii. It went on, however,

from that point, it is certain, through repeated new editions,

witli additions and omissions; amongst which wo can recog-

nize with peculiar clearness one from the eighth century, when

songs bke vi., xii., xiii., xx., xxi., xxiii., xxvii., xxx., xxxix.,

xli., must in part have been brought together out of earlier

* Dichtcr dcs A. B., i. f fcjcc on tliiss 1'iirt.hcv remarks presently.
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collections. For, accordiug to relationsliip of sense, the

Pss. XX. and xxi., in other respects very different, still stand

in juxtaposition. Another is from the seventh century, by a

Deuteronomic editor.* Himself a poet, he placed the didactic

song, Ps. i.j at the head, as if in recollection of the particular

sense in which these songs were to be read, and he probably

also placed Ps. ii. from an old collection in this place. Ps.

xiv. must have been inserted still later ; and at the latest

period Ps. xxxiii., which was left without a superscription.

(2.) There are plainly recognizable traces of a similar collec-

tion in Pss. li.—Ixxii. But this is richer in later songs, and, on

the other hand, it contains in its actual present condition no

song of David preserved in its purity. Such a song is only

found incorporated in the later Ps. Ix. It might thus be

supposed that the oldest songs of this entire collection were

not earlier than the age after David and Solomon. But since

we must conclude, from sure indications, that the author

of the last collection, Pss. xc.—cl., was acquainted with this

collection, and adopted from it the pieces above noticed, we

draw the conclusion that it was originally much more compre-

hensive, and included, besides, songs from David and his time

(Pss. ci., ex.) Thus this collection also might, on such grounds,

pass for Davidic. Ps. Ixxii. was added to it in like manner by

a last collector, as in the preceding Ps. ii, was at a later period

placed at the beginning.

That there were, however, at a comparatively early date,

collateral collections of quite a diflFerent description is shown

by Pss. xlii.—1., Ixxiii., Ixxxix., which originally, as shown on

p. 13, belonged to one collection. For if Ixxxvi. be excepted,

which was manifestly interpolated in this place fi*om preceding

collections, it is plain that we have here a collection which,

according to its annotations, was intended from the beginning to

contain no Davidic material. Further, in regard to the adoption

* The significance of this is explained in the Gcsch. dcs V. Isr., p. 227 {3rd edit.)

i^
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of many later songs by a last editor, it resembles tlie preceding

collections, and its first arrangement, in like manner, cannot

be eai'lier than the eighth century. We shall touch presently

on the manner in which it was at first divided, and on the fact

that it was originally much fuller; but it has already been

shown, pp, 4 sq., that a last editor more closely united it with

the preceding collections as well as with its other half; and

it was at a later period that it was brought into its somewhat

altered present form before it obtained its permanent position

along with those now inseparably connected with it, by the

agency of the collector of the entire present Psalter.

(3.) With the earliest times of the new Jerusalem there

arose fresh collections of entirely new songs, as was shown on

pp. 14 sq. But about those junctures in which all literary trea-

sures of the earlier times, especially so far as they concerned

the sanctuary at Jerusalem, were sought out with a new zeal,

and repeated in new editions, and put forth in enlarged forms,*

the older collections of songs before described were again

published anew. This entire old and new literature must at

that time have been full of life-stirrings. Collections of

songs of all kinds were accordingly of great numerical extent,

some perhaps of moderate excellence. But it was precisely

those immediately referable to the Temple and Jerusalem

which were the least collected. A new collector then resolved to

arrange the above-described last great collection, Pss. xc.—cl.

As meanwhile he had no design to displace the earlier collec-

tions already preserved, it must soon have been felt that the

best course now was to unite the two earlier preserved ones

with this latter more closely in one grand whole ; and at that

time there was sufficient accurate insight to give the first place

to the relatively earliest and most important among these,

Pss. i.—xli. The work at that time did not amount to a careful

collection of all possible songs of a cognate sense, which might

* As I have shown with sufficient definitcness in the case of the Prophets of the

Old Testament, and also in the case of other collected writings of the Old Tes-

tament.
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have been discovered scattered about in writings. And tlius

several remained outside the great collection, which would

have been generally appropriate to it ; as the song of Jonah,

explained on pp. 155 sq.,* or the song of victory, 1 Sam. ii.,

explained on pp. 158 sq., which moreover, as proceeding from a

king of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, was, in earlier times,

probably designedly left out of the series of such Davidic

collections of songs. Such particular series show us how many

1 collections of songs of other kinds once existed in Israel.

But as yet the individual parts of these three collections were

still left unsifted. No attempt was made to adjust the

inequalities among them; e.g., Ps. liii. was left quietly alongside

of Ps. xiv., Ps. cviii. by the side of Pss. Ivii., Ix., although they

are the same songs. These three collections manifestly held

their ground, each for itself, as publicly preserved : they were

left side by side as they existed at that time, and importance

I
was attached simply to their union.

We now know with sufficient certainty that this great book,

having thus originated, obtained, under the general name

Davidic {ra rod Aa/3iS) by Nehemiah^s co-operation, that

peculiar consideration at the Temple which it ever afterwards

maintained.t The final more fixed order of all the conditions

of the new Jerusalem, and pre-eminently the renaissance of the

Temple-music, to which the Chronicles bear witness, is mani-

festly connected with this circumstance.

From all this, however, it may with great certainty be

inferred that the number of 150 Psalms now in use is not

original. In general, it is difficult to conceive of a numbering

of these songs in eai'lier times. On the contrary, it is obvious

that at an early date a few songs were incorrectly brought

together in certain copies : as Pss. xxiv., xxvi., closely

* DicMer des A. B., i.

t Compare the Gesch. des V. Isr., vii., pp. 425-29 sq. That the Psalter

was not completed at a later date, and that it included no so-called Makkabseic

psalms, I have in each case more dcfinilely proved, and shall return to the point

in the new edition ol' the second volume.
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observed, break up each of tliem into two different songs ; others

were separated near to the time of their origin, as Pss. ix-

and X. in the Masoretic text, Pss. xlii. and xHii. in the LXX,
and in many copies of the Masoretic text. But when men
began to count all the songs of the completed present great 1

collection, many evidently endeavoured, with a certain pre- I

ference, to complete exactly the round number of 150. At

'

least there is an agreement here between the Masoretic text

and the LXX in the Cod. Alex., along with deviations in other

respects.* The Masoretic text separates (in most copies)

Pss. ix. and x., which are rightly connected in the LXX;
but the LXX connect also Pss. cxiv. and cxv., quite contrary

to the original sense, and on the other hand (1) separate

cxvi. 1-9, from cxvi. 10-19, which destroys a fine connexion;

(2) cxlvii. 1-11, from cxlvii. 12-20, which is at least con-

ceivable and may be tolerated.

The first certain trace of the completion of the present/

Psalter is to be found in the Chronicles. The narrator refers

to the time of David and Asaf, 1 Chron. xvi. 7-36, a Temple-

song, which is derived from the latest constituents of the

present collection of Psalms. For if we attentively compare

vv. 8-22 with Ps. cv. 1-15, vv. 23-33 with Ps. xcvi. 2-13, and

vv. 34-36 with Ps. cvi. 1, 47, 48, no doubt will remain that

various materials which stand in every point of view in their

place and in the most proper connexion in the Psalter are in

the Chronicles loosely put together, in apparently a more arbi-

trai'y fashion, to form a new whole. And with this theory the

fact agrees, that the text of the words in Chronicles is seen to

be much less original and correct ; in fact, in its latter part,

* But that the number of the Psalms, probably even to 150, is very ancient, we
gather plainly enough from the superscription of the Apocryphal Psaliii, to be

more cU)sely considered presently. This is found in all copies of the LXX, and

was therefore certainly introduced by the translator himself into the Greek Psalter.

Again, according to Ilippolytos, 150 Psalms had long been the general reckoning

(comp. his words in Lagarde"s Analeda Syr., pp. 83, 29, and his llippolyti qiun

feruniur omnia groxe (1858), p. 189).
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altered, transposed, and abbreviated.* Moreover, the Chro-

nicler can only have transposed those songs which were cer-

tainly of most frequent use in his time in the Temple, for the

reason that already the entire present Psalter, including' such

anonymous songs as xcvi., cv., cvi., was referred, without careful

discrimination, to David. In like manner 1 Chron.xvi. 41 shows

the existence of the latest collection of Psalms. But Chronicles

was not written earlier nor later than at the end of the Persian

dominion, or, at latest, at the beginning of the Grecian.

The next clue after this is the translation of the LXX, who

follow in the Psalter a copy which departs from the Masoretic

text only in less important and thorough-going particulars.

But in the matter of the annotations, this latest part,

(speaking generally) of the whole,—it misunderstands or

arbitrarily alters many of them. Hence it follows that between

it and the completion of the present book a considerable

interval must have elapsed. But the LXX append a song, in

which a very late writer puts in the mouth of David a Goliath

song, which runs as follows :

—

1.

Little was I amongst my brethren,

youngest in my father's house
;

I tended the sheep of my father,

my hands formed an instrument,

my fingers tuned a harp.

2.

Yet whoso to the Lord confesses his need,t

He is Lord, and He hears

;

* This also yields proof that by the tu tov AafiiS, 2 Mace. ii. 13, not merely

the oldest collection, Pss. i.—xli., or the Psalms as far as Ixxxix., are to be under-

stood, which indeed is of itself utterly improbable. Comp. on what is maintained

above, the Jahrhh. der Bibl. Wiss., vi., pp. 22 sq.

f The words as they here stand are entirely without sense, if we do not decide

to assume that after koI tiq avayycXil rip Kvpif^j l^ov, a w'ord like IJTI^J has

dropped out. For ry Kvpitft fiov, which is unsuitable to the sense, it is probable
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and He sent His Angel,

and took me from my father's sheep,

and anointed me with His oil of anointinof.

My fair and my great brothers

—

in them had the Lord no pleasure.

I went against that foreigner,

and he cursed me before his idols

;

but I, drawing his own sword, beheaded him,

and took the dishonour from Israel's sons.

This is certainly a small song composed quite in accordance

with the old laws of art, with three strophes of five lines each,

of which the last only, quite in accordance with pp. 169

—

170,* becomes one of six lines. The song was certainly written

in Hebrew, as we can see distinctly enough from the stamp of

the Greek. But this " Psalm, written by David with his

own hand, and found outside the number" {i.e., not found

among the 150), as it is very sincerely designated in the super-

scription, was unquestionably borrowed from the translator

of a later life-description of David, in which the history was

treated with great arbitrariness ; and where David, according

to a completely groundless notion, but quite aptly, in the sense

of later times, was praised as the inventor of the harp. What

a distance, in all respects, between this empty song of pure

invention and those of the genuine Psalter ! And yet the

translator found it existing—a plain proof that between his

time and that of the conclusion of the Psalter which had

entered the Canon there lay a wide interval. It was not, again,

until a later time that Jewish readers arrived at the conception

that the blessing above mentioned, pp. 11-12—Ps. cvi. 48

—

might, just as the three standing after Pss. xli., Ixxii., Ixxxix.,

designate the end of a section, and held the more tenaciously

that merely "^DTSb stood, according to p. 245. The Cod. Sin. inserts navrov
T

before ilaaKovn witiiout improving the sense.

* Bidder des A. B., i.

3
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to this entirely erroneous notion, because the Psalter thus, like

the Pentateuch, appeared to fall into five books. In this sense

the Massora afterwards proposed by its additions to distinguish

five books of Psalms. But although this opinion may have

been predominant in the schools in the second century after

Christ,* it is nevertheless entirely erroneous.

III. THE INSCRIPTIONS OR ANNOTATIONS OF

THE PSALMS.

To the understanding of these brief words, which may readily

appear utterly obscure,—or at least to make an assured step

towards the understanding of them,—we have already made good

preparation in what has gone before. Our business is now to

give a short but distinct summary of all that refers to them.

For with such fragmentary words it is apt to be the case that

they remain yet more obscure than is necessary, so long as

they are regarded rather in their individual relation; whilst

a more accurate review of the whole discovers a certain

resemblance and regularity among them ; and thus vre no

longer remain so entirely helpless or in such arbitrary con-

jectures with reference to particular details.

Now we must here note, first of all, that such annotations

must once have been widely diffused outside the present

Psalter. We perceive this from the perfectly similar anno-

tations in the song of king Hizqia, Isa. xxxviii., from Habakk.

iii., and from the '' Psalter of Solomon." And likewise

we may take preliminary note of the fact that even the

arrangement and order of the annotations, according to all

evidence, is not accidental, but points back to a peculiar art

and knowledge concerning their sense.

If we look immediately at the contents,

—

1. An important part of them refers to the musical setting

* As we see from Hippoljtos (Qr(^ce ed. Lagarde, pp. 187, 193.)
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of the songs. These have been so adequately explained above,

pp. 209 sq.,* that it is sufficient here to draw from all that was

said the weighty conclusion that the few words not only stand

in close connexion with one another, but also certainly

explained fully for the experts, who possessed the key to these

formulae, the musical character of a song. Again, it has been

already shown above that, except ^i^^., which may stand at the

end of a song as at the end of any verse, all these observations

in the Psalter always stand at the beginning. This may now
be laid down as a closer definition, that n-!?2!p7 thus always

subordinates to itself the statement of the tune ; but with this

appurtenance always takes its place at the beginning, in the

superscriptions, whilst the four designations elucidated on

pp. 228-30* of the mere rendering of a song follow in the

third place. Ps. xlvi. forms the solitary exception from that

order, where the name of the poet is inserted ; however,

this may be merely an old copyist's error. But it follows with

certainty from the second law that the words n"^p "32^

YlttTtt n^W^ which, in Ps. Ixxxviii. 1, stand before n!J3nb

with its appurtenance, did not originally belong to that place,

which in this instance is seen to be true on other grounds soon

to be explained. But since each of the four designations of a

musical song explained on pp. 228-230 gives, notwithstanding

all brevity, a perfectly clear sense by itself, it is not surprising

(1) that each may stand alone, and hence first; and (2) that

the two other designations may also be repeated at the end of

a song. At all events, there prevailed a greater freedom of

this kind in other instances than the collections of Psalms, as

we may shortly call them.f

If we give further attention to the diflercnt songs to which

* Dichter des A. B., i.

f As is seen in a twofold way in Ilab. chap. iii. : (1) inasmuch as '*j"l'12^2!32

n^3D7, ver. 19, stands at the end, and (2) inasmuch as in the superscription,

ver. 1, instead of the brief ]V2ti7 at the beginning (as in Ph. vii. 1), n"'l3''riip bp
as a more diffuse designation is placed at the end ; this, however, is only because

the piece, in conformity with the plan of the whole writing, was to be briefly

designated from the first, according to its contents.

3 *
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these musical notes are attaclicd, it miglit indeed appeal* as if

we must entirely give np the task of deciding why in some

songs merely 1123^7 or ^13''332 3^7 idthoiit statement of

the tune appears, and in a few others even the mere "^/p. But

of equal importance for us remains the difference of the

presence or omission of such notes generally—already touched

upon on pp. 4 sq. For this much is of itself clear, that

they—in so far as the Psalter contains songs destined to be

sung, in the use of the whole community—imight properly be

added to all songs, perhaps with the exception of Ps. cxix.

and a few others, which rather serve for the edification of the

individual reader. But, in fact, we find that only those of the

second of the three great collections above defined, in the

present Psalter, contained these notes with the greatest

uniformity. Between Pss. xlii.—Ixxxix. the following only

constituted an exception :— Ps. Ixiii., which may be accidental,

since the song obviously belongs to the same class as Ps. Ixi.

;

Pss. Ixxiii,, Ixxiv., Ixxviii., Ixxix., which, according to pp.

20 sq. are among the latest of this collection, and where the

omission of the musical notes is not so accidental ; and. finally,

Pss. Ixxii. and Ixxxvi., in the case of which the quite peculiar

relations exist which are elucidated on pp. 8, 22.

In the first collection, Pss. i.—xli., the iiotes are found in

some frequency, yet far more rarely than in the middle part

;

they are quite wanting in Pss. xv., xvi., xvii., xxiii., xxv.

—

XXX., xxxiii.—XXXV., xxxvii., xxxviii., several of which have

other slight annotations. In the last collection, Pss. xc.—cl.,

they appear only as rare exceptions; in Pss. cix., cxxxix., cxl.,

cxliii., and the masses of later songs here accumulated are

entirely without them ; but the former themselves belonged,

according to pp. 7 sq., originally to the second collection.

Subsequently, certain songs, or rather books of songs, were

specially and with preference so treated ; and the older songs

were, relatively, more frequently so treated than the later ones.

But before the two first collections in the present Psalter

obtained, as it were^ their greater repose, many a note of this
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kind may possibly liave dropped out^ owing to the less restricted

freedom still used by the copyists ; and the Selah may also

have been misplaced in sevei'al passages. But where after the

n!5Diab the designation of the tune is wanting, perhaps the

nearest of all is intended, and merely for that reason is 'not

named. At all events, we may thus explain why in the case of

so many songs it is not designated at all.

2. It must, however, have been customary at a very early

date to designate a song quite briefly according to its particular

kind with a word of denomination ; and that there were many

particular names of this kind, and that the songs might be

constantly with brevity thus distinguished, is precisely one of

the many tokens of the high early development of all poetic

and musical art in the people of Israel. These briefest and yet

significant superscriptions are hence unusually frequent on

the whole, and are found in many songs, even without

more definite musical treatment, i.e., not furnished with the

ns^Xsb and the statement of the tune, and the Selah. Con-

sidered more in detail, these short names are of two very

different kinds :

(1.) The often-mentioned designations of the musical ren-

dering of a song, elucidated further on pp. 228-230 :
~i^ta^

V'sb^ig, cripp, )Vm, The use of them was hero the more

frequent, as the Temple-music appears to have been arranged

simply with the view of giving the finer distinctions of musical

rendering thereby denoted. At all events, none of the four

are now found elsewhere than as attached to songs for the

Temple use. But for this very reason the too general name

(sec p. 30*) "^^^ hymn, is avoided on the superscriptions of

these songs. This word is actually found only in Ps. xlvi.,

where, however, it is either to be more strictly connected with

the preceding designation of the tune, and is to be translated,

to he sung to the tune of . . . , as a similar expression is

found (p. 227*) in Ps. Ixxxviii. 1 ; or a "i^TP has been dropped

Dichlcr dcs A. B., i.
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from it, for tliis (p. 30*) is often connected with it in the

second collection.f— Quite different from these names are,

(2.) Those which define the contents oi% in a certain sense,

' even the use of a song. These, however, occur far more rarely,

and were manifestly much less held to be necessary ; and as an

old name of the kind, only the love-song in Ps. xlv., elucidated

on p. 146,* is certain, speaking generally. Only two somewhat

later poets have themselves named a song ^/^•'p, jyrmjer,—the

prophet Habakkuk, chap, iii., and the poet of Ps. cii., of whose

song we are to speak further presently. But particular songs

of those already collected seemed to the readers or collectors

to be peculiarly well adapted for prayer ; and thus particular

psalms were probably so distinguished in the superscriptions,

—

chiefly Ps. xc, and also Pss. xvii., Ixxxvi., cxlii. In a wider

sense, indeed, all songs, as they were to be read in such

collections, may have been used by individuals as prayers. It

is sufficiently worthy of note that a collector or new editor

(see p. 12) thus designated the whole collection, Pss. li.—Ixxii.,

as i^raycrs. But at the period when this editor certainly lived

—namely, that following the destruction of the Temple, and in

the midst of the great dispersion—such songs might, indeed,

in the mass, be always best used in the first instance as

prayers ; seeing that they powerfully contributed to preserve

the true religion amongst individuals of the dispersion. By

the name '^^'7^', praise, or sonrj of iiraise, p. 35,* the one

Ps. cxlv. is first designated, although many similar ones might

have been thus named. Other names, however, besides these,

do not belong, speaking generally, to this place.

How entirely different are these two kinds of names of

songs may meanwhile be gathered from the fact that two may

meet in the same superscription, provided only that each is of

an opposite kind. We see this in Pss. xlv., cxlii., and Hab.

* Dichter dcs A. B., i.

t The LXX have merely xj/uXfiotj, as it they hacl reftd liif^tly ")OTQ ; yet

this hypothc.'^is is unnecessary.
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chap. iii. The fact carries its own explanation with it, accord-

ing to what has been above stated, but is here worthy of

particular remark because the preceding four names are still

in many ways misunderstood. With any one of these

short names that of the poet or singer may readily be united,

as in Ps. iii., iv., and elsewhere frequently in the Psalter;

Isa. xxxviii. 9; Hab. iii. 1. This is as constantly done quite

shortly by means of "*? (see Lehrh. § 292 a). Only in the

very ancient song, Ps. vii., the designation of the poet occurs

in a longer and, as it seems, more original mode of expression.

And from this constant brevity of manner we also perceive how

fully developed were all kinds of learned writing among the

people from ancient times. The name of a song as that of

the poet may stand alone in a superscription ; but these cases

are rarer, and accordingly require in every instance closer

consideration ; for such a difference may point to the different

hands which were busy with the annotations.

In general the manner in which these names of songs are

used, and in which side by side with them those of the com-

posers are stated, is, again, very different in the three main

divisions or collections of the present Psalter ; and in several

points of view it may repay our trouble to give heed to such

apparently unimportant matters, since they are closely related

to others of greater importance.

In the first collection these statements are of the simplest

and shortest description, and yet, when both occur, they are

most accurate and measured. In several songs, indeed, merely

the name of the poet is stated, which is noteworthy where it

frequently occurs, namely, in Pss. xxv.—xxvii., xxxiv.—xxxvii.,

the same songs to which the musical notes are wanting, with

the exception of Ps. xxxvi., where n!J3!3b for once stands,

and in the isolated instances, Pss. xi., xiv. But where the

other statement is added, it consists of a single fixed word

which finds its orderly position before the mention of the

poet, and only stands after it in Pss. xxiii., xxxii., and xl.

This single word is as a rule "f^TP. As similar to this, the
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three otlier musical names are interclianged with it, each

only once: I'r^^, Ps. vii. ; ^^^P, Ps. xvi. ;
^''s'^^,

Ps. xxxii, ; ^72^ is only found in Ps. xvii. From this con-

stant simple custom of the writer of these superscriptions, it

follows with great certainty that the words to be presently

further discussed, ^'*'!'?n ^'^?^ ~'''^, Ps. xxx., must have

been inserted between i*,J3T?a and Tnb by a later hand, as

also their contents render very probable. Further, it is the

first collection alone which twice distinctly terms David the

servant of Jahvc, Pss. xviii., xxxvi.

In the middle collection the poet merely is indeed very

seldom named, Pss. Ixi., Ixix., Ixx., Ixxxi. On the other

hand, twice in the midst of the series of related songs the

mention of the poet's name is wanting, Pss. Ixvi., Ixvii. in

these instances probably for the sake of brevity. For that

these very two songs belong to the post-exilian period cannot,

considering the arrangement of the rest of the collection and

of its superscriptions, be fairly questioned. But the name of

the poet is here very frequently prefixed, Pss. xliv.—xlvii.,

xlix., Ivi.—lix., Ixviii., Ixxvii., Ixxx., Ixxxiv., Ixxxv., Ixxxvii.

(comp. in like manner in the last collection Pss. ci., cix., ex.,

exxxix., cxliv.). The names ^"^2^'^ and ^?r'^ are more

frequent than in the first collection (see above, p. 229).* Along

w'ith "n^TKi is here found, even frequently, the more general

"T^^, either before or after it, Pss. Ixvi., Ixvii. (likewise

Ps. xcii.), but never between the poet's name and m^TXD, and

so in the three possible positions, Pss. xlviii., Ixxxiii., Ixxxviii.

(likewise cviii.) ; Pss. Ixv., Ixxv., Ixxvi. ; Pss. Ixviii., Ixxxvii.

Hence it is clear that this -)"'ii7, according to the sense of

these superscriptions, was never added except as an external

elucidation to the older mb ~n!3T», as if it proceeded from

a particular editor or copyist.f On Ps. xlvi., where it stands

* Dichter des A. B., i.

) The LXX where "l^ti? stiuuls with ~Tl^T!3, instead of using /aXf^o'a,

give ififii along with >//nX/j()f, wliiih vielcis no sense, in spite of the fact tliat
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alone, see above, p. 35. This entire use of n>w is foreign to

the first collection. Bat the inference from all the preceding

is very worthy of consideration, that in Ps. Ixxxviii. 1 two

quite different superscriptions must have been blended,

although only in an external manner, since the first, running

as far as n!J31Db, can be readily separated. It is, however,

inconceivable that the same song had the one or the other

at pleasure because of the different significations of ")!»?»

and b'^SlC'Xi. We can only assume that after the first, the

whole song belonging to it has been lost, which will be

further substantiated presently. On the other hand, that

Pss. Ixxii. and Ixxxvi., as stated on p. 28, carne into this

place is shown by the peculiar style of their superscriptions

even in this point of view.

In the last collection these two-sided statements, when they

are found, occur in precisely the same way as in the middle

collection, which is explained only by the remarks on p. 18.

The '^^'^W is also thus found, Ps. cviii. If now these are

excepted, as borrowed from the one half of the earlier second

collection, Pss. ci., cviii.—ex., cxxxviii.—cxlv., superscriptions

of this kind are in general very rare and scattered,—namely,

"ittTD without the name of a poet, Ps. xcviii., and l^^w "lIXSTXi,

Ps. xcii. ; but the name of the poet alone in Ps. ciii. and in

the Pilgrim songs, cxxii., cxxiv., cxxxi., cxxxiii. Neither the

one nor the other is found in any of the other songs.

3. But it is now necessary to speak particularly concerning

the poets named iu the superscriptions. They are designated,

as elsewhere in such cases, by the preposition ( ; and

looking, in the first instance, merely to these statements, the

following are named :

—

(1.) David. He is named as poet in all pieces of the first

collection, with the few exceptions explained on pp. 6, 23
;

Hippolytos {Opp. Or., p. 191) busies himself to find a very lofty meaning in it

by means of allegory. On the distinction between va(3\a and KiOapa or Xvpn,

on the other hand, he speaks with greater intelligence, p. 19 J.
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further, in the half of the second collection, Ps. li.—Ixxi., with

very few, and in this case quite unimportant exceptions, above

elucidated ; but beyond this only at distant intervals,

Pss. Ixxxvi. ; ci. ; ciii. ; cviii.—ex. ; cxxii. ; cxxiv. ; cxxxi.

;

cxxxiii. ; cxxxviii.—cxlv. ; thus altogether seventy-two times

(xxxvii., xviii., xvii.). He bears besides, in Pss. xviii.,

xxxvi., the very high name of honour, according to the sense

of the Old Testament, of the servant of Jahve.

(2.) Davidic singers appear exclusively in those songs which

form, according to p. 13, the second half of the middle

collection. In particular, various singers among them are

named

:

(a.) The sons of Qorach, Pss. xlii.—xlix., further as in a sup-

plement, Pss. Ixxxiv., Ixxxv., Ixxxvii., and in the first of the

two superscriptions, in Ps. Ixxxviii. They are, according to

Numb. xxvi. 58; 1 Chron. vi. 7, 22; ix. 19; xii. 6 (xxvi. 1),

one of the oldest Levitical houses, out of the distant pras-

Davidic period, related to the still older house of Qehath the

son of Levi. In David's time, one of this house, Haemcui the

Ezrachite the son of Joel, had peculiarly distinguished himself

as a singer, and had led many of his relatives to the arts of

the Muses, 1 Chron. vi. 18-23; so that henceforward the

Qorachites became a proverbial word for "singers/' 2 Chron.

XX. 19. From this circumstance may be explained how

Ps. Ixxxviii. in the first superscription might be ascribed to the

Qorachites in general, in the second to Haeman, in particular

did not the other reasons mentioned above, p. 35, show that the

two superscriptions are not entirely coincident with one another.

It remains, however certain, that since Haman belongs to the

sons of Qorach his name is to be attached to the two psalms

following in the same series, which is otherwise designated by

the names of the sons of Qorach.

(6.) Asaf, Pss. 1., Ixxiii.—Ixxxiii. This name appeal's among

the three most renowned singers of David, and superintendents

of his music as a whole, Haman, Asaf, Aethan ; frequently
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again as tlie most eminent or at least the most renowned

:

comp. 1 Chron. xvi. 5 with the more copious representation in

XV. 1 7-21, and with the somewhat different account in xxv. 1 sq.

;

xxvi. 1. Indeed, in the historical writers of the Old Testament,

from the post-exilian period, he is the only one who is asso-

ciated unhesitatingly with David, as singer and poet, and

almost given an equal position with him, 2 Chron. xxix. 30

;

Neh. xii. 46. In the books of Ezra and Nehemiah and

Chronicles, the sons of Asaph are also named in a similar way

to that in which the sons of Qorach are named in these super-

scriptions of the Psalms.

(c.) Aethan the Ezrachite is named only in Ps. Ixxxix. : he

appears as the third of the three great music-masters of David,

1 Chron, vi. 29-32 ; xv. 17, and in the other places just named.

Unfortunately, however, we can say very little else concerning

all these three great masters of music and song of David^s.

It admits of no doubt that they as men of uncommon gifts, in

David's and Solomon's times, brought song and music

amongst those who, from their status, were chiefly bound to

cultivate it—the Levites, to a development earlier unknown,

and became the creators of a grand artistic music. But this

might well be the only genuine historical fact that can be

stated concerning them. Further, it is certainly by no accident

that three great singers are always named as the leaders of all.

This must refer to a fixed order of music, because in 1 Chron.

vi. 18-32 the relative position of these three was legally defined

;

and because we meet the above-noted (pp. 228-230*) musical

distinction so closely marked that we cannot here overlook it.

In other places instead of Aethan appears Jeduthun, for

reasons unknown to us, as if that were only another name

from another period for the same position, 1 Chron, xxv. 1 ;

2 Chron, xxxv. 15; Neh, xi, 17 : comp. 1 Chron. ix, 16; xvi.

38, 41, 42. Jeduthun is, however (p. 224*), known to us

from other sources as a creative master in music. And whilst

Dichtcr dcs A. B., i.
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eacli of the tliree, Hamau, Asaf, and Aethan, 1 Cliron. vi.,

appears to be desceuded from one of the three, all-embracing

chief families of Levi, Qehath, Gerschom, and Mcrari, we must

rather believe, on a closer comparison of 1 Kings v. 11 and

Pss. Ixxxviii., Ixxxix., with 1 Chron. ii. 6,* that Haman and

Aethan were originally like David of the stock of Judah, and

wei-e adopted gradually, honoris causa, as men distinguished by

high wisdom and art, as teachers of music and founders of

imperishable Levitical schools of singers into the tribe of

Levi, as we read in the post-exilian books.

t

(3.) Besides these seventy-two songs which are derived from

David, and twenty-three from Davidic singers, the Hebrew

superscriptions further set down two only to Solomon, Pss.

Ixxii. and cxxvii., and,

(4.) The solitary Ps. xc. to '' Moses the man of God/' Thus

altogether about a third of the songs of the present Psalter

are left without any statement of a composer ; at least this

is so in the Hebrew text.

But here immediately a mass of considerations and reflec-

tions, not to be set aside, press upon the attention of the

historical student. For if all songs are thus assigned to

their poets, and, with the slight exception of the above three,

must proceed only from David and his singers ; how comes it

to pass that the Psalter gives the names of no poets at all out

of the many other periods and centuries ? The fact that until

the single exception of Ps. xc. no pre-Davidic poets are

named is explained of itself, since David is the earliest master

of Sion's song ; but can it be that from the Davidic time onward

sacred song in Israel was silenced ? If this in the light of more

accurate history is impossible, because it contradicts other

* Haeman is indeed expressly named merely in Ps. Ixxxviii., not 1 Kings v. 11,

an Ezrachite ; but he might have been so here also, since the language is here

obviously abbreviated, and such [)ieces of information as 1 Chron. ii. G would pass

before the historian's mind.

t Comp. on this further the (icFch. dcs V. Isr., iii.. pp. 354 sq., note, in the

2nd edition. T!ic name Aethan is perhaps only an oral abbreviation of

Jediithon or Jadithon.
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clear testimonies like Isa. xxxviii., Jonah ii.^ how are we to

understand the fact that the Psalter mentions no later poets

at all in the superscriptions ? Was it then arranged in its

present form already in David's time ? But this would not

explain why a third of the songs, and obviously in greatest

part the latest, contained no names. But if the inner style

and peculiarity of all songs ascribed to David or to one of his

singers be investigated, it is obvious even on a slight degree

of attention, much more to a penetrating study, that the

external similarity of very many of such songs is so great

that it is purely impossible, in the strict historical sense, to

refer them all to the same poet. Compare, e.g., only the

twelve ascribed to Asaf, and there is immediately seen to be

between Pss. Ixxv., Ixxvi, and those surrounding these two, the

greatest difference in all mattei's which might pass as tokens

of derivation from the same poet. How much more does this

apply in the case of the many ascribed to David ! The

distance, e.g., between Pss. iii., iv. and Ps. v., between Pss.

vii., viii. and Pss. ix., x. is infinite. If, on the other hand, we
trace out the actual internal resemblances of the songs with

regard to poets or periods, we soon discover how almost every

thing assumes another aspect ; in fact, how, now and again, that

which is actually related is separated widely from its connexion

by means of the superscription, e.g., Ps. Ixxxii. (Asaf) from

Pss. xiv., Iviii. (David). But most difficult is the task, lastly,

when in the particular case of any song it is desired actually

to refer every word and every verse and thought to the com-'

poser named in the superscription, to give a consistent account

of the whole. The problem, e.g., is clearly to set before the

mind how David, if he is actually the poet of Pss. iii., iv., vii,,

viii. (as close investigation certainly shows), can also have com-

posed Ps. v. and Pss. ix., x. It is precisely the expositor who

is thorough and sincere, who will here above all meet with the

greatest difficulties, indeed impossibilities ; and will either gain

his knowledge of everything in ihe midst of the extrcmest con-

fusion and uncertainty, or will be bound to adopt some other
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mode of thought in order to avoid remaining in complete

obscurity.

Moreover, we learn only by means of the superscriptions

—

irrespective of Ps. xviii., comp. 2 Sam. xxii.—to what poet

and singers these songs are ascribed ; but that the superscrip-

tions do not proceed, nor profess to proceed^ from the poets

, themselves, has ah-eady become manifest to us from the close

' examination of them—at least in general. They do not come

(setting aside the cases presently to be remarked upon) from

the poets themselves, but from collectors, editors, and old

readers, whose different hands can be readily distinguished in

them, and who by no means desired to be regarded as of the

same authority with the old poets. Therefore, no greater

weight can be attached to them than they claim. If David is

designated in the superscriptions of Ps. xviii., xxxvi., by the

editor of an ancient collection of David^s songs, as '^ servant of

Jahve," we learn from the very fact that he did not pretend to

be David himself; and if David in a later collection (Ps.

cxliv. 1) is named as the poet, although in the same song,

ver. 10, laudatory mention is made of him as this '' servant of

Jahve,^^ we can place the brief note in the inscription no

higher than the mind and purpose of the poet himself. We
are thus by this means only warned in principle with reference

to the superscriptions, not to forget the contents, nature, and

history of the songs, or the very sense of the poet himself; but

rather in this point of view again to bear in mind the manner,

as above set forth, in which the present collection of songs

\ arose. It is possible that several of these inscriptions contain

\a genuine historical tradition about the composer. But this

must be derived, in each particular case, from the song itself;

and we may nowhere avoid the trouble of seeking for the

agreement of the internal and external testimonies. The con-

clusion from all exactest investigations of this kind is, to

express it briefly in this place, tLat certainly a considerable

^

mass of songs, and those the finest and most important, proceed

/ from David, or at least from his time. The greater mass is
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derivable from later times and from very different poets and
periods. The more frequently and profoundly we subject the

whole to investigation^ the more firmly is this conclusion

arrived at ; and it is a conclusion which by no means holds

good merely in general (for in that case it would be very

uncertain)^ but it may be established on certain grounds and
indications, in the particular details of each song.

But if it be now inquired how^ under such original conditions,

such statements of the authorship could be introduced into the

superscriptions ; we must in the first instance recall the general

mode in which such books arose and were formed in ancient

literatures. Of this—so far as it refers to the poetic literature

of the Old Testament—we have already spoken, p. 233 sq.,*

compared with p. 4 sq.

Further information is obtained for the most part by the

closer examination of the three collections of which the Psalter

consists. For in this point of view, again, these three parts

are distinguished, as above defined, by the most significant

tokens. The first collection, Pss. i.—xli., actually includes the

greatest part of the most ancient songs, and very many in it

spring from David or from his time. Again, there is no diffi-

culty whatever in conceiving that the statements concerning

David as poet here in the case of many songs springs from

ancient and sound tradition,

—

e.g., from such historical works

on David as those of which we possess a type in the books of

Samuel. In the case of Pss. iii., vii., xviii., this obtains, by

means of another token, a peculiarly great probability, as will

be presently explained. In this collection we have, then, a

genuine Davidic foundation, and if the last hand which presided

over these forty-one songs, ordering and bringing the super-

scriptions into their present form, did in fact designate also

several later songs as Davidic ; we can readily comprehend how

several centuries after David a collection, v/hose basis is Davidic,

might pass, without closer distinction, as generally Davidic.

* Dichter des A. B., i.
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It is quite otherwise with the second collection, Pss. xlii.

—

Ixxxix., whose superscriptions, according to p. 12 sq., indicate

in the one half songs of David, and in the second those of

' Davidic singers. This has no equally ancient and broad foun-

dation ; and if it never contained more than fifty-eight songs,

the most careful investigation could not succeed in placing

a single one of these songs in the form in which they here

appear in Davidic times. But we have already laid too good a

ground in various preceding observations to allow us to remain

in entire uncertainty here. For so far as we can now trace back

the history of this great collection of the present fifty-eight

songs, in accordance with various indications, the following is

the state of the case with reference to the statements of the

superscriptions concerning the poets and singers. Alongside

of that first book of Davidic songs, there was another which

likewise was composed of genuine Divine songs of David and

of his time (according to p. 28), but in which were added,

especially in its later editions, many more of a later period.

Thus the basis of this collection also was Davidic, and those

j
4dded from a later time appeared, in spirit and in language, to

be so similar to the older ones, that this, like the preceding

collection, was on the whole regarded as Davidic* By the

side of and about contemporaneously with it a collection of

Divine songs was formed upon quite another basis ; collocating

songs concerning which it was well known that they Avere

throughout un-Davidic. The names of the poets, even where

they were possibly still known, were here purposely omitted,

and the more so because these songs were to subserve a higher

object. They were, accordingly, never published as Davidic,

but passed, nevertheless, as fully worthy even of the Levitical

Temple-use, and were thus gladly distributed among the

three schools of Levitical singers and their ancient sacred

* Comp. as an example out of the treasury of Arabian poetic art the Divdn

of Ali, and the treatise on it in the Zcitschr. fur die Kunde des Morgenl., ii.,

pp. 192-200.
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heads, into three sections as songs of the sons of Qorach,

which might also be named after Haman, their head, songs of

Asaf, and songs of Aethan.* This collection was originally-

much larger than it at present appears in Pss. xlii.—1., Ixxiii.

—

Ixxxix. For if the first two-thirds, songs of the sons of

Qorach and of Asaf, extend to Ps. Ixxxviii., the third must

certainly have originally contained much more than merely

Ps. Ixxxix. But we have seen a closer indication, pp. 41 sq.,

in the doubled superscription of Ps. Ixxxviii., of the fact that

the number was certainly at one time larger. Again : their

first order is now somewhat broken. It certainly was in the

beginning (1) songs of the sons of Qorach, Pss. xhi.—xlix.,

Ixxxiv., Ixxxv., Ixxxvii., Ixxxviii.
; (2) songs of Asaf, Pss. 1.,

Ixxiii.—Ixxxiii., and it is worth consideration that we possess of

the former and of the latter precisely twelve, or at all events

(if the reckoning be otherwise) an almost exactly equal num.ber

of songs ; and (3) songs of Aethan, Ps. Ixxxix. ; whence it

may be inferred that this song could not have originally thus

stood alone. Thus there were Davidic books of songs and

Levitical ones quite different from them. Here it is self-

intelligible that the names of David and of the Levitical

singers were at first only as the consecrated vessels for the

reception of songs of both kinds, and served only as general

inscriptions of the individual books or sections. When a new
collector united the Davidic and the tripartite Levitical

collection, he introduced the superscriptions with the names

of the poets and singers in all the songs. In a similar way, in

the oldest Davidic collection, Pss. i.—xli., it was new editors

* Nothing more resembles this than tlic manner in which the primaeval songs

of the Rig-Veda were distributed among the great Brahmanic priestly tribes, an<l

even referred in detail to eminent heads of those tribes as ancient holy men.

Comp. Max Miiller's History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. 463 IT. Thus,

in these names of books, both among the Hebrews and the Indians, the memory of

the most ancient schools of priests and companies of singers has been most firmly

retained.

4
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who for the first time introduced these superscriptions

throughout.

That these superscriptions arose in some such way is also

clear^ from the quite general reference of each of the twelve

songs named on p. 42 to the suns of Qorach, as if the super-

scriber, even in the case of the individual song, desired to give

no definite name of the particular singer. That he shunned

the mention of it from another cause is not apparent.* But

why this song was ascribed to the Qorachites, and that

to Asaf or Aethan, it is now more difficult to say. It is,

however, to be observed that if we conceive the songs of

the Qorachites, Ps. xlii.—xlix., Ixxxiv.—Ixxxviii., as again put

together; and further (p. 42) recollect that Haman and the

Qorachites are properly the same; then Haman (or the

Qorachites), Asaf, and Aethan, in the book of Davidic singers,

follow one another in the same consecrated order as in

1 Cbron. vi. 18-32.—But were there a similar collection of

Salomonio songs, it would be easy to explain how out of such a

Ps. ii. at the head of the older collection, Ps. Ixxii. might come

at the end of the later Davidic collection ; and that Ps. xc.

(similarly to Deut. xxxii.) is borrowed from a collection

—

which sprung up in a similar way, but was only in extensive

use among the ten tribes—of Mosaic songs, will be further

elucidated in Vol. II.

In the tldrd collection, Pss. xc.^cl., the statement of David's

authorship appears, in a few songs above mentioned as being

of a peculiar character, Pss. ci., cviii.—ex., cxxxviii.—cxlv.,

ias if borrowed with these songs themselves from the former

[more complete second collection of Davidic songs. But Ps. xc.

might be derived by the collector from Moses, and therefore

placed at the head, because he found it in an older book of

Mosaic songs, as has been before suggested. Elsewhere the

• But it is not permissible to explain — v otherwise, in cases where the like

difiicultics ari^e.
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name of David appears only rarely and sporadically, Pss. ciii.,

cxxii,, cxxiv., cxxxi., cxxxiii., as if from a first conjecture

concerning the poet, which is here and there fixed where

editors thought most readily to find David. Similarly,

Ps. cxxvii. is quite singularly ascribed to Solomon, merely as

it seems for the reason that a reader explained the house which

Jahve builds, ver. 1, of the Temple. For we arrive with these

last entirely sporadic and here and there, as it were, invective

references of songs to David or to Solomon,—manifestly at the

last period of the entire development of these collections and

new editions of song-books for higher uses. In the manner in

which these sporadic inscriptions appear in the latest portions

of the Psalter, they only show how gradually mere conjecture

forced its way increasingly into this field of inquiry, and how
genuine historical recollection of times so primaeval was lost

by degrees. Under such conditions, however, there is no

reason why conjecture should stand merely here or there. It

is always insinuating itself to an increasing extent ; and once

in its course breaks away in another direction than the usual

one. Thus the LXX ascribe a few more Psalms to David,*

while on the other hand they refer others in a striking manner

to well-known prophets ;t ''^"d this may be the first beginning

of properly learned conjecture. In ordinary life it was, how-

ever, the custom in Palestine in the last centuries before

• Namely, Pss. xxxiii., Ixvii., Ixxi., xci., xciii.— xcix., civ., cxxxvii. The whole

series, Pss. xci.—xcix , which in the Hebrew text is very bahl, docs not .stand .so bare

in the LXX, as generally the LXX give to each I'salm a .superscription, a note-

worthy innovation ! I's. ii., which was without superscription, was in old copies

of the LXX, as still in some Hebrew copies, attached to Ps. i., as is seen from

Acts xiii. 3.1. On the other hand, and this is much more important for n.s, they

omit the name of David in the series, Pss. cxx.—cxxxiv., apparently becau.se their

Hebrew copy had not these additions, as may well be believed in this case.

f Pss. cxxxvii., cxxxviii., cxlv. (rxlvi.)—cxlviii.,comp. ixxi. ; J6remj9, Elaggai,

and Zakharja are here named, the last two even together. But the manner of

citation is essentially different, and the sense different—the more so becau.sc .some.-

times David's name is also found. Again, they translate Ps. Ixxii. otherwise. All

this points to the hands of different translators, or even of mere conjcctnrists.

4 *
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Christ, to refer the whole Psalter, without more exact dis-

crimination, to David.*

The Chronicler, indeed, Neh. xii. 46, places David and Asaf

together as general examples of great ancient poets,t and a

name like to, tov Aa^lS, for the entire large Psalter, might

be intended briefly to designate, in the place where it first

appears (p. 30), the whole book merely by the most renowned

of its poets^ names. But it is well known what gross mis-

understanding was gradually attached to this designation, and

how later learned men among Christians and Jews, in part down

to our own time, have drawn the strangest conjectures from it.

But it is sufficient at the present day to hive a concise

historical knowledge of such matters.

4. The state of the case is similar with reference to the

statements concerning the historical occasion, which is much

more rarely forthcoming, and in every case only with Davidic

songs. A genuine tradition may lie at the bottom of these,

but the greater part rest on the conjecture of later readers

;

and here again the three collections in the same way give the

basis of the distinction.

In the first collection the superscriptions to Pss. iii., vii.,

xviii., give incontestably true historical traditions concerning

the occasion of the songs, and they completely concur

with the contents ; further, the information with Ps. vii.

is drawn from historical books which have been lost to us.

Only Ps. xviii. recurs in 2 Sam. xxii. We see moreover,

from Isa. xxxviii. 9, that it was very usual in historical books

to mark the occasion of a song with standing brief expressions. J

—Again, the fact that the above three Psalms stand together

in the early part of the first collection is not unimportant.

For it is only in Ps. xxxiv. that such a superscription appears

* See above, p. 30, Acts xiii. 22-36, &c.

t For if the T^^T bvTT with him, 2 Chron. vii. 6, romp, xxiii. 18,

Ezra iii. 10, must be, without question, only a short expression for the present

Psalter, in other quite corresponding passages as 2 Chron. xxix. 30, at least he

jilaccR Asaf together with David.

J Witli — 2 and infinitive following, ivhen he . . .
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in auother manner—namely_, in tlie manner which we first see

predominating in the

Second collection. This contains a mass of such historical

explanations, bat they are apparently borrowed by the same

hand fi'om the present books of Samuel, and show only the

attempt of a later editor to refer to David^s life such songs as

were held to be Davidic. The single exception to this is

perhaps formed by the superscription of Ps. Ix. :
'^ when he

quarrelled with the rivers of Aram (Mesopotamia) and quar-

relled with Ssoba-Aram, and Joab turned from him and

(thereupon) in the salt-valley of Edom slew to the number of

twelve thousand.'" For in the first place this information

sounds so independent of 2 Sam. viii. 13, 14, comp. x. 16,

1 Chron. xviii., as if the superscriber had here quite otlier

ancient sources before his eyes. Again : '^^'7, " quarrel

"

is a rare and ancient word. Further, this song certainly

contains, as is shown in Vol. II, an old genuine Davidic

element, so that the superscription may thus be as ancient

as in Pss. iii., vii., xviii. Lastly, there is here a significant

departure from the choice of superscriptions in this collection

elsewhere. For whilst here an occasion is stated from the

later history of David, almost all other songs have his older

history in view, and seek, when it is possible, any con-

ceivable occasion from the first Book of Samuel. These other

are the following: (1) Ps. li. : ^Svhen the prophet Nathan

came to him, after he had gone to Bathsheba/^ 2 Sam. xii.

This would be expected earlier with the older song, Ps. xxxii.,

which without doubt refers to such a case. (2) Ps. Iii. :
" when

the Edomite Doeg came and announced to Saul, and said :

David has come into the house of Abimelekh V from 1 Sam.

,

xxii. 6 ff. According to this, the tyrant addressed in this songi

would be Doeg, which appears like pure conjecture. (8) Ps. liv.

:

"when the Zifaeans came and said to Saul: is not David

concealed among us?'' from 1 Sam. xxiii. 19, as though the

Zifajans were as dangerous as the violent men depicted in the
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song. (4) Ps. Ivi. : "when the Philistines kept bim captive in

Gath, according to 1 Sam. xxi. 11-16, where indeed not the

same words, but still a similar sense is found. (5) Ps. Ivii.

:

"when he fled from Saul into the cave/' according to 1 Sam.

xxii., probably because the song alludes to a flight in the first

verse. (6) Ps. lix. : "when Saul sent (people) and they watched

the house to slay him/' from 1 Sam. xix. 11, because the

beleaguering of a city is spoken of in vv. 7, 15.— (7) Ps. Ixiii.

:

" when he was in the desert of Juda,'' according to 1 Sam. xxii.,

because in ver. 2 there seemed to be a reference to a desert.

Quite answering to the style of these seven superscriptions

are further :— (8) in the last collection, Ps. cxlii. :
" when he

was in the cave, a prayer/' again in accordance with 1 Sam.

xxii., because the song treats of persecutors, and of the

shutting-in of one pursued. (9) In the first collection, Ps.

xxxiv. : "when he dissembled {i.e., played the madman) before

Abimelekh, and he drove him away and he went," from

1 Sam. xxi. 14— xxii. 1, because the song gives thanks for a

deliverance. The copyist appears here only to state the name

of Abimelekh, well known from Genesis, for a Philistine king,

instead of Akhisch, so that it is hardly necessary to think

of diverse sources of information. That the editor of the

last collection borrowed Ps. cxlii. from the second Davidic

collection of songs is certain of itself, according to all the

preceding. Perhaps Ps. xxxiv. was likewise at last introduced

from it into the oldest collection.

But now, in this instance again, we cannot see why the

conjecture of later readers should hold its ground in the case

of these nine songs ; and in fact we see in the LXX how still

later readers went further in this direction; indeed in part

extended their conjectures in quite other directions. Pss.

xxvii., xciii., xcvi., cxliii., cxliv., they sought to place at a

remoter distance from David's life ; but they refer Pss. Ixxvi.,

Ixxx. to Assyrian history, and in this they hit upon the entirely

correct explanation, at least in the case of Ps. Ixxvi.
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lu a certain sense the superscription " Song of Pilgrim

trains" has, as was explained above, p. 15, a purely historical

significance ; but must be separated from all others, as unique

in its kind.

5. Lastly, in the case of a few songs, further short observa-

tions on the design and ^ise of them are given. That is (1)

"T^^p^ to teach, Ps. Ix., seems certainly intended to be under-

stood as 2 Sam. i. 18 ; comp. above, p. 234 ;* since according

to another token just explained, at least the basis of this song

is genuinely Davidic. (2) "i"'3?'.n7 Pss. xxxviii., Ixx.^ probably

signifies, according to Isa. Ixvi. 3, to he used as offerings of

incense, since ^1?':^ is an offering of incense, but a suppliant

song spoken in the Temple is like the offering of incense

which ascends as a sweet savour to heaven,t Ps. cxli. 2 ; Rev.

viii. i. Such suppliant songs were then also to be used in the

Temple along with the offerings of incense. The counter-

part to this is '^1'^^"'^, Ps. c, to be used as a thanli-offering, and

BS B, thank-song.
"l (3) The words ''song of the dedication of

a house, '^ which, according to p. 40, were introduced at a

late period into the superscription of Ps. xxx., probably do

not denote that this song was sung at the dedication of the

house of David, as the LXX take them, or that the Psalm was

to be sung at the dedication of any house ; for it is self-

intelligible that the Hebrews in such cases «ung (Deut. xx, 5)

merry popular songs, while this cheerful song has no reference

at all to such an occasion ; and, according to the whole spirit

of the Psalter, so commonplace a popular reference would

hardly have found place in the superscription. Probably

this thank-song had been sung at the dedication of the second

* Dichter des A. B., i.

t Although mSTS is transhitcd by the LXX, and following them, in Sir.

416, by nvt}n6avvov, it has originally a much more definite sense: comp. the

Alterthiim.er. p. 51.

X That m33?7 in Ps. Ixxxviii. is to be nndersto<.Ki otherwise has been

already suggested, p. 227; if it were taken as "for singing," it would yield no

suitable sense : since every song serves of itself for singing, and Ps. Ixxxviii. has

nothing whatever peculiar about it.
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Temple (althougli the song itself may be older), and it was

hence so named, because it was appointed to be sung at every

yearly memorial celebration of this day.* More definitely the

superscription runs, Ps. xcii, :
" a song for the sabbath-day,"

to be sung on the sabbath, although the song appears to have

been originally of a more general sense, and this definition

was not given to it until later. The LXX go much further in

this very direction, as these new superscriptions—in part

harder to be understood—show : Pss. xxiv., xxix., xxxi.,

xxxviii., xlviii., Ixvi., xciii., xciv.f Such superscriptions, too,

are always very instructive both in the Hebrew and in the

Greek text, so far as they contain historical traces of the appli-

cation of songs in those ancient times.

On the subscriptions of the present divisions of the Psalter

we have spoken on pp. 9 sq. That the name lyrayers for the

entire book which once (p. 12) assumed the predominance did

not in the end prevail, may be readily explained after the first

two collections were united with the third. The entire large

book was now destined, in the first instance, for the Temple-

song ; it was therefore briefly denominated " Songs of Praise,"

C'''?n;p4 although in the LXX, after the frequent "^»TP

* It will be readily understood that this day was yearly solemnized for a long

period. The festival may, however, have become gradually extinct, and then

{Qesch. des V. Isr., iv., pp. 406 sq.) revived in the Maccabean period from quite new

causes.

j- Thus Ps. xxiv. was to be sung on Sunday, rijc /nac aaft^arov, Ps. xlviii.

on Monday, Stvripa oa(5(iaTov, Ps. xciv. on Tuesday, Tirpaci aa^^arov, and

Ps. xcv. on Friday, ilg rriv t'njipav rov Trpo (Taj3j3dTov. Here only two

days of the week are wanting ; but Ps. xxix. was ah-o designed for the last

day of the Feast of Tabernacles, i^oSiov cKyjviig. The Uardaitog in Ps.

xxxi. is noteworthy as merely taken from the words iv Ty iKarddn nov, ver. 23,

but can hardly signify anything other than avaaTnvtwg, Ps. Ixvi., on

awakening (a prayer) ; and in like manner the fi'c avafivtjatv mpi Ga(ij3drov

in Ps. xxxvii. probably denotes simply a song for Sabbath edification. These

annotations recall to some extent tlie manner in which the Greek and Syrian

churches have divided the I'salter : comp. the extracts from Syrian copies and

impressions in Franz Dietrich's " Comm. de Psaltcrii usii Publico et divisione in

ecclesia Syriaca," Marh. 1862.

X Correctly formed like the ^""vrri- which likewise first appears in the

Kabbinical writings, according to Lchrb., § 177 c. The further ablireviatiou,

C'v'n, OtXiifi, is found in Origcn and llippolytos.
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(p. 30*) the general designation y^raX^ol came into use ; and

this short name of the entire book, which was fixed only in a

quite external supei'scription, was fully adequate even in this

brevity. Only because editors gradually busied themselves

(p. 1) also with Solomon's Psalms, the word ''David's'^ was

probably added after the other short designation (p. 52).

It is now easy to draw more general conclusions respecting

the nature and origin of all annotations. Among all those

annotations there is not a single one which we could be i

induced to derive from the poet himself. We do not certainly
'

maintain by this that a poet might never in those times append

with his own hand to his song an observation of the kind.

But in this case the same hand must, by any safe token, be

recognized; and this actually occurs once in the late song,

Ps. cii., whose superscription is of quite another kind, and, /

according to all indications, affixed by the poet. Also in

Hab. iii. 1 it occurs ; but Habaqquq is here named in a quite

peculiar manner only as himself a prophet. In all other songs

it can never be proved that the poet himself added such

observations. On the contrary, all signs are against it.

Generally speaking, it is not to be expected in the higher

antiquity of poets who either did not write at all—or, at all

events, certainly sang more than they wrote—that they

should have deemed such observations necessary. Particularly

it cannot be proved that the poets in the people of Israel

attached their names immediately to the Divine songs. It

was only the prophets who must always mention their

names ;t and the didactic poets who resemble them (Prov.

XXX. 1) readily adopted this custom.

Hence, however, it follows, not that all annotations, without

distinction, must on this account spring from the latest time.

In fact, they increase in the course of time with the literature

itself, as has been plainly recognized above by so many

indications ; and we see by the LXX how they still increase

* Dichlcr dcs A. B., i. f Conip. the Gesch. dcs V. Isr., i., p. 86.
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after the close of the Palestinian Canon. But the beginning

of them may reach into much earlier times : and the result is

that we obtain a measure of certainty concerning the relative

age and the value of annotations so various in kind.

For the oldest portion, several historical statements con-

cerning the poet, the occasion and tradition of a song, may be

retained; for such were frequently found in the oldest historical

books. To this head belong the words from Pss. iii., vii., xviii.,

comp. 2 Sam. xxii., also Ps. Ix. 1, 2 and Ps. ci., just as 2 Sam.

i. 17, 18, Isa. xxxviii. 9. These are to be definitely recognized

as remains of primaeval genuine traditions; it is all but manifest

of itself that there were more of the kind, which, e.g., did not

remain without influence upon the collection Pss. i.—xli.

The simplest designations of the kinds of songs, "i^'P,

b'*2bn, OriDp, 1V2E?, as they, e.g., stand in the first collection,

and Isa. xxxviii. 9, may also be relatively ancient, and have

been written long before the Babylonian exile. The same

holds good of the Sela.

The other musical notes may preserve many old genuine

recollections. They appear, however, in their entire present

form, to have been added, at the earliest, during the first

times of the new Jerusalem ; and with this agrees the fact

that the use of the words I????, and H??^, p. 216 sq.,* recurs

according to present indications, for the first time in post-

exilian books.

In general, the great mass of the annotations was added by

degrees from the seventh and sixth centuries, not by one

hand, but by several in difi'erent times ; the last were certainly

not added until about the middle of the Persian rule.

Further, the Psalter must, during these centuries of the

Persian rule, have been subject to considerable additions

and changes. The date of these to a year and day we are

not now in a position to state, but, according to certain

indications—for the consequence and efi'ects we can clearly

Dichtcr dcs A. B., i.
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observe—they must actually have taken place. At present,

viewed from afar, such a period as that of the first centuries

after the destruction of Jerusalem may appear a barren obscure

space without movement or change. We can no longer distin-

guish particular events in it by order of time to a year and a

<3lay
; yet although on the whole it was a troubled time, it is

certain that literary matters had a vital movement in it, and

the period lasted long enough to inspire important changes

in them. It is, however, our business to pursue as far as

possible our inquiry into those matters which became unneces-

sarily obscure during those long intervening times. We have

above shown that it is still possible to gain acquaintance if not

with all, yet with the greatest and most important particulars.

ON THE HISTORICAL EXPLANATION OF THE

PSALMS.*

If, then, many songs remained without any historical note

concerning composers and occasions, and if, where such super-

scriptions are found, further investigation is first indispensably

requisite ; the historical explanation is thereby rendered very

difficult for us moderns. It comes to this, that these songs, in

the nature of their collection (p. 1 sq.), have nowhere very

particular personal contents. In none of them, e.g., is a

human proper name found, except the well-known names of

the sublime primaeval fathers of the people, of countries,

peoples, and towns. That it might be quite otherwise in

other songs is shown by Judges v., 2 Sara. i. Even such

deeper historical colouring as in Pss. Ixviii. 26 ; Ixxxiii. 7-9,

is relatively rare : so carefully do the collectors of favourite

* Comp. of an earlier date Berl. Jahrh.f.w. Kr., 1831, March, Nos. 45, 46.

A beginning towards tlie historical explanation of the IValnis was attempted by

the Antiochene-Syrian school : comp. the notes in the Catal. Codicum Syr. Musci

Brit., pp. 9, 10 fl', and in Badger's Ncstorians, ii., p. 366.
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songs avoid too strong a reference to particular individual

histories. Only in Ps. xviii. 51 is David once named, in an

ancient song; in one of later date, Ps. cxliv. 10.

It might thus be readily supposed that the historical expla-

nation of these songs was in general either unnecessary—it

being sufficient to explain the thoughts—or that it was impos-

sible or unadvisable ; and yet nothing is more certain than

that it is neither superfluous nor entirely impossible.

For if we have in the Psalter merely songs which from the

beginning had been designed for general use, we could indeed

readily dispense with the history of their origin. Even in that

case it would throughout be no matter of indifference for the

history of religion and of the people Israel, whether a song

sprung up in this or in that century. But on closer examina-

tion we can see without difficulty that a very large and

important part of these songs, as particular impressions,

i| proceeded purely from the peculiar history of the time ; and

i such songs can only again completely revive for us in every

'1 word and every strophe, provided we understand the time and

i the conditions from which they sprung. It was in the midst of

the gi'eat movement of the time, in the struggle of the higher

spirit which was at woi'k in Israel with the hostile world, that

the deepest thoughts came to light which seek in these songs

a manifold revelation. The object, again, of the superscrip-

tions, in so far as the occasion of the songs is stated in several

—let these statements have originated as they will—shows us

that antiquity on the whole had still a correct feeling for their

historical significance and would not be content with empty

generalities in the explanation. The course of exegesis has

also long shown how every expositor, whether he seriously

desii'cd it or not, had recourse to interpretations of the songs

(from the history.

If now it is impossible to dispense with the historical expla-

nation, it is necessary on the other hand not to be led astray

by arbitrary fancies and empty presumptions. It is precisely
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here, in tlio unmistakable difficulties of tlio facts, that errors

and mistakes of every kind lie at hand, and are so dangerous.

The brief review of the exegesis of the Psalter teaches, in this

point of view, that confident assumptions, happy or otherwise,

rather than those founded in history, were foisted on those

songs ; and the utmost attempts were made to elucidate many or

all from the life of David. When this mode of procedure was

seen to be untenable, unhappy doubts of historical truth set in

so strongly in later times,—because closer examination did not

immediately substitute something better,—that this whole field

of inquiry fell into confusion, and it was scarcely understood

whether a song was to be derived from the Davidic time or that

of the exile. But it is impossible again to linger in such grievous

uncertainty, whether the loss at the end be not much more

sensible than all which it may be thought we have gained by

doubt. To open the way to a firmer historical view is thus

our present task. To pursue this with success we must first

learn correctly to apply the proper means of investigation.

The Psalms do not stand alone in the collective literature of

the Old Testament. It is the most accurate acquaintance with

all the other parts of the Old Testament, in all their historical

and grammatical relations, which will throw a bright light on

th6 songs, short as they mostly are. Hitherto there has been a

great neglect of this vital inter-connexion of all small portions

of the Psalter with the remaining, for the most part, much

clearer portions of the Old Testament, in an historical point of

view. Yet so far we may be prepared from the first, in

accordance with the rest of the Old Testament, to identify by

certain signs the Davidic, Jesajanic, Jcremjanic, exilian and

post-exilian periods ; and on such first researches in the Psalter

to be not entirely without resource for acquiring some certain

information.

Then the Psalter itself—what manifoldness of songs, hard to

be overlooked, and what variety, do we discover in it on a deeper

penetration ! Here is again a peculiar, widely extended, and
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diversified field, whicli above all we must strive to know most

carefully and accurately in all its particularities. But if we

have obtained in detail safe and comprehensive notions, then

on a free glance over the mass, at first sight very confused,

the related and the non-related matters sepai-ate into smaller,

firmer, and brighter series; what is dispersed is again collected,

on the principle of resemblance or difference, again into its

groups ; and an original clearness of the remoter or nearer

connexion between the songs, often so strangely arranged,

begins to be manifest. To follow up these with equal firmness

and penetration, prudence and certainty, in all tokens and

traces, in language, thoughts, and historical expressions, is a

chief means for recovering the historical element of the songs

in the sense of the poets themselves ; and for assigning, where

possible, each song to the place which belongs to it in the

historical sequence. In this w^ay the one is presently eluci-

dated from the other, and a certainty previously unhoped for is

built up. There are thus found numerous groups of more or

less closely connected songs ; and should a song actually (as

is well possible) stand somewhat alone, the fact can be securely

ascertained only in this way.

Finally, it is shown above, and it finds further particular

confirmation, that also in the position and arrangement of the

songs there lie significant indices for the history of the songs,

so soon as we understand how to discover them in the right

way.

All these means of investigation are now together to be so

applied that every proposition which appears to result from

the process may always find its warranty from the exact

explanation of particulars ; and where all means which can be

applied, without putting any strain upon the words, harmonize,

we have reached a certainty which becomes a secure basis for

further inquiries.

It is true that in this slow and sure way it will not be

possible immediately to assign every song to its time and
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composer with all certainty. All the above means do not

occasionally suffice^ in the want of ample historical information,

for the precise definition of the day and year of a song. Still

less can we in many cases, even when the period of a song can

be identified with a degree of certainty, recover the name of

the poet. It is impossible here to pretend to know everything.

On the contrary, we succeed only in the first instance in finding

in some songs from different times so many solid and immov-

able bases and grounds for further investigations. The songs

which lie more in isolation, and more difficult to recognize, will

then increasingly be open to exacter knowledge, so far as we

can get at them with all the present possible resources at our

disposal. On the age of a song in general a strong doubt can

now hardly exist.

The utility of such historical knowledge, now securely

being built up, is in all ways great. We shall thus begin to

understand again every song for the first time in its complete

nature. We shall with high joy observe how the voices of the

exalted song of the religion of Jahve resound through a long

series of many centuries, never entirely dumb and sleeping.

This is precisely a main advantage that we novv clearly see,

—

that the Psalter includes in itself the blossoms of Divine song

not from one or two periods, but rather from all the exalted

times of Israel from David onwards ; whereby the Psalter first

appears in its proper position relative to the other books of the /

Old Testament. The lyric song with its warmth and depth is,
|

as it were, the heart of the Old Testament religion. To
|

appreciate the emotions and pulsations of the heart and to

follow them through all times cannot be without the most

important consequences for our whole conception of the Old
;

Testament. Finally, we can then also clearly review the

changing fortunes of song in the course of those centuries, and

amidst riches so great, at once with confidence distinguish the

more original, weighty and permanent elements ; and thus we

obtain, by giving up certain prejudices and errors of our pre-
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' decessors, not merely new ti'utlis in exchange^ but in fact a

much, greater good than all that we have apparently lost.

With such objects in view we have unquestionably the right

to treat the explanation of the individual Psalms in another

order than is customary ; and the purely historical arrange-

ment would be incontestably the best for learned consideration.

Meanwhile, since in the case of several songs not much more

than their general period can be defined; a material order

may properly encroach upon the ruling order of time. Yet

the more purely and completely the historical sense of any

song gradually, by means of continued painstaking, comes

into relief, the more must recourse to such a material order be

superseded.*

I.

SONGS OF DAVID AND OF HIS TIME.

There is a series of Psalms, of peculiarly powerful genius,

and unique in the elevation of their sentiment, which, accord-

ing to the coincidence of all indications, can spring from no

other and no less a poet than David himself. If we look for

a moment away from these songs and from the whole Psalter,

it cannot be doubtful, from the other sources, what manner of

man David was in his innermost being as man and as poet.

His was a spirit readily aroused and kindled by every

important occasion and every great appearance, but ever

proudly conscious of its unassailable elevation and power, its

innocence and its right. From youth upwards he was borne

up and strengthened by the still more lively consciousness of

Jahve the God of Israel as his mighty Leader and Defender,

* I now leave, 1865, this entire historical elucidation unaltered, just as it was

put forth in 1839. How little since that time my successors have regarded the

truth, and the fresh mischiefs that have thence sprung up, I shall be compelled to

notice more fully in the following volume.
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his only Giver of Victory and Exalter. In all circumstances

and experiences of life he bowed his human pride before the

Divine destiny, and resigned himself full of clear confidence

and pure trust to the Divine gracious leading. Thus through

all troubles and changes of life he grew from step to step, in

genuine knowledge, in rock-like firmness of faith. As ruler

and king he remained the same, a man of unfeigned sincerity

and child-like submission, quickly returning from every kingly

error and crime with irresistible force of true repentance to

the Eternally true, and remaining to his extreme age ever a

blest and blessed man. Such does David appear in the light

of the feeble remains of historical recollection concerning him.

That this extremely susceptible, deeply emotional spirit, of

original creative power, early possessed the gift of expressing

every true and deep impression in poetic form, and maintained

and exercised it undisturbed to old age, we know not less

certainly from the information in the historical books than

from the genuine examples and monuments of his poetry

collectively preserved in these. We see plainly from these

that the poet was equally great with the man. For it will ever

be true that the most elevated man may also be the greatest

lyrical poet of his people.

If thus, in a collection of about 150 Psalms, which later

tradition collectively ascribes to David, there are contained

actually Davidic songs ; it cannot be too difficult to distinguish

them by their spirit and contents. A part of this sublimity and

of this consciousness, of these fortunes and experiences, so

unique in the whole ancient people, must be clearly recognizable

in every song, in .every sentence. On continued acute examina-

tion, all these songs of like kind and cognate spirit must bo

definitely separated from all others, without the uncertainty

remaining considerable which may readily appear on first

inquiries and conjectures.

The result of all my often-repeated investigations is that

Pss. iii., iv., vii., viii., xi. (xv.), xviii., xix,, xxiv. 1-6, xxiv.
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\ 7-10, xxix., xxxii., ci., of whicli Ps. xviii. also recurs in 2 Sam.

I
xxii., actually bear on them this genuine stamp of their

derivation from David himself, and point, in unmistakable

features, to that greatest poet. For in the first place, if they

are read side by side, we find in all the same style and colour,

as will be presently further shown in detail. Everywhere we

meet with the same lofty and unique spirit, and we observe

that one poet must have been the composer of the whole. But

further, those true tokens of Davidic origin shine with equal

clearness through all. The manner in which this poet feels

his inward elevation, "T^^l, iii. 4, iv. 3, vii. 6, xviii. 44-49,

comp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 1,—as he is sensible, through the Divine

grace, of being lifted up and strongly distinguished above all

men, iv. 4, xviii. 21-31, comp. 2 Sam. vi. 21,—is perfectly

unique as a phenomenon. No other poet could feel and express

himself in his kingly dignity as he does in ci. 1-8, xviii. 44-46,

2 Sam. xxiii. ; raise himself as in iv. 3-6, in the consciousness

of that unassailable elevation, with all-prostrating, involuntarily

prophetic power and directive authority against his persecutors;

and along with this ever bear the true weal of the people of

Jahve in his heart, as in iii. 9, xxix. 11, comp, 2 Sam. vi. 18,

vii. 29 ; whilst words of harsher sound, like iii. 8, xviii. 35-43,

xxiv. 8, comp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 6, 7, betray the alike fortunate and

strenuous warrior and restorer of order. Moreover, think of

that sun-like clearness of heroic confidence in Jahve, scarcely

once disturbed in the greatest distress by a short groan

(iii. 2, 3, iv. 7), that strenuous feeling of right, that childlike

openness and directness of mind, those unsought deep glances

I into the Divine and human ! And everywhere the outburst of

originality and genuine creative power ! All this is found in

mutual connexion only once, in its full peculiarity, and in the

whole Old Testament is nowhere else to be found but in this

great poet. In the case of a few other songs, e.g., Pss. xxiii.,

xxvii., Ixii., Ixiv., cxxxviii., it might be a matter of doubt, at

the fii'st glance, whether they did not belong to the same
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Series, as incontestably Davidic songs served as a pattern to

many later poets. But in every instance, on a closer view, the

same conditions, the like sublimity and splendour of the spirit,

will not be found in them.

Other grounds and indications do not oppose this conclusion,

but only serve more and more to confirm it.

The language of these songs is obviously ancient and

entirely original. We even meet with words, connexions,

and significations which elsewhere early disappear, as '"^5^,

Ps. viii. 2, 112, Ps. xix. 5, ^^2^, Ps. xxix. 10, elsewhere only

in Gen. vi.—x., and there more as a proper name of the Flood

of legendary history ;
n3!5 only in Ps. viii. 8 for -jWk (see

Lehrh. § 17Gb); ^'I'V, ^lli}, xixx. 2; and in the contem-

poraneous ex. o, later repeated with the whole mode of

expression, xcvi. 9 ; the jplivase, " when wilt thou come to

me V ci. 2 ; favourite expressions like ^^^1 Q?^, xxix. 3,

xxxii. 6, xviii. 17, frequently repeated in later writers;

^^ VP\ ''the straight in heart," vii. 11, xi. 2, xxxii. 11,

comp. xi. 7, frequently repeated later, xxxvi. 11, Ixiv. 11,

xciv. 15, xcvii. 11 : comp. cxix. 7; and as no other poet the

word ^VHt'^, which appears to be taken out of common life,

so frequently used by this poet (xviii. 5, ci. 3, 2 Sam. xxiii. G,

comp. elsewhere only Ps. xli. 9, in the citation of another's

language). Hardly is another poet so fond of the 11^3 for

the word's sake, both in reference to oneself, iii. 4, iv. 3, vii. 6,

and in reference to Jahve, xix. 2 fF., xxiv. 7, xxix. 1, 3, 9. If

songs of other poets from the earliest centuries are com-

pared with these, we shall be bound to admit the distinction

and the peculiar colour of all these songs; while not until

about two centuries after David, living poets regarded, as if

designedly, these old songs as the highest models, and repeated

much verbally from them. Just so we meet here with a mass

of quite peculiar figures and proverbs, for the most part not

found elsewhere, as iv. 8, vii. 8, xi. 2, xviii. 5, 6, 11, xix. 6, 7,

xxxii. 9. But most frequently do warlike expressions of all

kinds recur ; so that we observe how the great hero, versed in

5 *
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battle and victory and all the arts of war, entirely breathes and

lives amidst such thoughts and scenes. He speaks of Jahve as

his fihichl, 1.3^, iii. 4, vii. 11, xviii. 3, 31, 36, comp. 2 Sam.

i. 21 ; as his roch, xviii. 3, 4, 32, 47, 2 Sam. xxiii. 3. No
older poet has spoken in this way, as the songs, which are also

warlike, Ex. xv., Judg. v., show ; whilst in later poets these

same majestic figures are re-echoed, but in softer sounds.

Still more sensibly do the thoughts themselves, with the

whole style of the poetry, show here original power and life.

The grandest is creatively formed with light-winged art; a

higher thought compresses others. Only in Ps. xviii., for

particular reasons, which may apply to it as an intentionally

long hymn of victory, is the language prolix. How truly this

mass of songs was the old germ of didactic poetry, and the

treasury of grand thoughts, which the people in later times

increasingly adopted and wrought up, we may observe in the

whole further spiritual development of the people. This will

be presently shown in detail by many examples, although it is

a difficult matter to exhaust this subject.— On the other hand,

we nowhere meet in these songs with thoughts or even modes

of expression which point to a post-Davidic time. For that

David, after he had by him in Sion the ark of the covenant,

could speak of the holy mount, iii.5, xxiv. 3 ; that by the ^^''n or

great and splendid edifice, palace of Jahve, xi. 4, xviii. 7, xxix. 9,

is not to be understood, according to the clear connexion of

these passages, the Temple of Solomon, but absolutely the

heavenly palace, heaven itself, requires no further proof. (It

would be a strange supposition that the Hebrews were in

David's time ignorant even of the word and notion of a b^TT,

greater house, or palace.)

The position of these songs in the present Psalter, and their

historical superscriptions, greatly favour the opinion of their

high antiquity, and their derivation from David, as has been

shown in Vol. I.* This external proof admirably supports the

* DicMer des A. B.
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internal evidence. A similar external proof is the recurrence

of Ps. xviii. in 2 Sam. xxii., of which we will speak further

presently. For every one who understands the general course

of the ancient literature of the people Israel, it would remain

an inexplicable enigma, if no song at all of the greatest singer

of Israel had been retained in the Psalter. And certainly

we should be mistaken in supposing that David merely sang

the comparatively few songs which now remain in the Old

Testament. He, that fertile singer^ who, according to the brief

intimations of the historical books, described every important

occuri-ence of his life in song, would compose far more songs

;

and the mouth of ''the sweet singer of Israel'^ (2 Sam. xxiii. 1)

was, according to all plain indications, far more frequently full

of inspired song. But those songs in the Psalter which we

at the present day can recover, and verify as unquestionably

proceeding from him, are the more certainly his. And
certainly tbese twelve songs in the Psalter, united with the

remaining three in 2 Sam., are not merely the flower and crown

of all Old Testament songs, as well as the proper basis of all

the Psalms ; but they completely suffice for the recognition of

the great poet and king himself in his innermost life and in

all his greatness. Still more clearly than in the historical

remains of recollection concerning him we peruse in his own

songs the great heart of David, and perceive with no small

satisfaction that his ancient high poetic renown is not baseless

;

and that he justly names himself, in the clear anticipation of

his eternal poetic glorj^ at the head of his last song, 2 Sam.

xxiii. 1, the sweet singer of Israel.

But we possess, further, some songs which must proceed, if

not from the great lyric poet of Israel himself, yet from poets

of his time. The song, Ps. ex., is unquestionably of his time,

and refers to his history, Ps» ii. is connected, at least most

nearly, with his time. These songs bear the greatest possible

resemblance to those of David, both in hmguago, in thought,
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and in their whole tenor, and thus in no slight degree confirm

the same conclusion.

We will, however, make further the provisional and probable

admission that, besides these songs, important fragments of

Davidic poetry, adopted into later songs, may by these means

have been preserved. And this is actually proved (as was

already incidentally observed in the first edition) by the closer

examination of several passages, xix. 2-7 is properly only the

beginning of a Davidic song which a later poet has used. The

following pieces are, according to all indications, woven into

the substance of later songs:—Ix. 8-11, Ixviii. 14-19, cxliv.

12-14, in a song where indeed vv. 1-7 are also borrowed

from Ps. xviii.
;
pieces in style and coloui', spirit and life, so

closely resembling the songs of David himself, or at all events

of his time, that they may with safety be ascribed to the same

poet. And although, of these fragments, in translation and

explanation we do better to leave the lines Ixviii. 14-19 in the

place where the later poet has interwoven them with his song-,

we prefer to take the others as immediately belonging to this

position.

Lastly, the following is a further important proof of the

genuine derivation of these songs from David,— that, along with

all their internal similarity, they reveal on the other hand such

extraordinarily various situations and great changes of life in

the poet, such as we could only expect from David's strange

vicissitudes of fortune. Small as may be the number of the

preserved songs of David, we nevertheless perceive in those

which originated not like Pss. viii., xix., xxix., merely from

the calm contemplation of universal truths, but from the

commotions of the outward life itself, some of the most

important experiences and turning-points in his life, and

cannot without some result and profit compare therewith the

historical traditions.

This leads us to details ; and wc must now venture the
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attempt_, so far as practicaLlc_, to collocate the individual songs

in their relation to David's life-career. In fact, in the case of

most, no important doubt can arise to which of the sections

of that life they generally belong.

1. Psalm xi.

Even in the midst of great life dangers the poet declares, in

opposition to the anxieties and dastardly counsels of faint-

hearted men, the firmest and purest confidence in the majesty

and justice of Jahvc, who knows and judges all earthly beings

alike, against whose penetrating glance the most stealthy

cunning of the wicked man is powerless,—a fine and sharply

drawn contrast of humaii and Divine procedure ! All is the

rapid powerful outgush of one great impi-ession. After the

poetj from the very first, vexed by the dastardly counsel,

briefly explaining his confidence, has collectively set before

himself the words and reasons of the faint-hearted ones, vv. 1-3,

his higher consciousness urges him the more strongly to

express clearly and sharply the confidence of the pious man

with its reasons, and thereby to console himself, and to raise

himself up, vv. 4-6 ; until ho concludes with a brief firm glance

into the dark future, ver. 7. The reasons for disgraceful flight

appear weighty enough to the faint-hearted ; on the one hand

the present well-laid designs of craft ; the imminent danger

(ver. 2) ; then, generally, the complete dissolution of order in

the state, which, making everything insecure, seems to counsel

flight to the upright man (ver. 3). But all such anxieties

cannot deprive the poet of his higher tranquillity, nor tempt

his firm and upright mind to dastardly flight, as he here says

from the very first, ver. 1, with the most powerful brevity, and

then from the second strophe onwards, recurring to the same

point, in a more amplified expression. Unquestionably uttered ,

by David in the first sei'ious dangers of his life under Saul.

But the historical information is here least adequate, and

remains, until David becomes king, very incomplete.
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The brief song falls, in conformity with the development of

its fundamental thought, into two strophes, each of three

verses. But these, in the restlessly fluctuating language, are

extended to seven verses. A very short third strophe with

only one verse concludes the whole, with the greater calmness

of effect.

1.

1 To Jahve I cleave ! how can ye say of my soul

:

''flee to your mountain, birds \"

" For lo ! the wicked bend the bow,

fit upon the string their ai-row,

to shoot in the darkness against the upright in heart.'^

" When the foundations are overturned,

The righteous man—what shall he do V

2.

Jahve is in His holy palace,

Jahve—in heaven is His throne
;

His eyes behold—His eyelids try—the sons of men.

5 Jahve tries the righteous man
;

but the wicked and lover of ci'uelty His soul doth hate

;

causeth to rain upon wicked men coals of fire with

brimstone

a glowing blast is the portion of their cup.

For righteous is Jahve, loving all that is right

;

he who is upright, shall His countenance behold.

A^cr. 1, TiTn, in like manner at the beginning, vii. 2,

xviii. 3. On ^ -"npshl^ comp. iii. 3, iv. 7, xxvii. 8.

—

Flees: is

a proverb which indeed is only found here, but it is quite clear

that it was a pitiful cry of lost men, as of birds threatened by

huntsmen, exhorting them to save themselves by hasty flight.

~)""lD!i as a noun of multitude with the plur., Lehrb., § 176 b,

so that the K'tib is correct. The figure of the hunter thus
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correctly continues, ver. 2.—Ver. 3, comp, on the figure,

Ixxxii. 5 ; Ixxv. 4. "*? as a particle of time, when, usually comes

immediately after the verb, but here and Job xxxviii. 41 it

stands in a singular manner before a circumstantial proposition

(comp. § 337 c) with the imperfect in the signification of the

present. In the main sentence then follows the 'perfect, ^272

as after a conditional clause; and here we note as a some-

what rare phenomenon that it remains after the interrogative

word rrtt, comp. § 326 h.—Ver. 6. The Massor. accentuation

is here omitted. Since the word CTIQ as nets, derived from

ns, here gives no sense, and an expression like QTIS from

D**?, soot, would likewise be of no assistance, it is better to

read instead with transposition of the "< and in the closest

relation to the following word, ^^ "^^t}?, coals of fire, formed

just like ^^ ^l?n?, Ps. xviii. 13. Although cnS according

to Prov. xxvi. 21, in itself denotes the coals as black, but ''^^.

as glowing, it may notwithstanding, in the connexion of

language, very well denote these also, B. Jes. xliv. 12, and is

joined with ^^^ quite in the same way as in the Aeth., 4 Ezr.

xiii. 13 ; xiv. 41. And although it usually, as a noun of multi-

tude, does not appear in the plural number, § 176 6, yet it can

assume it in the same way as the ^H^ formed quite similarly.

The whole verse, however, manifestly only obtains its true

sense through this understanding of the words. The first

member thus yields the figure, so frequent in the Old Testa-

ment, of a rain and fire of brimstone falling from heaven, as at

Sodom on one occasion ; the second, the figure of a poisonous

simoon, as if to be imbibed or inhaled in the cup of poison

—

which does not come down like the other, straight from heaven.

On "i^'p:, see § 343 &.—Ver. 7. "^^^ with the plural in the

predicate, according to § 319 a. The last and highest hope is

here expressed at the end : that the upright shall at last behold

the pure light, however long the darkness may have lasted

;

shall certainly in the end feel themselves thrilled and exhila-

rated inwardly by a Diviue beam; comp. iv. 7; xvii. 15. The
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^"ip*]? are, according to § 1 7G c, the expressions of righteous-

ness or the virtues of man. On 1^"^?.^, see § 247 d.

2. Psalm vii.

Here we see the same David already become great and

mighty in dangers and battles, as leader of a baud of his own

amidst the changing- fortunes of whole peoples (ver. 9) and

conscious of his higher dignity (ver. 6), but not yet as king.

[All evidence concurs in favour of finding in the superscription

an old and certain tradition, according to which David sung

this song because of a Benjaminite Kushr] The latter, as a

Benjaminite, probably a partizan of Saul's, had, according to

vv. 4, 5, only sought the friendship of David in order, when

the opportunity came, the more keenly to injure him—an

occurrence quite in keeping with the character of those times,

one of the thousand dangers of David uuder Saul, although

all our present historical books tell us nothing of this particular

case. The song itself shows us David in his first most violent

excitement and revulsion of feeling concerning the faithless

treachery of the false friend. Although from the first seeking

to collect himself in confidence towards Jalive, he is yet

overmastered by the thought of the profound unworthiness

and basest villainy of the traitor, as well as of the greatness

of the danger that has thereby arisen. A storm of most

various thoughts, fears, hopes, breaks in changing language

forth from the inward commotion of the poet's mind. Justly

is the song named in the superscription a Dithyramb 0"^'3K7).

But the more intensely the pure strong soul of the poet in the

midst of extreme danger feels the inward vilcness of the

faithless deed, the more freely he, in the consciousness of his

own incapacity for such wickedness, can call upon God to

punish him in the severest manner, if he should ever do the

like : the more strongly and boldly does he demand and expect

Divine judgment for the punishment of that wicked one, as of

all; and the more confidently does he confront the disclosure
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of the immediate designs of tlie crafty deceiver. Thus the

language falls, having passed from the more composed be-

ginning soon to the highest excitement^—gradually down to

greater rest, until at last all feelings are silent in the one

thought of rest and hope in God. Thus at first the poet, on

his cry for help, is soon so ovei'powered by the representation

of the greatness of the villainy committed, that he calls upon

God anew—instead of to save him—to punish liim in the most

sensible manner, if he should do as the enemy. Here his

feeling and his language become even more unrestful and

stormy the more clearly he represents to himself the villainy

committed, vv. 2, 3, 4-G. But the more zealously he wishes

that such villainy might receive retinbution in his own person

(were it necessary), the more boldly, after a pause, does he cry

to God to punish the wrong actually done. And since private

persons were not concerned, but the fates of whole tribes and

peoples, he appeals for an universal judgment to be held upon

the earth. This freer glance of prophetic outlook into the

eternal Divine operation and into all the future, wonderfully

calms the storm of the poet's bosom, and softens his language,

vv. 7-12; so that at last, again recalling what is immediately

before him, he foresees as certain that the foe will renew his

treachery, but also in loftier calm, looks beyond to the speedy

destruction in which his craft and malice will end, while the

faithful evermore rejijices in God, vv. 13-18.

The proper and peculiar art of this song lies in the fact that

the poet understauds how to bring to a proper and perfect

level, and to smooth down all the storm of his bosom and the

fluctuations of his thoughts in the remembrance of God, and

so in the expression and flow of his language, by means of a

loftier mood of calmness, which becomes victorious. Thus it

falls into three somewhat extended proportionate strophes,

each of six verses, the first two of tLirteen, the last of twelve

verse-members. In each the first two verses are strongly

separated from the last four. Between the first and second
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lies the highest excitement; tlie first rising to the acme of

unrest, the second sinking down from that point. At the end

of the second, rest and largeness of view are already won.

But the third gives further the application of this to immediate

circumstances. More briefly : in the first part the force of

complaint predominates ; in the second rest returns through

the contemplation of the eternal Divine righteousness. In the

third we have the joyous and tranquil glance, thence arising,

towards the immediate danger. Thus this song is a splendid

example of the manner in which, even in extreme danger and

unrest, higher contemplations yield true hope and rest_, paci-

fying the storm of the passions.

1.

1 Jahve, my God ! to Thee I cleave :

from all my persecutors, help, deliver me !

that he tear not like a lion my soul,

rending asunder without saviour !

Jahve, my God ! if I do this,

if iniquity is in my hands

;

5 if I my friend with evil recompense

I delivered him who oppressed me without cause

—

then let the enemy pursue, take my soul,

and tread to the ground my life,

and my greatness let him pin to the dust \'^

2.

Up, Jahve, with Thy wrath,

lift Thyself up with the punishment of my oppressors !

stir Thyself for mo, appointing judgment !

and let the community of the peoples surround thee,

and above them do Thou return to the height !
—

* The Sola is in this impression so denoted.
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Jalive judges tlie peoples : give sentence concerning me,

O Jalive !

according to right, according to innocence let it be

done to me !

But let the evil of the wicked pass awa}', so that thou 10

. strengthen the righteous man,

Thou trier of heart and reins, righteous God !

My shield stands with God,

who helps the upright in heart

;

God is a judge of the righteous,

yet a God who is angry every day.

3.

It may be He will again wet His sword
;

the bow he already bends and directs,

prepares death weapons for himself,

makes His arrows burning.

But lo ! he will hatch vanity,

pregnant with mischief, he will bring forth deceit ; 15

a grave he digged, hollowed it deep

and fell into the abyss which he makes !

His mischief will turn upon his head,

upon his crown Lis cruelty rush down !

praise I Jahve according to His righteousness,

and sing Jahve's, the All-highest^s Name !

xix., ver. 3. The transition here into the sing., shows, as

frequently, that the poet now, in the representation of the main

danger, thinks more closely of the enemy at that time especiallvin

pursuit of him, or of the leader of his enemies : comp. vv. 13-17.

But he who threatens the poet with danger to his life is also

that most faithless friend, whose treason has just been ascer-

tained; and the feeling of the baseness of this treason seizes so

violently on the poet that he immediately, vv. 4-6, imprecates

on himself the extremest punishment from God, if he should do

tlie liJie. nST, vcr. 4, more closely explained by ver. 5, and the
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perf. vv. 4 and 5, is only explained in tliis connexion by

§ 355 h. But, in fact, he cannot so act. The faithless friend

alone has bi'oken the covenant ; then against him be the

penalty ! vei\ 7 ff.—The second half of ver. 5 expresses plainly

the opposition—how that the poet is not merely incapable of

requiting good with evil ; but, on the contrary, has shown

kindness and saved the life of the enemy who wars upon him

without cause. This is eminently appropriate to David's

famous magnanimity, 1 Sam. xxiv. f6, and thereby the sense

is truly completed. The 1 should here of itself expi*ess the

contrast ; but this in the present connexion is too impossible.

Much more probably two whole clauses have here been lost,

somewhat as follows :

r ^2nH cWs ns3t27i 1

j
yn nnn nit: vnbrp wb cs f

nisbnsi
that is :

if I do ill to mil ally,

and ivith Jiostility reward my friend,

if I requited not his evil loith good,

and delivered ....
The over-sudden transition is thus softened ; but the best

confirmation of this hypothesis is furnished by the circum-

stance that in this way each of the three strophes w^ould

uniformly consist of six verses.—Ver. 7 : ^vith thine anger,

bringing thine aiiger, or, as the following clause explains, the

punishment of thine enemies (§ ^76h).—On the perfect n"»"i!{,

comp. Ixxi. 3, and § 341 h. The imagination of the poet

reviews here the whole grand process—how the judge appoints

judgment, around him all peoples throng to receive justice,

and He, when the process is finished, high above the great

host, again soars up to heaven {to the height, xviii. 17), so, in

vanishing, showing clearly to all that He is the highest judge :

comp. Judges xiii. 20 ; Isa. iii. 13.—Ver. 10 : )mn for ^nzil
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according to the LXX Pesch.; the same transposition of the

T is found Iv. 20 ; Ezek. xiii. 7 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 14 {Gesch.

in., p. 237).—Ver. 11 : ^?? it lies upon him, to protect me,

Ixii. 8.—Ver. 13: sb DS% as an oath, as elsewhere; cer-

tainly He will, &c. The dependent proposition begins plainly

with the sharp n^n ver. 15.* The "lb, ver. 14, is without

emphasis, inserted after i, § 307 b. From vv. 13-17 the

same subject only. On vv. 13, 14, comp. quite simply xi. 2.

The poet certainly anticipates that the enemy would soon

afresh in craft purpose to slay him. With ver. 17, as very

similar, agrees 1 Sam. xxv. 39.

The next songs w^hich can be discovered in David's life are

the two dirge-songs which were not adopted into the Psalter,

see Vol. I, pp. 149 sq., and p. 141.f From the grand time when

David, anointed to be king over all Israel, took his seat in con-

quered Jerusalem, and there also appointed to the ark of the

covenant its abode, we have, however, in the Psalter imme-

diately the song

—

3. Psalm xxiv. 7-10.

This is plainly the festive song wherewith the ark of the

covenant was brought to Sion, and there obtained its firm seat,

2 Sam. vi. It is fully characterized by the cheerful mirth and

innocence, the figurative simplicity and high nature-poetry, of

the Davidic time. Whilst one half of the priests are stationed

at the gate to receive the sacred ark and bring it to its place in

the city, it is brought ever nearer to the gate by the other half.

The alternate song which thus becomes possible (i., p. 49)

f

is built on the thought on the one side of Jerusalem, on the

* It is not necessary to show in detail how on all original grounds it is entirely

incorrect and unworthy to explain if he (the enemy) turns not, i.e., docs not

improve, He will, that is, God, xvet his sword, &c. Anything so grossly sensuous

and lowering, as if the true God were only a Jew, the Bible nowhere expresses of

Him. The apparently very similar places which might here be appealed to^ are

not similar.

f Dichter 'les A B., i.
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other of the sanctuary of this only God. In the following

manner :

—

Into the ancient venerable city a new king must now pass,

and he the highest and mightiest conceivable—Jahve himself,

throned on His ark of the covenant ; for this king, whose equal

never entered this city, the grey gates, venerable in their

antiquity, are too small and petty (for the height of the gates

must answer to the dignity of the entering lord of the house),

so that sometimes gates of extraordinary height were built;*

let them then lift themselves up and renew themselves ! so cry

to them from afar those who accompany the new king. But

each new demand excites at first merely astonishment, and- the

authority of the old king rises against it. Therefore the grey

gates do not immediately obey ; but the inquiry sounds back

first from them : Who the new king is ? And then he is more

exactly described in his glory, and anew resounds the demand

upon the gates ; new responsive inquiry, new answer, with still

more exact designation of the highest attribute of the new

ruler, so that the doors at last silently obey, whilst at the same

time the thronging train arrives, and as the ark of the covenant

enters, the old gates rise to new dignity and height.

Thus this little song serves with true appropriateness for

the novelty of this solemn train ; and imperceptibly the exalted

God of Israel in all His dignity is also praised as the mighty

God of war, to whose rule Sion must be subject. David may,

without difficulty, be considered the poet.

1.

Lift, gates, your heads
;

lift yourselves, gates of eld,

that the glorious king may enter in !

" Who is then the glorious king V
Jahve, the mighty and hero,

Jahve, the hero of war !

* Comp. Prov. xvii. 19 ; Jour. As., 185C, ii., p. 479 ; Jrunzingcr's

Ostafrihanische Studien, p. 328, 5, 6.
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2.

Lift, gates, your lieacis
;

lift them, gates of eld,

tliat the glorious king may enter in !

'' Who is, then, the glorious king V
Jahve of hosts

;

He is the glorious king !

The most significant point in the alternation of these two

strophes is manifestly that the one designation Jahve of Hosts

in the second must be much weightier than all the three in the

first. Great is Jahve already as the Mighty One and Hero, or

more definitely as the Hero of War, as He once approved

Himself, Ex. xv. 3, and now again in the latest time ; but

incomparably higher is he still as Jahvo of Hosts, so that as

soon as this name, short as it is, resounds, all bow before him.

Thus we feel, that at that time this Divine Name passed for the

newest, most adequate, and, as it were, most magical, seeming,

by the sense of its singular juxtaposition, to point to a

mysterious Infinite. How this is to be historically understood,

is further explained in the Gesch. cles V. Isr., iii., p. 87 of the

third edition.

Since, now, under David and Solomon a great frequentation

of the new sacred place in this new and higher time certainly

very early set in, poetry might hold it appropriate, in ex-

plaining the dignity of the place and protecting the truth, to

teach that only the pure man was worthy of the holy place, and

only he in visiting it, would obtain salvation and blessing,

Ps. xxiv. 1-6, Ps. XV. Here, therefore, short, but very clear

and powerful pictures of the true Israel are sketched, and we

can thence briefly see what demands that time made on each

man among the people. Thus these songs, designed for the

instruction of the whole people, probably sung by alternate

choirs of priests before the sanctuary, have a very great

historical significance. They also afford the first example in

6
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this place of an application of poetic art to teaching. Most

expressive and rich in contents, also the oldest, and breathing

entirely the same spirit as the song, presently to be explained,

Ps. ci., is of the two

4. Psalm xxiv. 1—6.

After preparation has been made by a brief lofty description

of Jahvc as Creator and Sustainer of the whole earth and of

all men, for the thought of the nature and dignity of this

Supreme God, vv. 1—2, it is asked. Who is worthy to tread

His holy place ? vcr. 3. And there sounds back the suitable

reply that only he in whom there has been a preparation of

goodness, and who thus for the higher strength seeks God, can

bear from the sanctuary increasing strength and salvation as

his reward. Thus peculiarly the whole community of Jahve

should be disposed, and be blessed, vv. 4—6. Two strophes

in calmest language, each of three verses, and 6—7 verse-

members. How ancient is this song appears from the fact,

that in context and form it echoes Isa. xxxiii. 14—16.

1.

1 Jahve's is the earth and its fulness,

all land and they who therein dwell

;

for He has founded it on seas,

and on streams He now holds it fast.

—

Who will ascend Jahve's mountain ?

who stand at His holy place ?

2.

" He who is of pure hands, of clean heart,

lifts not his pleasure to vanity,

and swears not for deceit

:

5 he will receive blessing from Jahve,

and righteousness from the God of his salvation.

Such are they who seek him,

who seek thy countenance, Jakob's God !"
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According to ancient opinion, the eai'tli, as it is plainly

described in ver. 2, is a plane surface, rising out of the water,

surrounded by the stream of Ocean ; for the water seems

everywhere deeper, and even under the earth springs and

rivers appear to confirm this. The looser therefore this ground

the more wonderful appeared the holding of the firm land,

supported by mountains like deepest pillars, cxxxvi. 6, Prov.

viii. 27, 29; Gen. i. 2, 9, 10.—Ver. 4. Iti??? the reading,

after xxvii., Prov. xix. 18. According to the Q'li the sense

would be : he who pronounces not to evil (impiously)—Ex.

XX. 7—my soul, i.e., me, swears not falsely by me ; but neither

does Jahve here speak, nor is that explanation in itself easy

;

for in that case we expect '^^^ for the here unsuitable •»t27f:3.

—Ver. 5. Right often thus is found beside Salvation, Righteous-

ness along with blessing, as consequence and recompense

pi'oceeding from God for goodness. For the pure original

right is indeed, in general, eternal in God, and maintained by

Him. But not until the individual man approaches him and

virtually seizes upon it, does it become for him right—fruitful

and active right—a right which is thus identical with salvation

and blessing, and is frequently interchanged in expression

with these. Comp. xxiii. 3, xxii. 32, especially cxxxii. 9

with ver. 16. Conversely, ]13^ unrighteousness, sin= perdition,

suffering, xxxi. 11. Before ^pV^ ver. 6, "^7^^ is to be

inserted from the LXX, Pesch., and a few copies. The turn

of the language to address is at the close very appropriate.

But precisely because it is new, the name of God cannot well

be wanting, whilst " Jakob '^ as a name of the people would

stand here at the last altogether too isolated. It must have

been understood emphatically of the true " Jakob," or the

ideal Israel. But for this there is here no gi'ound at all

;

and the higher sense would be in nowise suggested and

intelligible.

But here, plainly, the song is entirely at an end ; it has an

external conclusion, and, moreover, it is internally completed.

(3 *
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vv. 7—10 must form an entirely different song, and have also

an entirely different meaning and object. In the second

song Sion must first receive the ark of the covenant and

become a holy city. In the first it is already the ordained

holy place. The second must be older by some years. The

first is a purely didactic song, and Jahve appears as the God of

all men ; the second a song of victory and Jahve a God of war.

The beauty of the question, ver. 8, would be entirely lost, if

Jahve were already named. Every transition and every bond

of union in words and thought is wanting ; in opposition to

which each song shows for itself a full clearness and complete-

ness. In common both are distinguished merely by a high

antiquity, and both refer to Sion. Theirs is therefore no

original connexion.

5. Psalm xv.

Is also ancient, yet somewhat more recent than the previous

song, and more like an early copy of it. Here the further

exposition of a part of the preceding only is new ; the descrip-

tion of the Pure man, which appeared to a poet to be all too

short and general in the preceding soug, ver. 4, and which is

here further portrayed in detail with great impressiveness.

But to the above object diligence is here only applied ; and it

is incontestably no accident that it is a series of exactly ten

propositions to which here the Avhole life of the pious man is

referred.* The fine iutrodnction and completion of the pre-

ceding song is wanting here, in regard to material. For the

rest, the language is not held here as in the preceding song,

merely of those who come to visit the sanctuary. It is also

the stated dwellers in Jerusalem of whom the poet speaks.

They carelessly suppose that as dwellers near the holy place

they shall ever dwell in security and happiness. Unquestion-

ably this belief was the peculiar means of peopling the holy

* Conip. the Gesch. des V. Isr.. ii.,
i>.

239 of the third edition
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city^ and that increasingly. But tlie more powerfully cloos the.

poet here speak against the superstition which was so" readily *^n»»)*''

connected with that belief; comp. Isa. xxxiii. 14-16, Ps. 1.

Jahve ! who shall sojourn at thy tent ? 1

who dwell upon Thy holy mountain ?

He who walks sincerely, who practises right.

Who in heart speaks truth,

harbours not slander on his tongue,

doeth not ill to another,

raises not reproach against his neighbour

;

*

To whom vileness seems contemptible,

but who honours the fearers of Jahve

;

who has sworn to his hurt and changes it not

;

who gives not his money to usury, 5

nor takes bribes against innocence :

—

who does this, shall never waver !

From the dweUing, vcr. 1, it might readily be imagined that

strangers ordinarily remained a longer time at the sanctuary,

e.g., for a week, or took in the city a stated dwelling always

standing open to them; the like of which is now done at

Mekka, comp. Burckhardt, "Arabic Proverbs,^^ n. 480 on

djawr = nha. But in fact the song has in view rather the

constant inhabitants of Jerusalem, as is especially clear from

the conclusion, ver. 5 c.—Ver. 3 to the last clause of ver. 5

is the relative clause, begun at ver. 2, continued from the

participle through all verbal moods, as they are suitable,

according to § 350 h. Ver. 4, "^T.r^? better suits the thought,

taken as neuter (Isa. Iviii. 1 3, and especially similar, Ps. xxxvi. 5)

than as masculine. The poet seems to suggest this also by

putting in the opposition, where the person may also be very

well spoken of, the plural. But if it were proposed to take

the words in this way, ivJm thinks himself contemptibly uii-

wortJnj, something quite incorrect would thereby be expressed,

not God, but men forming the opposition. The words, too.
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according to 1 Sam. xv. 17/2 Sam. vi. 22, would rather ran

yyv^ lb|7? ^%^. That S^rn"? cannot be so mnch as ^n?n^?

ver. 3, is plain from grammar and usage_, the Massora rightly

treats it as infinitive Hiph. The phrase is thus formed pre-

cisely as ^??? f ^?^^ "with the active infinitive he sicears, so

that he speaks imprudently =im^r2tcZe7i^Zi/, Levit. v. 4 ; and

the sense would be : he swears so that he does evil, hurts^ = to

hurt, of course his own (it might be supposed, that hb was

wanting before ^^1, yet the phrase appears to have been

intelligible without this lb). The description would then be

entirely suitable in this connexion : who does not alter (violate)

his oath because he learns by and bye that he has taken an

oath to his own hurt, but esteems the oath more sacred than

his advantage. On the not taking interest, ver. 5, comp. the

AUerthnmer, pp. 207 sq. The conclusion: ''he will never

waver/^ corresponds directly, advancing a step in the thought,

to the question at the beginning. For the full sense is : he

will not merely be worthy to dwell at the sanctuary, but also

rewarded and strengthened with eternal blessing, will never

vacillate, will be maintained by a higher power. But the first

half of this proposition is readily understood of itself by the

second, which is loftier and more expressive.

6. Psalm ci.

would now in order of time immediately follow Ps. xxiv. 7-10.

The poet, as a king of mighty authority, may readily be dis-

covered to be David ; for David^s higher genius is throughout

expressed. Sion has already become the seat of David and

the house of Jahve, ver. 8 ; but as yet all things are not

ordered and made, even in the new administration of David.

The new state has to be more firmly developed, especially the

surroundings of the king, on the character of which, according

to the fashion of the old kingdom so much depends, have to be

selected and sifted. David himself is still standing on the

stops of a general decisive period, not strong and armed
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enough in tlic inner man for the difficult, the progressive task

of his future hfe. Yet even in this j&rst period of the rule in

Jerusalem, in the splendour of victory, and of the newly-

obtaiued crown over all Israel, in a time also when lesser

princes were so readily blinded and overcome by the treacherous

brilliance of prosperity, or had given way before their difficult

task, David feels himself all the more urged to enlighten and

strengthen his own heart in the constant praise of Jahve, and

His virtues, and in unwearied longing endeavour after Him.

He desires to apprehend the true principles for the conduct of

a government equally strong and just; and therefore to hold

far from his heart every evil intention, and in like manner from

his court every common thing,—every flatterer, slanderer, and

wicked man. But already the new sanctity of this city now

chosen as the seat of Jahve, demands, that least of all should

unholiness be suffered in it. He who begins his rule with

such intentions, as they here gush forth in guileless simplicity,

is bound to end it happily. Nothing opens to us so clearly all

the nobleness and the powerful light of David's soul than this

short song. For the song is like a brief involuntary outburst

of clear, long-cherished sensibility, without further artificial

desire entirely to exhaust the thought. And as in the heart of

David there is but this one great sentiment, this one endeavour

completely fills his miud, and is expressed here in one

burst ; so the whole song foi*ms an indivisible whole, breaking

only into two quite similar restful strophes, each of four verses,

and eight mostly long verse-members; correctly, however,

with such progress, that in tho second the poet looks more

freely about and beyond himself into the world. The pre-

dominauce of the long verse-members is the more suitable

because the whole is presented as a self-contemplation.

Mercy and Right let me sing,

to Thee, O Jahve, play !
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let me observe the guileless way,—when wilt Thou come

to me ?

—

walk in my house in guilelessness of heart

!

AVill not before my eyes set wickedness

;

Work of the False do I hate^ it shall not cleave

to me !

crooked heart shall depart from me,

Evil will I not know !

2.

5 Who secretly slanders his neighbour, him will I

destroy;

who is of proud eyes, of swelling heart—him endure I

not

:

on the faithful of the land I look, that they may dwell

with me
;

who walks in the guileless way

—

he shall serve me.

There shall not dwell in my house he who works deceit;

who speaks lies—shall not stand before my eyes :

watchfully wall I destroy all the wicked of the land,

in order out of Jahve's city,—to root out all evil-

doers !

The poet begins with the thought of the Divine virtues of

grace and justice, since the king, who before all other men,

should exhibit them in his life, after the Divine example,

cannot sufficiently reflect upon these and praise them. But

thus the song is at the same time an ascription of praise to

Jahve. The poet has indeed often already reflected upon these

virtues, often already aspired to Jahve, and to an even, blessed

life, entirely laid hold of and led by Jahve. That his earlier

endeavour was not fruitless, is shown by the very manner of

this song. But not yet is the goal reached ; anew he exhorts

himself to new intensified carefulness and fidelity, hoping that

at last,—what he so deeply longs for,—Jahve will entirely and

abidingly come to him and dwell in him. The doleful question
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and prayer ''O^^ ^tc, thus contains, altliougli only compressed

in the flight of the language, a main thought. And it is

readily understood that the coming of God is here not an

external one, or one visible by an external token. Neither the

narrative of 2 Sam. vi. 9, nor the yet earlier modes of speech.

Gen. XX. 3, Ex. xx. 24, must be brought into comparison.

From ver. 3 onwards the strongly-moved language becomes

softer, whilst the poet depicts what he feels and calmly

wishes as his firm resolution. If ^'"^C) could be taken as an

abstraction, the inf. i^^V. would most readily suit : to do

falsenesses (properly departures from the true) I hate. But

Hos. V. 2 (where nr^nil? = r\n\D, ix. 9) is opposed to this ; and

the s'lncj. P57!' speaks more in favour of the actual doing being

here the subject. Doing of the false, i.e., so to do as false men
do, hence '^??'?^ was not necessary, but, on the contrary, niZ7^.

may then be formed according to § 150 h. ^P must be adjective

equally with "^.T, V"7, "i?
; quite otherwise ^1"! with \ which

comes from t^lT (which is here stated with more exactness than

in § 146 e). Ver, 4 quite as xviii. 23 ff. ; ver. 7 n*p"i quite

as xxxii. 2. Ver. 5, nm wide, extending itself, swelling heart,

when external pride and haughtiness, that of the eyes,

penetrates also the innermost man in covetousness and self-

seeking. Prov. xxi. 4, xxviii. 25. Ver. 8 C:'^"i)7Sb every

morning, i.e., always with the greatest zeal, early beginninrr

each day with fresh energies, as the similar Ixxiii. 14. In the

repeated mention of the houfie, vv. 3, 6, 7, v/e readily observe

that only as great a king as David could thus speak,—he from

whose new habitation in Jerusalem rule went literally forth

over the wide kingdom, and who, like no later king, could call

all Jerusalem his, and look upon it as his home, without over-

looking the fact that it was at the same time the city of a still

Higrher One.*

* No ouc, e.g., will here think of Kinj^ IIiz(iiii, who accumtely knows him uiul

his time, or even ouly his song, i. pp. IGl b(i. [Dlchtcr dcs A. B.)
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Here is, perhaps, tlie most suitable place to insert tlie three

nature-songs which originated so independently of the external

history that we are absolutely unable to offer conjectures

respecting the definite period of their origin.—Such nature

songs are indeed rare. They are, in that beauty and freedom

in which they here appear, peculiar to the age of the highest

bloom of lyric poetry. Later, when the force of the Israelitish

spirit even more narrowly confined itself to other objects, and

at last even the poetic impulse became dormant, there resound at

most a few weak echoes, Ps. civ. Again, they did not spring

from a learned acquaintance with nature, but only from parti-

cular movements of higher excitement or contemplation, when

either an extraordinary natural phenomenon, thrusting itself

upon notice with fearful violence, awakens a poet to deeper

contemplation (Ps. xxix) ; or, conversely, a poet finds con-

firmed by the consideration of Nature, the truths that have

welled up in his mind from other suggestions (Pss. viii., xix.).

Hence it is at most but particular sides of Nature at first, a

few great marvellous phenomena which seize upon the singer's

mind, and the contemplation is opened, not in long pictorial

representations, but in brief suggestive traits and hints. The

object and impulse of the poet is not to describe nature, but

full of Divine thoughts and open to nature, he apprehends and

depicts her as she moves before him full of God and revealing

God to him. But, considered more closely, there lies in this

veiy circumstance a great superiority in these few songs ; for

here is nature-poetry, neither anxiously laboured and forced,

nor artificial and petty ; but the impression which the

grandeur, splendour, and order of nature involuntarily pro-

duces upon a pure poet^s heart, here finds its bright mirror

;

and because an Israelitish poet especially in presence of nature

can never forget the living God, there shines out of all these

poems the genuine connexion of poetic thoughts on God and

nature, whilst to the poet even nature becomes for the first

time inspired with life and capable of being understood
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througli its Lord. In this way, such songs, httle as they may

have this in view, are yet always at the same time songs of

praise to Jahve. In this style, and in the quite pecuHar

sublimity of poetry, all three songs resemble one another.

They may be termed the old Hebrew nature-songs, and the

mutual likeness is so complete that their derivation from the

same poet becomes thereby obvious.

(7.) Psalm xxix.

The poet must have recently experienced a violent tempest;,

so that the feeling of it still vibrates through him, and the

picture of it still stands most vividly before his soul. Let us

represent to ourselves the rare, but when it does occur, the

more fearful spectacle of a Southern, especially a Palestinian

tempest, as it seems in a few moments, with loudest crashing,

to bring the whole creation into uproar, destroys the high and

the low, breaking the highest trees on the mountains, con-

vulsing the lower wastes. It is a piece of good fortune if it

passes the cities quietly by. Nothing, in fact, has the power

to bring the omnipotence of the heavenly God so near to the

feeling of the ancient Hebrews, nothing so strongly to show

him the relation between heaven and earth, and the operation

of the former upon the latter.* Particularly, the most forcible

Divine judgment is frequently thought of under the represen-

tation of such a tempest, Isa. xxx. 27-30.

The poet, indeed, now conceives in this song of that storm,

the sublime scone of which thus trembles in his soul, as a

Divine judgment ; but at the same time this feeling is in hini

glorified to a still higher picture in the fi'ee glance upward to

heaven, whence the storm comes, and down to earth, which is

smitten by it. This most violent natural experience appeal's

to him to set forth, beyond aught else, clearly and sensibly,

the living connexion itself between heaven and earth. First,

* Comp. in David himself further, Ps. xviii. 7 sq.
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because God Himself, the Invisible, He wlio sojourns unap-

proachably as in the furthest heights/ He so often in vain

longed for by His people, now actually as it were brings

Himself again near to the earth and to His own, and makes

Himself as strongly as possible sensible to them.* Secondly,

because the tempest is raised, as if quietly and unobscrvedly,

in the most inaccessible, remotest heights of heaven, then,

with a mighty crash, suddenly rushes through the world, and

leaves its traces behind in the very depths of the earth, so

that all things without exception in the world, from the

extremest height to the lowest deep, once again experience

the power of God. But in what entirely different ways do

the different parts of this world experience it ! And to depict

this with all brevity as picturesquely as possible, is a main

object of the song.. There, in the mysterious heaven, where

the storm seems to gather unobserved, and whence thunders,

like Divine words of power, resound and terrify the whole earth,

is this like all the Divine manifestations and actions prepared.

It may also be beheld more nearly, more purely in its origin

and objects from the first, as it were, by the higher spirits who

surround the throne of God. But yonder there is nought but

joy and jubilation over such a voluntai-y new revelation of the

Highest. On the earth, on the other hand, and in the world,

the manifold variety of creatures are dumb and resistent. Here

Ills mighty, thunder prevails, and whilst the clouds bear Ilini,

the mountains and forests and all that lives here below must

tremble and break before Him,—man also, even his own

people, must pass away before Him, if it were not they who

could rejoice again at this His coming, even in such an uproar

of the whole world,—rejoice in the fructifying traces of His

presence. Thus even in this most fearful manifestation they

may rather revere a token only of the omnipotence and of the

omnipotent nearness of their Lord, who, even as He is able to

* Comp. the Gesch. des V. Isr-, ii., pp. 534 sq. More feebly ami obscurely the

same feeling i)ervades also ludiau songs, ais Is .seen from the later BldjhaJMa.
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dominate tlio tempestuous storm^ yca^ anew to fructify the

land by its nieanSj so also amidst all the storms of the peoples,

can ever anew strengthen His people. Thus human fear is

resolved, by the contemplation of the Omnipotence that

trembles through the world, into joy, and into that rock-like

confidence in the true God which distinguish the earlier times

of Isniel, and especially those of David. No song marks this

more simply and more beau1,ifully than the present one.*

But seldom does the earth experience such a day. As an

earthly king, on certain days, holds judgment and exercises

authorit}^, surrounded and done homage to by the great men
of his kingdoms, so does this rare day of the tempest appear

such a solemn day of assembly and judgment of the highest

king, where He, receiving the praises of angels as the only

Mighty One, from His throne directs and governs the thunder

below. But His people upon earth do not merely endure in

silent homage this judgment. They at least feel that it is

fructifying and blessing in its discharge, and in the manage-

ment of those fearful masses of storm and water own the mighty

Lord of their communitv, who in the end ever leaves blessing*

behind Him. Thus this fearful day appears rather as a new
day of revelation and glorification of the eternal Jahve in

heaven and upon earth. And the poet now being desirous,

under such an apprehension of the meaning of the event, to

bring before the mind and immortalize the rare occurrence,

from the beginning to the end, as if anew, in the manner in

which he has expoi-ienced it, and as it now stands before his

soul: he projects (I. a. p. 193)t his representation as if in a

victorious song, in three members, of ancient style. (1.) In

a prelude, vv. 1, 2, he appeals to the angels who stand around

the throne of Jahve, as in the solemn moment before the

* IIow weak, in contrast, is the similar conception in the Tschcrkcssen

!

(Boilenstedt's 1001 Tag., ii., p. 73 f.)

f Dichter des A. B.
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opening of a great drama, worthily to render homage to the

highest Lord, in the immediately following, still more solemn

moment, in which He will reveal Himself as the only Mighty

One. (2.) Immediately, without delay, open all the revelations

of the Divine Power, like so many majestic commands and

victorious operations upon the trembling earth, whilst in

heaven at the same time the praise which has been excited on

the part of the angels who surround the Divine throne and

behold the revelation of Jahve's might, unbrokenly resounds,

TT. 3—9. (3.) Men also from the effect learn anew the true

mode of the Divine power and activity, vv. 10, 11. The most

detailed of these three parts is, and justly so, the middle one

;

the description of the tempest, to which vv. 1,2 are related

only as introduction, vv. 10, 11, as consequence. All the

sublimity of the storm, its rise, its wide development, its-

career is here signified in three mutually correspondent

strophes (each of five verse-members). As the tempest seems

to sink down from the higher heaven, ever more profoundly to

the mountains and plains, the poet here paints it in three

stages, first in the upper air apparently over the sea of clouds,

vv. 3, 4, then suddenly seizing the mountains, vv. 5— 7,

finally spreading itself out in the plains, vv. 8, 9, thus stu*ring

up and vibrating through everything in the Vv^hole land, from

the rigid mighty mountains, and their heaven-high cedars,

down to the beasts and small trees of the desert and plain, and

from the North, where are the high mountain-ranges, down to

the lower South. Then the thunder to the feeling of the

ancients, is the most important part of the storm, seeming to

be the commanding voice, the terrifying exclamation of Jahve.

Hence the poet begins with the thunder, and derives all from

it. And the continuous echo of the thunder resounds also in

the mind of the poet. In each of the three short strophes the

^.'!''7- ''"'i^ ^^'^ voice, or rather the sound or clangour of Jahve,

must recur several times, at least twice. But it always stands

quite forward in the sentence, as if the language permitted the
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tlmnder, ever suddenly falling on tlie ear, anew to re-eclio
;

and with, this, in manifest design, seven times—3, 2, 2

—

according to the three strophes. Finally, the whole depicts

—

both the harsh and fearful, and again the easy and swift

skipping movement of the storm, its gradual progress, and at

intervals sudden extension, and again sudden feebleness and

languor,—with creative power of representation.*

1.

Give to Jahve, ye sons of God, 1

give to Jahve honour and praise !

give to Jahve the honour of His Name,

do homage to Jahve in holy attire

!

2.

Harlc Jalivr is on the waters,

the God of glory thundered,

Jahve on many waters

;

hai'h Jalive is in strength,

liarlt, Jalive is in pomp !

ITarIc Jahv4, how he breaks cedars, 5

where Jahve so breaks in pieces Lebanon's cedars,

and makes them dance like calves,

Lebanon and Shirjon like young buifaloes

;

harlc Jahve, how he sprinkles coals of fire

!

TTarh Jahve trembles through the desert,

Jahve trembles through the Qadesh desert

;

hai'lc Jahve maketh hinds to be in throes

and bares of leaves the forests :

whilst in His palace—all speak "honour !"

3.

Jahve ruled the great flood : 10

so Jahve rules as everlasting king !

* See on tlie whole furtlicr the Jahrhh. dcr Bill. wiss. viii., pp. G'.t-7:5.
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Jahve will give to His people strength,

Jahve will bless His people witli salvation !

The t^'^^ ^?.^, ver. 1, cannot be so interpreted, that C^b«

should be supposed absolutely used instead of ^"'P 7^ God,

for this never occurs ; but the plural is in the compound name

twice expressed, first in the first member, where it very readily

finds place, especially according to the signification of 1? ;

secondly, again in the second. Elsewhere in similar cases it is

expressed either in the first or the second member, § 270c.—All

the sentences, vv. 3 if., are perfectly clear so soon as the Vip

is correctly understood according to § 286 sq. On ver. 3, comp.

xviii. 12-14. Here, however, the clouds in heaven are seen

suddenly to gather with increasing strength, as the mainj waters,

c, beside the simple a shows. Ver. 4 depicts the joy in seeing

Him as a victorious hero, as if in sublime toil.—Ver. 6 must

refer to an apparent or actual earthquake (the like are often

mentioned in conjunction with violent storms, comp. Matthias

of Eclessa, '^Armenian Hist.,'^ p. 288, Dul.) The rigid moun-

tains Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon (Shirjon) skip like young

animals leaping up in alarm. The suflRx in DTp'T^I must

hence refer to the mountains already present to the imagination

of the poet, and presently more plainly named. The storm

has here reached the highest stage. The thunder seems to

divide perpetual flames, since the flashes of lightning appear as

serpentine or forked flames, and it is difl[icult for natural feeling

to decide whether they, in quickest succession, depend on the

thunder or the reverse. At all events, the divided flame

appears to be connected with the broken sound of the thunder

and the word.—Ver. 8. Qadesh opposed to Egypt. How the

hinds, terrified thei'eby, more quickly bring foi'th, Imrialkais,

" Moall." V. 76. The ^3M, ver. 9, is unquestionably the

heavenly, for the poet returns to 1, 2.— Ver. lO. ^W^ as ''rule"

rightly with brevity connected with — 7 as the dative, and

^W^^ expresses the consequence or conclusion, v-12^ cannot
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hero be used ia the limited sense of the tradition. Gen. vi. 17,

but has here its full original signification, as this too alone suits

the connexion of the sense of the entire song. Comp. the

Jahrbh. der Bihl. Wiss., viii., pp. 2, 3.

8. Psalm xrx.

If the preceding Psalm is suggested by the heaven in stormy

movement, the present points to the perfectly calm and clear

sky, as it usually shines with all its splendour in Palestine. To

the view of the senses the glory and order of the restful firma-

ment appears so great, so glittering, unchangeable as eternity,

the same in its clearness and manifestness, that the heaven, as

one of the Divine works, becomes for every man who is not

utterly insensible, the most eloquent witness and most speaking

herald of the glory of its Master and Creator in all His works.

Thus powerfully does He demand that conclusions be drawn

from the seen to the unseen, from particulars to the universal.

And the way in which this is to be done is further explained in

close connexion, in the assurance that the splendour and order

of heaven is eternally the same, each day and each night ; and

therefore this praise and this instruction of heaven abides ever

with men, as if they were communicated with and informed

from one day to another, from one night to another, in

unbroken succession, ver. 3.—This is the underlying thought of

the poem, from vv. 2-7. And since the song proceeds from

the quite tranquil heaven, and in its contemplation alone the

happy soul is lost, this underlying thought comes out in its

restful truth with perfect consistency from the first, ver. 2.

But now the questions press upon the attention—when, where

and how the heaven is this herald of the glory of God. And
the progress of the thought answers these questions in the

first instance to this effect—that each fresh day and each fresh

night are in their constant succession as the traditioners or

teachers of this eternal doctrine of heaven. For the heaven

annouuces a very clear word, one perceptible over the whole

7
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earth, couceruiiig God, altliougli it is properly dumb, vv. 4,

bah. But Avliile the effect of everything is at first only to

heighten the enigma, and to strain expectation to the highest

degree towards its solution, the latter may now follow the

more suddenly and the more clearly. For is there not this

marvel iu the heaven by day—the ball of the sun, each day

uniformly beginning and completing its wide course, as if with

new spirit and fresh strength, penetrating all things with its

heat ? And does not this marvel of the daily sky, as it is here

intimated with complete conformity to the most primaeval and

simplest feelings, vv. 5 c-7, indicate most powerfully even to

reluctant minds, the Creator,—so that it may be said the

heaven praises in this way with sufficient clearness the Divine

glory ?

Beautiful and full of feeling iu conception and execution as

these verses are, it is nevertheless impossible that the poet

closed the song with them. For what is begun in ver. 3 is

absolutely un-completed, and after ver. 7 we miss the des-

cription of the way in which the night—mentioned in ver. 3 as

equally important—teaches the glory of God. If, however, we

reflect, and see from Ps. viii. that the night teaches this glory

with equal power, although in another way,—we must then say

that some of the most beautiful words have been lost after

ver. 7. But their sense and colour may, to some extent, be

recovered from Ps. viii. 4. The same conclusion is yielded by

the structure of the strophes, since a first strophe is manifestly

completed from vv. 2-5 in nine verse-members, the second,

therefore, w. 6, 7, is now only half preserved. This ancient

song then, has come down to us only as a torso.

We find, indeed, in vv. 8-15, words which yield a plain

conclusion, but it is not the less certainly clear that this cannot

have been the original conclusion. In the first place, the

contents are against this. The law and the religion of Jahve

are here three times most gloriously praised as in themselves

pure, correct, faultless, secure, and eternal, and hence also
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teaching truth and reviving the soul, vv. 8-11. But the more

the poet feels this from his own consciousness^ the greater is

the anxiety lest he should neglect to fulfil the whole law, and

thereby incur the loss of its blessings. Hence the prayer to

Jahve to forgive him his unknown errors ; also to protect him

from the dominion of light-minded, impious men, that he may
not be led astray by their persuasion or compulsion, vv. 12-15.

Thus could men for the first time pray since the seventh and

sixth centuries, when the written law was in all particulars more

strictly observed; but the internal parties, thi'ough this veiy

circumstance, are more sharply opposed to each other. Again,

the less forcible language, the colour of the style, the art of

the verse, point to a later age ; for we have, indeed, here also

two strophes, each with four verses, but the long-membered

verse alone predominates. Then there is no transition at all

from the first piece to the second, neither in the thoughts nor in

the words. All inward community and relationship is wanting,

and the chasm between ver. 7 and ver. 8 is not merely rugged

and harsh, but without any bridge, any possible connexion.

Yet as the first fragment is without ending, the second is

without satisfactory beginning ; for ver. 8 begins too frigidly

for a prayer. Hence the conjecture only remains to us, that a

later poet fastened this conclusion to the above ancient

fragment, in order to place side by side the revelation in

Nature and that in Scripture. Either he found the ancient

fragment in this state without its original conclusion, or, what

is more probable, the old conclusion no longer satisfied him,

since in his time the Scriptural revelation had attained high

importance, and it seemed to him fitting to touch also upon

this.*

1.

The heaven tells God's glory, 2

His handiwork the firmament praiseth,

* Comp. on tlic whole further the Jahrhh. der Bibl. Wiss., viii., pp. 73, 77.

7 =1=
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Day to day teaches the story,

night to night reveals the tidings,

without tale, without words,

without its voice being heard,

5 resounded through the whole earth its noise,

and to the boundary of theearth^s round, its language,

where a tent in it the Sun-man hath.

2.

And he steps like a bridegroom from his chamber,

bounds like a hero to run his path
;

hath from heaven's end his rising,

and his circuit unto its ends
;

whilst nothing is concealed from its heat.

ii^ * * *

3.

Jahve's law is perfect, refreshing,

Jahve's revelation is faithful, instructing ignorance

;

Jahves commands are honest, heart-rejoicing,

Jahve's precept is pure, enlightening the eyes ;

10 the fear of Jahve is pure, etei'nally abiding;

Jahve's sentences are truth, righteous together,

they, which are more precious than gold and many

treasures,

and sweet before honey and before honey-comb.

4.

Thy servant also feels himself enlightened by them :

to keep them brings great reward !

Errors who marks ?

from unconscious ones, clear mc !

—

Also from presumption spare Thy servant,—that it

dominate me not !

then shall I be innocent and free from groat iniquity.
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1 5 May my mouth^s words be well-pleasing to Thee, and

wliat my heart thinks before Thee,

Jalive, my rock and my redeemer !

'T''2'7, ver. 2, frequently in poets so, in the best sense " praise."

—Ver. 4 might in itself be also thus explained : no sayifig is it

(the above mentioned, ver. 3), and no ivords whose voice would

be unheard ; on the contrary, ver. 5, through the whole earth

their sound has become loud. Bub this would give only a some-

what feeble observation, and the dance of the two members,

ver. 4, would so far cease, as their negations would not

correspond. Other instances, comp. § 341 d. This sense

indeed might be supposed : no language among the tongue of

the peoples, and no sjjeech is there where (according to § 332 a)

its voice is not heard. But to speak of the different languages

of the peoples does not belong to this connexion ; and in any

case the finest meaning is that where the so significant "^^^j

repeated from ver. 3, receives indeed a quite new reference, in

such a way that the thought thereby powerfully advances,—but

no new meaning.

The 1p W^^ might indeed be understood according to

Jer. xxxi. 39, but with this neither "^ in this phrase, nor the

following Cr? x^i nor the entire connexion, would agree.

Most of the ancients have here correctly a word like ^^07709,

LXX, ^%o9, Sym. ; but the question is, how to find it

etymologically. mp is properly '' stretch," like relvw, tendo,

hence DP, " cord," from drawing firmly together ; in Pi.

hold on, stay. But equally well is !JP transferred to the voice

— its intension, straining, tone, — as Toi'09 denotes both

cord and tone, rovaia, a loud voice ; hawah, hawahy, cry out,

Qam. p. 1938. Vip is itself remotely related therewith. Comp.

also the Jahrhh. der Bihl. Wiss., viii., p. 75. The thrice used

suffix D" can refer absolutely to nothing but to the main word

D''^tt7n, ver. 2, and to this points back also the following ^r??.

For the poet, very pertinently, since lie must once introduce
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the sun, connects immediately with the mention of it the just-

named end of the earth, where the sun or the sun-god, accord-

ing to the old tradition, slumbers for the night in his bed of

rest, in order on the morrow the more freshly and boundingly

(for the sun appears actually to leap at his first uprise) to begin

his wide course, as if this ever self-refreshing youth stepped

out of the darkness of every night, bold and self-conscious as a

bridegroom from the dark chamber. Instead of Ct^ (/jg

placed, which must refer to God) ^^ taken relatively suits the

connexion better,

—

where, i.e., on which end of the earth

Helios has a tent in them, the heavens; for this tent stands

indeed at the end of the earth, but reaches at the same time

even into heaven, as the ends of the earth and heaven were

generally thought of as meeting and colliding. The sun

becomes here iu quite a new manner a man and hero, because

the poetic sense of the figure requires it, § 1 74 c : so pliant in

this ancient way is language in the application of sex, in like

manner as among the Indians, who always regard the rain as

masculine, while, at least theVedic language may also use it as

feminine, (comp. A. Weber's Naxatra, ii., p. 364 sq., Indische

Stndicn, v., pp. 270 sqq.)

Vv. 8-11. A very artistic laudation of the written religion

(•^^7^) o^ Jahve ; first, according to its inner nature ; second,

according to its corresponding effects; hence always two

different epithets, rightly without copula. Yet only in three

strophes or three laudations is the whole completed, the

thought being twice renewed, but for the last time, vv. 10-11,

extending itself the furthest, and setting apart the description

of the effects in a new verse. Each of these three laudations,

vv. 8, 9, 10-11, consists again of two smaller propositions,

subjects and descriptions. Eyes enliglitening, ver. 9, might be

:

cheering him whose eyes would become troubled by gi'ief,

xiii. 4; Ezr. ix. 8. It would then correspond to the first

clause of this as of the preceding verse. But where the

language is of doctrine and laws, e?/C6- enlightening is manifestly
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understood directly of the spiritual eyes, whereby indeed also

here the likeness of the sense in both verses is first completed.

The hesitations to which the pious man is subject, as to whether

he can keep so high and so recompensing a law, are of a

twofold kind) (1) inwardly, the fear of his own errors, ver. 13,

which indeed at that time lay the nearer at hand, the more

comprehensive was the mass of the commandments of the

Pentateuch, now ever more definitely laid down; (2) exter-

nally, the fear of presumption, ver. 14. To hold oneself

entirely free from the seduction or the compulsion of pre-

sumptuous men, of great men inclined to heathenism pT? ^^,?)

was actually at that time not so easy. Hence the later

psalmists pray so often (liv. 5, cxli. 4) for strength, perceiving

that only in remaining free from this temptation they can

avoid great guilt, and that unconscious offences are more

readily pardonable than this conscious inclination to heathenism.

And this fear increased as the new Jerusalem was actually

under the dominion of the Gentiles, comp. Ps. cxxv. 3, and the

Jahrbb. tier Bibl. Wiss., v., p. 168. The words of appeal,

ver. 15c, are taken from Ps. xviii. 3, and may prove that the

later poet found these songs already in the same series.

9. Psalm viii.

This short song is most completely pervaded by the tran-

quil contemplation of nature and of man. Grand indeed are

the wonders of the heaven as witnesses of divine operation, and

the previous song celebrated them in detail. But at bottom

still more wonderful is the creation and the nature of man, low

and weak inhabitant of earth as he is, when viewed in contrast

to heaven and its creations ;
yet nevertheless by his participa-

tion in the divine spirit on the other hand so highly placed,

and so gloriously endowed for the rule of all inferior things,

and for the knowledge and praise of God. Thus in man the

strongest contrasts meet. But whilst this weak, guilty

creature stands in a spiritual relation so immediately near to
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God, and is by Him so wondrously exalted, God lias glorified

Himself in him in the most wondrous manner. Because

human beings are on the face of the whole earth. His glory

likewise as Lord and Creator is great through the whole

earth ; and one may say that the true greatness of Jahve's

glory is first shown by the fact that He, whose splendour and

might are extended over the heaven, has also so gloriously

revealed Himself, upon the whole earth, in every place where

men arc found and know Him,—in the order and beauty of

earthly things, and especially in man himself ! This same man

may indeed, because he is so highly placed (endowed with

spiritual freedom) even misunderstand and abuse the greatness

and the goodness of Jahve, exalting himself against the

Divine order, and accusing God of his own aberration and of

his own misery (these senseless ones the ancient language

terms " wicked enemies of God "). But this is not nature and

order; it is degeneration and exception, as is shown by the

still undisturbed and pure nature of man, of the child in his

uncorrupted inner serenity, his full joyousness,—his un-

conscious feeling for the right and the true,—whether his

inward joy and bliss is first expressed in his babble, or in

unrestrained questions and answers. It is here that the

deepest oppositions begin. The weakest and mos^ defenceless

of all creatures, yet in himself the most blessed, and involun-

tarily expressing thus his inward happiness ! But so must it

be if God has thus poured out His whole glory upon man.

Ever must in this way the unconscious, involuntary praise of

the Creator from the mouth of children be mightier than

degenerate lamentations and wild cries to Him. Out of the

former pure nature eternally speaks, and she alone can instruct

and give content. The renown of Jahve thus remains at all

times and in all places gi-eat and exalted.

Such thoughts are expressed by the poet with equal force

and brevity. Vv. 2-3 contain at once, with all pi'ecision, and

hence Avith all possible brevity, the whole truth. But after a
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short pause follows the inward, more exact adducement of

proof, vv. 4-9, with which the poet returns to the primary

thought of the beginning, ver. 10. But if we follow up the

brief suggestion, we find the spiritual vie\y" of man,—a flash

cast into the darkness of creation ; moreover having this

advantage over Gen. i. 26, that we here see no narration and

tradition concerning the spii-itual truth, but the bubbling of it

from the first source.

1.

Jahvc, our Lord ! 2

how exalted is thy glory through all the earth,

thou whose splendour is raised above the heaven !

From the mouth of sucklings and children

hast thou founded a defence—because of Thine

adversaries,

to silence foe and thirster for revenge !

2.

When I behold thy heavens, work of thy fingers,

moon and stars, which were formed by Thee :

what is man, that thou rememberest him, 5

son of man, that thou esteemest him,

abasedst him not much before God,

and with splendour and honour crownedst him
;

causest him to have dominion over the works of Thy
hands,

lajedst all at his feet,

small cattle and oxen, all,

even the great beasts of the field,

birds of heaven and fishes of the sea,

that which passes through the paths of the seas !

3.

Jahve, our Lord ! 10

how exalted is Thy glory through all the earth !
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To understand the f^^ri vei*. 2 c, we must, above all, not

overlook tlie fact tliat the poet by this last sentence has

to express much the same thing that is further described

in ver. 4; for in ver. 4 he intentionally resumes the here

subordinate and not completed thought. Moreover, in this

verse this much is clear from the context, that the second

clause can say nothing further than that the glory or rather

the splendour of Jahve is also extended over heaven. Hence

it is best to take the word as ^^^, or as verb in the perf.,

and descriptive of ^7"^^^ as the LXX have eTrfipOr}. naip

is certainly not found elsewhere, yet we cannot doubt that it

signifies. " stretch out," " reach," prop, dehnen (Ger.), tend [tan

in Indo-Germ.). Comp. V^.^, tanan, "withdraw,'* iana,

'^ dwell/' prop, spread out, tin, Aeth.^ ''broad.'' The t is

most essential ; for even mad, nat, are related.—Ver. 3. ys, at

the -first glance seems, as in xxix. 1 ,
possibly to signify i^raise,

as the LXX took it as alvoq,—suitable also here in speaking

of a glory and praise as it were firm for eternal ages, immovably

founded. So bany, build, of deeds of glory. Ham. p. 296,

4 V. and 419 vl. But, in fact, the mode of expression in this

connexion would be too short and incomplete, even hetero-

geneous and unintelligent. Rather do all the thoughts

and figures turn on hostility and war. Against enemies, the

more malignant and obstinate they are, one the more needs a

firm defence, and just such an one has God Himself founded, in

opposition to his enemies, out of the weak mouth of children !

What contrast ! Yonder the wild, insolent, destruction-loving

foe,—here the weakest creature, and yet his merry babbling

mouth provides a defence of the Creator against all the

calumnies of that foe ! One feels that here, too, a warrior

speaks in the language of his craft.—But, again, in w. 5, 6,

the language, if more flowing, yet condenses an uncommon

amount of thought into the shortest space. God ever remem-

bers man, and searches him out, because the latter can never

get free from the thought of Him, according to the inex-
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haustible mystery of the connexion between the human and

Divine spirit as it subsists since the creation. What a wonder,

then, that this weak human being is thereby, notwithstanding

his weakness, in every moment so near to God Himself, and

God to Him ! that God has thus subjected him to Himself,

but placed him as a ruler over all other living things !

Thus does the aflfectionate man ever think of his friend,

ever seeks him, asks for him, and never merely leaves him

to himself! And thus the poet comes from this nature, the

nearest and most certain of all, ver. 5, to the more remote, the

primaeval nature of man, which is always the same, vv. 0-9.

—Ver. G is thus merely a continuation of ver. 5. as similarly

Job vii. 17, 18.—That the sun is wanting, ver. 4, is not

because the poet must have composed in the night ; but since

the representation of the day and of the daily heaven is the

nearest, the second clause only recurs to that of the mighty

heaven, whose splendour certainly is quite peculiarly pertinent

in this place. Similarly, Job xxv. 5.

There follow now the songs from the time of the great wars of

David against the allied heathen peoples. And here we may
most suitably explain in the first place

:

10. Psalm ex.,

a song, spoken to a king, in all respects like a Divine utter-

ance (oracle), as he, certainly after sacrifice and prayer in the

temple (comp. below, Pss. xx., xxi.), was about to set out for

war against mighty foes.*

Since also the language of the short song is not opposed to

it, we may certainly regard David as the king referred to, for

king and kingdom here appear in the highest degi-ee of

nobility and glory. As the kingdom was glorified under

* The literal application of the superscription being presupposed, the song

would be David's, and he would thus address another in it. The conclusion

would in this case be valid which is drawn in Matt. xxii. 41, 42. But I have

already spoken further on this matter in my work ou The Three Fird Gospels.
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David, experience showed how a human king may agree and

be compatible with the heavenly, an external state with the

theocracy, in the fairest way. There existed no contention

between temporal and spiritual rule, and the king was at the

same time priest, 2 Sam. vi., 1 Kings viii., comp. Zach. vi. 13.

The primaeval unity of royalty and priesthood, as the story

relates it, with reference to Melchizedeq, Gen. xiv. 18-24, ap-

peared again restored in the greater national family. But if the

king stands on this high stage, the higher priestly sanctity and

inviolability is also bound up with his person. And thus the

present oracle promises, advancing to higher things, that the

king, led by Jahve, will with the greater power have victory

over his enemies, and the more securely obtain higher strength

even in the time of need; inasmuch as he, according to Jahve's

will, is and shall remain consecrated priestly king. He shall

stand therefore higher and nearer to Jahve than ordinary

kings, and none may do him causeless injury without at the

same time having to fear Jahve's anger. The two primary

thoughts come out with genuine prophetic brevity and

sharpness,—first, how Jahve promises to lead this king to

battle, and at his side to overcome his foes, ver. 1 ; and then

how it must be so, because Jahve has destined him for ever to

be the holy priest-king, as is said in the beginning of a second

strophe, ver. 4, manifestly as the mere echo of a more ancient

Divine oracle.* After each of these two sayings there follows,

in more tranquil language,—the poet rather than the prophet

coming forward,—the application and illustration of the

thought, the encouragement of the king, and the depiction of

the manner in which such a divine strength is preserved in the

heat of battle from the beginning to the end, as the poet's

sacred fancy beholds it,—in a few grand, briefly-sketched

* We must not overlook the point that the words, ver. 4, do not, as those in

ver. 1, give an entirely new oracle, but only point back to an earlier, as to one ever

standing entirely iirni. By this too the period of this song is more exactly

defined.
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pictures, vv. 2-3, 5-G ; until, in a weaker resonance to the

oracle, fancy at last, ver. 7, glances at the extreme end of

the conflict, and,—even in the following pursuit of the flying

foe,—the unwearied strength and fresh vigour of the king,

ever capable of new exploits.

In spite of the seeming want of connexion of the pro-

positions, a higher unity nevertheless is diffused over the

whole. And along with genuine lyric brevity and compression,

there is no confusion of the thoughts and images. The oracle

serves generally rather merely to indicate than to follow out

details. Here it is indeed clothed,—in the age of the greatest

lyric poet of Israel, and as if after his example,—in the guise of

a song, but maintains the fugitive brevity pi'oper to it, and the

mere pictorial suggestiveness. Thus there come into relief at

the head of each of the two small strophes (of three verses and

seven clauses) the purest contents of the oracle, and with full

power. After this very powerful beginning the language in

each seems to subside, with figures further suggestive of the

whole subject. Whilst the flight of prophetic vision overlooks

the whole course of the conflict and victory of the king in its

particular stages, it goes forward, ver. 5, precisely from the

point where the representation at the end of the first strophe,

ver. 3, came to a pause ; adding in a last up-spring, ver. 7, a

new image from the farthest distance.

1.

To my lord speaks Jahvc: "Set thee at my right hand, 1

till I lay the foes as a stool for thy fect.'^

—

The staff of might will Jahve send thee out of Sion :

rule in the midst of thy foes !

Thy people is willing for sacrifice on tjiy muster-day;

in holy attire, out of the morning's bosom,

thou hast the dew of thy youth !

2.

Sworn hath Jahve, and will not rue it :
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" thou art for ever priest^

after the manner of Melchisedeq !"

—

5 The Lord at thy right hand

dashes in pieces kings on the day of His wrath ;

will judge among the heathen—full of corpses is it^

—

dashes in pieces the head upon the wide land.

3.

From the brook by the way will he drink :

therefore lift up his head.

Ver. 1. The figure is throughout consistent. Not the king

alone^ without Jahve^ is to march to battle^ but Jahve will

march for and with him. Jahve accordingly requires him to

sit at His right hand, until the foes give way before the

victorious chariot. Comp. Judges v. 13, 23; Ps. xliv. 10;

2 Sam. V. 24. This indeed is said as a deduction from the

general truth that the true king is a avv6povo<; 6eov. But

it would be perverse to mistake the closer application and the

complete picture in this place. Ver. 2. The sceptre of thy

power, the sceptre by which thou canst mightily fight and

conquer, will (if perhaps in the midst of the stir, thou thinkest

thou hast it not) Jahve will send thee out of Sion. The

Divine warranty shall not fail thee. So, with naught but

courage in thy heart, shalt thou then rule (§ 347 a). Thus the

poet, in more quiet illustration of the thought, drops the first

figure from ver. 1 ; for bodily Jahve does not march out from

the holy place, especially since the ark of the covenant was no

longer carried out of Sion into war. But at the new beginning,

ver. 5, the first figure recurs. Ver. 3 now further explains

bow much devolves upon the people, if what is expressed in

ver. 2 is to be fulfilled. As the dew in countless drops appears

from the bosom of the early morning, so will thy young men

on the morning of battle come to meet thee suddenly in count-

less brave bands (2 Sam. xvii. 12; Mich. v. 6). Thou needest

not to be anxious whether they will be there, and whether in
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full numbers. And as the fresh dew revives all that it touches,

so will thy young men, holily attired (Isa. xiii. 3) for the holy

war, meet thee, reviving thy courage. Both figures, which

find their connexion in the notion of the dew, are thus imme-

diately united with wondrous brevity. But most brief of all

and most pointed is here the first word thy iieople is willing

for sacrifice (§ 296 h), is itself like a number of free-will offer-

ings,—offering themselves of their own accord on the day of

battle like a sacrifice to God, in order to further the Divine

work. The notion of the sacrifice ali'eady coming in with

^'1^7l'j t^s language passes quickly, with the more ease, into

the figure of the sacrificial attire. Ver. 4. Thou king, thou

who wert long leader of armies and king, thou art from this

moment forward yrlest, just as the king Melchizedeq was at

the same time priest. The solemn transference of the priestly

dignity to one who, as is self-obvious, was already king, is

accordingly here the new element. Vv. 5, 6. The poet now
returns,—according to this second prophetic saying, whence it

still more follows how mightily Jahve will support this king,

—in a somewhat different way repeating the figure of the

right hand, ver. 1,—immediately to the illustration of parti-

culars. And since in vv. 2, 3, the mere power which will serve

the king was rather designated, so, on the other hand, he here

sketches pictures of the issue,—of the battle and the complete

victory. The fancy of the poet contemplates a wide field of

battle, full of corpses, the victory therefore gained, whilst

Jahve as if invisible at his side, beats down, in the capacity

of judge, the heads of the allied kings. But first the hasty

pursuit of the defeated crowns the victory ; and often the

victor wearies on the last way, losing all fruits of his exertion.

But this king will never weary and fail ; and should he, pur-

suing the flying foe, be on the point of fainting in the heat

and haste of the conflict, he will find in the morning a brook,

as if bubbling for his sake, to give him refreshing drink (comp.

an example in 2 Sam. xxiii. 15 and sqq.), and so strengthened.
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pursue his way with undiminished courage. Hence the subject

matter itself shows that in ver. 7, along with the new thought

and figui'e, the king appears as a new subject ; and now^ in the

wane of the song^ he is only spoken of in the third person.

In this manner, not seldom does a single short sentence

re-sound, following upon an oracle, whilst the glance, as if

now weary, once more kindles into life towards the distant

view {coiyi'p. Jahrhh. der Bibl. Wiss., viii., p. 36 sq.). Only thus

is the transition in this sentence, ver. 7, from the second to

the third person explained. Compare for many other instances,

the Jahrbb. cler Bill. Wiss., xi., p. 212 f., and Gott. Gel. Anz.,

1862, pp. 768-772. Should any one, because of the fo7- ever,

ver. 4, mistake the whole sense of the poet, let him consider

that the expression indicates nothing but a time undefined—in

the sense of every time of the speaker ; therefore a time the

end of which the poet of that time neither sees nor wishes for.

Especially the rule of a good king is always desired as eternal,

comp. xxi. 5 ; xlv. 3, 7 ; Ixi. 7 ; 1 Kings, i. 31; Prov. xxix. 14;

Ps. xli. 13.

One of David's own songs from the midst of the deepest

dangers of this most bitter war, is certainly preserved in

11. Psalm lx.

Not indeed in the form in which this soug at present appears.

It will presently be further shown, that in its present form it

finds its place amongst the latest. But in the midst of it, the

words, ver. 8, to 1Dnn3T, ver. 12, are proved, on closer investi-

gation, to be quite foreign to the later poet, and here intro-

duced by him out of an old song of David himself, because their

contents seemed to him very well to suit his song. Since we

have thus here nothing but a large fragment of a Davidic song,

it is somewhat more difficult to ascertain its occasion and its

contents. Yet plainly the peculiar kernel of it has been saved,

and by this we are left in no doubt as to the emergency in which

David was at the time. The possession of the entire holy land
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was at that time more precarious tlian ever. All the foes

surrounding its borders thought to be able soon to conquer it,

and already spoke of dividing it among themselves. According

to ver. 11, even the subject Edom in the far south had risen

against David, whilst he in the far north lay in the open field in

arms against the Aramaeans. Under these circumstances, he

cried from the depth to God. The earth seemed to him to lie

in ruins, and it seemed to him doubtful how he could despatch

even an army only into Edom, in this unexpected revolt. But

a favourable oracle, which he had received in answer to his

inquiry in the camp, determines him as speedily to the highest

joy in God, and turning to his firm, rock-like confidence in

God, ever habitual to him, he sings this song, the principal

part of which was probably the free communication of the

priestly oracle, w. 8-10, with a few short preliminary and

appended words, as they may be in some sort imagined in

David's style, in conformity with Pss. iii. and iv. Of this

epilogue, the words, ver. 11 to the beguming of ver. 12, have

been retained. It is more difficult to decide, whether some

words from the prelude, at all events here and there, came to

be inserted in the present first strophe, vv. 3-7.

Further, the correct view of the above ancient fragments of

the present song, and especially of their historical importance,

receives a further support in the superscription preserved in

vv. 1, 2 ; in so far, that is, as the latter in two of its portions

(p. 54 sq., I. p. 234) refers to the earliest period of the

collection of Davidic songs. It is further shown, in the

Gcsch. dcs V. Isr., how completely this historical occasion,

still indicated by it, is consistent with actual history, and how
certain it is, that it must have been written at a very early

date.

1.

God, thou hast rejected us, broken through us, 3

been wrath : restore us airain !

8
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Thou hast shaken the earth, cleft it

;

heal its breaches, for it totters !

5 Hast caused Thy people to behold hard things,

hast made us drunk with wine o£ reeling,

given to Thy fearers a banner,

that it may be unfurled before the bow :

that Thy beloved may be set free,

help, strong right hand, and listen to us

!

2.

God spake in His sanctuary, causes me to rejoice

:

" I will divide Sichem,

and measure out Sukkot's vale
;

mine is Gilead and mine Manasse,

and Efraim is the protection of my head,

Juda my ruler^s staff;

Moab—my wash-pot is it,

10 upon Edom cast I my shoe ;

because of me, cry out, Peleschet V

3.

Who will lead me hence to the strong city ?

who conducts me hence to Edom ?

wilt not Thou, God, Who hast rejected us,

and goest not forth, God, in our armies ?

give us help from our oppressors,

since vain is the help of men !

through God we shall gain the victory,

and He will thrust down our oppressors !

The first main division, vv. 3-7, contains three times both

complaint and prayci', corresponding to one another. In

accordance with this and with Ixxxv. 15, Ixxx. 4, the D:ntt?n

in ver. 3 is to be taken. The mediate connexion with 7 has

come in owing to the figurative remoter signification o£ the

verb. Ver. 4, in accordance with Isa. i. 5, 6. Ver. G says, in
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the play on woi'ds : Thou hast indeed given to those who fear

Thee a banner becaftse they took the field on behalf of the true

religion, but only to ban them [or flag, that they may flag"]
—

properly, that they may make their escape—before the bow,

not to conquer thereby, but to be conquered. ^2^17 is a corrupt

later I'eading for P,Wp, how, keshet, Syr. ; the Massoretes seem,

indeed, by the expression ^^P and by the accentuation to follow

quite another explanation (to rise for the cause of truth, from

03^ not from D^3) but opposed to the connexion. On ^?"*9''-

ver. 7, which is here translated with freedom only, comp,

§ 281 c. In His sanctuary, ver. 8, because the ark of the

covenant was carried with the host into the field. But in

adding, causes me to rejoice, he thereby also sufiiciently indicates

that he had not himself received this oracle. If Jahve wills to

divide Sikhem and Sukkot (as ancient holy cities on this and

that side of the Jordan, Gen. xlviii. 22, xxxiii. 17, mentioned

instead of the whole of Canaan), no one hostile to himself can

divide it, and therefore, e.g., not the Aramaeans or the

Philistines who now aim at conquering it and dividing it

amongst themselves. On the contrary. He retains as arms and

attire, of which he boasts as warrior-hero, the strength of Israel,

the tribes of Gilead and Manasse,—as helmet the ancient, venera-

ble leading tribe (as it were, head-tribe) of Efraim, the tribe still

at this time so serviceable for strong defence,—and as sceptre,

finally, Juda, the royal tribe (Gen. xlix. 10) ; Moab and Edom
too are in the vicinity, serving Him as useful tools ; but Moab

is, by the side of the above tribes, only as the wash-basin (in

opposition to the crown, an inferior, contemptible utensil, comp.

Wilken, Hist. Gaznevidarwn, or Chr. Pers., p. 142, 7), in

which the king, resting from the toils of the day, washes* (in

blood ?), and Edom as the ground whereon He at the same

time casts His shoe, that He may rest. But the country on

* Still more exactly is this figure, apparently so strong and yet, according to the

royal custom of the time, very familiar, elucidated in the Gesch. des V. Isr.,

iii., p. 386, 3rd edit. Comp. the Jahrhb.. v., p. 172.

S *

^
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which one freely casts one's shoe and there leaves it, one takes

possession of as a subject and servile land, the shoe being the

sign of the standing of this person over the land, and so of its

possession by him. Comp. Ruth iv. 7. Founding of the City

of ratalijpiitra, edited by H. Brockhaus (Leipsic, 1835),

pp. 1 sqq. Moab and Edom being thus subject, will Philistia

(of which David, from the far North where he now stands,

rightly thinks in the last instance) rise ? On the contrary,

because of me, because of my victory and my energy, o'y aloud,

bewail Philistia ! thou wilt soon know me as a conqueror,

Isa. XV. 4. The reflexive would then be used, merely because

Philistia comprehends all the individual Philistines, and

jy^yiinn could not express a voluntary jubilation in this place,

as in Ixv. 14, but the sense would be : already subject, Moab

and Edom will be unable to rejoice, how much less Philistia !

Meanwhile, the earliest reader whom we know has understood

the 2?2?1")nn as 0ptafi/3evei,v as if this had been its ordinary

meaning (as Optafi^a, triumphtis, Vol. I. p. 230 takes its name

from the cry of victory), but has somewhat altered the reading:

over Philistia I rejoice as subject to me, Ps. cviii. 10; and if

we point '^'^V'^'^^p, this might perhaps mean over Philistia is

my triumfh ! (§ 156 a). But this would ill suit the tenor of the

language in the two previous verse-members. Rather does

that stronger sense form only the just transition from h to c.

The " let me rejoice !

^' ver. 8, belongs in any case not to the

oi'acle itself, wherein it would be otiose, possibly inconvenient,

but expresses provisionally the joy of the poet at so joyous an

oracle. For the ancient poet proceeds immediately, in accord

with the oracle, in the sing., ver. 11 : who will lead me to a strong

city ? ("112^ is well explained by "^^^P Ps. cviii. 11). The reason

is that David had at that time to encamp in the open field, and in

this camp much was to be feared. Further, who leads me

(comp. on the j)er/". on xi. 3) unto the distant Edom, which has

just revolted, to chastise it ? Wilt not Thou, Thou who,

according to such an oracle, wilt again give me victory ? But
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from ver. 12, the later re-toucliiDg again occurs, which may be

recognized in the whole song by the fact that in it the first

person plural is used, whilst the ancient poet spoke of himself

only in the singular. Instead of David, the whole of Israel

now speaks and supplicates.

The great victor song which David sung after obtaining a

complete victory over all the allied heathen peoples is certainly

12. Psalm xviir.

For this is a grand, a splendid song of victory, which contains

no momentary brief effusions of the mood of joy. It is com-

posed with great art, in lofty, calm, and clear copious details

throughout, and certainly with a view to some special occasion

of festivity. In this way may be also explained the tenor of

the song, which is general, the poet rejoicing not so much over

a particular delivei'ance just experienced, as over a multitude

of various dangers and hostilities out of which he has emerged,

as from the highest and last stage of a life in many ways

disturbed and troubled, yet never cast down, ever renewing

its struggle. He praises Jahve as his mighty and faithful and

gracious Deliverer, who has subjected to him all his enemies,

near and afar off, who has raised him. His faithful beloved one,

to the head of the peoples, and will also further eternally

bless his race. The whole song discloses the exalted lovo

which is tried by temptation and sufferings, whereby the poet

has ever clung to Jahve, and in the power of which he over-

came all hostility, and now is conscious, in a more advanced

age, of strength and might for evermore; but, more closely

considered, it is, moreover, a very definite epoch in the life of

David, in which alone he could speak and sing as he here

does. This epoch may bo conjectured from the fact that we
have here a grand song of victory in which there is no

reference to domestic foes (after civil wars there should never

be triumph, at least David was sufficiently great and noble never

to indulge in this), but only over foreign, i.e., heathen enemies.
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vv. 32-46. But along with tlie lofty representation of his

most recent deliverance, with which the song, after the general

introduction, begins, vv. 5-19, David simply sketches a single

comprehensive picture of all the manifold deepest dangers

which he had passed through during the last great year of

war, in this most violent struggle with all heathen peoples,

and in the midst of which he seemed to the world and even to

himself a ruined man.

The song of victory begins only with the calmest reflection,

whilst the flow of the language gradually rises, and frequently,

in further explanation, again mildly subsides. In the solemn

introduction, vv. 2-7, slowly and gradually rising to a height,

at the conclusion, vv. 47-51, with loftier calm and certainty,

the leading thought comes out in purity and brevity. In the

middle, vv. 5-46, it is pursued and confirmed, being completed

in three grand strophes ; for while the poet would celebrate how

he was delivered by Jahve^s grace there passes immediately

before his mind, in historic review, all the greatness and fear-

fulness of the most recent danger from which he now, with

joy and pride, sees himself delivered. The greater the danger

the more wondrous the deliverance, the loftier the reminiscence

and depiction of the Divine salvation. If the poet was a king

of the community of the true religion actually worthy of the

highest Divine favour, and there hinged upon his life and his

preservation a portion of the history of the kingdom of God

upon earth,—the power of the whole earth and the threatening

of death could avail naught against him ; yea, it must appear

as if Jahve, in anger at the opposition of the world, had come

from heaven in storm and tempest to draw him with irre-

sistible power as from the gates of the deep hell ; and so the

language here rises quickly to an extremely vivid picture of

extreme danger and of signal deliverance, through the appear-

ance of Divine judgment, vv. 5-20. Yet the inner truth of

this particular history lies in the suggestion that such deliver-

ance and glorification of the man by Jahve became possible
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enly through tho fulfilment in this particular matter of the

eternal laws of the living covenant of a man with the only true

God. The ever faithful and pure man can alone experience it,

only the true spiritual God (of Israel) can give it. Accordingly,

the poet now brings out, on the one side, the human relation,

and exhibits the pure and holy life of his mind with childlike

openness, and with the consciousness that man generally can

obtain salvation in no other way ; with this the language falls

into calmest, most measured description, vv. 21-31. On the

other side, the poet feels that the true spiritual God can only

give salvation to the man so united with Him, and so at last

the song again gradually rises higher, representing Jahv4 as

One who alone gives strength and true victory, who also could

alone exalt so highly and strengthen the poet, vv. 32-46. For

God, in the true Theocracy in which the poet had the blessing

to be born, is known more clearly, and therefore also more

mightily and more inspiringly than outside its pale. In this

manner the song then of itself returns to the full thanksgiving

with which it began. Thus the three middle great divisions,

which form the proper substance of the song, are connected

with one another and with the brief introduction and conclusion,

easily and with gentle transitions. The entire development

of the leading thought cannot be completed in all its members,

and up to its true climax, more clearly and nobly than is done

in this sublimest artistic song of victory.

But this long song is pervaded still further by art, which

symmetrically distributes its contents into three great divisions.

Tho prevailing measure of a strophe in it is a series of five

verses. The first and the third of the three main divisions is

thus each distributed into three strophes, the middle one into

two ; but the last strophe of each of these three main divisions

is enlarged to six verses. To these eight (3, 2, 3) strophes

one similar is added at the beginning as prelude, and one at

the end as an epilogue, and thus the whole song consists of

exactly ten similar strophes. So far the art of the whole may
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be completely recovered from the resources at hand. We
cannot, however, recognize a perfect similarity of the verse-

members within such strophe, by the use of these expedients.

Long verse-members are nowhere seen.

The superscription, '' David sang this song to Jahvc when

He had delivered him out of the power of all his enemies, and

out of the hand of Saul,^^ fixes indeed the occasion of the song

in too general a manner. We may not overlook the fact that

Saul is hero named only as the most dangerous, not as the last

foe. But even thus the original reference of the song would

be too far extended, and in woi'ds like vv. 18, 49, an allusion

to Saul would in vain be sought. The great and detailed

picture which the poet sketches of his deliverance, vv. 5—21,

need not be taken too narrowly of a particular case. It is

too large and too comprehensive for this. Rather does the

reminiscence of all dangers and deliverances of the last year

collect itself in the poet's mind in order here to serve for this

one Divine picture. Yet this description at the beginning of

the long song is very different from the words vv. 32—49,

where the poet eiuite leaves that picture, and more freely looks

back upon the whole of his past life. But in this the super-

scription contains a sound recollection of David's authorship.

In fact, not the least difficulty appears in deriving the song

from David, who has moreover, in ver. 51, an appropriate

place, named himself, in the thorough simplicity of ancient

feeling. The character of David, his habit of mind, and his

lofty consciousness, his experiences, unique as they were in all

the world, are here all finally expressed with clearness. That

tlio poet was a king, exalted by his peculiar capacity under

Jahve's help, to be the head of the peoples, is not merely plain

from ver. 51, but already from ver. 44. But no later king

could boast of such things. Even the fact that at the end the

poet names himself in noble pride, and in full consciousness

anticipates the continuance of the Divine blessing even to late

posterity, speaks for David as the poet ; for the last words of
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David show the same high confidence, 2 Sam. xxiii., comp.

vii. 19. The details are indeed strikingly prolonged, and here

and there the language appears to be too languid and attenuated.

But the song probably belongs to the later age of David, when
the fire of lyric poetry has now a milder gleam; and in this

case it would be a song of the highest calm and of the most

blessed peace, in which the description of its own accord

falls into greater copiousness of details. On the other hand,

the language in other places acquires boldness and elevation,

and hardly is there elsewhere so grand an execution of truly

poetic pictures as is found here, vv. 5—21. The individual

words have a quite Davidic stamp.

To all this may be added as a very weighty external

testimony to the high antiquity and the Davidic origin of this

songj its recurrence in 2 Sam. xxii., with the same historical

superscription. For (1) all the other songs which are inserted

in the Books of Samuel as springing from David, are certainly

genuiue Davidic songs. Therefore, on this account, the pro-

bability is in favour of this song also having been known,

according to safe tradition, as Davidic to the comparatively

ancient composer of these books. (2.) The comparison of

the diverse readings of the song in the two books leads to

important inferences. The copy in the Psalms is certainly

later; this may be concluded, apart from the history of the

literature of the two books, from the much greater number of

vocal letters, see vv. 5, 6, 19, 47 ; 6, 16, 31, 35, 38, 48 ; 23;

on the other hand, w. 14, 30. Notwithstanding this, the copy

in the Psalms must have proceeded not from Samuel, but from

another very good and ancient source ; because the song in

many important passages recalls it, more faithfully, more

originally, with less corruption than the very fugitive copy in

Samuel, for the most part erroneously defective, but which some-

times makes spurious additions, frequently obliterates what is

more ancient. Comp. especially vv. 2, 1 1, 13, 14, 23, 24, 33, 34, 36,

38, 39, 42, 46, 47. In some other passages the text in Samuel is
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more faithfully preserved, see especially vv. 3, 6, 8, 16, 41, 43, 44,

45. Since now the good and original text is so strongly divided

between the two, both must in different ways and at different

times have been borrowed from a more ancient source. Or

rather, the original copy had very early broken up into a mass

of derived ones, and in these, through the freedom of the

oldest copyists, had become more and more various, until at

length one copy of these was adopted in Samuel, another later

in the Psalm.* It further follows from this, that the song

which early underwent such variation must be very old, and

as one much known and read, must have been much copied.

Both considerations point to a Davidic origin.

1.

2 Dearly beloved I hold thee, O Jahve my strength !

Jahve, Thou my rock and my battlement,

my Deliverer Thou and my Redeemer

;

Thou my God and rock on whom I trust,

shield and horn of my salvation ;

my fortress and refuge. Thou my helper.

Thou who succourcst me from hurt

!

worthy of praise, I cry, is Jahve,

and from my foes I become free.

2.

6 Waves had surrounded me,

streams of destruction affrighted me;

bands of hell had surrounded me,

death's nets fallen upon me :

—

in my affliction I cry to Jahve,

complain aloud to my God ;

* The older view, that the deviations iu the Psalms and Samuel proceeded from

the hand of the poet, is not more erroneous than that of Gramberg (in Winer's

Exeget. Sticd. I, pp. 1-25) that the "recension"' in the Psalms is more ancient and

genuine, and that that in Samuel is borrowed from it ; which I confuted in

Jen. Lit. Zeit., 1829, Erl. Bl., and later C. v. Lengerke, in his Comm. crit. de dit^lici

Fs. xviii. cxcmjAo. Rcgim. 1833.
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He from His palace hears me cry,

my complaint pierces his ears
;

and the earth trembles and totters,

and heaven's pillars shake,

"wavered—because He glowed !

there went up smoke in his nostrils,

fire devoured out of his mouth,

coals were kindled from Him.

3.

And the heaven He bowed, came down, 10

—cloudy darkness under his feet ;

—

advanced on the cherub and flew,

took flight on the wings of the wind ;

makes the darkness his screen,

round about him in his pavilion

;

—darkest waters, thickest clouds !

Before the brightness in front of Him,—passed away

his dark clouds :

—hail and coals of fire !

and from heaven thunders Jahve,

and the Highest sounds aloud;

—hail and coals of fire !

4.

He sent His arrows and— scatters them, 16

slinging lightnings, and—scares them.

Then appeared they, the beds of the sea,

and the earth's foundations were bare :

—before Thy threatening, Jahve,

before the blast of the wind of Thy nostrils !

reaching forth from the height He takes me,

draws me out of many waters ;

sets me free from my cruel enemy,

my haters, since they were too strong for me.
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They indeed fall upon me on the day of my distress

;

yet Jahvd; did become my support,

20 led me out into the open,

sets me free—because He loves me.

5.

Jahve doeth to mo according to my righteousness,

according to the purity of my hands He rewards me.

For I kept Jahve's ways,

departed not wickedly from my God

:

for before me stand all His judgments.

His commandment I removed not from me

;

so also was I honest towards Him,

kept myself from my iniquity

;

and so Jahve rewarded me according to my righteous-

ness,

25 according to the purity of my hands, clear before

Him.

6.

Towards good men Thou showest Thyself good,

upright towards the upright man

;

towards pure men Thou showest Thyself pure,

towards the perverted as perverse.

But Thou doest help aflQicted people,

and abasest proud eyes

;

but Thou causest my light to shine

—Jahv6, my God, enlightens my darkness !

30 For through Thee I shatter hosts,

and through my God I overleap walls

;

that God whose way is upright,

Jahve's word is refined,

a shield is He to all who trust in Him !

7.

For who is God but Jahve,

who a rock except our God ?
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that Godj who has girded me with strength,

caused me to bound on my way unharmed,

Who made my feet like hinds' feet,

and causeth me to stand upon my heights

;

Who hath inured my hands to war, 35

that my arms bend the iron bow.

Thou who gavest me the shield of Thy salvation.

Thy right hand sustains me.

Thy humility exalts me !

Thou makest wide my steps under me,

and my ankle-bones do not tremble

;

I pursue and overtake my enemies,

return not until they are destroyed,

and crushed that they cannot stand,

fall under my feet !

—

Thus Thou girdest me with strength for the war, 40

bendest my adversaries under me

;

turnest to me the backs of my foes,

my haters—I bring them to naught.

9.

Though they cry—without deliverer,

unto Jahve—He listened not to them ;

that I may grind them like dust of the earth,

tread them as dirt of the streets !

—

Thou rescuest me from the people's broils,

preservest me to be the head of the nations,

people, unknown, serve me;

at the hearing of the ear they obey me, 45

sons also of the strange land do me homage.

The sons of the strange land vanish away.

Tremble in affright from out of their castles.
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10.

Live JahvCj be my rock blessed,

and exalted the God of my salvation !

that God_, wlio gave me vengeance

and subjected nations to me;

Thou who savest me from my foes,

yea, exaltest me in the presence of mine adversaries,

freest me from the man of violence !

—

Therefore praise I Thee, Jahve, among the nations,

make music to Thy Name !

50 to Him, to the lofty Helper of His king,

to Him, who shows favour to His Anointed,

to David and His seed for ever !

1. Vv. 2-4, the sublime introduction, itself at the outset a

full, ardent ascription of praise to Jahve. I love Thee, my

mighty protector in power and deed, who fitly, as even now,

called upon in the presence of my enemies, ever does and

did help me. To this entirely restful beginning ver, 2 is so

peculiarly appropriate that we cannot see why it should be

wanting in Samuel, except through a copyist's mistake, cni

is, besides, a rare word ; and the omission was easier than

the addition. On the other hand, ver. 3 has certainly been

preserved in its entirety in Samuel ; for the '^nijbxs stands in

the Psalm quite abruptly and confusedly, so that it must have

been considered spurious, or the mere remainder of an

originally longer series of words : but Sam. gives the fully

appropriate supplement. Instead of "^? which in Ps. cxliv. 2,

and Sam. stands after ""^ vSn^ a preferable reading is "'?5^12'!,

as the poet of Ps. xix. 15 must have had it before his

eyes. In this way there is formed an appropriate division;

the praise of Jahve, here unfolding itself in the right place, is

resolved into three larger members, and each again into two

halves, of which the earlier depicts the strength of Jahve which

awakens confidence,—the second the application, or the
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actual end and consequence, the deliverance. Each small and

large member is thus completed, and the whole in a perfectly

satisfactory manner. The C)^nX3 here at the beginning, well

coincides with the conclusion, ver. 49.

2. Yv. 5-21. The utterly lost and unhappy one thinks of

himself as if cast down a deep precipice, or as sinking irre-

deemably in deep water floods, comp. xxxi. 2 ; xxxii. 6 ; xl. 3
;

Ixix. 2, 3. He who now knows himself to be near to death,

may suppose himself to have been cast into the deepest bottom

of the sea, to the point where the lower world begins, as if he

were already in the smoking streams which lead to the lower

world (Jon. ii. 4, 6, 7 ; Job, xxvi. 5, 6) or according to another

rarer figure, as if he were already in the nets of death that

ever waylays mankind. (Hence the Indian mythology repre-

sents Jamas with a rope, comp, Savitri-Updkhjdnam v. 8, and

the German sage tells of Hell's fetters which wind around

the neck of the dying ; comp. also Hamctsa, p. 11 1, 8 v., and

G. Miiller's Amerihanische Urreligion p. 98). But though

the faithful one lie on the very verge of hell, it is never too

hard nor too far off to move him, if it please God. Even the

depths of the sea and the gates of the lower world must feel

Jahve's power, and staad open to His word (Job. xxvi. 5, 6).

Hence the beautiful representation—how whilst the prayer of

the poet throbs from the lowest depths to the listening Jahvc

in the highest heaven, suddenly from the utmost height to

the extremest depth through the whole resistent world the

delivering word of Jahve hastens, and Jahve as with mighty

hand draws the faithful one up out of death. But always with

this another figure is blended. If the poet lay then below as

on the verge of death, it was peculiarly the hostile world, it

was (as presently in vv. 18 sqq. is more calmly stated) his cruel

enemies who had brought him thither. But if the wrong

was on their side, the Divine anger must be enkindled against

them ; and if their rage against him was so violent, a Divine

anger must be kiudled, which as if burning above in the
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secrecy of the remotest heaven, came over the earth like a

thunder-storm, and overcoming all resistance of the world,

became like a tempest laying bare the foundation of the sea,

in order again to draw forth and to deliver from the extreme

depth him that lay there as one lost. But nothing shows so

vividly, and with such fearful power of impression the con-

nexion of the heaven and the earth,—as Jahve like one in

wrath, bows the heaven over the earth,—and the earth even to

the lower world trembles before His word,—than the Pales-

tinian storm, as it is occasionally seen, uniting the tempest and

the earthquake ; Ps. xxix. Pictures of such manifestations of

Divine activity in great moments of the earth are indeed not

rare elsewhere (Ixviii. 9 ; Judges v. 4 ; Am. ix. 5 ; Mic. i. 3

;

Hab. iii). But nowhere is the figure so fully carried out as

here. From the beginning to the end the figure is retained,

in three great divisions. First of all, there appears, with the

rising and kindling of the Divine anger, a distant quaking and

bluster, while amidst storm and trembling on the earth, a

glowing thunder-cloud forms in the higher heaven, already

announcing itself by distant flashes, as it were the bursting

fire of anger no longer to be restrained, vv. 7-9. Then the

violent hurricane, as in a rapid storm, comes ever nearer, it

soon stands like a black mass of cloud, in threatening aspect

over the earth ; and Jahve seems, bowing the heaven, in

this dark guise to be drawing fearfully near, vv. 10-12,

—

until out of the heavy black clouds riven by His word, as

by a bright flash, lightnings, thunder and hail burst forth

unceasingly,—Divine weapons, by which He scares all

resistance, and divides the flood which kept the faithful im-

prisoned, vv. 13-15. Thus finally, the bottom of the sea being

laid bare by tempest and violent storm, and the gates of death

being opened, Jahve draws forth the lost one with a strong

hand, mightily protecting him from all his foes, vv. 16-18. And
now the language, the grand picture being completed, passes

more calmly into the simple imagery, vv. 19-21. This entire
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portion of the song, the most vivid and artistic, thus falls into

three smaller divisions, and each of these again into two

similar halves : cause and beginning of the Divine deliverance,

vv. 5-9; details ever more exact and complete, vv. 10-14;

completion, vv. 15-20, and the figure of the sinking in the

depths, with which the whole begins, vv. 5, 6, is thus designedly

at end again taken up and completed, vv. 16, 17. But

precisely because the single figure of the water, including all

the rest in itself, remains unchanged from the beginning to

the end,—we must unquestionably read, instead of "^bnn, ver. 5y

which has found its way into the text from ver. 6, '^"!??^^

according to Samuel, since only this is here suitable. But also

for ^"^!}13, which appears early enough in ver. 6, is rather D";Q to

be held the original reading, as the phrase is found in xciii. 4,

and abbreviated in cases like xlii. 8.—Ver. 7. That \>D'^il

denotes here not the temple at Jerusalem, but the heavenly

palace, is quite plain from the sequel. V35b appears earlier

than V3TS2, which Samuel has, a later addition ; for one

of the two is certainly not original. On the other hand, snn
is wanting in Samuel, inaptly. Ver. 8. For D*^"!?!, Samuel

has certainly the more original "'^iz^n ; the foundations of the

heaven ( comp. the counterpart, ver. 6 ) are the extreme

mountain-tops as bearers and pillars of the heaven, according

to a representation rare among the Hebrews, but plainly

appearing also in Job xxvi. 11. Thus all the earth and heaven

fell into commotion as in an earthquake.—Vv. 10-12. A fine

delineation of the quickly-gathering, violent storm. He bowed

the heaven, which with the burden of dark clouds, seems ever

to sink deeper, and to touch the smoking mountains, as is

further explained later, Ps. cxliv. 5. But Jahve seems to be

concealed in the dark mass of clouds, borne by the Kerub

as by the storm, threatening to approach the earth. The

clause ^^nj^'i is a static clause (§ 341 n).—Ver. 12 contains

unquestionably (against the confused reading of Saniucl) two

members, each falling into two halves. With fine cadence the
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ever more blackly gathering storm is described, until it reaches

" darkest watei's, densest clouds," comp. § 313 c.—Yer. 13.

Very noteworthy is the description of the manner in which the

darkest water discharges itself. As it is discharged, there

appears suddenly a bright flash, tearing asunder the gloom of

the heavy clouds. It is as if the gleam of light which always

immediately encompasses Jahve (Hab. iii. 4), breaking forth

with His word, divided the gloom asunder. Hence with

brevity, before the hrightness before Eim, i.e., which immediately

surrounded Him, passed away his dark clouds, while He

scattered them, and breaking forth revealed Himself. Very

aptly is then figured by the repeated exclamation : hail and

coals of fire !—how unceasingly during the near-resounding

thunder the Divine weapons are hurled down (Samuel certainly

very incorrectly omits the last part of ver. 14), Hail is very

rare in Palestine, but if it falls, ordinarily the more fearful and

destructive, comp. Job. xxxviii. 22, 23, Jos. x. 11. D^^^"!^,

Sam. is better. Thus He sends, ver. 15, lightnings as His

arrows, to divide asunder them the threatening floods, or

without figure, the enemies; for that the suffix ver. 15 refers

immediately to water is clear from the followiug explanation,

ver. 16, and from the beginning, ver. 5, to which the poet now

recurs. ^"^ must be the verb = i^?"^, '^'?'7' the LXX in Samuel

correctly r)aTpa->\rev, comp. the correct explanation, cxliv. 6.

—

Ver. 16. For d;*? Samuel, has the better reading D^, comp.

Ex. xiv. 21.—Ver. 17 nbc?^ stretch, where in the connexion

the language is plainly of taking and seizing,—may readily

stand without the nearer object '"^hand,'' as even in prose,

2 Sam. vi. 6.

3. Vv. 21-31. Not without reason did the poet conclude the

lonof first main part, v. 20 h, with the brief new expression—let

God save him because ITefavours liim, loves him. By tliis means

the full transition is suddenly prepared, to the detailed descrip-

tion from the one side of the human reason for that deliverance,

in order thereby to recur to the praise of God from this moral
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side. The poet feels, that only because he has never striven in

thought or deed to depart from Jahve, could he on the other

hand be favoured and delivered by Him. This, first briefly

expressed in w. 20, 21, is then argued out in vv. 22-25, in

order in a second strophe, vv. 26-31, that he may return from

the general truths which here are fundamental, w. 26-28,

the more purely to his own moral experience, full of gratitude

to God, vv. 29-31. But if the peculiar feeling of the poet rests

here upon the general eternal relation of reciprocity between

God and man, according to which God ever deals with man as

man with God, vv. 26, 27; and if even the faithful man has

often to suffer, as indeed the poet above narrated of himself,

—

nevertheless, humility and patience, and the consciousness of

that inward purity, yield true hope and strength, ver. 28. The

poet feels with joy that he has overcome all dangers, not by

himself, by proud self-seeking endeavours, but in the midst of

perpetual anguish and distress, patience and endurance, through

Jahve alone, vv. 29-31. We see the poet clearly understands

the true mode of inward preparation and sanctification. But

it is from no vain pride that he refuses to conceal his own

inward nobleness—although later uninstructed readers might

very readily misunderstand such expressions,—but from child-

like innocent transparency and inspired feeling. We must not

overlook the manner in which the non-departure from Divine

commands, ver. 22, is explained by the direction of the disposi-

tion, ver. 23, comp. xvi. 8. The various reading of Samuel in

the second clause, ver. 23, is hence loss suitable.

Vv. 26, 27 appear to speak very harshly and crudely of God,

but in truth not incorrectly. For it is a necessary truth, that

man is conscious of God in his breast after the manner in which

he conceives and defines Him,—and this reciprocal relation is

moreover required externally by eternal justice. As then he

who conducts himself piously, uprightly, purely, feels in himself

and experiences without himself that God is the like : so upon

the perverted man, thinking and acting perversely, this per-

9 *
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versity has necessarily a reactive operation. Within and

without himself he loses more and more the Divine light, and

finally, forsaken of true counsel and true happiness, must

think to know God as a perverted, malicious, ungracious being.

So is it in the midst of life ; more exact inquiries on the extent

and limitation of these feelings do not belong to this place.

Ver. 28. UV must, on account of the general saying, be our

"people," comp. ver. 44. A reference to Israel lies neither in

the word in itself, nor would it be in anywise suitable here.

In the second clause the reading— here too allusive — of

Samuel probably arose merely from the false reading of U^yv

as I'^a'^y, the last stroke of the D being effaced.—Ver. 30.

The punctators have Vf^, because they derive it from y-i")

''run." The uniformity of the members is not however to be

so strictly takeu ; and to the thickly thronging band, V"'^

from yn ''break through," better suits. This part issues,

ver. 31, in a brief celebration of Jahve^s praise, that is, which is

the immediate suggestion in this place^ of His moral trust-

worthiness and purity.

4. Vv. 32-4G. On the other side it is equally true that the poet,

only in covenant with this God, the eternal and true God, could

experience such salvation. He only gave him the true strength,

and arms for the fight, vv. 32-36 ; the true strength in the fight,

vv. 37-41, and so the great victory, vv. 42-46. But what strength

and what all-overcoming courage and what nobleness this very

God may give, he has recognized in his own experience, and he

can sufficiently render thanks for out of his own loug life. The

figures of the raging war and of the constant victory over all,

even distant foreign peoples, pass away here, in the presence

of these recollections. But the poet finely begins, ver. 36, to

celebrate the Divine powers of salvation alone as the forces

and arms wherewith Jahve has equipped him and destined him

to be victor. How much of bodil}' strength and bodily apti-

tude, how many arms the warrior needs ! as David here brings

out, quite similarly to the song of praise, 2 Sam. i. 21-23. But
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he knows that only the Divine strength could so furnish and

equip him, that the best shield was His salvation, the best

support His righteousness, and the best exaltation in misfortune

His gracious condescension (humility), as is said at the close of

the strophe, ver. 36, in the briefest and aptest manner. And
similar is it with the forces as man employs them in the midst

of the battle, as David in the second strophe, vv. 32-35, in

further retrospect of all the experiences of his earlier warrior-

life sketches the most picturesque description of them.

Hence, passing on to the recollection of the long series of the

victories he had gained, he cannot here refrain from the new

thought of how also his enemies in distress cried to heaven for

help, but in vain— for the mere cry for help cannot yet bring

deliverance—vv. 42, 43.

In this way a counterpart to the previous grand delineation,

vv. 5-21, appropriate to the whole connexion of the song,

arises. But the more does he recur, as to the last conclusion,

to the thankful description of the great victory which has now

been obtained, vv. 44-45. And sioce the whole song properly

aims only at thanksgiving and praise to Jahve, this must again

be prominent with the greater force towards the end of the

long words. Thus the language here soon passes unobserved

into address to Jahve, from whose grace the poet derives all

his greatness.—Ver. 32 reminds us strongly of Deut. xxxii.

4 sqq., but where the original is retained, is not long doubtful.

Comp. also 2 Sam. vii. 22. For "!^*1, ver. 33, Samuel has

probably the more original reading, "i^^T
; "^"^^r', " let free''

might then be taken absolutely for "leave,'' "let be," but

''^P'"'"'''
is then a still better reading, since 0""^^ stands in any

case here in the natural sense, like Prov. i. 12. On the other

hand Samuel introduces in this and the following clause the

third person, which does not suit this whole strophe, nay would

insert a general proposition about the upright man not

belongiug to this connexion.—Ver. 34. Speed of foot indis-
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pensable in attack as well as flight. 0)i my heights, on those

which I have ascended, have occupied, he causes me to stand,

it being impossible for an enemy to pursue and hunt me down.

The possession of Palestine depends on the possession of the

heights. Here is the original to Hab. iii. 19.—Ver. 35. How
monstrously heavy were frequently the bows, and how labo-

rious it was to bend them (^H? properly press down the bow

with the foot, otherwise tread) we best learn from many stories

in epic description, as in the Odyssey and in the Ramajaua.*

—

But the true arms and means of defence—ver. 'SQ adds—are

the divine, the shield of his salvation, his right hand for the

holding of the falling one. His condescension and kindness

(xlv. 5) wherewith he comes down from His elevation in order

to exalt the helpless. The reading "yn327 Sam., which must

have then been pronounced ^0^?!, arose through hasty

omission or erroneous reading of the 1.—Ver. 38, D3"'tt7M

against Samuel is defended by vii. 6, Ex. xv. 9, as by the

good connexion.—Yer. 41. A very short expression: Thou

settest (makest) my enemies to the hack, backwards, i.e., causest

them to turn their backs to me, to flee, xxi. 13, Ex. xxiii. 27.

Ver. 42. ^VQ?!* Samuel, arose again through the cursory omission

of the 1 in XS^Ui^ ; this is sufficiently defended by the context

and by ver. 7. On the contrary, in ver. 43 " before the wind'^ (as

dust flies before the wind) might be held an irrelevant addition

in the Psalm, since here the shattering, not the scattering is

the main thing. Comp. ver. 39 whither the language recurs,

quite otherwise places like Isa. xli. 2, 15, 25. Again, subse-

quently, Samuel would have better read Cf?1i^ for Cf2"''it^

I empty them out, spout them out. But if all the various

readings of both books be taken together, and the sense is

more sharply examined, it is most probable that the words

originally ran somewhat as follows :

* Comp. also Her. iii., 21. Ibn.—Batuta in the Journ. As., 1823, i., p. 228.

mid., xvi., 961. Berl. Akad. Abhl, 1851, p. 278.
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Thou drivest them hence as chaff before wind,

as dry straw Thou spoutest them out

that I may bruise them as earth-dust,

trample them as dirt of the streets.

Though this strophe thus becomes longer by a verse, yet the

whole is perfectly appropriate. Ver. 44. Sam. has much more

expressively, and suitably to the whole song, >D-)X2t2?n for the

bald '':a''bn.—Ver. 45. ''By the hearing of the ear," i.e.,

already from afar ; for the sound makes its way further than

the hand. Similarly, but in another application, Job xlii. 5.

—

Lastly, in ver, 46, a forcible brief figure, setting forth how

little resistance the enemy can make. They ^nelt away, ex-

hausted in the severe battle, Ex. xviii. 18, and tremble out of

their strong castles, the fortresses, begging for grace and pro-

tection. Mic. vii. 17 well explains this. 3"in is haralih, Arab.,

to be narrow, distressed (Sur. vii. \)flee. On the other hand the

reading "i:in must have been compared with chagar, Syr. lim2J.

5. Vv. 47-51. Conclusion in joyous praise of Jahve, the

Deliverer, all the previous figures being here once more com-

pressed in brief touches. Comp. 2 Sam. vii. 26. The "^H

live ! in the like connexion is antiquely simple, § 223 b.—^N

ver. 49 is indeed very rare in more ancient songs, and is only

frequent in certain later ones. That it might however be

found in David's time is shown by Judges v. 29. Ver. 50 I

consider to be the original of a saying which so often occurs

in later times. Later poets thus sung in the expectation that

the religion of Jahve must be extended ever more widely and

without fear and dread among the Gentiles also, in the midst

of whom they in part lived. But if David thus sung-, with

not quite the same experience and expectation, he had never-
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theless conquered through Jahve the Gentiles', and could not

delay to proclaim Jahve's praise before the whole world wherein

he ruled. David and Soloinon^s lofty age is thus characte-

rized for the first time by a striving to bring the Gentiles also

to the religion of Jahve ; an endeavour which soon came to an

end, was only prophetically maintained ; but finally, in conse-

quence of the exile, again appears with new zeal and new

light, in a more powerful and comprehensive form.

Meanwhile, he who stands in the highest position, and has

been the longest prosperous, may the more readily be led

astray by sudden temptation, and the more deeply fall ; David,

already long king in Jerusalem, did not even remain untouched

by the great danger. How severe and bitter is such a fall,

and after what deadly struggles salvation may again arise ; and

again, how glorious is the finally attained victory of a spirit

like David's, is shown in the following quite peculiar song

:

13. Psalm xxxii.

The poet has successfully maintained a sore inward struggle,

and now stands on the threshold of a new time. He had

sinned greatly, led astray by passion. Sin has its logical con-

sequences, and the evil conscience its obdui^cy. But while

the poet thus at first sought to continue to live in the mood of

mind in which he had sinned, and to defend himself, the

inward and outward consequences of his sins, unrest, grief,

misery,—became ever more consuming and deadl}'-. In the

most burning sorrow he groaned forth a prayer to God for

help, without however finding i^lief and refreshment. At last,

when he was now exposed to the extreme danger of entire

perdition,—inwardly changed, weary of deceptions, having come

to a nearer consciousness of the gi'eatness of his guilt and to

true repentance,—he again found rest and serenity in the

clearness and the peace of God.

Again he vividly heard in his soul the voice and the counsel

of God, and with higher confidence glanced towards the
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future. At this stage, whither we here see him arrived, he

experiences the blessing which springs from sincerity before

God, and the folly of seeking to resist, like irrational beasts,

the higher (Divine) reason. And all this so extremely and

powerfully, that he feels himself compelled to communicate

this his own experience to all the world, and to exhort all to

avoid spiritual self-deception. This song has then, because

springing from such a state of feeling, a decided tendency

towai'ds general representation and exhortation,—the personal

experience of the poet appearing only as elucidation and

deduction. The more general teaching coming forward

from the very first, becomes towards the end, as it passes into

exhortations, alone predominant. And thus the whole falls

into four strophes. First comes out calmly the blessed truth,

the basis of the whole song, that only the man who practises

no deception before God may expect salvation, vv. 1-2. This

indeed the poet, as the second strophe says, vv. 3-5, has most

powerfully experienced in his own person. To this personal

experience there is joined on the one side the intense wish

that every pious man may at the right time apply in prayer to

God. Thus the poet, though once in a condition of deadly

peril, yet now with joyous assurance feels that he returned at

the right time to a right mind, so that he may now eternally

experience the protection and counsel of God, vv. 6-8. On
the other side is the exhortation to all not foolishly to resist

God, since the sinner has many sorrows, whilst the righteous

man rejoices in God and ever may rejoice, vv. 9-11.

The song is plainly ancient, original throughout, the token

of a powerful mind. Hardly can the inward misery of

a torn heart, together with the higher serenity of the again

reconciled and sanctified one, be more intensely expressively

and powerfully described than here. The more severe the

struggle was in this heart, the more glorious the victory, the

more clearly and joyously now streams from him the earnest

word. Since too the stamp of the language is Davidic, it
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cannot be doubted that the song was sung after the event

narrated in 2 Sam. xii. The fact that neither Nathan nor

any other prophet is here named as the instrument of awaken-

ing David, would be a very slight objection, since David

would never have experienced remorse had not the power of

the prophetic word inwardly seized him, and sharpened anew

the feeling of truth in him which had been merely repressed.

Again, we must in any case assume that the poet, not during

the change itself, but at some later time, after he had com-

pletely regained inner rest and serenity, in the higher survey

of all the past, and of the whole order of Divine grace, thus

speaks ; and in this song concludes as it were the whole

tragedy which had passed in his inner life. By this circum-

stance especially this Psalm is greatly distinguished from that

indited in the midst of his conversion, before he fully

regained rest, li. The first echoes of vv. 1-2 we find in

Prov. xxviii. 13.

The three verses of each strophe are extended to seven

verse-members. On the shorter first one, comp. I, pp. 168 sqq.

1.

1 Blessed he whose misdeed is forgiven,

whose sin is pardoned !

Blessed the man to whom Jahve imputes not guilt,

and in whose spirit there is no deceit !

—

2.

When I was silent, my bones mouldered,

whilst I continually groaned
;

for heavily did thine hand oppress me day and night

;

my sap was changed into summer's dryness. *

5 My sin I declared to Thee, not concealing guilt,

said, " I confess to Jahve my faults :"

and Thou removedst the guilt of my sin ! *
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3.

Therefore let every godly man pray to Tliee at the right

time

:

They will^ in flood of many waters^

not reach to him !

Thou art a shelter to me, wilt guard me from trouble,

ever surround me with jubilations of deliverance ! *

" will teach, thee, point out the way thou shouldst go ;

will lift mine eyes on thee 1"

4.

Be not like horse or mule without insight !

bit and bridle must close his jaws,

that approaches thee unfriendly,

many sorrows has the wicked man : 10

but he who trusts in Jahve, him does He surround with

grace.

Rejoice in Jahve, and be merry, ye righteous !

Shout for joy all ye upright in heart

!

Ver. 4. Whilst the poet felt himself externally bowed down
by sore suflferings as from the hand of the chastising Jahve

(Job. ii. 5 j xiii. 21), his inner part was at the same time

burnt up and withered by the most glowing anguish, as if his

body with sap and blood had been changed into the driest

summer ground: comp. cii. 4; xxii. 16; Ixix. 4.—Ver. 5.

Note hero the poetic change of the imperfect and perfect in

the two substantial parts of this sentence, I confess—thoic hast

forgiven, wherein the sense is : so soon as I confessed—thou

hadst already forgiven. So closely and necessary do both

hang together, and so truly does God^s act anticipate his. In

the intermediate words, Tl"^D3, "Tnas', the unusually selected

present is i^esolved into the ordinary tone of narration : comp.

§ 357 6. The Divine pardon is not here fm-ther pursued ; but

its consequences and its nature are further touched upon,

vv. 1, 2, 7j 8.—Ver. 6. That bbDn> is to be taken as jussive
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is shown, apart from the connexion of the whole song, by the

assuring PT, subsequently occurring. Onlj/, if he, as I wish,

prays at the right time, will, though certainly in a great

deluge, which threatens to carry everything away, the waves

not reach him. Finally, then, will he stand, though in the

most threatening danger. A main part of the emphasis

lies on ^^'r' ^"1?? /, at the time of the reaching (W!JD, reach,

reach to. Num. xi. 22) j i.e., at the time when the goal, the

object can still be reached, therefore at the suitable right time,

like the Lat. apias from Sansk. dp reach lKav6<i, LXX rightly

according to the sense ev Kaipw evderqi.—This hope has also

entered the poet's heart. He hears again, and more vividly

than before, the Divine voice within him, and it is to him as if

Jahve's counsel and leading would never forsake him, ver. 8.

In fact, a beautiful revelation of simply strong, truly enlight-

ened faith: comp. Isa. xxx. 20, 21. n23?W cannot mean in

this connexion " I will counsel;"* but '^'S^ = ^2'^, wadda, Arab.,

properly fasten, ground, hence figuratively counsel, so far as

this is a supporting, holding ; and remains here in the sensuous

signification, as the LXX rightly emaTTjpiw, and as it is

explained in common speech by the better known »^^*'P^,

Gen. xliv. 21 ; Isa. xxiv. 6; xl. 4.—Ver. 9. The V127 is here

harsh. Either *1''"|?? is derivable from "^IV., " attire of the

body, especially of the head,"—the reading of the Massora

and the explanation of the Targum ; with bit and bridle, his

trappings, is he to be tied (to be bound) who approaches thee

not. Thus bit and bridle may indeed form a glittering equip-

ment of the horse, as an obstinate, self-willed man may

outwardly show off to the last degree in his pride and scorn :

but is this attire a noble and a worthy one ? Meanwhile the

bringing into relief of this very thought of attire lies remote

* It is incomprehensible how it shouKl still be sought to defend this groundless

meaning. But a Latin or Greek school-word like construcUo fraegnans seems, in

the eyes of so many German scholars of the present day, always (luite sufficient to

cover everything they do not wish (o see.
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to the whole context. The figure must be simpler, and the

Dbn '' fasten," demands a more exact definition of the trait in

the picture thereby given. But the ''"'7v^> according to ciii. 5,

might be derived from quite another root, as if it meant his

temper is to he fettered. But this word does not mean gene-

rally, 01' in a bad sense, temper, but only appetite of eating.

Most appropriate is certainly the explanation, after the LXX, by

"jaws," so that "l''!^^ would be read, and "f? as= Tihad, Arab., or

the cheek itself would be named from eating (like mandihuluiii)

,

so that the root of both words would be the same, and the

reading I"*"]? might be retained in the same signification. If

the first member of the second half reads thus : with bit and

bridle are his cheeks to be tied {i.e., his resistance to be

fettered), in the second supplementary member ''of that which

unfriendly approaches thee," the transition into the address to

God may be more readily tolerated ; for the whole second half of

the verse thus very markedly drops the hortatory address to

man, passing over in the same figure to the representation of

the truth in itself, as ver. 10 then immediately adds the

many sorrows which the foolish man, just because he strives

against reason, and allows himself to be forced against his

will, suffers. ^"T^i? in constr. st. (§ 289 h) describes with

^.^ the friendly loving approval and devotion which should

exist between man and God : comp. Zeph. iii. 2, and else-

where, for the sense Isa. xxxvii. 20; Hos. iv. 15; Prov.

xxvi. 3.—^n'lD, ver. 10, just as in ver. 7 (§ 283 b).

The changeless rest and assurance that David attained in his

later age, is shown in the following two songs :

—

14-15. Psalms hi. iv.

Ps. iii. belongs, with the following, plainly to the same poet,

and also probably to the same time, only thatPs. iv. appears to

be somewhat later ; and it cannot be doubted that they, as the

superscription to Ps. iii. says, fall in the period of the flight

from Absalom. The elevation, the stamp, the style of David
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are unmistakable. But as one who had now long stood on the

summit of human power^ now long enjoyed the highest favour

with God ; the higher calm towards the end of a much dis-

turbed, but ever growingly blessed life, is brought out in all his

words. And with infinite frequency already (comp. iii. 5, iv. 4)

had the poet poured forth his feelings in songs, strengthened

himself in confidence towards God. New occasion for this is

given by the most recent ever increasing danger, and the thereby

increased spiritlessness of friends. But the old trust in God
readily overcomes anew in brief and mighty prayer all sense of

distress. Thus these songs appear as new brief outbursts of a

poet long used to song and prayer. And since David may,

especially in the time of Absalom, have sung very many songs,

it would be thence explained why in these two little songs

Absalom is not expressly mentioned, even if it were not

admitted that Absalom was but a tool in the hands of David^s

enemies, and if we did not readily perceive that David in that

tender feeling with which he clung to Absalom (2 Sam. xviii.

5-22) would wish nothing evil against his son. But in the

circumstance that the poet, however fate may turn, before

every thing desires blessing on the head of Israel, iii. 9, we
recognize very clearly the noble spirit of David in that flight,

which might exorcise the gathering, threatening storm, and

roll off from the people the burden of the approaching civil

war : almost, as he explained at the end of the prayer, willing

rather to sacrifice himself and his hope, so that it might but

further the welfare of the people. The one short word throws

a bright light upon the depth of his noble soul.

More closely, the occasion to Ps. iii. must be sought in the

elevation and strengthening which an unexpectedly quiet

night gives the poet (vv. 6, 7). The calmer mood of a cheerful

morning is here expressed, whilst the distress which returns,

vv. 2, 3, must immediately give way before the memory of the

long tried (vv. 4, 5), and even now in the last night again

experienced Divine strengthening, vv. 6, 7; so that at last
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higher boldness as well as tranquil resignation in fulness

returns, vv. 8, 9. Accordingly, four brief strophes ; but so

that the two middle ones are more closely connected together.

1.

Jahve ! how many are my oppressors become ! 1

many lift themselves against me,

many say of my soul

:

" no salvation has he in God." *

2.

Yet thou, Jahve, art a shield around me,

my pride and lifter-up of my head !

loud I cry to Jahve, 5

and He heard me from the holy mountain. *

3.

I laid me down and slept

:

awoke, because Jahve supports me;

I fear not before many thousand people,

who have encamped against me round about.

4.

Up then, Jahve, help me my God

!

Thou didst verily strike the cheeks of all my foes,

the teeth of the wicked Thou didst break to pieces !

Jahvc's is the victory !

—

Upon Thy people thy blessing ! *

Ver. 3. The words of desponding men, that the ancient truster

in God, now near to perishing, must have lost his health in

God, are, as is readily understood, not heard aloud by the

poet ; yet the poet knows that they thus think of the health of

his life ; comp. iv. 7. So we must manifestly in ver. 3 think of

lukewarm friends. Ver. 5 must depict a habit of the poet's,

whereby he is repeatedly sure of his hope in God ; so often as I
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cry or cried to God, I felt that I was heard from Sion. The ark

of the covenant had therefore long been in Sion.—Ver. 6. The

proof from that one last might ; because of the new thought

''as stands forward with emphasis.—Ver. 8. Picture of a wild,

unruly beast. But such wild raging enemies the poet had

eai'lier in great numbers ; therefore plainly again of the many

battles of David.

Ps. iv. is according to ver, 9 an evening song, and most proba-

bly sung on the evening of the same day on the morning of which

the previous song had sounded. In the short interval the

danger had become more urgent. But freshly then had arrived

the report of continuous passionate slanders and invectives

wherewith many pursued the noble fugitive, as we know to be

the fact from the history of the Absalomian time, 2 Sam. xxv.

Comp. iii. 3. The louder, however, the slanders become and

the more the poet is forced to reply to their contents, the

clearer speedily becomes to him their entire baselessness.

Instead of being bowed down by the truth and injury of the

slanders, his noble and clear consciousness with the more

strength and boldness, and what he would on another occasion

not so clearly have confessed to himself, not so boldly have

expressed— stands now suddenly in a clear picture before his

soul, and escapes from his lips in righteous indignation at the

baseless slanders. It is the certainty of higher strength and

distinction through the God wliom he truly honours. If every

truly great and noble man feels most powerfully his inward

strength and elevation in the very crisis of danger, and when

threatened by baseness, it is not surprising if David, becoming

momentarily conscious of all his elevation, turns immediately to

denounce in noble wrath his distant slanderers, who are never-

theless clearly present in all their pitifulness to his spirit. He
reminds them in serious castigatory language of the truth ; and

since they have accused of sin to God Himself the noble man,

the beloved of God, dragging him into the dust,—to God who

wojidrously protects Ilis beloved,—he counsels them in quiet
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and repentance again to seek God's grace; as if David desired,

althougli irritated and injured to the highest degree, not

personal revenge, but merely reverence and awe before the

human and Divine majesty which are present in the covenant.

The outburst of this feeling is the predominant and impelling

force in this song, because it was in that time new. After a

short cry to God, ver. 2, the poet is induced by his noble

feeling, irritated at the baseness of the slanders, to use most

threatening language against the slanderers. He by uo means

first prays God to secure him against slander, but is so full of

the feeling of the unworthiness of such liars, that, in higher

flight and prophetic certainty, he immediately uses denuncia-

tion against them, vv. 3-6. At last, w. 7-9, returns, in calmer

coUectedness, and with a glance upon what is nearer at hand, a

feebler echo of the previous song, but already with the higher

peace gained by repeated prayer. And so the wish : that to

remove the ever continuing despondency of his friends, soon

may a beam of Divine salvation come ! But in himself the

poet feels fear nor gloom no longer. A higher Divine serenity

already dwells in him, and in restful confidence he looks upon

this night and all the future. Thus three unequal strophes

(comp. I. p. 171, Dichter des A. B.).

1.

Hear me when I cry, God of my right, 2

Thou who didst give me space in distress
;

be gracious to mo and heai- my pra3'er !

2.

Ye sons of man ! how long shaming my glory

will ye love vanity

will ye seek lies ?*

Know then, Jahve has distinguished the man true to him

Jahve hears when T cry to him !

cjuake and—sin not !

consider it on your couch and—be silent

!

10
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give the due sacrifices,

and turu in hope to Jalivc !

3.

There are many who say :
" Would that we might see

good !"

lift the light of thy glance upon us, Jahve !

Thou hast given a joy into my heart

higher than when one has much corn and must.

In peace I lay me down and rest at once !

for Thou, Jahve, alone

—

wilt cause me to dwell safely !

Ver. 2. Since in the first strophe something more than the

mere cry, at least the ground of the poet's hope must plainly

appear, because the poet, relying upon that, turns forthwith to

his slanderers : n"in 1!J3 must be taken as a relative sentence,

as a continuation of ''pl'2 "^nbs. Ver. 3 '•llli^ nab3b forms an

interpolated proposition, placed dependently (in the accusative)

in remarkably brief phrase : that my glory becomes a shame

—shaming my glory. Comp. § 841 b. Ver. 6. The sacri-

fice is here that for sin already committed ; they are to

sin no more, ver. 5, and turning in believing confidence to

God they are to atone for their former deed. The mode of

speech, ver. 7h, occurs here manifestly to the king in sudden

reminiscence of the primaDval priestly form, Num. vi. 20.

Ver. 8. The suffix C" is to be taken as in the verb the third

person plural, without definite object before the mind, xlix. 9 ;

Ixv. 10. § 294 b. The opposition in the sense is this : the

inner serenity and Divine joy, as the poet now feels them, is

also, in the absence of all external enjoyments and splendours,

much higher than the greatest superfluity and the most noisy

outward joy, as, e.g., there was at the harvest festival after a

rich harvest. For we must not overlook the fact that the oldest

kings practically occupied themselves, by taking an actual part
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in husbandry and harvest. Comjj. 2 Sam. xiii. 23, Isa. ix. 2.

But certainly David had at that time no great superfluity,

2 Sam. xvii. 27-29 ; and simply because he might hear around

him at that time every morning and every evening unusually

great lamentation over the want of such absolute necessaries of

life in the camp, his thoughts turn to this picture which is here

remote from the other contents of the song. From this under-

lying thought the poet immediately says further, ver. 9, that he

will lie down in tranquil confidence, because Jahve alone is

consolation and hope enough for him, and without Jahve all

men's protection will not help him. ''^H-^ putting two things

together as coincident in point of time (to lie down, and

immediately that one is laid down, to sleep peacefully), cxli. 10,

Isa. xlii. 14.

In the connexion Sp '^^P^J' ver. 4, may be seen a peculiar

token of the higher antiquity of this song and of its derivation

from David. Later poets, even that king in 1 Sam. ii. 9, say

instead of he ivho is devoted to Him in pious love, more shortly

'iTprj^ Jlis devoted one. Comp. the Jahrhb. der Bihl. Wiss.,

vii., p. 139.

Besides the above,—of songs which we can with historical

certainty ascribe to David, his last words only have been

preserved, comp. I. pp. 143 sqq. We subjoin, however, in this

place as the most convenient,

16. Psalm ii.

Here we listen to a king speaking, who solemnly anointed a

short time before in Sion, is full of serious and true feeling

concerning his high destiny and strength in Jahve. Subjected

peoples are now threatening revolt and rebellion—as far as we

see from no other cause than because they now see, under

the fresh and untried rule of the young king, a favourable

opportunity for shaking off the apparently heavy yoke of .the

religion of Jahve and of the royal house at Jerusalem. It is

true that the religion of the dominant people, even if it has no

10 *
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recourse to compulsion, has always great iufluence on subjected

peoples (comp. only e.g. Ps. xviii. 44-50). The subjected

heathen peoples also had a great zeal for the re-conquest of

their freedom, because they could in that case the more freely

fall back into their heathenism. In opposition to them stands

the young king, inspired and strengthened by a prophetic

encoviragement at his anointing as well as by his own con-

sciousness. He is aware that he has a fellowship with Jahve

as His son and earthly representative, and with this truly

kingly feeling he surveys the whole scene with calmness. The

danger so little affrights him, he rather advances towards it

with a lofty clearness of vision and repose of soul. Far exalted

above it, he is in the mind to appeal to the thoughtless rebels

with a word of serious warning and well-meant menace. The

discontented at bottom merely find the dominion of the religion

and law of Jahve oppressive, and desire to return to the old

rudeness and licentiousness ; and would only fall away at an

opportune moment from the king of Sion, because he has

founded and maintained the rule of Jahve over them. But this

attempt must most certainly be from the beginning vain in the

Divine eyes, provided the king be actually the true king of

Jahve, and that he stand in true covenant with Him. Or,

the rebels may suppose that with the new king conditions are

changed. If so, he must feel and must tell them that he is

Jahve's true king, that through Jahve he is strong to subdue

all opposition—huw much more these insurgents to whom the

wise and kindly monarch would counsel a renunciation of their

vain attempt, before evil consequences are seen. This song is

a noble outburst of these truly great reflections, these sublime

sentiments. In detail, too, it is very complete and artistic.

The first astonishment and reflection on the true views of the

insurgents, vv. 1-3, must be immediately followed by the sharp

contrast or the expression of the firm assurance of the futility

of such an attempt, and how, if continued, it can onl}' produce

serious Divine repulsion and punishment, vv. 4-6. But after
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tlic thought of the poet has been kindled to the highest degree

by the sharp decision of the pure contrasts, and has also

become clarified, his mind then begins more calmly to reconcile

these oppositions by explaining the true condition of things,

overlooked by the insurgents, vv. 7-9 ; and in conclusion, by

hearty counsel for the future, vv. 10-11. There are thus four

strophes, the one flowing out of the other. But the language

in the two first advances to an ever higher excitement and

tension ; in the two latter, from the point of highest tension,

runs a calmer course, and falls to a satisfying conclusion.

This is the type of a. perfect song, blending in itself

rest and unrest, contemplation and sensibility in the finest

manner.

This beautiful song must necessarily pi'oceed from the most

splendid period of the kingdom, when the purest harmony

prevailed between the aims of the theocracy and that of the

kingdom, and the king, as the Anointed of Jahve, felt himself

infinitely strong and inspired. This flourishing period of the

kingdom is nearly confined to the time of David and the

earlier time of Solomon. To this the mention of so many

subject-peoples in the song also points ; for at that time

Jerusalem was the centre of a great kingdom, embracing many

peoples. But David cannot well be the poet. The colour of

the style is difi"ereut ; the flow of the language easier and more

symmetrical, the form more polished. In fact, in point of

elegance this song surpasses all of David and other poets.

Moreover, David was not anointed in Jerusalem, vv. 6-7. See

2 Sam. V. And the reminiscence of the whole earlier life of

David before his anointing nowhere gleams through this song.

We cannot sufficiently take note of the fact that the speaker

here, the Anointed, can appeal, after the inner consciousness of

his strength, which is to be approved, to nothing external

and historical, but the solemn anointing and the oracle then

spoken. Thus, without historical preparation and trial, yet at

once strong and wise at his anointing, Solomon only appears.
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It is in itself readily explicable and credible that at the deatli

of David, and before Solomon's strength was ascertained, the

conquered peoples rose. Although historical books give no

account of this, the simple cause may be that those attempts

were quite abortive. This may be gathered from the repre-

sentation of the power of the young king in this song.

Moreover, the existing historical accounts of Solomon are very

concise. Therefore, we may here assume a song certainly

proceeding from Solomon, like which he sang many, according

to 1 Kings V. 12. Assuredly, this is worthy of Solomon's

fairest time. Indeed, we may think to hear in this Psalm

many of David's sublime and royal conceptions continued.

Comp. further the Gesch. des V. Isr., iii., pp. 293 sqq. of 3rd edit.

Each of the four strophes has three verses, seven verse-

members ; only the second six merely, perhaps because a

member has fallen out at the end of it.

1.

1 Why did peoples join together

and nations meditate vanity,

the kings of the earth rise up

and princes have taken counsel together

against Jahvc and His Anointed :

" let us break asunder their fetters

and cast their bonds from us V ?

2.

He that is throned in heaven laughs,

the Lord scorns them

;

then will he speak to them in wi-ath,

5 and terrify them in His fury :

" and I have nevertheless anointed my king-

on Sion my holy mountain \"

3.

Let me tell of the covenant

;

Jahve spake to me :
" my son art thc>u,
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I have this clay begotten thee !

Demand of me, and I will give the peoples for thine

inheritance

and for Thy possession the bounds of the earth

;

thou shalt break them asunder with an iron rod,

like potter's vessels dash them to pieces !"

4.

And now—ye kings, be wise, 10

take warning, judges of the earth !

reverence Jahve in fear,

and quake in trembling !

take counsel, that He be not wrath and ye perish

;

for soon doth His wrath kindle :

Salvation to all who trust in Him !

Vv. 1-3 form one sentence. But from all the descriptions

here used, it is clear that at that time designs and conspiracies

of all kinds existed, but it had not yet come to brawling and

open war against one king among the heathen. The translation

i(f>pva^av, they hrawled, of the LXX, for ^2?^^ ver. 1, cannot

therefore be correct. The correct signification of the word is

rather given by the entirely corresponding passages, Ps. Iv. 15,

Ixiv. 3. Comp. the Jahrhh der Bill. Wiss, v. p. 165, and

below on Ps. Iv. 15. Vv. 4-6. Now, indeed, Jahve smiles as it

were in all calmness at the vain enterprise ; but then, if the

foolish work should be carried out,* He will surprise them

with punishment, making Himself felt by them in wrath, and

as addressing them : Ye do thus, ye dare to begin an idle war,

although I have solemnly recognized and consecrated my king,

and will therefore protect him ? But in the rapid, wrathful

The TS an<l the connexion of the speech is so constantly and readily misunder-

stood, that it mny be well to note at least a quite similar throne-speech in the

S/id/widmc i ., p. 214, 4f. Mobl.
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address tlie first member, easily to be supplied, is wanting

;

and the speaker begins immediately with an additional pro-

position '«3S'l pointing to something earlier, and here self-

intelhgible. Just so, Isa. iii. 14 ; and as all in the song

appears beautifully rounded off, the two first strophes appro-

priately conclude with the liyely open language of the opposed

parties, as the true thoughts of each. But on the other hand,

the poet is led by the recollection of that solemn moment of

anointing, and by the now urgent wish for the reconciliation of

the opposing parties, to the further detailed description of the

prophetic oracle spoken at the anointing— probably by Nathan,

2 Sam. vii., 1 Kings i. It re-echoes in the poet's soul as a

deep truth, and its meaning dispels the confusions of the

present time. For if the king actually new-born from the

hour of his consecration, entirely feels and lives in Jahve, there

must verily be permitted to him in this covenant the dominion

over all that he in this Divine sense seeks. How much more

must he be strong against such weak and idle attempts as were

at that time in hand. All particular confusions and embroil-

ments, even those in the present, are in the clear glance of the

poet readily solved by the fundamental truth, explained by the

prophet and living in himself. We need not suppose that the

prophet actually said all this to him, or nothing but this. For

in the poet himself the truth now lives, and he can freely speak

from its inspiration. Here the sharpness and exactness is

astonishing with which ho comes from the highest pi'imary

truth, ver. 7 to the nearer, ver. 8, and to the present case,

ver. 9—shortly but not too quickly returning to the object.

As regards that fundamental truth itself, its proper sub-

stantiation and explanation did not belong to this place ; but

the contents are very finely set forth with the deepest feeling

of the poet, ver. 7. I (•'iS has the emphasis) Jahve, and no

other, have begotten thee to cloy, even now, at the same time

with the anointing and the oracle, my son shalt thou from

henceforth be, and deem thyself. If every human being must
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thus through Jahv6, uc, spiritually in his maturer ago be born

anew
; yet this new birth has still higher significance in the

case of the consecrated and anointed king, in proportion as the

king must stand higher than the rest. Before all others the

king must, from the sacred moment of his external consecration

onwards, become also inwardly a new man. And as he

retains all external power, so must he feel himself inwardly

to be the son of God, and devote himself to God, as no

other can do. This is the idea of the true king, and in this

hope he is consecrated. The king who here speaks does not

merely feel this in himself; it became public and manifest at

the anointing, was prophetically spoken and ratified. Hence

the poet here calls it a ph, i.e., an ordinance clearly announced

to the people by the prophet or other interpreter of the

Divine will, adopted by the king and by the people, thus

mutually consecrated and legalized. Elsewhere it is called a

covenant, 2 Sam. v. 3; 1 Sam. x. 25. The inner sense of this

covenant is clear in the mind of the poet ; and thereby he is

strong and bold.

The "la "lpti?3, ver. 12, understood as "kiss the son" i.e., do

homage to the Anointed of the Lord, will not, more closely con-

sidered, be here suitable. It appears indeed to agree well with

w. 2, 7 ; and it might be conjectured that the king would be suit-

ably mentioned once again at the end. But against this is the

connexion of all the words, vv. 10-12, where nothing further is

said of the king ; further, the high tenor of the whole, accord-

ing to which the poet throughout only conceives and brings

into prominence the Divine, regards the rising in this sense

properly as a rising against Jahve, and mentions himself only

when it is necessary. That here at the end where all again rises

higher and the poet himself becomes a prophetic counsellor in

the mind of Jahve, the mention of the lower relations, of the

homage and the king should be even better omitted entirely,

appears no false expectation. " Son" again would be in this

connexion expressed too briefly and cursorily, in fact, quite
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unintelligibly; since it is only in the New Testrment, that

6 vl6<i in places like John v. 19; viii. 3G; Heb. i. 1, can be

used so shortly and sharply, and even in these places it is

always suiBicieutly clear in meaning from the context. But the

Aramaic "^? for ]? is found generally only in the peculiar

passage, Prov. xxxi. 2, and there only in the mouth of a woman.

But our poet says, according to ver. 7, like all other Hebrew

poetSj I?. The Pesch. which is induced by similarity of

sound to translate S~a *ip{i73 "kiss the son/' hence appears

here to prefer the Spd^aa6e 7raiSaLa<i of the LXX, ~I21 "the

louder,'' would be poetical for counsel, louder warning ndsdjah.

pW2 expresses, however, properly a fastening on one another,

or suffering to hang (then kiss), and so from the new active

(in Piel) it may very well describe a taking hold of, serging.

The Targ., similarly, and probably independently of the LXX,

What service of Jahve in this connexion among the heathen

it may suffice to think of, is clear from Isa. xviii. 7 ; Ps. Ixviii.

30-34, and other passages of the kind.

We here subjoin further

17. Psalm cxliv. 12-15,

a piece which indeed so far stands in its present place correctly,

as it is elaborated by a later poet from an older song, but after-

wards was incorrectly united with Ps. cxliv. 1-11. From the

later poet comes plainly only the conclusion, ver. 15, and closely

connected with this according to the present connexion of the

sense, the word "^^^ at the head, ver. 12. Suppose these

wrappings removed, which the later poet first placed upon all

the remaining words, and we have here an extremely remark-

able fragment of a manifestly ancient song. In this, some poet

had described the splendid prosperity and happy peace in

which at that time the people of Israel lived. As such times

of an enduring happy peace and general prosperity in Israel

were rare, this free poetic representation of it stands in the
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Psalter as a piece of a peculiar character, and shows us liow

readily the ancient people under the protection of its reli^on,

which fui'thered real human welfare, lived in happy content-

ment, provided only that the conditions were those for the

development of all the good that lies in a long and honourable

peace. But such a time for this people only set in under

Solomon^ s rule. And since the sketch of the occupations of

the people and the childlike as well as powerful language of

the fragment points us back into early times, there is no

reason for doubting that it is really of Solomon's time. But

again, the fine picture only here presented of the wall-pillars

beautifully hewn in the manner of temple and palace archi-

tecture, ver. 12 6, points us to the first half of the Solo-

monic period, when the higher architecture in Israel was

domestic, and much occupied men's minds.

The poem itself from which this fragment of so singular a

kind has been preserved, was pei-haps no Temple song, perhaps

also of considerable extent rather than so brief as it might

appear at first sight. But the later poet who lived in the still

distressful times of the new Jerusalem, gave to the fragment

such a setting that the whole has now this sense : we, a

people of whose peaceful, joyous happiness an ancient poet

sketched this splendid picture,—we may not despair beneath

the protection of the true God ! Thus taken, the short piece

might be well adopted into a collection of Temple songs, as

plainly the later poet had this in view. No other judgment

can be passed upon the small song-fragment. The verse is of

long members with the ancient poet, quite otherwise with the

late one, ver. 1 5.

We whose sons are as young trees—growing high in

their youth, 12

whose daughters as wall-pillars—hewn after a palace-

pattern.

the granaries full, dispensing corn on corn, 13

T^ •?• 'p ^
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the sliecp in tliousauds, teu thousands on our pas-

tures,

14 the cattle teeming, always without abortion,*****
and no compulsion of war, no complaining clanaour

in onr markets ;

15 O hail to the people w^ith whom it is thus,

O hail to the people whose God is Jahve 1

The comparison of the young- men to freely shooting aeed-

livgs (young trees in nurseries), and the slender growth of the

daughters to fine corner and wall-pillars, adorning the inner hall

like Karyatides is finely consistent. The comparison of the tall

daughtei's with such pillars is indeed not rare in other poets

(comp. the dovioyah, Hamdsa, p. 184, v. 2 ; 'Antara in the Journ.

As. 1840, ii., p. 517 ; Plant. Poen. in. 54). But the peculiarity

here is the indication of such pattern-pillars, as they wei-e at

that time to be seen in Palestine, especially doubtless in

Soloraon^s palaces. The words, vv. 13, 14, are partially

obscure to us in the present day because the verse structure

appears to be here destroyed, and some verses have probably

entirely fallen out. Manifestly, ver. 13 6 and ver. 14 a form

one verse together, which speaks of the rich condition of the

cattle; but then the last member to ver. 13ft and the first

to ver. 14 h must have fallen out. Since the people at that

time manifestly sought its chief prosperity in agriculture and

grazing, "?!"^W VTD^ from hind to Icind may be understood

of the different sorts of corn. Similarly, the riSyiT' after

Amos V. 3, may best be understood of a community which

goes forth with its best sons to war, even compelled by a kind

of feudal service or our pi*esent conscription—which if against

the will of the community may give rise to loud complaints.

If, then, the words Y'r?^ 7'*.'l' had merely remained from the

close of a first verse-member, they might mean ivithoiit hostile

irruption, as if it were the happiness of the people neither to

be destroyed by hostile invasion nor to bu compelled by
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conscription to personal service in the war. But if this

phrase was closely connected with the preceding D'^bnDD,

then yiD must, as if in jesting word-play^ with its counter-

part tabs and laba Job. xxi. 10 (xxxix. 3) ; B. Isa. xxxiv. 15,

Ixvi. 7, designate abortion as a rent, whereby the fruit falls

before its time, falls out of its costly repository, and perishes.

II.

SONGS AFTER THE DIVISION OF THE DAYIDIC

KINGDOM UNTIL ITS END.

1. SCAITEBED VOICES DOWN TO THE EIGHTH CENTURY.

From the two first centuries of this long period a few songs,

as all closer examination shows, have been preserved in the

Psalter. The fulness of songs from the Assyrian period has

manifestly crowded out all the earlier songs to such an extent

that only the Davidic have been preserved in somewhat greater

number and coherence.

These next songs after the Davidic period arc to be recog-

nized, among other signs, by this their single and dispersed

occurrence. These are a few, very isolated monuments of a

time in which in general the poets had more peculiarity and

independence, and the collective life of the people had not

yet reached the later uniformity and definiteness.

We cannot but expect that precisely in these times the

Duvidic colour, the height of joyous feeling and of confidence

in his songs, should remain unimpaired in many songs

—

whether it be in collisions with the Gentiles or in inner

struggles and perplexities, but most of all in the royal songs

themselves, to which also the song explained in I, pp. 158 sqq.

—of a king of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, I Sam. ii. 1-10,

belongs. We begin here suitably with
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18. Psalm xx.

A king is setting out for war against the heathen ; and as

he previously prays in the sanctuary with sacrifices and vows,

the assembled community wish him success and victory, in

joyous spirits and clear confidence in Jahve's spiritual help,

already anticipating the victory as certain, Ver. 7 then is

plainly a strong pause and important turn, and the transition

from the plural into the singular is not to be overlooked. From

the review of the whole it becomes clear that first of all

vv. 2-6 are sung by the whole community, then after the

sacrifice has been ofiered and the prayers of the king, the

priest-prophet strikes in, as if announcing the pleasure of God

in the sacrifice, and giving encouragement, vv. 7-9. Finally,

the whole community concludes with a short prayer, ver. 10 :

comp. on the art of the song further, I., pp. 193 sq.—Thoughts

and description are here distinguished by grand simplicity.

No other Temple song expresses with such ease, beauty, and

power the reason of the truth of the firm confidence in Jahve

as w. 8, 9, By these indications and those of the language

the song might be of Davidic time. But a high personality

and a grand past does not appear in the king here designated,

so that we may rather think of another, but in any case, very

early king of Sion.* At all events, the poet is certainly

another person than the king, for whom here blessing is

desired. The song is also in a liturgical point of view very

important as a fine monument of more ancient times.

(The people).

2 May Jahve hear thee in the day of distress,

may the God of Jacob's name defend thee !

send thy help from the sanctuary,

and support thee from out of Sion

;

It has been further shown (Gcsc/i. des V. Isr., i'li., pp. 479 sq. (2nd edit.) tliat

wc may mo-st correctly assume king Asa to be referred to.
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remember all thy gifts;

thy fat offering may He accept ;*

grant thee thy heart's wish, 5

all thy counsel may He cause to succeed !

let us rejoice because of thy salvation,

exalt the name of our God

;

Jahve will fulfil all thy prayers !

(The Priest).

Now I know that Jahve helps His Anointed,

will hear him from the holy heaven

with the might of the help of His right hand !

Those boast of chariots, these of horses,

but we of the name of Jahve our God

;

They bow down and fall,

but we stand and continue.

(The people).

Jahve, help the king ! 10

May He hear us on the day that we supplicate !

Ver. 4. I^?^ from 1^J!T turn to ashes would refer to cases like

1 Cor. xviii. 38, Lev. ix. 24, which however are more founded

in narrations than in prayer. Better from 1^^ J'at .- to taste or

eat something as fat, i.e., willingly accept a rich food, as the

Arabic translator, induced by a correct feeling gives astchm,

comp. astmra, Hariri, I. p. 14, 6. Ver. G. Now already

they might rejoice in the victory and praise Jahve as conqueror,

previously certain that Jahve will make the king victorious.

^Vl related to bl^ is exalted {P^/}. the exalted sig^, banner)

hence praise, sing, boast, like all words of similar signification

connected with "2 of the object. In ver. 8 it is explained by
"i"^?^?!^ The LXX correctly ^e'yaXvvOr^a-oixeOa. Ver. 7.

Noiv, since the people i:irai)K, thus courageous and bold in

Jahve, and since the king's sacrifice and prayer is assumed
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to be accepted, now I hnoiv that God helps ; and that

spiritually from out of heaven. Though the enemies may boast

of external strength, and brave it with war-horse and war-

chariot, we, although without this external protection, feel

inwardly strong through Jahve, unbent, invincible. Comp.

Judges i. 19, iv, 3, 13; Josh, xvii. 16, on the other hand

1 Kings xi. 26-29 ; Isa. ii. 7. Ver. 10 would be translated

according to the accents :

O Jahve, help !

the King hear us now as we supplicate !

as though the King were identical with Jahve. But abso-

lutely Jahve can never be so called ; and the verse-structure

would be grievously injured. The language may rather pass in

the second member into the calmer third person, because this

verse stands quite alone at the end, its members are thus more

readily sundered at the close of the address. Comp. also on

Ps. ex. 7, above, p. 112.

19. Psalm xxi.

stands manifestly still in the present series of songs, de-

signedly after Ps. xx., because in contents, as well as in

structure and art, it is very similar to it. For the first and

longest part, vv. 2-8, is plainly to be sung by the community

in prayer on the king's behalf in the sanctuary, then the priest

is to strike in with his higher word, vv. 9-13, and finally the

congregation again return with brief wishes to their commencing

prayer, v. 14. The structure of this alternate song is then

entirely the same as in Ps. xx. And although here the

sacrifice is not made so verbally prominent as there, yet these

alternate songs in like manner are certainly to be sung on the

occasion of a solemn festival in the sanctuary, and here too the

priest was to reply with his lofty address to the accepted

offering of the community. But in other respects an important

distinction opens between these two songs, both in regard to
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the immediate occasion of this alternate song, and to the tenor

of the language, and the age,—in fact to the popular kingdom

of the two kings.

The community which here surrounds the king who is

present in heathendom, is not one which raises shouts in hopes

of victory to the kings as they set out for the field of battle,

—

as is the case in Ps. xx. and similarly in Ps. ex. (see above,

pp. 107 sqq.). The sacrificial festival which has here been made

is rather the birthday of the king. This is sufficiently plain.

Long has the latter happily ruled, and this happiness too befalls

him, that he is able to solemnize his birthday once more

with thanksgiving to God in the Temple, ver. 5. His people

have gathered about him on the occasion, to thank God with

sacrifices on this joyous day, and to pray to God on behalf of

his further welfare. But certainly about those times the

territory of t]ie king must have been threatened ])y many foes

from without. And although the king now lay not, because of

the winter season, in the field, and did not intend forthwith to

set out for the war,—the priest in his oracle, following the

accepted sacrifice, vv. 9-13, has regard alone to these enemies

who threaten from without, and promises the king, with lofty

words, the Divine victory over them.

If this was the immediate occasion of the solemnity, we can

understand how the form of the language becomes somewhat

different from that in the previous alternate song. There the

people ranged themselves around their king as he was setting

forth for the war. The community accordingly addresses him

while he sacritices, and first the priest then speaks on behalf

of all the higher word of faith, with which the community at

the close concurs. Here, on the other hand, the community

assembles, in order spontaneously to celebrate the solemnity of

the royal birthday, and prays on his behalf to God,—whilst

the priest, responding to the sacrifice of prayer brought by the

community on his behalf, directs the gracious oracle to the
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king in pci'son, and the community at the end turns again to

God in thanksgiving.

The language and thoughts of this song are, however, one

can feel, very different from those of the preceding song, and

far less ancient than in it. The flight of the song is also, as

compared with the former, very subdued. And if we ask who

the king was, about whose festival all is concerned, we find

not the slightest indication pointing to a king of David's

house, or to the sanctuary in Jerusalem, as conversely in the

previous song all points to such an one. This king may then

be faii-ly assumed to be one of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes,

as we shall presently find such an one in Ps. xlv.

As in Ps. xlv., it appears that the king ruled more through

the free choice of the people than by strict hereditary right,

so here the same fact maybe gathered from the words, w. 4, 6.

And in this way, too, what is unusual in style and matter may

"be most readily explained. King Jeroboam II. is the most

readily suggested, who although on the whole a prince of

happy and powerful reign, was nevertheless greatly entangled

in foreign wars, and who, at the time this song was composed

for the solemnity of his birthday,* might be well advanced in

years. Again, towards the end of his unusually long reign,

the foreign sky may have again become clouded around the

kingdom of the Ten Tribes, as its history subsequent to his

death shows.

(The Community.)

2 Jalive ! the king rejoices in thy might,

in Thy salvation—how highly glad is he !

His heart's longing hast thou given to liim,

his lips' wishes not refused :

* Of Lirtlulay festivals iu Israel there is uo mentiou elsewhere in the Old

Testament. They were, according to all traces, originally rather Egyptian, have

their fullest meaning in P'gyptian religion, and prchabiy came thence earlier to

the kings of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes than to those of Juda.
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thou anticipatest him with best blessings,

placest a gokleii crown upon his head

;

he begged hfe from thee, thou gavest it him, 5

duration of days, abiding, eternal.

great is his power through thy help,

splendour and pomp thou placest upon him,

Yea, wilt make him an everlasting blessing,

gladden him before thee with delight

;

because the king trusts in Jahve,

he will not waver, through the favour of the Highest.

(The Priest.)

Thy hand will reach to all thine enemies !

thy right hand will reach thine haters,

wilt make them, when thou appearest, as a furnace ; 10

—Jahve bring them to nought in his wrath—fire

consume them !
—

wilt destroy their fruit from the earth

and their seed from among men.

Though they allege evil against thee,

devise mischief—they shall not prevail
j

for Thou wilt strike them back,

with thy sinews aiming at their countenance.

(The Community.)

Rise, Jahve, in Thy might

!

sing we and play to Thy power !

The prayer of the community, vv. 2.-8, plainly falls into two

small strophes, vv. 2-5 and 6-8, as the high word of the

priest, vv. 0-13, in like manner into two still smaller, vv. 9-1

1

and 12, 13, which may however be readily condensed into one

somewhat longer. Both strophes of the prayer begin with the

same leading thought ; but the beginning of the second, ver. 6,

briefly again states the entire contents of the first, so as to pass

11 *
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over, vv. 7, 8, to the hope for the future, whilst the first suitably

concludes with the allusion to the birthday solemnity. All

these words of the community, vv. 2-8, are only fully under-

stood when we remember that the king himself is meanwhile

present in the sanctuary sacrificing and praying. Then too we

best understand the high words of hope, ver. 7, where the first

member is spoken after the likeness of the words in Gen.

xii. 2, and the last gives hope that Jahve will give the king

continually the pleasure of dwelling in the neighbourhood for

the protection of the sanctuary,—as he now in holy joy (Isa.

ix. 2) stands sacrificing and praying before it. In a further

application the hope is also therein contained of his return in

joy and power to the sanctuary, and so again witness the con-

sciousness of the delight of God (comp. xxviii. 4, 5). Thus a

preparation is made for the following expressions of the priest,

vv. 9-13, of desire and prediction. This high utterance of

the priest-prophet, vv. 9-13, sounds as if spoken out of most

warlike times to a most warlike king ; and even its strong

pictures are not too strong for those times. Ver 10 : thou wilt

make them, as fi.re-ovens, so that they quite disappear in the

fire, as once the heaven- destroyed Sodom appeared from aftir

like a great furnace, Gen. xix. 28 ; and that ^^|?? ^"^ < against

the time of thy countenance, so soon as thy countenance appears,

as the mere glance of God's wrath annihilates the sinner,

xxxiv. 17. This is certainly very loftily spoken of the human

king,— still, in the assumption that he, in highest courage

inured to war and battle, is the true man of God,—and through

Jahve, if it must be so, dreaded, powerful, and in a moment

destroying evil by his appearance. But the poet himself feels

in what bold figures he has spoken ; hence forthwith the

intermediate sentence, ver. 10 h, as in explanation, while the

agency of Jahve himself is introduced. Ver. 12. ""S is best

understood as admitting the possibility, § 362 h, when it may

nevertheless be also connected with the perfect, when the sense

permits it ; id struxerint, though they may have laid up. Thus
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ibDV b^ is plain as the apodosis, and the whole connexion of

these two verses is better.*

We subjoin here, because of several resemblances,

20. Psalm xlv.

In this song, power and justice, the first essentials in kings,

are praised. The king- is described as highly blessed by God

;

but along with this, aspects of the royal happiness are touched

upon, which the royal psalms in the Psalter never elsewhere

mention,—the delight and the splendour of the inner palace,

—

especially a new queen, as also the personal beauty of the

king, ver. 3. These aspects are pre-eminently depicted, and

in the greatest detail, the praise of the king beginning and

ending with them. We must suppose then that a joyful

occurrence in the honour of the king was the immediate occa-

sion of this song. This becomes certain from a review of the

whole; and according tow. 9-17, it is undoubted that the

song was sung whilst a new queen with her train was led in

splendid pomp into the palace. Thus the song is a nuptial

ode, if we choose so to call it. But this, to take a passing

view of the matter, takes nothing from its dignity, if the

poetic art is found to gather into its sphere, and glorify all

noble life-relations j and therefore the sole question is as to

the way in which the poet employs the opportunity offered to

him, and seizes on the new and weighty relation. None will

seriously maintain that the event in question is a wholly impure

vessel into which no pure thought may be cast. But here we

are bound to recognize, that this poet apprehends the subject

with sufficient dignity. He looks upon this last joyous event

not in itself, but in the light of a free review of the whole life

and higher destiny of the king. It becomes clear to him in

his poetic conversation, that the lust piece of happiness is only

a fresh result of the Divine blessings that are richly streaming

* The correct view ul" this song was given in the Jalirbb. dcr Bibl. Wiss. v.,

p. 161).
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down upon tlie king, and worthily received by him. This same

king has by nature high physical beauty and perfection.

Antiquity looked upon such physical beauty as most essential

in the persons of kings. He is as mighty in the field as just

in administration. Must not one so singularly endowed and

blessed obtain also in his house fresh blessings from God ?

As he reflects on this grand connexion of facts, and is elevated

by the influence of the present solemnity, the poet feels

inspired to sing the praise of the great king on the festive day.

The peculiar object of his poesy is to set forth how the

divinely blest, ever praiseworthy king, is not unprepared and

unworthy, but receives the last happiness in accordance with

Divine appointment.

As the spirit of the poet mixed with these thoughts, he

strives purposely to depict the king with an eloquence worthy

of all his greatness. The song actually shows no little art,

delicacy, and tenderness ; and these features are all the more to

be prized in connexion with such a subject. Nothing deserves

more admiration than the tact of the poet in dealing with the

associations of such a festival. Quite imperceptibly he leads

up to them from quite other points of view, and allows himself

to be thus led up. The song proceeds, in accordance with these

primary materials, in three strophes,—each successive one being

always more complete, more eloquent, and only the last touches

the proper occasion. The first, after a solemn prelude, touches

briefly on the physical advantages of the king, vv. 2, 3, The

second mai'ks with more vividness the twofold supreme virtue

of the ruler,—strength in war, and righteousness, vv. 4-8.

The third brings us to the palace, passing over with light

touches the object then nearest and to be most fully described,

with a short conclusion, embracing the whole, vv. 9-17, 18.

But along with this there prevails in this song, as one of

peculiar joy (I., pp. 152 sqq.), the quite peculiar art of the

climacteric construction of the strophes, which is carried out

in our poet with the highest perfection in such a manner that
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Jlce verse-members obtain as the unity, and hence as the

simple compass of the first strophes, and this unity is twice

gradually duplicated. But with an art so high another is con-

nected by which the smaller strophes thus arising are rounded

off, sensibly enough, into three progressive ones. Each con-

cludes (I., p. 199) with a species of return-verse, in which a

chorus surrounding the poet is intended to break in, and that

always as if quite involuntarily, in the mere course of thought.

Thus each concludes with a thought-result (T? ^V " there-

fore"), but this only in such a way that in the two first we are

pointed to what was at that time the highest thing to be said

in the third. Thus each suggests the lofty and imperishable

chai'acter of the blessing and of the praise, vv. 3, 7, 18. For

the living king all the wishes that are felt for him are to be

wished/o?- ever, according to the'ancient custom, noted on p. 112.

Thus, moreover, these sounds have the king-Hke word /or ever

in each of the three strophes—in the first and third as the last

concluding word of the return-verse, loudly echoing, vv. 3, 18,

in the intermediate one somewhat before the return-verse in a

suitable place, ver, 7. But the eternity concerns in this way,

only with the greater beauty, the blessing, ver. 3, the kingdom,

ver. 7, and—this is the very appropriate conclusion of the

whole song,—the after-glory of the king, introduced by this

very song, ver. 18. So artistic is the finish of this song, in

whatever direction we look.

It follows from all this, that the song is certainly somewhat

diverse from the others in the Psalter. An art so designedly

devoted to a king is nowhere else seen in it. Not God, but

rather the king, is here the object and the end of the praise.

And in this praise things not simply Divine are included.

Poetic art thus subserves in this instance, as in the Song of

Songs, not an immediate purpose of holiness. And the ques-

tion may arise, in what sense was the song adopted by the

compiler of the Psalms ? Was it retained from an older

miscellaneous collection, perhaps by an oversight ? or was it at
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the time it was here adopted, explained allegorically, that is

Messianically ? Heb. i. 8, 9 shows that at an early date

particular passages (vv. 7, 8) from this song were referred to

the Messiah, although the New Testament is far removed from

the grovelling error of later expositors, to wit, that because

particular words may bear a Messianic sense, the whole song

in all its words and thoughts must be Messianic. But such

questions about the meanings of later readers do not touch the

meaning of the song, which from its singular character cannot

be misunderstood. And if the song is unique in the Psalter

and more like secular poetry, yet it is in itself by no means

unworthy and impure, and so little opposed to the Divine life

that it deduces in fact everything from the Divine blessing.

It is in a certain point of view always instructive to see how a

relation that is in appearance merely secular is ennobled by

the poet. The loftier spirit of Hebrew poetry and religion

cannot be quite foreign to the lower relations. He who looks

upon the Old Testament from a freer point of view, be he

theologian or merely litterateur, will on no account dispense

with so rare a fragment of Hebrew antiquity. Incontestably

the lower throws a light back upon the higher.

The poet is, according to his expression, ver. 1 1 {daughter !)

a man of age and experience, otherwise entirely unknown.

It is equally difficult to decide who the king is with historic

exactness. Neither is the qaeen more definitely described,

nor the king. What is said of him in vv. 4-8 is according to

the customs of those times too general to enable us to gather

much from it. This much only is clear from vv. 10, 11, 14,

that the new queen was a king^s daughter and sprung from a

foreign land, but not from Tyre, since homage is to come to

her thence as a dependent or closely allied kingdom, ver. 13.

The language of the song points to an age not so early as the

Davidic or Solomonic. It is lofty, at times bold, elegant

throughout, it is wanting inwardly in the true fire. Wc feel

much more frequently the unusual art of the composition than
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its original life and power. On the other hand the king is

certainly a Hebrew. For the opposite, e.g. for the supposition

that he is a Persian, there is no evidence ; and the fact that

merely Tyre is named as the rich city which will bring- her

homage, points necessarily to a Canaanitish king. It might

be supposed that the king was rather an Israelitish than a

Judaic one, because the northern kingdom stood in much
closer relations to Tyre than the southern, and in fact it is

usual to pursue this thought further only in the end to abide

by it as the only correct one. While there is not the least

indication of Jerusalem and a Davidic king, the king in this

song, ver. 8, is rather designated as one in an elective

kingdom where he is only the first among equals. The
kingdom of the Ten Tribes remained substantially an elective

kingdom. Again, the air of an almost luxurious and effeminate

and royal splendour which we here breathe, points to the

northern kingdom ; more of this was almost always to be

found there rather than in Juda. In the previous song we
discovered a royal song from this region ; and we may the

more readily expect one here. But in this case we may most

readily think of Jeroboam as the king of the song ; who was

early a very warlike prince, but in his youth, to which the song

certainly belongs, did not rule, as later monarchs, over a wide

territory. To him whose predecessors were kings is most

appropriate the suggestions of glorious augury, ver. 17. The
unusual language and art of the poem, again, lead to the

kingdom of the Ten Tribes, and is not too ancient and unusual

for the aae of Jeroboam II.*

* This view of the king was put forth in 1847 in the Gesch. d. V. hr. vol. iii.,

and it better agrees with all the indications than Hitzig's {Begriff dcr Kritik, pp.

28 sqq.) which refers the psalm to the marriage of Ahab with Jezebel ; an hypothesis

much more tolerable than tliat which assumes the king to be a Persian. Another
conjecture would be that the king was a Tyrian, the bride a maiden of Israel.

But the allusion to Tyre, ver. 13, would then be much too weak, apart from the

improbability of the case in itself.
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1.

1 My heart bubbles up with a fail* word ;

I think, my poem avails the king

;

be my tongue a ready writer's style !

—

Fair, fair art thou in thy form before the sons of men ;

a flowing grace is on thy lips

;

therefore God also blesseth thee for ever!

-2.

On thy thigh gird on thy hero's sword,

thine ornament and thy pomp !

5 and putting on thy pomp, go forth

for truth and for humility, straight on !

that thy right hand may teach thee wonders !

—

Sharply pierce thy arrows—the peoples fall under thee

—

into the heart of the king's enemies !

Thy throne is of God, for ever and ever,

the rod of rectitude is thy kingdom's sceptre

;

thou lovest right and hatest wickedness ;

therefore doth God anoint thee, thy God,

with oil ofjoy before thine equals !

3rt.

Myrrh and aloes, cassia are all thy garments ;

from ivory palaces music on stringed instruments

rejoiceth thee !

10 the king's daughters are amongst thy dear ones

;

there stands the queen on thy right hand

in gold of Ofir !

—

listen, daughter, see and incline thine ear,

forgetting thy people and father's house

;

and let the king desire thy beauty,

since he is thy lord, and do him homage
;

and Tyrus' daughter will flatter thee with gifts,

the richest people !

—
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36.

All splendid the king's daughter enters,

of gold embroidery her apparel

;

in variegated attire brought to the king 15

maidens, her favourites, behind her,

brought to thee !

—

So they come, in joy and jubilation,

brought hither into the king's palace.

Sons shall replace the fathers for thee :

wilt make them princes in the whole land,

—

that I may glorify thy name for all times !

therefore shall i:)eoples liraise thee

ever and aye

!

1. The introduction, ver. 2, is truly beautiful, and reveals a

profound poetic heart. At first the thought powerfully but

irregularly gushes up in his inward feeling, and its beauty and

charm can already be felt. But it is only by reflection and art,

—here modified by the consideration that the song is to be a

royal one,—which enables the beautiful conception to be readily

expressed. In very truth, it is not in vain the poet here promises

eloquent matter. Lip in Hebrew so often denotes language,

that in ver 3 6 we might merely think of the charm of the

the king's address. But nothing here suggests this narrow

referenciB. Rather is it, ver. 3, only the general portraiture of

the physical advantages of the king on which the poet's

address here rests. Such advantages,—generally desirable as

primary qualifications for a king,—are on this day to be

brought into peculiar prominence, since the king is on the way
to his wedding. Thus these words point from the very first to

the grand ending of the song; and the return-verse which

immediately occurs alludes still more closely to it. But there

follows

—

2. Vv. 4-8, adding something first that is of still greater

importance. To explain the colouring of the first words.
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vcr. 'i, in this sudden transition^ it might oven be supposed

that with the nuptial day, a day for girding on his sword had

been connected for this young king,—like another coronation

day (Cantic. iii. 11). So our Friedrich I. once solemnized such a

festival of sword-girding for his two sons with the participation

of the whole Christian Europe of the time. Yet it is enough

to assume that the poet here desired to depict the twofold virtue

of the ruler, power in war as in peace by means of justice. And
since the young king has hitherto had less opportunity to

approve himself as a warrior, the poet might on that account

merely demand of him, if it must be so, that he will take up

arms for the defence of spiritual possessions,—certain that so

soon as he does so, victory will not evade his heroic coui'age.

He may, going forth only in warlike attire, boldly trust in the

strength of his right hand, which in the moment of the battle

will help him to do great wonders, undreamed of by himself,

unexpected by the enemy, so that while whole peoples fall

beneath his victorious advance, his sharp weapons strike

straight to the heart of the hostile princes. Then the second

half is appropriately connected with this. Since the king

exercises the highest inner virtue—namel}^, righteousness

—

his throne must be externally firm, his kingdom must be a

kingdom of God, and new joy thence blossom for the king.

The "fmm, vor. 5, is resumptive, after the preceding

thought, lingering on the splendour of the royal arms, and

thereby somewhat interrupted. For the simple proposition is :

having thine armour on, march forth, that thy right hand may

teach thee wonders (§ 347 a), nb)^ is, however, to be taken in a

physical sense, don, put on; ihns salah= sgaleach,"arm," cowp.

further the Jahrhh. der Bibl. Wlss., x., pp. 200 sq. There is much

that is strange generally in this song of a poet of whom we

appear to possess not a single verse elsewhere. Just so, imme-

diately after, ver. 5 and ver. 9, the asyndeton in the third word

in a climacteric address, comp. § 344 n. On ^"d^.^, vcr. 7,

couip. i^ 290 /'. In ver. 8 it is moat clearly explained by the
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expressive conjunction, "God, thy God/' who is wholly thine

own. The same short connexion of subject and predicate

recurs, ver. 9 : myrrh and aloes, cassia are thy garments, so

full of these perfumes. The "ever, aye" is also in this song-

alwa3^s merely an accompaniment, never itself a predicate, as

the idiom, Ps. lii. 2, is of quite another kind. The LXX
eiToneously, as an address : God !—The return-verse of the

second strophe points, especially by the mention oijoy, directly

to this festival of joy now to be celebrated ; and alludes in this

way as that one which follows the first strophe, to the proper

and peculiar object of the whole solemnity which now imme-

diately follows. The
j^^'^'f-

'^^'? is accordingly to be referred

not merely to the past, and may, both here and ver. 3, be best

rendered by our present.

3. Vv. 9-17. In the beginning of the last strophe it is as if

something quite new suddenly opened, as if a new fragrance

came in overwhelming power over the poet, as ho must again

pi'oceed. What do I smell ? wdiat do I hear ? Here, among

sweet scents and music, a high- festival of joy must be about to

be celebrated. Ver. 9. But whilst the inner room of the king

is thus opened, the poet seizes the opportunity generally to

praise the splendour of the inner palace or harem, until he is

suddenly arrested by the sight of the royal ladies, and amongst

them, on a nearer view, by that of the queen-bride. He thus

with artistic adroitness comes to the new queen, exalted above

all other women (''5^), vv. 9, 10. Here he, as having

arrived at the main object of his song, cannot do other, as the

dignified friend and singer, than utter his weighty word in

encouragement and exhortation of the foreign and timid

daughter of the king, vv. 11-13. Meanwhile the nuptial train,

the bride accompanied by her companions, has arrived quite

close to the palace ; and the poet concludes with the picture of

this splendid train, and the wishes here suitable for the king,

vv. 14-17. So well is all here again set foi-tli in the wider

space, and the address running through the whole song to the
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king is here— in the sight of so many new persons, vv, 1 1-15

—

broken off to some extent in the middle, but only to be

immediately resumed at the right place. It is not to be

overlooked that ''f^O!'"], ver. 12, is a pure passive; "let

the king desire thy beauty,^' oppose not his longing for

thee. So,—concludes the poet this intermediate address,

ver. 13,—would acts of homage of the most splendid kind

stream in upon the new queen. For custom demands that all

towns and lands friendly to the more powerful kingdom shall

offer splendid presents on the accession of a new king or

queen. The nearest and richest state of which this might at

that time be expected, was Tyre, which probably needed to

remain on good understanding and peace with Israel. To the

expression " Daughter of Tyre " corresponds very briefly the

answering expression in the second member, " the richest

people "
(§ 313 c), quite as in ver. 4 the ini "T"nn to the

"fmn. The ms'^J^ (derived by intermediate members from

^???, ""??) is the most important woi'd in the new beginning,

ver. 14. It means " into," therefore '' enters into " the

palace, as is further described in ver. 16. Levit. x. 18.* In

n'lX3)7~i7 ver. 15 7 describes the way and manner; in varie-

gated, i.e., adverbially, clothed in variegated costume (§ 217 d).

Plainly by this description the end of the preceding verse

is resumed.—Ver. 18. The "therefore" is now no clumsy

transition ; and it cannot be said the poet was bound simply

by the chosen artistic division of the strophes to conclude with

this strophe. But it is especially to be observed that the first

member, ver. 18, according to the sense, belongs closely to

ver. 17 (§ 347 6).

21-22. Psalms xxvii., xxiii.,

are two very peculiar songs, which bear the greatest resem-

blance to one another (comp. especially xxvii. 4, 5, and xxiii. 6),

* Comp. § 220 a; connected tliercwilh is "]72 D"^3S7 within M. Mcgilla, i., \l.M.

Solcrim, ii., 11.
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and both unquestionably are of the same poet, who does not

elsewhere appear in the Psalter. Ps. xxiii. appears to be some-

what later. The joyous serenity and strength in Jahvc which

both breathe forth, the self-announcement of the poet as a

warlike leader of the people, the beautiful picture of the

shepherd, xxiii. 1—all this would readily suggest the quondmn

shepherd David, and both songs would in that case necessarily

express two moods of the Absalomic time. But there is very

much opposed to this view. The stamp, despite some

resemblance, is not quite the Davidic. All is softer and

milder, not so overpowering and striking, not so original and

so overflowing in strength. We feel that this poet, great as

hero, stands somewhat nevertheless below David, in life and

art. Among other features, the ''att? ^37ab xxiii. iS, afterwards

often repeated, is new, and the rare word '^T}^ xxvii. 1 1 . The

Solomonic temple must have long been standing, xxvii. 4,

xxiii. 6. Against David's authorship the evidence of 2 Sam.

vii. and xv. 24 ff. is too clear. David might indeed expect

help from the holy mountain of Jahve, iii. 5, but could not yet

speak of the earthly temple. The poet is thus another leader

who possibly had to carry on tedious wars on the boundaries

of the land, whose name and particular fortunes appear

hitherto without historical basis. But he probably lived in

early times, since the sense and style of the songs remind us

still so strongly of the height of the Davidic time, and the

words of this poet are recalled by many other poets.

In Ps. xxviii. we see the poet in the midst of misery, at a

distance from the safe and sweet sphere of the sanctuary,

threatened by a severe war, and without hope of an easy

return to the sanctuary. yBut the deepest distress urges him

only the more strongly to seek in JahvcV as he had done in his

previous life, and peculiarly now, all true strength. He has

been long accustomed to a most vital sense of his strength and

hope in God, and by firm faith to overcome fear and despaii*.

He thus feels hini.scir from the first so exalted by a mood of
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Divine inspiration that his song bubbles over with the mighty

stream of the feehng of high courage, and nothing is present

to his mind but the thought of his real strength in Jahve

which fears nothing external. He only wofully deplores the

absence of the pleasure which the immediate neighbourhood of

the Temple gives ; but through his strength in God he hopes

soon again to enjoy this highest pleasure of life alter the con-

quest of his enemies, vv. 1-6. Then, as after a last and most

profound reflection, finally, vv. 13, 14, a short retrospect

follows, a recollection of self in the world, after the absorption

of prayer ; a recovery for new activity in the world, in the

recollection, firm and rock-like, of how salvation is for him in

firm faith. And lo ! already he has thus again strengthened

himself in faith and feels himself by means of prayer quite

restful and resigned !—The song thus falls into three short

strophes of three verses and seven verse-members each ; but

the verse-members are for the most part lengthened, as so

readily occurs where the poet gives himself up to contempla-

tion : comp. above Ps. ci. Only the last strophe is shorter.

In the midst of this song we see (vv. 7-12) interpolated a

song with abrupt ending, of quite another kind in contents,

art, and period. Here there calls not out a great and strong

hero of war at a distance from Jerusalem for help : the sup-

pliant is, according to vv. 10-12, oue driven about without

home, but it is only the internal divisions and hostilities in the

people which have thrown him into distress. And we hear in

this place, according to the language, one of the many perse-

cuted ones of the seventh century, whose voices we shall

presently hear in greater number. The thoughts of the poet

are indeed of such depth and such childlike piety, that they

would bo ([uite worthy of the preceding poet; and for this

very reason they may have been here inserted by a collector.

But their expression is quite different ; even the construction

of the verse is different. The song, too, appears to be contained

only in one strophr and a half. The original conclusion is
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wanting, since vv. 13, 14, carry us back in every word and

breath to the older poet.

1.

Jahve is my light and salvation : whom do I fear ? 1

Jahve is my life's defence : before whom do I quake ?

if evil-doers approach me, to tear my flesh asunder :

who oppress and persecute me—
they stumble themselves and fall

!

though a host beleaguer me—fearless is my heart

;

if war rises against me—then I have confidence !

2.

One thing have I sought of Jahve—that I wish :

in Jahve's house to dwell all the days of my life,

that I may joyously behold Jahve's grace, refresh myself

at His Temple !

for He hides me in His tabernacle—in the day of 5

distress

;

protects me in the covering of His tent, lifting me upon

rocks !

—

So shall my head triumph over my foes round about,

that in His tent I may offer sacrifices of joy, may sing

and play to Jahve !

1.

Hear, Jahve, my loud crying,

be gracious and listen to me !

Of Thee my heart thinks :
" seek my countenance V

Thy countenance, Jahve, I seek !

Hide not thy countenance from me,

cast not away in scorn Thy servant

!

Thou wert my help : reject me not,

forsake me not, God of my salvation !

Though father and mother have forsaken me : 10

Jahve will take me up.

12
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2.

Teach me, Jahve, Thy way,

and lead me on an even path,

because of those who lie in wait for me !

give me not up to the greed of my oppressors,

since against me stand lying witnesses and they who

breathe cruelty.

* * * *

3.

O believed I not, to taste Jahve^s goodness

in the land of the living !

—

Hope in Jahve, be strong, and let thy heart take courage !

and hope in Jahve !

Ver. 2. The connexion ^< ''2|'S produces, by the doubled

expression of the pronoun, merely a strong opposition to the

following pronoun, as in other cases, § 311 h.—Ver. 8. Of

Thee speaks to me my heart as Thou criest to all men : seek

me ! and this heart-impulse I follow. A fine expression of

true deep feeling.—Ver. 9. The n^^Tl '^miV must, in corre-

spondence with the following "SW"^ "^nbs, spoken oufr of the

earlier experience of the poet, contain here a ground of hope in

the prayer.—Ver. 11. Because of those ivho lie in wait against

him, peculiarly, the poet desires that, strengthened by God, he

might walk upon an even way,—that is, that he may not give

his enemies, who lurk watchfully about all his steps, the

slightest occasion to see him stumble and fall. Otherwise

they would certainly conclude from the results that the poet

was actually, as they accuse him of being, guilty and an object

of Divine punishment. The like frequently in later Psalms :

that the rude persecutors and light-minded slanderers may

not rejoice, attaining then their evil object, v. 9. Actual sin,

however, the poet feels, would cast him into misfortune, and

subject him to shame in the eyes of the world. Thei'efore he

supplicates, in a time of perplexity and difficulty, for strength.
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"^nitt? ig a word quite peculiar to certain songs of these

times, recurring Ivi. 3, liv. 7, lix. 11, v. 9. That it was only a

different expression for "^'!'"7^^ '>ny oppressors, is improbable, on

the ground that this word and the similar "^"^^ are found not

merely in our older poet, xxxiii. 5, xxvii. 1 2, but the related

"•?, '^^?) also in the same, liv. 9, lix. 17. A mere change of

sound is therefore improbable. The "i-ltt? also signifies a lurk-

ing, Hos. xiii. 7 ; but the sense of malignant Hers-in -u'ait very

well suits other passages (comp. Ivi. 7, and ''?i7?, xlix. G).

It may then be justly assumed that the word is abbreviated

from T}'^'^ (§ 160 h) ; and as alongside of ^^^, child, b^3?

was gradually formed, so "i^tr, xcii. 12. Similarly Aquila:

icjjoSeveiv.—Ver. 15. how unhappy,—thus does the poet at

last most vividly feel, would he be, if he had not faith. But

he has faith, and therefore encourages himself finally, ver. 14,

in patience and fixed hope under all events. Comp. cxvi. 10

and § 358 a, according to which it is unnecessary and more

than bad to suspect or strike out the sbib, with old readers.

In Ps. xxiii. we see the poet, not indeed freed from straits,

and returned as conqueror to the sanctuary, the beloved spot

of delight and rest, but as already having experienced an

unexpected happiness as the first proof of Divine assistance.

Of what kind this help was cannot be historically more closely

defined. This much is clear from ver. 5, that it was, in the

midst of felt want, a streaming overflow of life-necessaries

whereby the poet found himself and his warriors strengthened

and protected whilst his enemies believed him to be already

annihilated. The occurrence in David's history, 2 Sam. xvii.

27-29, may always serve as an example. Slight as the piece

of good fortune may have been in itself, it is significant

for the poet in his situation and state of mind. Conscious,

through the unhoped-for occurrence, once more of Jahve as his

wondrously kind deliverer and loving leader, feeling this with

new vividness,—a loftier confidence, a joyous serenity again

12 *
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springs up in liis bosom, a beam of blessed hope tliat under

the faithful guidance of Jahve, to whom he is wholly devoted,

he will in like manner overcome all future dangers, rapidly

thrill through him. A brief and noble song streams from

this pure joy in Jahve as the loving and watchful guide of his

life. There is but one feeling in his calm and equal mind,

gushing forth in only two short strophes of similar kind to

those of the preceding song,—the poet only looking, as it

were, somewhat further about him in the second strophe.

The figure of the shepherd is continued almost throughout,

because it expresses most fitly the ever anxious loving guidance

of the Higher One, to which the lower willingly and trustfully

resigns himself. Comp. Isa. xl. 11; John x.

1.

1 Jahve is my shepherd : I want not.

on green pastures he lays me down,

to water of refreshment he leads me

;

quickens my soul,

leads me in pastures of salvation

—

for His name's sake !

2.

Even when I pass through gloomy valley, I fear not

evil, because Thou art with me :

Thy rod and Thy staff

—

they console me !

5 Thou settest out for me my table in spite of my
oppressors

;

bast anointed my head with oil, my cup is overflow.

Only happiness and mercy shall follow me, life-long,

that I may dwell in Jahve's house for long days.

Ver. 3. On pn^j, right, salvation, see above, on xxiv. 5. Witli

this word the poet leaves the figure hitherto retained of the

shepherd, giving it up, because it is merely figure, and hastens

to the higher conclusion. Hence immediately follows : fo7' His

mnita's sake, i.e., not for mine, because I have deserved it, but
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that He may be really known and experieuced by me and all

men as tJie Good one,—as He is named and praised, and so

to the furtherance of His good kingdom. Through each

new deliverance, moreover. His name will be ever more known

and more praised, Ixxix. 9.—Ver. 4. If the poet was at that

time or shortly before in a valley "''^^V' *-^v dark, gloomy, such

as lie in desert spots, e.g., Hos. ii. 17, Isa. Ixv. 10 ; and if we

recall how powerfully the cheerfulness or wildness and

straitness of the spot influenced generally in those times the

feelings of men,—all is clear.—Yer. 5. This is indeed not to be

explained in a low and slavish sense, as if the poet, singing

thus, with anointed head, had sat down to table, &c. But

certainly it is no empty and general figure for any possible

happiness, it points to something more definite, the immediate

occasion of this song. And why should not an unexpected

overflow of necessaries, coming at the time of greatest need,

in a wild and dark spot, produce still greater devotion and joy

in one already devoted to God ?—Ver. 6. The ""^^^1 would be

derived immediately from :iW, so that "^ ^^^ would shortly

stand for "? ^^^ ^^^ as vii.l7. But it is more simply suitable

to the connexion and to the passage xxvii. 4, if we may assume

that it stands for "'^??^^1 ; and though we absolutely cannot say

that ^^ ever stands in itself for the perf. of 31^^, yet the

collocation with the Vav conseq. may here condition a greater

abbreviation of the word from the beginning, § 234 e.

But in general these earlier centuries fall to a lower key, and

lose increasingly the pure untroubled strength and elevation of

Davidio life. Outwardly rendered secure, there arise among

the people the most tedious internal struggles. The genuine

religion would extend its power completely, but old and new

perversions and prejudices of every kind throw themselves in

opposition to it, and the faithful have often to suffer severely.

But grief and distress are the more deeply felt, in proportion

as a happier past is present to the recollection of the pcoph\
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In one case there was imminont danger, even for the other-

wise firmly trustful spirit, of falling into entire despair : the

sufferings of a sickness that threatened premature death. The

paralysis of all activity, the fearful prospect of sinking into the

gloomy lower world, devoid of light and joy—the scorn of the

frivolous, awakened by the threatening disaster, who deem

deadly sickness, because of its sufferings, as equivalent to

desertion by God, and just punishment (comp. the Book of

Job)—the readily insinuated belief of the sufferer himself in

this notion : all this may harass the man in the most painful

manner and reduce him to despair. He is not conscious of

such great and deadly sins ; rather does he feel within him the

desire and the power, by grand and noble deeds and worthy

words, long in the sunny upper world to praise the goodness of

God and further His kingdom. So long as life in itself is

esteemed the indispensable and highest good, no other danger

can beget such despair as that of losing it in youth, before the

satiety of weary old age. Hence no explanation of songs

proceeding from such circumstances can be more erroneous

than that which takes the description of deadly sickness in a

figurative sense, or—which is originally connected with this

—

instead of the complaints of an individual, sees here the

complaints of an entire people. It is certainly true that such

plaints of a sick one, with the ring of bitter depair in them,

become rarer in the later portions of the Bible. Only in its

earliest times had the true religion of the Old Testament to

contend so severely with such doubts. At last it securely

obtained, by degrees (as the Psalter will presently show) even

on this side, a new and higher truth. But we must notr, there-

fore, misunderstand more ancient songs like this.

The most beautiful feature is rather that even in these earlier

times, when complaint and despondency still hold so unbroken

a reign, and the poet at first seems entirely to sink under the

burden,—there nevertheless readily occur to the faithful man,

along with the free outflow of his feelings, some considerations.
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which at last bj their counterpoise frequently bear him away

to unexpected consolation, so that his unrest speedily subsides

into joyous rest. For the good conscience, although not

comprehending everything, can nevertheless turn with sad

longing to Jahve, beseeching, hoping, that He as the merciful

One will not too severely chastise, but where grief and danger

are extreme, there will earliest help. Then the calmer reflection

may occur, that Jahv6 must beforehand desire to preserve a

faithful man, who on his recovery shall most mightily glorify

His grace, and most actively further His kingdom. For Jahve

in general throughout furthers only goodness, and the rude

malicious sjnrit of the light-minded He cannot suffer ever to

triumph. If the poet through his earlier life does not feel

himself deserted by such strivings and such hopes, his

troubled mind may again be speedily brightened and he may
rise with courage over grief as well as over the scorn of the

malicious. Examples of such a hope, rising at last boldly

above despair, are given in the following songs, which are

certainly ancient^ although it is difficult to recover historically

the particular relations of the poet.

23-24. Psalms vi. xiii.

Long tormented and wearied by a severe illness, and by the

scorn of malicious enemies, the poet cries, Ps. vi., for help to

Jahve,—feeling himself not indeed quite guiltless, and not

refusing eveiy chastisement from the Divine hand, but in the

consciousness of the want of relation between the sufferings as

punishments, and between his higher endeavours, begging for

a mitigation of the sufferings, and for a passing over of the

danger of death, and soon securely hoping in the consciousness

of being heard. This transition from despondent complaint to

consolation and strength appears here very plainly in three

strophes. First, the cry of anguish for help in the greatest

distress, where Jahve seems to tarry, vv. 2-4, then a renewed

cry, already calmer, to Jahve as the merciful One, from whom
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the poet hopes deliverance,—and this first, because in the

lower world, at whose doors he stands, he can no longer render

thanks to the redeeming God, and he wishes to live long that

he may instruct the living, and God Himself must be pleased

that His kingdom is furthered. Secondly, because in the

present crisis or never, the Divine deliverance must come,

for the redemption of one most violently persecuted by many

fierce enemies, who would rejoice in the fall of one who is

higher and nobler, vv. 5-8. But simply because the truth

stands firm that Jahve will satisfy not the fierce malicious joy,

but the hope of the faithful in Him, there is a rapid turn in

courageous outlook into the future with the feeling of strength

received by prayer, w. 9-11.

The strophes are manifestly very simple, each of three verses

with six verse-members. But after ver. 6, a few members

appear to be wanting, which would extend the song to four

strophes. In fact the mention of the horror at the lower

world, ver. 6, is too brief (comp. especially xxx. 10), and the

transition thence to the description of the present state of

sickness, vv. 7, 8, is too abrupt.

1.

2 Jahve ! not in Thine anger punish me,

and not in wrath chastise me !

Be gracious to me, Jahve ! for I wither

—

heal me, Jahve ! for my bones are deeply shaken

;

and my soul is violently moved

;

and Thou, Jahve, how long— ?

2.

5 Return, Jahve ! deliver my soul,

help me for Thy mercy's sake !

for in death there is no thought of Thee

;

in the lower world—who sings praise to Thee ?
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3.

I am weary with my sigliing,

every night I make my couch to swira^

in tears all my bed to flow :

consumed with grief is mine eye,

grown old because of my oppressors.

4.

Depart from me, all evil-doers !

for Jahve has heard my loud weeping
j

Jahve has heard my supplication, 10

Jahve will receive my prayer !

ashamed, violently agitated are all my enemies,

they return, instantly ashamed.

Ver. 2. The stress lies on not in Thy ivrath ; for generally,

the poet does not refuse chastisement at God^s hands. Only

he could not endure the quite irresistible invasion of Divine

punishment, so that he be completely prostrated, but prays

that he may be mildly chastised, and in moderation, xxxviii. 2,

Jer. X. 24.— Ver. 3. On ^^P«, see § 157 6.— Ver. 5. The

beginning of the new strophe is quite closely connected with

the end of the preceding one. Already, for a very long time,

the poet feels that God has been as if turned away from him.

In grief he had asked ; Jiow long wilt Thou thus turn Thyself

away without casting a friendly look upon me ? Now, while

after some reflection, greater calm returns, the lowly prayer :

return, looking on me again with a friendly eye ! not because

of my desert, but of Thy grace ! The same rapid turn in the

internal progi'ess of the thought is seen, vv. 8, 9, at the end of

the second and beginning of the third strophe.—Ver. 7. The

TI27Q"'3 stands without copula at the beginning of the

member, because its sense completes the preceding member.

If the song, Ps. xiii. is of the same poet, as is probable from

the complete similarity of the language and of the thoughts, as
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well as of the external condition of the poet, it arose^ after the

preceding one, under circumstances of still greater misery.

Already had the poet long complained without result under the

same circumstances, conceiving a vain anguish. Most deeply

bewailing himself, he had already often cried to^Jahve ; and his

present song is only a fresh short outcry for final help in the

distress which has reached its acme. In the background there

lies too, in spite of the lament so woeful and grievous, that

bursts forth with such violence, a deeper confidence, firmly

grounded, as the result of earlier prayers. Whilst in extreme

sufferings all feelings are strained and excited to the highest

pitch, the whole song rapidly unfolds in three short strophes,

—from the ventilation of longing and anguish, vv. 2-3, to the

free outpouring of prayer for help in the crisis, vv. 2-5,—thence

advancing, in recovered higher consciousness, suddenly to

joyous confidence, ver. 6. Unquestionably still more intense

and more beautiful than the preceding song, the once more

victorious glance of joy into the future still purer and nobler.

But the words, under the increasing exhaustion and the near-

ness of death, are still more concise, the strophes still shorter,

and (see I., pp. 148 sqq.) quite like a lament, in three stages,

becoming ever briefer, from five to four, from that to three

verse-members in the strophe.

1.

2 How long, Jahve, wilt Thou forget me for ever,

how long conceal Thy countenance from me ?

how long shall I cast anxieties into my soul,

trouble daily into my heart ?

how long my enemy rise over me ?

2.

O behold, hear me, Jahve my God !

give light to my eyes, that I sleep not in death,

5 that my enemy say not :
" I have overcome him \"

my oppressors rejoice not that I falter !
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3.

But I—trust in Thy grace

;

glad be my heart of Thy help !

sing I to Jahve^ because He hath done well to me !

The n""l!iyj ver. 3, must according to this punctuation signify

'plans, as the LXX translate ^ovXal. And since in that case

the plans or counsels and resolves for deliverance cast into the

soulj—the despondent one forming a number of them in his

haste and anxiety—would be like a trouble planted in the

hearty and by this explained, it must be self-intelligible that

they are ever frustrated counsels, which cannot in their very

rise succeed. But much more suitable would be the expression

rwi'S to understand according to oddah (comp. Ibn. Arabshah's

Fdhik, p. 198, G v. u.) of the anxieties, or most anxious cares.

—The 9^V stands here not indeed opposed to night, but as

day and night, = each day and each night ; hy day alone may
stand for continually, daily, just as diu in Lat. is connected

with dies. So in Ezek. xxx. 16, Jer. vii. 25. The addition

Kal vvkt6<; in the Cod. Alex, is therefore incorrect.—Ver. 4.

The poet feels himself near to death, the light of his eyes

already broken, fearing that the next sleep which may over-

power him, may be the sleep of death. How unfortunate that

we cannot verify the history more accurately ! That any man
who bears a higher consciousness in a time when ill-wishers

would falsely explain his outward fall or death,— desires not

death, is indeed in itself a vei*y innocent feeling. It can how-

ever only then predominate and oppress even the pious man,

if the ancient fear of death is not yet overcome by better con-

ceptions of the lower world.

25-27. Psalms xxx., xli., lxvi. 13-20.

The more nobly then sounds, after such plaintive songs, the

song of thanksgiving after deliverance. And he who feels

himself urged to pay a v.ow, or voluntarily to express his
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thanksgiving to Jahve after a deliverance in which he has

wondrously experienced His power and goodness, thinks

more calmly upon all changes and fortunes, and may thankfully

depict Divine providence, in their grander connexion. As he is

now full of higher truths, serene, and strong in God, his

inmost impulse is in the praise of Jahve publicly to make

known the experience and instruction of his life, and to exhort

and move all, even the many who are troubled in mind and

wretched, to the same high confidence in Jahve's goodness,

that he himself feels. Hence the songs of thanksgiving con-

tain many general sayings, and the didactic element here

appears almost with design ; for every song of the kind shows

how deliverance and repose not merely relieve, but also expand

the heart.

Ps. XXX. is a specimen of such customary thanksgiving

songs, sung in the Temple according to ver. 5. The kind of

sufferings from which the poet is delivered, his own recollec-

tion of how he cried in danger to Jahve, vv. 9-11, and the

stamp of the language, lead us to suppose that the same poet

whose complaints and agony were seen in the two preceding

songs, sung this noble song after the deliverance ; so striking

is the coincidence of the whole. Again, in form this song is

an example of thanksgiving songs. As joy expands the heart,

so too does the thank-song extend itself in ever larger circles,

and becomes, in a gradual advance from rest to excitement and

warmth, more complete, more creative, closing with a grand

contemplation. First, tbe impulse to thanksgiving and the

short announcement, ver. 2 ; then, more definite praise for

the wondrous deliverance, and exhortation to all to praise

Jahve as the merciful One, as the poet has learned to praise

him, vv. 3-6. But the poet dwelt not ever in this higher life,

and so comes finally the completest summary of all his expe-

riences. From out the blessed feeling of the present, he looks

back upon the time before his suffering, and must confess to

himself that so little has the suffering been for him without fruit.
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that he has come out of it rather stronger and more

courageous, nearer to God, and with the resolve ever to praise

Him. Suffering, therefore, has served for his purification and

elevation. For suffering fell upon him, as he now feels, unex-

pectedly, in too great security, therefore the more keenly and

crushingly. But so soon as he again sincerely turned to

Jahve, he was delivered, that he may now, in a higher

recognition, for ever praise Him, vv. 7-13. Three strophes

accordingly. Comp, I., pp. 152 sq.

].

Praise I Thee, Jahve, that Thou didst lift me up, 2

and sufferedest not enemies to rejoice over me

!

Jahve, Thou my God !

to Thee I cried and Thou healedst me

;

Jahve, Thou deliveredst from hell my soul,

didst call me into life from the depths of the grave.

—

Play to Jahve, ye his saints, 5

and sing praises to His holy fame !

A moment indeed endures His anger. His favour a life-

time
;

in the evening tears prevail, and towards morning,

rejoicing.

3.

Yet I said in my security :

" never shall I waver !"

—Jahve, through Thy favour Thou hadst granted strength

to my fortress

:

Thou didst conceal Thy countenance—I was shaken.

To Thee, Jahve, I cry,

and to Jahve I make entreaty

:
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10 '' what then profits my blood, my going into the pit?

will dust praise Thee ? will it proclaim Thy faithful-

ness ?

hear, Jahve, and be gracious to me,

Jahve, be my deliverer V
and my mourning Thou didst turn into dancing,

didst loose my mourning garment—and didst gird me

round with joy !

that I may sing high praise to Thee, never silent,

Jahve my God, that I may thank Thee for ever !

Ver. 2. Didst lift uj), did not suffer to sink into hell, as is

further explained in ver. 4. But if daly, Sur. 7, 21, signifies

the opposite, it must be remembered that with the jyail "* <"^

anything may be drawn up as well as let down.—The healing,

ver. 3, is certainly to be understood of healing from a deadly

sickness, as the poet himself immediately explains further,

ver. 4 and then ver. 10 ; though it is readily understood that

God heals otherwise than a man.—Ver. 4. The hell or pit is,

according to ancient habit, generally used here for the lower

world. Dr. Hitzig gave in 1828 the correct explanation of

vSip,—Yer. 8. ITI mountain, is like rode, a figure of firmness,

of firm good fortune, as we might use fortress, comp. Ixxvi. 5.

(In Arabic poets djanial rather stands, so far as the moun-

tain gives shade and refuge, Havutsa, p. 413, 6.) But to this

citadel of my happiness Thou hadst merely by Thy favour (not

through my desert) lent strength. So soon, therefore, as

Thou didst turn away Thy favour and Thy light in the sudden

temptation, I became the more violently shaken and bowed

down, I who had fancied that I could never tremble. The

T!!i3?n seems, where tv is spoken of, in like manner as in the

phrase, Ps. viii. 3, susceptible of the meaning found, as if it

were to found strength for my mountain or defence, as well as

give it solid strength. But the idiom is nevertheless quite

different here, and "^ "I'^ayn is, according to 2 Chron.
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xxxiii. 8, rather cause that something should serve one, i.e.,

favour him with it^ the phrase being taken from lending.

—

Ver. 9. The imperf. with following perf, ver. 12 : I call—
Thou, hast turned, i.e., so soon as I call^ or called^ Thou liadst

already, as in anticipation, turned to me, as xxxii. 5, 6, comp.

§ 357 b. For this reason the copula may be wanting, ver. 12,

and is wanting even with the more emphasis, in order to bring

out the very swift result, the coincidence of both actions.

—

Ver. 13. Tl^?, here external nobleness and honour, which

ever falls to the lot of the noble soul, streams back upon him,

as it originally streamed forth from him, therefore praise, 86^a,

comp. xxix. 1, 2, xcvi. 7, 8, cxlix. 5 ; honores, Hor. Od., i., 26, 10.

On the superscription, ver. 1, comp. p. 55.

Thanksgiving songs, like this fine song, were presented by

the individual,—whether he would thereby fulfil a definite vow

or not,—in the Temple, with rich sacrifices, music and dancing,

and along with the public assistance of a great sacrificial

assembly.* Hence they are naturally of the most attractive

and perfect poetry.

Ps. xli., correctly understood, gives indeed the example of

a species of thanksgiving song from this period ; but in other

respects this song stands in a peculiar position in respect of

its stamp and style. For certain modes of expression which

it has in common with others, as ver. 3 with xxvii. 12, in

themselves supply no necessary evidence of like origin.

According to the relations described by it, it probably belongs

to the same times of bitter domestic enmity with the preceding

songs. Only such distracted times make a cry of vengeance

like that of ver. lib explicable.

The poet, according to ver. 11, 12, certainly a mighty man of

his time, had sunk down into a severe sickness. But what at

that time depressed him still more deeply than those suiferings

was the contemptuous treatment of pretended friends, who

* Comp. the Alterth. des V. Isr., pp. 56 sqq., 2n(l edition. .
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only watched for his death in order to destroy his house, who

hypocritically visited him only to draw all kinds of malicious

conclusions from looking upon and listening to the sick man,

and then to take counsel against him outside, along with others

of like disposition. One man in particular was most active in

this, ver. 7. By such a private experience the poet had been

doubly brought to feel during his sickness how unworthy and

unmanly such treatment of a sufferer was. He was despised

because of his sufferings, and persecuted all the more boldly as

he could do little to help himself. He feels himself incapable

of such villany, for he had formerly shown constant compassion

towards sufferers. He now, delivered from sickness and the

persecution of those pretended friends, at the moment when

the deserved punishment had already overtaken them, more

calmly reviews the past, and his inmost heart would offer

itself in the song of thanksgiving. There presses upon him,

therefore, along with the duty of thanks to God, in this

moment pre-eminently one grand Divine truth, to which he

finds himself urged to give clear expression in the song. In

the opinion of the world, he is a prudent and fortunate man

who raises himself by severity to the unfortunate. But in the

deepest knowledge of our poet now obtained, he on the contrary

is only to be commended as blessed, who is mild and gentle to

the unfortunate, and may hope in Divine deliverance whether

from sickness or from other sufferings ; whilst the man who is

pitiless and mischievous ever prepares destruction for himself

alone. Thus he briefly declares from the first the compas-

sionate man to be happy, not without the retrospect which

here forces itself upon him, of his own experience, since he

desires at the same time to thank God for his deliverance from

sickness, vv. 2-4. Then passing on to the confirmation of this

from his own history, he recalls the counterpart to mind, how

in deep distress he besought God for deliverance, vexed most

terribly by treacherous friends, but disclosing all his distress to

Jahve in prayer full of confidence. He therefore here briefly
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repeats the whole of the main contents of his prayer at that

time, which is now so vividly present to his mind, vv. 5-12

;

and he concludes finally, ver. 13, with the rapid mention of

his deliverance from these dangers by the Divine grace, already

touched upon in the introduction. The whole song becomes

thus something like a mere arrangement and discrimination of

the various feelings which had been collected in the bosom of

the poet, so deeply moved and in so many ways. But the flow

of the song from the Divine primary thovight now gained,

calms the storm of those manifold thoughts to such a degree,

that the language fulfils its course with evenness, in four

similar stropheS; each of three verses and six verse-members,

while the words sound only in the first somewhat too full and

too excited.

The dark background in this song consists only in the fact

that we do not historically know how the recovered poet took

the recompense of which he here incidentally speaks. We may

then readily suppose the worst ; but there are many ways in

which one may take recompense ; and the noble mind which

the poet here generally reveals, does not permit us to suppose

he took an ignoble revenge. If he was—as is manifest—

a

prince, the most various ways were open to him of taking also

a noble revenge. And in any case this song was not origi-

nally, like the preceding, a Temple song.

1.

Blessed he who considers the suffering

!

2

him on the day of calamity Jahve delivers,

Jahve preserves, animates him, highly praised in the

land;

to the greed of his foes wilt Thou not sacrifice

him !

Jahve supports him upon the bed of sickness;

all his sick couch Thou hast made !

13
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2.

5 I spoke myself :
" Jahve be gracious to me !

heal my soul, for I have sinned against Thee !

my enemies speak evil of me :

' when will he die and his name pass away ?'
"

if he comes to visit me, his heart thinks evil,

mischief he gathers to himself, and goes forth to

tell it.

3.

" Together whisper against me all my haters,

against me devise they my ill

:

' some mischief has broken forth in him

;

whereon he lies, thence he shall not rise again V "

10 "yea, my table and allied friend, whom I trusted,

has lifted the heel against me !

4.

*' But Thou, Jahve, graciously raise me up,

that I may requite them for this

;

and hereby I know that Thou favourest me,

that my enemy may not triumph over me V
And—in my innocence Thou heldest me fast,

didst cause me to stand before Thee for ever !

It might readily be supposed that at the end some verses

were wanting, since the conclusion is too hasty, the whole is

too unequal, perhaps too, a more definite word of thanksgiving

is expected. But this would be an error, since on closer

consideration all speaks rather in favour of the present form.

Nor can it by any means be asserted that the whole song Avas

spoken in too great haste, or with Iiar.sli and precipitate transi-

tion. It must necessarily, according to its final object, contain

thanksgiving to Jahve ; and therefore Jahve is actually

immediately so addi-essed, although at first only briefly and in

<)iiic-k transition, vv. 3, 4. But the last word, vcr. 13,
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sufficiently makes good the whole, because all tlie words from

the second strophe onwards so clearly explain all that is

necessary, that at length the brief thanksgiving for the actual

preservation of the poet suffices. That the terrible enemies

fell and were chastised, whilst the poet was saved (the exact

particulars indeed cannot be historically substantiated), follows

from the opposition, vv. 2-4, as well as from the conclusion of

the penultimate words, vv. 11, 12, established by means of

the final words, ver. 13. Probably a noble feeling deters the

poet from further describing the retribution taken. Finally, if

thanksgiving be the glorious mention of the great deeds of the

benefactor, it is not wanting in this song (vv. 2-4, 13), although

it is here again otherwise expressed than in Pss. xxx., xl. In

the words, ver. 3 h, there suddenly comes out the excited

feeling of the poet (as ^^ shows), as he now correspondently

to the contents of ver. 4 h now speaks merely from his own

experience.

On "1^^ and the whole sentence ver. 9 h, comp. § 281 c and

§ 331 c, properly, that will he not again endure. The sense of

the words is thus in itself correct, and at the same time

consistently fits into the structure of the verse.

The repetition of longer words from earlier songs is a

constant peculiarity of the poets of this age, xxx. 9-11, xl. 4-6,

8, 9 ; Ixxxviii. 10-13, Ixxvii. 4 sqq., B. Jer. xxxviii. 10-14.

Ps. Ixvi. 13-20 is on the other hand again a pure Temple-song,

but more of the character of an ordinary song of thanksgiving,

offered by an individual along with the richest sacrifices, for per-

sonal deliverance. But we here append it because this is its most

suitable position, considering its contents. Although, according

to its pure language, and still more its contents, it certainly

falls in the times of the first Temple
;
yet its easy perspicuous

mode of pi-esentation, and the elegance both of the language

and of the verse-structure, shows that it belongs to these later

times. We might almost suppose it was designed only as a

13 *
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pattern song fox' all who brought rich thank-offerings into the

Temple. But in the second of the three small strophes, the

singer alludes too plainly to the words of his earlier vow to

allow us to suppose any other origin than that of his own. life-

experiences.

It is readily perceptible that this piece is erroneously

combined with vv. 1-12, which are quite different in contents

and scope. What is similar is merely that that song, like

Pss. Ixv., Ixvii., Ixviii., is a species of thanksgiving-song ; and

this may be the cause of the present song being brought into

this connexion. Originally it may have stood after Ps. Ixv.

1.

I come into Thy house with sacrifices,

pay Thee what I vowed
;

what my lips uttered,

what in my distress my mouth declared !

fat calves I bring to Thee, with the sweet savour

of rams

;

15 offer bullocks to Thee with goats ! *

2.

Come, hear me relate, all ye fearers of God,

What He did to my soul !

to Him I ci'ied with open mouth,

high praise upon my tongue :

" when I feel iniquity in my heart,

the Lord will not hear."

3.

But God did hear,

attended to my loud praying.

20 Blessed be God,

who turned not away my prayer,

nor His mercy from me !

Ver. 16, as xxii. 23, 24. Yer. 17 properly: tinder my tongue,

because the thought or the word which remains lonw and
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copiously in the mouth, or very willingly or secretly is there

retained, lies under the tongue like a concealed or inexhaustible

treasure, x. 7, Job xx. 12, 13. If between ver. 17 and ver. 18

nothing is wanting (and this does not seem to be the case), we

must assume the poet desired only here to repeat, from the

entire contents of his earlier vow-songs, the one thought which

he then expressed,—that he well knows God will not listen to

his vow, if he does not express it with cleanest heart, with

previous self-probation and self-cleansing. While he now

recalls the more earnestly the hearing of his vow at that

moment, this forms at the same time the easiest transition to

the last strophe.

Comp. especially further the thanksgiving song, Jon. ii., see

above I. pp. 155 sq.

28. Psalm xii.

But what are common sufferings and grief compared with

those which the godly men of the time of deeper thought must

have felt concerning the gradual and ever deepening ruin

of the whole people ! And such griefs would have been the

more heartrending, had not great prophets even in the kingdom

of the Ten Tribes early risen up with energy to stay this

corruption. Ps. xii. shows how mighty the prophetic word

lifted up against the growing perversion of ambitious men, was

in its influence also upon the entire people. The poet sees

greater pervei'sion always prevailing among men, as they drive

out power and honour by hypocrisy and false speeches ; yea,

encouraged by favourable results, even more secure, more

daring and proud, found skill and art upon sin as standing at

their command, scorning truth, and its defenders. The vast

diffusion of these vices, and the experience that the number of

the faithful and truthful is ever on the wane, most deeply

grieves and troubles the poet's heart. Yet there spoke at that

time groat prophets promising restoration of the right and

of divine judgment. The i)oet, then, here depicts in brief and
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powerful words the existing corruption ; and anxiously cries

for help to Jalive against such danger, which threatens the

whole human race,—the madness of men who render homage

to a new and sensuous god. But there occurs to him the

declaration,—which he had heard from a prophet, foretelling the

approach of Divine judgment,—resounding most vividly in his

soul, with a peculiar feeling of its truth, and giving him peace

and rest. After the cry for help against these evils to God,

vv. 2, 3, the wrath of the poet rises, vv. 4, 5, against the

wickedness of such men. At the point where the description

of it has touched its extreme,—its assumption against the

Divine supremacy itself,—that faithful and sure oracle occurs,

with the greater tranquillizing power, vv. 6-7 ; although at last

with this sure hope there is imperceptibly mingled something

again of the depressing view of the present, vv. 8-9. The song

is certainly the oldest of this kind, and points to the earlier

times of Isaiah. But to the great emotion of the poet

corresponds the rapid progress of the language in four quite

short strophes.

1.

2 Help, Jahve ! for the godly decrease,

for faithfulness vanishes from among the sous of men,

vanity do they speak among one another

;

with hypocritical lip— they speak with double heart.

2.

Let Jahve destroy all the hypocritical lips,

the tongue which speaks proud things

;

5 who say :
" our tongue we confederate,

our lips stand by us ! who is lord of us V

3.

" Out of the oppression of the sufferers, out of the

sighing of the helpless,

1 will now rise,^' saith Jahve,

" place in safety him that longs after it.'^
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The sayings of Jahve are pure sayings,

silver purified in the glowing heat from earth, seven

times smelted.

4.

Thou, Jahve, wilt protect them,

from this generation wilt preserve him for ever !

Round about throng wicked men,

as villany lifts itself among men.

On the smg. TDn see § 278 a. In the second member,

when a neiu ground for this is adduced, and there is further

expatiation, D''3'l^N is for that reason better taken as an

abstractum (§ 179 b) from the sing. 1^^^, Prov. xiii. 17, xiv. 5,

comp. Jcr. vii. 28, Isa. lix. 14, 15. Otherwise Ps. xxxi. 24,

where it signifies faithful people by way of contrast, from the

sing. 1^^^.—Because the cry for help passes over in its course

more into contemplation and description,—in the second appeal,

ver. 4, Jahve is named only in the third person. How proudly

they speak is immediately described with more particularity in

ver. 5 : if not outwardly so clearly and shrilly, yet in their heart

fully so thinking and acting, they say they required not the

ancient and venerable God, because they had for themselves a

particular God, allied with them, powerful, and standing at

their command,—namely their tongue, or art of falsehood,

which they honour and adore as the highest power in life. It

has already procured for them many good things, and further

would procure, if they only I'emained true to it. Comp.

Hab. i. 11, IG; Job xii. 6; Phil. iii. 19. Accordingly, "1^223

is best understood of the concluding a firm covenant (prop,

make fast, Lat. pangere), Dan. ix. 27. The following indeed

appears tolerable : our tongue ive praise as our God (to make

great = praise, sing praise with the dative) LXX, fieyaXwovfiev,

but neither does this Hiph. nor "122 generally thus occur, and

this is much less suitable to the sense.—That in ver. 6, an

earlier oraclo, merely heard by the poet, resounds in his
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memory, is plain from the whole connexion. The poet does

not adduce it as his own oracle, nor so introduce it. Comp.

Ixii. 12. Were it such, it would necessarily occupy the middle

place and be the life of the whole song, and the cry for help

would not so predominate. But in ver. 7 the poet himself says

how he regarded the oracle, namely as received, but true and

certain, bright and clear, without alloy, like the purest silver.

C^S^ is a part, intrans. See on Prov. xiii. 18: he who lb

after it (salvation) lo7igs,— which sufferers long for, as 'f
TV^Tl

breathe, pant for something, hastening towards it, longing,

Hab. ii. 3. Quite otherwise with '?, Ps. x. 5. ^''/J^? might

be ''with repetition, repeated"= seven times, from aZaZ, Arab.,

But more suitably "in glow," from glialal, properly be hot

(thirsty) = ghaJy, so that the signification " smelting-furnace

"

or "crucible" in the Targ. would not be without support.

\^~)Sb is in regard to the earth, earthly parts, as "b in other

instances refers a substantive placed in separation, to its

adjective, Job xsxii. 6.—Ver. 8, them the good, and used after

ver. 2, and ver. 6c, rather him, the sufferer. This generation,

the present corrupt one, Prov. xxx. 11-14. The generation is

further described, ver. 9, while the thought recurs to the

beginning. Wicked men must show themselves on all sides,

as or so soon as (unpunished) villany, baseness (H^vT comp.

Jer. XV. 19, the Syr., Clem. Eom. de virgin, ii., 3, pp. 90,

Beelen) arises among men—as it has actually now arisen.

But how the Prophets themselves could in these times suffer

far more deeply than all others, is shown most expressively in

29-30. Psalms lxii., xxxix.

Songs of a very peculiar character, which, although of

diverse contents, yet bear plain marks of derivation from the

same poet. He was, it is obvious, a prophet, lxii. 12, and one

of the great pillars of the true religion in strife with the

dissolute men of his time. It is greatly to be deplored that, in

the case of such distinguished and powerful songs, we can only
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conjecture tlio occasion and the poet. But words like Ixii.

10, 11, and all other indications, point to a prophet of the

kingdom of the Ten Tribes, such as we shall again find

immediately in Ps. xc.

In Ps. Ixii. we see the poet in the very heat of contest with

light-minded slanderous fellow-citizens, who, supported by a

newly risen worldly power favourable to them (possibly a new

royal house in the kingdom of the Ten Tribes), seek to drag

him into the dust and to destroy him, because they cannot

endure his spiritual elevation and superiority. Already they

had long set upon him ; and at last it seems that he must fall.

But in the poet, with his trust in God, there is such inward

strength and brightness, that he, anew provoked and

threatened, seeks before everything, in quiet submission to the

true Redeemer, and in the endeavour always to be clear in His

sight, rest and soothing. Yea, he is capable of addressing all

men in language of encouragement, explanation, consolation.

And hardly can the good conscience more calmly conquer ; the

vanity of worldly power be more acutely recognized, the

exhortation only to trust the Eternal be more earnest, and even

the scorn against frivolity be more powerful and more noble

than in this song, whose vigorous style corresponds to the

noblest inspiration. Thus the poet is led at the beginning by

his good conscience to submission and hope in God, vv. 2-3
;

and although he raises himself from this rest and serenity with

the greater violence against the light-minded, depicting their

inward perverseness, yet soon the higher restfulness and

softening returns, again composing all, vv. 4-8. And thus

the primary thought with which the first strophe hopefully

closed, again resounds at the end of the second ; and with this

second the peculiar heart-concern of the poet may be entirely

brought to an end. The third, therefore, turns to external

relations, passing to exhortation and instruction, at last some-

what more marked again with emotion, vv. 9-13.

If, therefore, the first strophe remains perfectly quiet and
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brief, as expression of blessed delight, the storm with which

the second begins extends the latter from two to five verses ;

but the higlicr uniformity is again restored in the third, which

falls into the same measure of five verses. But where the

inward unrest appears in flashes, there the verse takes a more

restless, extended form, vv. 4, 5, 9, or is more strained,

vv. 12, 13.

1.

2 Only to God, peace, my soul

!

from Him comes my deliverance

;

only He is my rock and my deliverance.

He my fortress ; I shall not greatly tremble !

2.

How long will ye assault a man, breaking him into

ruin, all,

like a crumbled wall,

a barrier to be cast down ?

5 From his height they devise only to cast him down,

they, loving lies,

blessing with mouth and cursing in heart

!

But in God alone be still, my soul

!

for my hope is from Him

;

He alone is my rock and my deliverance.

He my fortress ; I shall not be moved !

in God lies my help and honour,

the rock of my strength, of my refuge, is in God.

3.

Trust in Him at all times, ye people,

pour out before Him your heart

:

God have we for a refuge. *

10 Children of men are but a breath, sons of heroes a lie

:

to measure with the balance,

they are altogether of wind !

Trust not in unrighteousness, be not vain in robbery

:

might, when it springs up—give no heed to it !
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once has God spoken, twice did I hear :

the power be God's !

—

A.nd Thou, Lord, hast grace :

for Thou requitest the man according to his deeds !

rT'Xan, ver. 2, is an adverb as in xxxix. 3, and stands here

at the same time in the exclamation. On ^"^0"^'^, ver. 4, comp.

hatat, hathat, haihath, Arab., storm, assault. As even the firmest

fence or wall, continually thrust against, must at last fall, so do

they rush upon the poet who mightily resists by his nobility

and elevation—with the one object of thrusting him down from

his height. Note, vv. 4, 5, 10, 11, the very long verse-

member at the beginning, followed by one or two shorter ones.

The sing. suff. in "^^P, ver. 5, was only possible along with

the plural, because here the language is indefinite : jpeople,

one: § 319a. ^^7"^' ^^c., expresses a state, just as ^n!5"nri,

ver. 4.—When, as in ver. 10, sons of human beings* are

plainly distinguishable from sons of men* or heroes, the former

are the common inferiors, the latter the strong ones already

preferred through their birth. Comp. xlix. 3, Ezek. xxxi. 14.

But elsewhere in particular names this distinction does not

appear, and even the latter name may stand quite generally,

iv. 3. '^7^, go up, where the balance is spoken of, be

measured, like lift actively = measure. Job vi. 2. Therefore

literally : to be measured with a balance, or most exactly to

measure, they are together of breath (Isa. xl. 17, xli. 24).

Ver. 12 leads directly into the living laboi^atory of the pro-

phetic spirit. Once, twice (Job xl. 5), the spirit plucks at

him, ever more audibly whispering the truth in his ear.

Finally, no resistance is longer possible, the heard word

presses forth. Here it is not necessary that such truth should

be in the naked sense quite new ; but in this application, in

the new enigma of the time, it is new. But if to this truth,

that upon no external power however increasing-, is confidence

* Mensch and viann.
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to be placed^ or that tlic power is alone of God, tlie otlier is

added, that God is also grace, or that he who honestly

struggles towards Him may find in Him inner rest and

serenity, ver. 13^ the consolation and the soothing are indeed

as complete as they can be.

Ps. xxxix. is incontestably the finest of all the elegies in the

Psalter. The stamp of the language (comp. only e.g., n^D^l"^

and the "H^, nowhere else so frequent) and tenderness of the

feeling infer the same poet. But we see him here struggling

not only with other dangers but with the horrors of a deadly

sickness. This, in the mind of higher antiquity, was so

singularly fearful, that the same hero who resists most boldly

the assaults of men, may well blench before the danger of death.

Comp. just previously Pss. vi. xiii. To the inner sufi'er-

ings and anxieties of the poet there is now in addition the fear

of laying himself open on his weak side by too free a burst of

complaint, in the eyes of the many light-minded ones, who,

turned away from Jahve, willingly despise those who revere

Him. They will readily explain these complaints and in a

much worse sense than they are intended. To endure then in

silence, and rather mutely bear the worst, than speak impru-

dently before light-minded men, was and is still the ruling

maxim of the poet. But on the other side, the grief thus

repressed becomes increasingly troubled, and demands the

more stormy and unrestrained expression, the warmer, the

more inflamed he has become through silence. Therefore

—

although resisting, and at bottom quietly resigned, and

resolved to be patient, because he is bound to regard that

suffering as a Divine dispensation for his awakening and chas-

tisement (vv. 9-11), but nevertheless incapable of longer

restraining in silence the tide of woe—the poet breaks at

length forth into this brief comprehensive song, which power

fully expresses the inner strife of the two opposed feelings.

The despair which at first breaks forth with violence is
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gradually resolved by higher considerations and consolations,

until a sorrowful prayer, entreating the Divine compassion, has

been reached, and the faint heart is thereby at least so far

soothed as is possible, so long as death is deemed the greatest

evil. The view that in God is the only hope, ver. 8, is here

not so far made clear, that the poet could see how hope

triumphs even over death itself. The song is hence developed

in strophes that increase iu restfulness, composure, brevity.

First, iu spite of the resolve of silence, the impetuous outbreak

of despair at the violence of his grief, and the too brief,

transitory life of men, vv. 2-7. Then, more calmly the reflec-

tion that nevertheless under all sufiferings in God alone is hope,

who alone can save ; but yet again troubled by the considera-

tion of the want of relation between the sufferings as Divine

punishment to the sins of weak man, so that the strophe

almost finishes again in equal despair, vv. 8-12. Finally, in

perfect collectedness, the prayer, vv. 13, 14. The foundation

of the verse-structure is formed as in the preceding song, by

the deeply moved flow of language, at first only gathered into

two verses. But as here, quite conversely to the previous

instance, the storm of the language spends its violence from

the very beginning, vv. 2, 3, three of such smallest strophes

are at once closely rolled together, before a rest follovv^s, then

two, until at last only one remains. The whole thus bears the

structure of an elegy, comp. I. pp. 148 sqq.

To the speeches of Job iii.—xxxi., this song bears a

great and not accidental resemblance, and since the poet

—

according to the stamp of the language and the style of the

verse— is different, either our poet has read the book of Job,

or the poet of the book of Job was determined by the com-

plaints of this song to attempt a higher solution. The latter

is more probable, because the higher point of view of the book

of Job is not yet found here, and the Psalm may be of the ninth

or beginning of the eighth century.
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1.

I thouglit : "let me take heed to my ways,

not to sin with my tongue
;

keep I for my mouth a bridle,

so long as the impious man is still before me V
I was dumb in quietness, I kept silence from good

;

but my grief became distressful.

—

Hot is my heart in my bosom,

in my mind burns fire,

I speak out with my tongue :

let me, Jahve, know my end,

and measure of my days, how great it is,

that I may know how weak I am !

—

See, a span long hast Thou made my life,

and my duration is as nothing before Thee

;

every man is nothing but breath ! *

as but a phantom each man walks ;

but vainly do they busy themselves :

he heaps up, knowing not who shall take it

!

2.

And now, what hope I, Lord ?

my tarrying—it depends on Thee !

from all my transgressions deliver me,

make me not the scorn of the fool !

—

10 I am stricken dumb, opening not my mouth :

for ThotL hast done it !

remove from me Thy rod,

before the anger of Th}' hand I pass away !

with punishments for sin Thou chastisest one

—

and consumost like the moth his dearest things

;

only breath is every man ! *
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3.

Hear my prayer, Jahve, and mark my complaint,

be not silent at my tears !

for a guest am I with Thee,

a foreigner like all my fathers
;

Look away from me, that I may behold clearly,

before I go and—am no more !

What is adduced in vv. 2, 3 as a thought of the poet, was

ever his abiding principle, and becomes so here again, ver. 10;

but in the overflowing of grief he cannot here, at least in the

first strophe, hold it quite firmly. The perfects in the

beginning of ver. 2 must therefore be understood as purely

past time, as similarly Isa. xxxviii. 10. On the other hand,

•^1?"!^, ver. 4 as NISjbsD' ver. 10, as present (§ 135 h). The cor-

responding proposition begins with an emphatic placing in the

front of the "*?^f*'' (§ 340 a). I was silent from good, good or

happiness that I lacked, not impetuously and loudly demanding

it; but now I speak with my tongue, aloud, not merely in my
heart. The first outburst of despair, ver. 5, is truly very

strong, indeed almost mocking (sarcastic). That is then the

much-boasted life, wherein I only view unending griefs and a

certainly near end. No, rather would I at once learn from

Jahve when the end of my short life is to be, in order to feel

the strange incomprehensible right, namely how frail and

pitiful I am as a man—although true to God. Comp. Job. vi.

8-10. More sorrowfully and mildly follow, vv. 6, 7, con-

siderations on the brief human life generally in comparison

with the Divine, rnnpp is " some spans (prop, handbreadths)

long." For the notion of extension in space lies in the

accusative, that of the indefinite " some '' in the absence

of the article with the plural, Isa. Ixv. 20, Gr. ar. ii. p. 7.

Only altogether hreath, as nothing because vain and quickly

passing away stands^ is, every standing living m((7i, for that

2^3 has further no significant emphasis at all, is clear from
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ver. 12, where it is wanting. Only hi a figure, properly phantom,

subsisting, i.e., appearing as a phantom (§ 299 h\, so not for dura-

tion, because he is as little anything in himself as the shadow,

and quickly like the shadow flees ; similarly the vision, Ixxiii. 20,

Isa. xxix. 7, 8. Equally vain therefore is the endeavour and

toil of man to obtain external goods, even if tbe fullest of

bustle and commotion. In the last member, vcr. 7, the singular

recurs from the first, which might be enlarged, because of the

general truth in the middle one, into the plural.—Ver. 8.

Beflection. If it be thus with him, what is then eternal hope ?

It is only in God, who may save the poet from all guilts, for

the troubles of sickness are also by this poet as by earlier ones,

dimly felt to be guilty, or closely connected with sins, as

Ps. xxxviii. But will he now again prefer to be quietly

resigned, ver. 10? only the too great punishment to which one

must succumb, may God remove, ver. 1 1 (comp. vi. 2), since

life is so readily attacked in secret as by the canker of moths,

and the dearest possession like a moth-eaten garment (Job xiii.

27) for ever falls asunder with transitory man,— so that in ver. 1

2

the despondency of the first strophe again threatens. "I'l^n like

'^7^'^^ xxii. 21. Most affecting in the last strophe, where first

the set prayer follows, is the figure of man as a mere guest or

sojourner with God upon the upper world. The sunny upper

world is primarily the place of God, where His power, grace,

and light are experienced. Why then will God, who is praised

as the Good, send man, who yet cannot for ever rejoice in the

upper world, before his time into the lower world ? Why ever

like a dread lord turn His strict eye upon him, leaving him not

for a moment rest and respite (cxxiii. 2) ? Job x. 20, 21. The

words, ver. 14, nre quite in the style of Job, comp. vii. 19,

X. 20, xiv. 6.

31. Psalm xc.

Thus then did the ancient community feel in the ninth and

the beginning of the eighth century, in spite of the influence of

the great prophets in this time ; alread}' unhappy, far enough
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sunk from the height of the okl Mosaic and Davidic time,

serious contemplation, quiet recurrence to the eternal verities

must nevertheless have been stimulated by this influence

among the best of the time. And in Ps. xc. we see how a

poet equally serious and sublime, in a prayer designed for the

whole community, sought to lead even such depressing feelings

of a general discord and affliction in the right way.—Very long

and heavy sufferings had, according to vv. 13-16, visited the

people. Their weight and bitterness might sufficiently illus-

trate the truth, how little weak and frail man can do anything

against the Divine will manifesting itself in the course of

events. But instead of such a view leading necessarily to

gloom and despair, there lies in it, on the contrary, a grand

instruction. For if it be, first, true that man only by sepa-

rating himself from the Divine will, and as it were exciting the

Divine anger, falls into real sufferings ; and secondly, that he,

the more and the longer he resists God, the weaker and frailer

must become : it does indeed rather follow that he must turn

the more intently and solely to God, and the knowledge of

Him ; and in the very consciousness of his weakness, the more

zealously and wisely employ this brief life for this end ; that in

the endeavour after God, the eternal, he may overcome the

fleeting and transient, and in spite of its extremely short dura-

tion, may live blessedly in Him. He only who thus regards

the time of sufferings, raising himself in and by them to a

higher calm, a complete resignation to God,—is able to pray to

God with success for the mitigation of his suff'erings and for

invigoration. For he is already inwardly prepared for a new

life in God. To the purity and strength of this mode of

thought and feeling the poet here seeks to raise all, that they

may not earlier pray for the Divine grace than their inner life

is enlightened and glorified for it. In the first instance, there-

fore, the prayer wings its way out of the midst of these

contemplations to God as the unchangeable resource in all

times, the Eternal, before whom the races of brief-lived man

U
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quickly pass away, vv. 1-G (1, 2, 3-6). And if thin the appli-

cation of this is to be made to the present time, vv. 7-12, the

suppliants must confess above all how they now need precisely

that eternal succour and help the most. For they know very

well that only sin could bring them into this condition, vv. 7, 8.

Moreover, according to the teaching of history in the whole

human race, the more passion and sin were developed in it,

the more transitory and troublous did life become, vv. 9, 10.

But for the very reason that the further the advance of human

sin, the further also that of Divine wrath and human misery,

they now perceive clearly that only the endeavour to become

reflective and wise,—the more so as life is short, and the

more earnestly to turn to God, can save man, vv. 11, 12.

Only then in such a mood of mind, thus striving after the

future, does the community pray at length in full faith and

hope to Jahve, their eternal resource, for blessing and grace

after so severe and long sufferings, vv. 13-17. Thus there are

three quite similar strophes,—the first bringing out the

eternal and true ground of human endeavour; the second

showing how this basis was lost and is again to be recovered

;

the third finally, the actual new elevation in faith to that

position. Each strophe has six verses with thirteen verse-

members ; but the last is somewhat shorter, with five verses

and eleven verse-members.

The song is characterized by an uncommon intensity and

solemnity, fathoming the depths of Divinity ; and is, besides,

as a song, manifestly designed for a day of humiliation in the

community, the first known to us in point of time, and in

contents incomparably the noblest of its kind. Exactly as a

solemn public hymn—for there can be no doubt it is this—it is

throughout original and vigorous ; and would on all grounds

be rightly traceable to Moses, the man of God,—as the later

collector naincs Moses, comp. Deut. xxxiii. 1 ; Ezr. iii. 2*

—

* CoiDji. also Gesch. des V. Isr., ii., pp. ."19 sq.. 3rtl t'dit.
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did wc only know more exactly the historical grounds which

justified the collector in this assumption. At the end of the

wandering in the desert, Moses may well have been seized by

these more serious thoughts. And a man who had grown

grey in great undertakings, standing at the end of his earthly

career, is plainly the poet. The mention of the deep declining

period of life, ver. 10, seems indeed to lead to an earlier

century, since the narrative of Moses extends far over a

hundred years ; while it might be said that a poetic word

from the same time speaks even more accurately than the later

ti'adition. But what is here peculiarly decisive is the observa-

tion that so genex'al and profound a feeling of human weakness

and frailty of every kind, as expressed in this song, according

to all indications, is only gradually formed and fixed. All

certain tokens of the times under Moses and David do not

lead to the possibility of such a song at so early a period.

And the style of the prayer, ver. 1 3 o, is obviously borrowed

from passages like Ps. vi. 4, 5. On the other hand, the whole

contents of the song carry us to the time of the great prophets

of the tenth or, at latest, of the eighth century ; and from

the eighth century proceeds also the song, Deut, xxxii., which

bears a certain resemblance in language to this song, especially

in the plural forms ^^^'^, -Hlitt^, although I hold the Psalm to

be the earlier, and rather as a sketch for Dent, xxxii. The

composer of the superscription has therefore probably referred

to the song of Moses, and placed it at the head of the collec-

tion, Pss. xc.—cv., for this reason only—that he found this

solemn song, so worthy of Moses, distinguished in an older

book. And this we may pui-.sue a little further in the present

day.

We saw above, pp. 160-172, 200 sqq., a few highly peculiar

songs, which, according to all indications, belong to the king-

dom of the Ten Tribes. We may make quite the same assump-

tion in the case of this song as in the related one, Deut. xxxii.

In that kingdom the transitoriness of all human things and the

14 *
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necessity of deepest penitence might be recognized far earlier

than in Juda and be expressed by great prophets in such

public hymns. If we now suppose that such songs as Ps. xc,

Dent, xxxii. had been collected in a song-book designed for

the kingdom of the Ten Tribes, it may be readily understood

how they might be ascribed to Moses. For as there were in

Jerusalem " songs of David " destined for the Temple, to

which similar ones were appended, so had they there, it is

certain, a collection destined for the like object, of " songs of

Moses,'' as the later Samaritans referred all sacred things to

Moses alone.

1.

1 Lord ! a Refuge wast Thou to us in every age !

Before mountains were born,

before there circled earth and land,

and from ever to evermore Thou art God.

Thou returnest man to dust,

and sayest :
" return, ye children of man !"

(for a thousand years are in Thine eyes

as yesterday when it passes,

and a watch in the night) :

5 thus their races are a dream in the morning,

like to grass that springs in the morning :

in the morning it blooms and sprouts,

toward evening it fades and withers.

2.

For in Thy anger we are brought to naught,

and in Thy wrath are shattered

:

Thou hast placed our sins before Thee,

our most secret things before the light of Thy glance.

All our days passed away indeed in Thy terror,

quickly are our years gone like a sound,

10 the days of our life—comprise seventy years or scarce

eighty years
;
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also their fury is idle, empty,

tor hastily it is vanished and we—fly away.

Who knows the greatness of Thy anger,

since Thy terror is like to Thy majesty ?

to number our days therefore teach us,

and to offer a wise heart

!

3.

Return, O Jahve ! how long—

?

Have pity on Thy servants !

Refresh us speedily" with Thy grace

that joyously we may exult, so long as we live !

Make us glad as many days as thou hast bowed us down, 15

as the years we have seen evil !

Make appear to Thy servants Thy deed,

on high to their sons Thy glory !

So may the mei'cy of the Lord our God come upon us !

and our handiwork—O guard it for us,

and our handiwork— guard it

!

Ver. 2. It appears that circulate ^ v"in may stand poetically

in general for " lie in the birth, in the origin,'^ and it is hardly

necessary to express ^2"^n as a pure passive. To God as the

second person ^.r^^^^ in this connexion cannot be readily

referred. 7S must be predicative. Ver. 3 ^3? as fern, suhstaut.

W- for the more usual n., which mode of writing, here and

there, might probably begin somewhat earlier, § 173 6. Num.
xi. 20, JQ-1t27 is plainly from the preceding •^tC'-H and from Gen.

iii. 19.—Ver. 4. The figure is the more suitable if we consider

how in the evening at the very moment when the previous day

is passing away, when the space is leaving us, it seems shortest

to us ; like, again, a fleeting watch or a third part of the

ensuing night, where justly a still shorter portion than a day is

chosen, because in the still night all appears to move more

slowly.—Were the ^^^1'T, ver. 5, a word of action. Thou didst

stream them aivarj, and the reading throughout correct, the sense
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would be : if one observes an utterly vanishing human world,

they appear as streamed away as by a flood from God, or

rather like a fleeting vision which vanishes on awakening in

the morning, and breaks up into nothing (see xxxix. 7, Ixxiii.

20, Isa. xxix. 8). Into this double figure would then be

pressed immediately as a third, that of the quickly fading

grass, thus : in the morning already, early, soon (comp. ver. 14)

like the grass, that passes away, F)bn poetically = i:iV, as the

LXX render it by Trapepx^a-Oai. But here the poet would feel

that it was well to follow up the briefly expressed figure of

the grass of the morning, and hence would thus continue

:

in the morning indeed it blooms and—passes away never-

theless, for already towards evening it fades and withers.

For without doubt bb"i!3 is to be understood not of the cutting-

oS" of the flowers, since the whole beauty of the comparison

rests upon the fact that the flower still blooming iu the

morning dies unobserved, but certainly the same day through

the heat of the sun, xxxvii. 2; Job xiv. 2; Isa. xxxvii. 27.

Thus figure after figure would here most quickly press in,

whereby the second ''i?.?? would obtain a somewhat difiereut

reference ; and one must say that this very fulness and diSiculty

were peculiar to this Psalm.

The translation then would be :

hast streamed them away, a dream they become,

in the morning—like to the grass that passes away

;

in the morning it blooms and passes away,

towards evening it withers and is dried up.

But the figures would thus be too greatly involved iu one

another, and too obscui-e ; and n7r^ with its inchoative ^'^
i''!7.r7,

Job xiv. 7, signifies where growth generally is spoken of, drive

after, newly swell. Thus crip^T formed from a rilonT
(§ 257 b)

might signify their stream, i.e., according to Nah. ii. 9, their

mass, and as a word of multitude, be connected with the plural

'^"•7"?
; but it is much easier to compare as cnD~iT with an
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Aramaic shrahat (which tlie Pescb. here gives), and to explain

as their races. But in that case thenpnn is better drawn to the

first member, and the same is suppKed at the end of the following

one, since om* poet does not shun, after ver. 1 7, the repetition

of similar words. The best sense of the whole discourse is

however only completed when we take the ^^^, ver. 3 (§ 367 h)

as introducing the antecedent sentence to vv. 5, 6, so that

ver. 3 becomes merely an intermediate proposition,

Ver. 7. We need this recourse to Thee, /or— . With the b^
ver. 9, tbe thought is g-eneralized, which also lies in the whole

connexion. If generally in the course of centuries the age of

men has sunk so low ; the greater human complications^

strivings, passions became, the more wasting-away, the speedier

death, the greater feeling of the reflex working of tlie anger

of God upon the increasing unnaturalness. ^"^^y."? tiiitJter we

have, standing at the goal, looking back at the end of the

course, let our years go like ci sound quickly arising and as

quickly passing away ; for the word H^n fg so most correctly

understood, as was observed in the Beitrdgen zitr gescJiicJite der

altesten auslegung, I., p. 62.—Yer. 10 Cn2 is: in them are=
they comprehend ; for whatever is in a thing or a human being

it embraces, comprehends, comp. eV avTw, John x. 11, and

similarly is applied in the Arabic 2^y.—The rn^2^3 CSI, seems

to admit of the signification : and if the days are with strength;

but the Pesch. has alone correctly memaxhasan, and scarcchj,

like vix from vis, /m6\i<;, properly, with trouble. Then Ct^T must

be understood as sive. It is to be regretted that the idiom is

not elsewhere found : but the last in this connexion appears

certainly to be the nearest and readiest; comp. also hally, with.

some trouble, i.e., scarcely, Ilamdsa, p. 203, 7. ^i^"^, tlie fury,

the rage of life is youth, the most energetic time, when man is

full of the most impetvious projects and actions ; but how many

of them are attained 'I This raging noise is vain and en\pty,

for if at the goal of life we look back, it has unexpectedly and

hastily fled away (t2 passed by), and we are already as good
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as fled from fleetiug life into the grave.—Vcr. 11. ^^"l'^. is

here throughout objective : the fear which any one diffuses by

his own means, fearfulness, majesty (Ez. i. 18), according to

the infinite measiii'e of which in God His anger at sin and His

punishment is directed, so that if man would continue in further

sin against that majesty, still remaining infinitely high, the

farther would punishment proceed. Thus to number, that we

wisely number our few days (Col. iv. 5), therefore teach such

things, and that we in consequence of this may offer to God as

the best sacrifice (Hos. xiv. 3, Ps. xl. 8) a heart of wisdom;

W331 continuation of nh^pb (§ 350 6).

Ver. 16 gives the sing. *7b27D the better reading, because

here manifestly the one great Divine deed is desired, the

Messianic, to which the prophets of the eighth century so often

point, Isa. xxviii. 21; xxix. 23; Hab. iii. 2. But thus the

outcome of this song gives, by this significant and emphatic

indication of the Messianic hope, the most unmistakable hint

of its true period.

2. New elevation at the end of the eighth centduy.

32-35. Psalms xlvi., xlviii., lxxvi., lxxv.

And in fact, once more did at least the southern kingdom

rise, towards the end of the eighth century, to a higher flight,

—when Sanherib's army, just when it imagined it had con-

quered and destroyed Jerusalem, left Palestine, struck by a

deadly blow, and the Assyrian rule remained for a long time

broken. The fall of so great a worldly power at so unexpected

a time, and in contrast to such slight external resources as

Juda possessed, was bound to awaken in every way joy and

rejoicing as well as profounder reflection. Few times in

Israelitish history are there so striking at the moment, and so

influential in the result, as these. For, in the first place, there

was again given, after a long period of misery, a grand token

of Divine delivei'ance, powerfully arresting the attention of all

nioi. The old times of JMoses and of David a])pcared to be
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renewed,—that which was once only related in story being now

actually beheld and experienced (xlviii. 9). Such a deliver-

ance has indeed meaning and signiticance only for those who

are striving on behalf of the truth to draw near to Jahve, and

could only in trnth inspire and elevate Israel, in so far as it

was the genuine Israel. Meanwhile, at that epoch, after the

fall of Samaria, it was only Juda, and especially Jerusalem,

before whose walls the Assyrian had already encamped,

threatening the Temple, which had been wondrously delivered.

Jerusalem and its Temple had been preserved as the firm

impenetrable bulwark, before which the heathen^s wild rage

and lust of destruction suffered a rebound. Thus all the

splendour of those times was reflected upon the holy city, the

sacredness and inviolability of which was now apprehcmded in

a much higher,' sublimcr manner than before. The recollec-

tion of loftier blessings, the eternity of the Divine salvation in

the true community, and firm hope were connected more

closely and more firmly with the picture of the city, holy

through long ages, formed by great heroes and prophets, the

fixity of which appeared immovable as the Divine energies.

Out of these feelings error and bliudness might no doubt be

readily generated at a later time (comp. on lix. 12). However

in that first period this view is pure and innocent, because still

entirely drawn from the first prophetic inspiration.—But if on

the other hand the experience of that period taught also in the

most emphatic manner the transitoriness and the inward

corruption of fancied power and of wild heathen feeling, there

lay further in that experience the most serious exhortation to

all light-minded kingdoms and men, to distinguish the true

power from the false, and not to pass away in vanity and dark-

ness. There was too, finally, the ti*anquil hope that at last all

peoples of the earth, even the now estranged heathen peoples,

would attain to true insight and reverence. The period then

conceals a mass of higher truths in its bosom : and many as

arc the prophetic discourses which explain at this time such
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teachings and hopes^ there are also several poetical voices

which arise to glorify in nervous brevity and vividness the

life and aspiration of the time. Pss. xlvi. and xlviii., if not

from the same poet, yet originated and were sung almost at

the same period ; and they express the first stirrings of feeling

after the great event,—full of rapture, and of the joyous inspi-

ration of the time, hovering about the immediate present, and

hastening on with light and bounding step. Pss, Ixxvi. and

Ixxv., certainly from the same poet, but as it aj^pears, one

diffei'eut from the former, speak on the other hand already

more from the distance, more in the style of a review, more

prophetically, and Ps. Ixxv. is even predominantly prophetical.

But all these songs are beautiful, noble traces of a grand

period ; and Isaiah himself might almost be esteemed the poet

of Ps. xlvi., but that of Ps. xlviii., the pupil "of Isaiah whom
we discover in the fragment, Isa. xxxiii.,—so much that in word

and spirit is in the highest degree related to him, do we find

here (comp. the Propheten des Alien Bundes i., pp. 293 sqq.,

Gesch. des V. Isr., iii., p. 632, 2nd edit.) But we must never

forget that the purely original inspiration belongs to the

Prophet, and songs of a period like the present are but an

echo of the much mightier and more original voices of the

Prophets.

In Ps. xlvi. there is the stirring of a joyous consciousness of

the protection and of the strength that is in God the Lord of all.

His power, the most raging peoples, like the stormy seas of the

world, must feel. He now from the holy ti*anquil seat of His

mild rule in Sion quells the storm of the earth and of the

peoples, and fi>r and wide has changed war into peace. O
that all peoples, at last become wise, would tui'n to Him !

These very general contents are completed in three strophes,

while the fundamental thought, " God is to us in the stormiest

distress Salvation,'^ wherewith the song begins, is gathered up

at the end of each strophe into a brief and powerful refrain.
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Thus all three strophes contain the ever more widely developed

confirmation of that primary truth. The firet, vv. 2-4^ brings

out this truth in its most general form ; the second, vv. 5-S,

leads us nearer to Sioii, which is peculiarly the soft and

tranquil seat of God, far from earth^'s storms. Before it there-

fore all the raging of the wild fermenting elements vanishes,

its citizens, even in the midst of the universal vacillation of all

things, enjoy protection and hope. The third strophe, vv. 9-12,

finally points, in admonition and encouragement, to the present

clear illustration of God^s great deliverance, and the destruc-

tion of worldly rage and clamour, and thus the conception is

completed. In I., p. 191, it was remarked that this song

as a true public hymn is so arranged that the whole community

should fall into the refrain at the end of each strophe. Hence

it follows of itself that it must be supplied in the present

ari-angement of the words after ver. 4, where it was omitted

purely through a copyist's error. And as this refrain consists

only of a most simple pair of members, just so each strophe

only of three verses, or six verse-members.

1.

God is a refuge to us and strength, 2

a help truly found in times of need.

Therefore we fear not if the earth shakes,

if in the heart of the seas mountains tremble.

Though its floods roar, ferment,

mountains tremble when it swells : *

[Jaltve of Hunts is with us,

a firm fortress for us Jakob's God /] 5

A stream's brooks rejoice the city of God,

the high and holy dwellings of the Highest

;

God Himself is in her : she trembles not,

help her will God, the morning draws near.
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Peoples roaredj kingdoms trembled,

sounded His thunder^ earth is dismayed :

Jahve of Hosts is with its,

a firm fortress for us JaJwh's God ! *

Come, behold the deeds of Jahve,

who did high wonders on the earth
;

10 who stills wai'S even to the earth's end,

breaks bow, and blunts spear, scorches chariot in the

fire!

" Cease, and know that I am God,

am high beneath clouds, high upon earth !

"

JaJive of Hosts is ivitli us,

a firm fortress for -us Jalioh's God ! *

Ver. 3. "^''^'7 cannot possibly be here " change, alter,"

but in the original signification '' move." LXX, suitably,

rapdaaeadai. The meaning " change'' is derived from this,

although the Lat. mutare is not from movere. The connexion

of the fourth verse appears doubtful. As it would be foolish

to connect it immediately with the following thought, vv. 5 ff.,

it might at first be supposed that it was a direct continuation

of ver. 3, the infinitive with 3 (§ 350 h) passing into the

finite verb. The suffix V must in any case refer twice to the

sing. C2^ sea, to be supplied in general from ver. 3, and ri1S2

denote its violence or excessive swelling in an earthquake.

Comp. Job xxxviii. 11; Ps. Ixxxix. 10. Vv. 3 and 4 would

then be either connected with ver. 2, or we must assume that

after ver. 4 the refrain, vv. 8-12, had fallen away, and this

latter is indeed on other grounds thoroughly probable. But

against this is the point, that in this way the earthquake would

merely be further described, without necessity and without

purpose, ver. 3 being in that case fully sufficient, especially in

so short and iugitivc a song. It is better therefore to take
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the wliolo verse as in sliarp opposition to the following

(§ 362 h) ; in other instances the opposition—especially in

brief poetic language^—often lies merely in the sliarp contra-

position of thoughts and words, as cxix. 51, 61.—Ver. 5. As
he discourse now comes to Sion, it was readily suggested to

place in opposition to the clamour and raging of external

foreign powers just mentioned, the never-exhausted refresh-

ment of the softly flowing, calmly recurring Siloah, which is

elsewhere, about this time, used as a figure of the gentle,

peaceful, and yet ever refreshing rule of Jahve in Sion,

Isa. viii. 6. Eternally as the brooks of this stream refresh

8ion, so with Jahve's protection. He in time of need '^^'ill very

soon {" towards the arrival of morning,^' i.e., before a night

passes, comp. xc. 14, xlix. 15, cxliii. 8) help her. If then, as

at that time, the whole earth is in uproar and dissolution at

the time of Divine judgments, ver. 7, there remains neverthe-

less for Sion Jahve's protection, ver. 8. On the connexion of

the ii^tp, ver. 5, Ixv. 5, comp. § 293 c—In ver. 9, ^'^^^^ must

signify stupenda, the LXX, not incorrectly, repara. Quite

cognate also, according to the original root, is the ^thiopic

Tiiadem. emdt. The astounding deeds of God are the destruc-

tion of an enemy so mighty and well equipped as were the Assy-

rians, and the restoration of peace far and wide over the long

wearied and exhausted earth. The chariots designate like the

horses, xx. 8, that which is un-Israelitish.—Ver. 11. Then

breaks out, on this prospect, indignation at the pcrverseness

of false power and arrogance into a brief exclamation of

strictly prophetic exhortation. Ps. Ixxv. further develops what

is here briefly sketched.

If Ps. xlvi. is thus of the most general contents, and so

comprises all the lofty feelings of the time that it might be

sung by the whole people even upon the battle-field, so, on the

other hand, Ps. xlviii., according to ver. 10, is (juite properly

designed for a Tom])le-song, nnd has in view in the first
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instance Jerusalem and the Temple mount alone. For it

expresses, in thanksgiving to the Saviour of Sion, pre-emi-

nently the joy at the high dignity and glory of the holy city,

and the firm hope that Jahve will in future ever protect and

guide her, as she now shines, wondrously protected and pre-

served in spite of the destructive rage of the enemy. With

the main thought that Jahve has proclaimed himself in Sion,

and will further protect her, the song begins,—with this closes

each following strophe ; and even in external particulars

this song bears the highest resemblance to the preceding. It

likewise falls, in the course of its progress, into three

strophes : the first develops the most general features of the

thought, vv. 2-4 ; the second shows the dignity of Sion more

in detail from the latest history,—how tliat a multitude of

mighty allied kings were suddenly in the neighbourhood of

the holy place seized by a strange terror, and fell back, and

the ancient history of the overthrow of Pharaoh was repeated

in their case, for the defence of the holy place, vv. 5-9. The

third turns finally to the jubilation and thanksgiving to God

for this, now loudly resounding in the Temple as throughout

the land and the whole earth. He in this rare moment was

clearly recognized as the great Judge of human affairs, by

whose defence, in spite of all wicked and evil-minded men,

Sion now shines in greater stability and glory than ever, and

who shall be perpetually known and praised as the eternal

guide of Israel, vv. 10-15.

According to I., p. 154, the song retains the true

ancient form of a song of joy in the characteristic that its

three strophes are gradually prolonged, from three to five and

to six verses, or from seven to ten and to twelve verse-members,

but these almost throughout of the most elegant brevity.

But along with this there is also a manifest similarity with the

preceding in the construction with a refrain after each strophe,

in which the congregation is to join, although it is wanting

after vor. 4, and runs somewhat differently at the end. But
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this much is clear, that in it, quite simihu'ly to the case on

p. 167, in the royal song, the ever was always to be repeated.

1.

Great is Jahve and praiseworthy greatly 2

in the city, the holy mount of our God.

Of beauteous elevation, delight of all the earth

is the Sion's mount, the extreraest North,

fortress of the great king :

God has made himself in her castles

known as a firm retreat

!

[God vj'iU 'preserve her for ever /]

2.

For the kings, lo i took counsel, 5

drew on together;

hjoking thither they were forthwith astonished,

were thrown into confusion, thrilled with fear

;

Terror seized them there,

Convulsion as of a woman in travail

—

by a storm from the East

which breaks in pieces Tarshish-ships,

—

As we had heard, so we saw it

in the city of Jahve of hosts, the city of our God ;

(iod wUl lireserve her for ever ! *

3.

We think O God, of Thy grace, 10

in the midst of thy Temple :

as 'J'liy name God, so resounds Thy praise to the ends o^

the earth

:

of righteousness is Thy right hand full .'

Sion's mount rejoices,

Judah's daughters exult,

because of Thy judgments !

—

Go about Sion and circulate ai-ouud her,

<'()unt her towers
;
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observe her wall, reckon her castles

—that ye may tell it to the coming age \

1 5 this is God, our God, for ever and ever :

he will guide lis to eternity !

Ver. 3 is one of the signs of the way in which the fancy of

the poet looks upon Sion, in itself small and insignificant, with

ever higher splendour, because of its religious dignity (comp.

below on Ps. Ixviii. 16, 17). It is termed here oifair elevation,

rising on high with gentle blessing as the seat of true religion,

the centre (Ezek. v. 5) and the delight of the whole earth ;

and it is placed as in the eidreme North, i.e., according to

primaeval Asiatic conception in the inviolable distance and

sacredness of the extreme North, upon the mountains of God

that reach the clouds, as the city of the great Jang, of Jahve, as

the heathen supposed the mountain of the gods was the seat of

all the gods. Unquestionably the poet glances, in ^'iC!? TlDT',

at the conceptions, again come into great currency through the

rule of the Assyrians, of the mountain of the gods in the extreme

North (Isa. xiv. 13). But in sharp opposition to all Ass^'rian

belief he transfers this mountain to Jerusalem, and holds

it to be equivalent to Sion ; almost as w^e speak of Olympns.

Besides, the North, apart from the East, passed for sacred

with the Hebrew from primgeval times, (Levit. i. 11), as indeed

originally all Southern Asiatic peoples looked to the North

as the seat of gods. That the mere locality of Sion is intended

to be described by these words (comp. Williams, Tlie Holy City,

p. 396) is a notion unworthy of the poet ; although we must

not overlook the fact that the exaggeration was the more

readily suggested because the Temple lay on the north-east end

of the ancient Jerusalem.—Vv. 5-8, a fugitive description, very

fine, corresponding to the haste and sudden turn in the action,

of the haughty, vain march of the kings (who were allied with

the Assyrians, Isa. xxxvi. 4-6) against Sion ; comp. Isa. x.

28-34. In accordance with their design, thov advance in good
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oi'der ; but as soon as they are in the neighbourhood of Sion,

as they dare to lift their impious eyes toward the sanctuary,

they are affrighted by sudden panic and fear of death, as if a

fearful storm, shattering the strongest ships of Tarshish (the

Tarshish-ships), drove them back from the holiest place, which

they desired to profane. On l^'f^^j!?, comp. § 341 d and

360 b. Thus was a great example of Divine judgment,—such

as was at that time told and heard only in ancient stories,

especially of Pharaoh,—seen and heard, and that in a new place,

in Sion, ver. 9, comp. Job xlii. 5.—Ver. 11. In correspondence

with the name, or the inner being of God which had long

been open to men^s recognition, and therefore as high and

worthy as is His Name,—so highly now resounds His praise

everywhere, because it is now one of the rare earthly moments

when the inner being of God comes into manifestation

most clearly and most powerfully, so that all may recognize

His true splendour and glory, and may praise Him as His

Name deserves. May the freshness and inspiration of this

moment long last, and the recollection of this miracle—how
Sion, despite the rage of superior foes, already prepared for

destruction, was so well preserved and remains in all her

ancient splendour—never be effaced ! And although—accord-

ing to Isa. xxxiii. 18—the haughty Assyrian but a short time

before had the towers counted, as if he ^^ ould seize and destroy

them all in a moment,—Sion now sees once for all how,

in spite of all this, there is not the least loss of its fortifications.

What splendour, what strength,—the wonder may be told to

the after-world!—For (ver. 15) He who so wondrously guards

Sion, is God, our God, for ever; Re will (juide lis (here the

sentence cannot end) into eternities, LXX et? tov<; aicova<i, if

n'lab^ is read. The plur. is indeed 2'''3^3?, but the termi-

nation nV (§ 174 d, 177 d) is not altogether unexpected. To

explain "over death and after" according to the Massora

appears very feeling ; but is suspicious as totally unprepared

for here.— Otherwise it might bo supposed that the word here

ID
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(I. pp. 224 sq.), just as in xlvi. 1, is intended to have a musical

significance, and so stands in a subscription to this song. But

(p. 35) such subscriptions are not proper to the Psalter, and,

in any case, something would be wanting here, if the word did

not belong to the verse.

As Ps. xlviii. is a kind of continuation of Ps. xlvi.—similarly

Ps. Ixxvi. starts, as if connected with Ps. xlviii., from Sion as

the place from which God has mightily revealed Himself as

Judge. But it directs our glance to the whole of Juda as the

seat of the purest kingdom of God upon earth. For it is

applied predominantly to tranquil contemplation and instruction,

striving to hold fast the inner and permanent significance of the

great event. In this Psalm the infinite power and glory of Jahve

has been made manifest, before which even the most splendid

and wcll-eqnipped foe blenched, and also—a higher truth

—

His holy justice, before which no impious man can stand,

—

embracing the whole earth. But thus must it be, thus must

Jahve act : for his work must be finished, all men must finall}^

come to true understanding and humility. As the poet, impelled

by these purely Messianic conceptions, would praise God, the

song of itself falls into four perfectly uniform strophes,—the

first and the last two being closely inter-dependent, but the

third stands side by side with the second as its supplement.

In the first he praises Jahve generally as great in Sion, and as

the annihilator of the peoples that have pleasure in war, vv. 2-4.

In the second, he further celebrates the splendid power of

Jahve, which surpasses all things, which even the mightiest

may not resist, vv. 5-7 ; and praises in the third, in correspon-

dence with this on the other side, the high and holy justice

of Jahve over all peoples, vv. 8-10. Finally, he subjoins,

looking into the future, the inner, eternal basis of tlie Divine

activity among men,—namely, the necessity that in the end all,

even the most furious and the most enraged, should come to

the thankful acknowledgment of God. that all men alike

would do homage to Him, to Him who subdues the pride of
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all kings ! vv, 11-13. This close rises somewhat higher, and

with more vital energy, and is in fact the most bcantifnl, the

most powerful, and in significance the weightiest portion of the

whole. The four strophes ai-e, in accordance with the

didactic spirit of the song, of a highly tranquil and uniform

tenor, each of three verses and six members.

1.

God makes Himself known in Juda, 2

in Israel His Name is great.

For His tent was in Salem,

and His resting-place in Sion
;

There He brake in pieces the flashes of the bow,'

shield and sword, and war ! *

2.

Splendid art Thou, more glorious 5

than the fortresses of robbery.

Bare of arms wore the stout-hearted, slumberino- their

sleep,

and all the men of might found not their hands
;

at Thy threatening, O Jakob's God,

lie stunned both horse and chariot.

3.

Thou—awful art Thou,

and who will stand liefore Thee when Thou art

angry ?

Thou didst cause right to sound loudly from heaven,

earth feared and—was silent

;

when God arose to judgment, 10

to help all earth's sufferers. *

4.

For the rage of man will praise Thee,

to Thee the remainder of rage will do honour,

15 *
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Utter and pay vows to Jalive your Clod !

let all round about Him— offer homage to His

majesty.

He mows down the spirit of the nobles,

fearful He to the kings of the earth.

Ver. 3. A new poetic abbreviation from Jerusalem, the

verbal signification of which had become obscure in later

times, while the former signifies ijeacpful, place of peace,

which appeared to the poet the more suitable, because it was

precisely Jerusalem that was here to be described as the holy

place of Jahve, before which war and rage must be hushed.

On 1 for our for, see I. p. 173.—Ver. 5. in mountain is here

plainly, from the addition of rohhery, a fortress (like xxx. 8)

inhabited and adorned by tyrant-lords,

—

e.g., with splendid

shields hung on the walls, HL, 4, 4 ; Ezek. xxvii. 10, 11
;

Heeren's Hist. Schriften, Th. 2, p. 359. Firm and splendid as

may be these robber-holds, gleaming in the distance ; mightier

and more splendid, though invisible, is Jahve. This has even

now been confirmed, w. 0, 7. For coming down from such

robbec-holds and trusting in them as their God, the Assyrians

in proud array of arms fell upon Jerusalem. But the splendour

of their arms and their courage availed naught. Bare of their

arms the bravest lie in the sleep of death, having no longer at

their command their hands, once so menacingly lifted against

the sanctuary,—having, as it were, lost them, and not again

finding them (comp. cxxxvii. 5). With them lie also chariot

and hoi'se (comp. xx. 8) motionless, as in the deepest sleep.

As in the second strophe the general thought, vv. 6, 7, was

illustrated from the last great experience, just so in the third,

vv. 9, 10.—Ver. 11 contains a very lofty conception. Jahve

judges and punishes to this end alone, that the ungodly even

who are most raging and furious in their senselessness, may at

last come to the knowledge and therewith to the praise of

Jahve. And although many may fall under punishment, at
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least the remainder, instructed by such powerful experiences,

will yet be saved ; comp. Ixviii. 30 sqq., B. Isa, xlv. 24. Thus

more briefly and emphatically : the fury of men itself will

praise thee, turning suddenly into its opposite, and as if

against their will. According to this clear sense of the whole

we are to read for I2n^ after the LXX eoprdaet, aoi, ^.r'-^'H,

since out of "f^nn if "] was written somewhat too short or read

falsely, "i^nn might readily arise. "i^Hri yields in itself only

a highly inconvenient and strange, and in this connexion quite

unsuitable sense. On "^"^, ver. 13, comp. Isa. xviii. 4, 5, from

the same time, a very important coincidence of figures and

thoughts. Also the use of the 'T\ ver. 9 (§ 359 c) is, according

to B. Isa. xxxviii. 15, a thorough characteristic of the poets of

that time.

If the preceding song was predominantly contemplative, the

last, Ps. Ixxv., is now quite prophetic in its style. For with the

overthrow of the Assyrians all the evils and wants of the time

were far from being removed. On the one hand arrogance and

scorn were broken, yet on the other there was a fresh

threatening of it, because in Israel itself there was much of

baseness fermenting. Hence the prophets of this higher time,

Jesaja, Mikha, in the midst of the rejoicing justly regard the

fall of the Assyrians only as the first visible beginning of an

universal judgment of God upon all peoples, and find in that

very great event itself a support for the assurance that Jahve

will ever, even in the last confusions and storms, restore right,

and give peace. By the truth of such prophetic discourses

the poet feels himself so profoundly moved, that these thoughts

are anew kindled within him, and re-echo in this song in most

forcible and characteristic language (comp. Ps. xii. which

originated, according top. 198, in a similar manner). Whilst a

prophet develops a series of thoughts, the poet, impressed by

a single profound word, may further intensely feel its force,

and express it in bokl fasliiun ; i'ur the prophet must seek
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Truth on a grand scale, while the lyric poet enters into the

intensity of particular great feelings. After in this way the

joy of that time, with the words and truths peculiarly appropriate

in this connexion, has in the beginning found expression, vv. 2-4,

he gives utterance most fully to the pi'ophetic primary truth out

of his own heart and with his own stamp of language, vv. 5-9,

and concludes with the resolve of eternal praise to Jahve,—

a

similar prophetic diction once more powerfully resounding in

his mind, and not suffering itself to be suppressed, vv. 10, 11.

Thus there are three strophes ; but so constructed that the

intermediate one is made the most restful and most weighty,

the first and last sound only as prelude and epilogue.

I.

2 We sang praise to Thee, God,

we sang praise, and Thy Name is near

;

Thy wondrous deeds were told.

" For I choose a fixed time

;

I—1 judge rightly
;

let earth and all her inhabitants tremble :

I have set firmly their pillars. '' *

2.

5 To the fools I speak : be not foolish !

and to wicked men : lift not high the horn,

lift not on high your horn,

speak not with insolent neck !

for not from East and not from West,

not from the desert, from the mountains :

but God will judge,

casting this man down, lifting up that man !

But Jahvc holds a cup already,

pours in of wine, foauiing, of full mixture :

—yea the dregs shall suck, drink

all the ungodly of the earth.
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3.

But I will ever pi'aise^ 10

I will play to Jakob's God !

'^ And the horns of the wicked all do I cast down
;

the horns of the righteous shall be exalted \"

Ver. 2 : near is Thy name, brought most near to us all. Thy

high being has made itself most sensible, as it can only be

manifest to man, comp. xlviii. 11 ; and immediately vv. 3, 4,

the poet now repeats what appears from the prophetic rejoicing

of that day peculiarly to belong to this place,—namely, how in

the fall of the Assyrians the eternal righteousness is revealed in

its activity and influence, inasmuch as God in this event puts

the truth before man that He judges at the right time and

allays the storms. On ver. 4 comp. xlvi. 3, 4, 7, the highest

mountains appear to be the eternally fixed pillars of the earth,

and firm as they are, in spite of apparent trembling,—so is the

righteousness and help of Jahve unshakable and eternal.

—

Vv. 7, 8. The desert, the mountains iP'^IP in the st. ahs. is

to be read with trustworthy copies and editions) must here

through some poetic variety correspond to the East and West.

It may be most safely assumed therefore that the barren desert

is that usually so called, that towards the South, especially

extending towai'ds Egypt,—consequently the South is denoted.

But the fruitful mountains, according to the situation of

Palestine, designate those of Lebanon and Hermon, and there-

fore the North (comp. cxxxii. G, Hag. i. 8, also similarly,

Ezek. vi. 14). But in this way the sentence is not completed.

Ver. 8 first contains the completion of the sense : not from

here or there, from Assyria, or Egypt, e.g., comes the true judge,

so that one, if he came from one single side, might readily save

himself and flee ; but from heaven He comes, God Himself,

invisible, and surprising all, as irresistible judge. He has

already (ver. 9) made the beginning with punishment, for

many already arc prostrate, stupefied by the wine of death
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which Jahve as the Host of all offers them as their proper

portion at the feast. But this cup is full of intoxicating wine,

and all impious men shall be compelled to drain it. Note

what emphasis here and in ver. 11, where the other figure,

begun in 5, 6, is completed, is laid upon the thought, that all

impious men must everywhere fall. The words, ver. 9, give

certainly the foreshadowing of Jer. xxv. ; and the change of

the / of the poet and the / of God, vv. 10, 11, is not more rapid

than in B. Isa. xlviii. 15. Which I is meant in each place is

plain enough from the sense of the proposition in both

instances.

In point of time, the song of King Hizqia would be placed

in this connexion, which is explained in I. pp. 161 sqq. ; but it

originated with an occasion remote from the otherwise lofty

thoughts stirred up by this period.

A more distant echo of the lofty inspiration of those times

may bo however traced even in the rural thanksgiving song

36. Psalm lxv.

After the long drought and vain hopes of rain, an abundant

rainfall had refreshed the whole earth, ploughed land and

pasture and desert, and lifted up the standing corn which had

been quite parched by the drought, so that the richest harvest

might be looked forward to with the most joyous hope.

It is readily explicable, that universal rejoicing should arise

at this, and those who had earlier made their vows in the

Temple at Sion and prayed for rain, now should on the spot

pay those vows with thanks to Jahve. But the manner in

which the thought is carried out is peculiar and unusual.

According to vv. 6-9, this event fell in the period of great

movements of the people, and of a powerful convulsion of all

kingdoms and lands, in which the final conquest of the violent

and rude had taken place, and Jahve had been proved to be

the true defence of Israel,—in short, in the times after the
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great fall of tUe Assyrians. As Jalive had now made Himself

known to the people amidst the disquiet and storms of the

kingdoms as the only great and almighty giver of peace, and

righteous director of the whole earth,—so at this moment in

nature. From nature as from history Jahve is praised, and

His way of working in nature then only receives full light and

powerful meaning, when he is recognized in the higher spiritual

revelations of history. The greater and more glorious Jahve

thus appears, the more humble must in justice the thanks-

giving to Him in the Temple be; not confused and wild

jubilation, but dignified hymns of praise corresponding to the

sacredness of this spot, of those who ponder the infinite

greatness and goodness of God, as contrasted with their own
unworthiness. In such a sense the poet here becomes a worthy

interpreter of the noblest feelings of the people, assembled for

a solemn festival, and sings in its name and on its behalf a soft

and tender, very beautiful song. In the first strophe the

feelings of those who begin a worthy thanksgiving prayer are

expressed, along with an appeal to Jahve, vv. 2-5. Then in

the second the universal praise of Jahve, based on both nature

and history, resounds, vv. G-9. In the third, finally and appro-

priately introduced, thanksgiving for the last, just experienced

benefit, with a delightful description of the joy and pleasure

everywhere being diffused by the refreshing ram, concludes the

poem, vv. 10-14.—On the evidence of the language, the son"*

falls probably in the beginning of the seventh century. The

style is somewhat forced and artificial, the progress in par-

ticulars no longer so easy and bounding, only raising itself to

a higher pitch at the end through the feeling of the present

high joy. But in other respects the song is extremely pregnant

in its contents and rich in thoughts. The most emphatic

brevity and depth is united with peculiar loveliness and tendei'-

ness ; and we must not here forget that the priestly poetry of

which wc have manifestly here a sample, may readily have an

archaic and harsh sound.
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Each of the two first strophes moves in four linos and eight

verse-members, these for the most part of the elegant mode of

construction, but so that the concluding line in both assumes

the long foi-mation. But whilst the third strophe adopts five

lines, with thirteen members, the whole is moulded (I. p. 154)

as a genuine song of joy and thanksgiving. Tn other respects

this song bears great resemblance partly to Ps. xlvi., partly to

Ps. xlviii.

1.

2 To thee praise is due, O God, in Sion,

and to Thee the vow is paid

!

Thou who hearest prayer,

to Thee come all mortals !

Sin oppresses me all too heavily :

our faults

—

Thou will forget them !

5 blessing to him whom Thou choosest and adoptcst

in Thy courts to dwell

;

let us refresh ourselves at the delight of Thy house,

at the Holiness of Thy temple !

2.

Wondrously dust Thou vouchsafe grace to us, God
of our salvation,

hope of all earth's bounds, of the farthest sea !

who with His powder furnishes the mountains,

girding Himself with might

;

softens the sea's roaring, waves' roaring,

likewise noises of the peoples,

that the farthest dwellers may fear thy wonders,

sunrise and setting Thou fillest with rejoicing !

3.

10 Hast visited the earth, streaming over her,

richly fructifying with a gush of God, full of

water

;

their corn nroparing, as Thou dost thus prepare her:
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licr furrows soaking, washing down her clods,

under showers softening her,

blessing her shoots.

Ilast crowned the year with Thy goodness,

and Thy steps dropped fat,

the very pastures of the desert dropped,

and with rejoicing the hills are attired,

the meadows are clothed with sheep,

and the valleys are covered with corn ;

they vie in exultation and—singing !

1. Ver. 2. On '^*^'^ as adverb : quietly, quietly resigned,

see Ixii. 2. But this would not readily suit in this place, and

the expression is better with the LXX, nj^'^ being read, as

part, from nXiT he like, fitting.—Ver. 3. All mortals who come

with thanks to Him who hears their vows, are simply all who

lived at that time in Juda, great and small, for all without

distinction solemnize this feast of thanksgiving. But it is

self-intelligible that we are by this expression directed

especially to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, as also the further

words, ver. 5, compared with Ps. xv. 1 (pp. 84 sq.), still more

closely suggest. But every community that approaches to the

Holiest must before everything feel its unworthiness (^'^^'1?

'^'?.^''[ matters of sin, expresses, according to § 286 h taken

generally "sinful things,'^ related to and arising out of sin).

Therefore it begins here, ver. 3, the closer address with this,

and hopes only from the Divine grace forgiveness, ever highly

sensible of the blessing by which it is permitted to enjoy in

the Temple the delight of the Divine nearness. And this is

the more expressive, because at that time the exile in the wider

sense had already begun, and many, hindered by it, could not

get to the festival at Jerusalem, Isa. xi. 11, 12 ; Ps. 1., xxxiv. 2.

The sing., interchangeable with the plur., when the congrega-

tion speaks of itself, is here and there so found in some later

songs, xliv. 2 sqq., comp. Ixxx. 15-20 ; although the connexion
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is here more abrupt than in other places, and the LXX with

some copies read the plur.

2. Ver. 6. 712V is closely connected with "?
: listen with

something, i.e., listening, give or grant something, as cxviii. 5,

cxliii. 1, On P1% see on xxiv. 5. Note well how throughout,

in songs of this period, the wide compass of Jahve's power

presents itself to the feeling of the inhabitants of the earth :

Thou hope of all ends of the earth and of the sea of the distant

ones, where at the end of the earth, on the ocean the furthest

men do dwell. Comp. Isa. xi. 11, 12. Thus the first words of

this strophe, ver. 6 a, allude to the rich blessing of which m the

third only the poet further speaks. But the matter of further

significance likewise brought out in ver. 6 h,—is alone by

itself of sufficient importance to fill the whole following con-

tents of this strophe, vv. 7-9. It is pre-eminently the sweetness

and gentleness of the Divine power which is here brought out,

conformably to the object of the song,—how He girds Himself

with power and strength to make again fast the shaking

mountains, and again compose the roaring waves, comp.

Ixxv. 4, Isa. xvii. 12. Yet on the other hand, there is mingled

with this descrijDtion at once a more serious element, in plain

allusion to the great deliverance which Jerusalem had at that

time found from the world-storm of the Assyrians. While

God girds Himself like a hero of war ivith omnipotence,

(n"l^32)^ ]ie furnishes inouniains with his strength, so that

mountains which but now appeared to tremble not only again

become firm, but may also afford protection to His people,

with manifest allusion to the firmness of Sion, comp. Ps.

cxxv. 1. Thus this forms the best transition to the noises of

the seas and of the p)<^oples, ver. 8, according to xlvi. 2, 3, 7 ;

and there also follows, as is expressed retrospectively,

ver. 9, that all must at once fear Him and yet rejoice. The

^"ilf?^ "^17.? \^?"'^ is noteworthily expressed with brevity : in

full it would run ^1^, ^^p^ nph S2'l», '^iprise of the morning

and scttinjif of the evcninaf." But because of the yfreat
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similarity of the morning and evening redness, by which the

two appear Hke brothers, the last is more briefly linked to the

first, N2?ia taking the dual (or plural) . A similar construction

is not infrequent in Arabic (comp. Gr. Ar. I., p. 156, note), and

especially the passages of the Qor'an adduced in Lehrh. § 180 a,

also djaban, the month Ragab, and the following himran,

" the moon-brothers," i.e., moon and sun {Ibn-Khacan, p. 57,

3, 200) and in Indian, as sandht, in the dual, the morning and

evening rednesses, Man. 2, 69, 78, i:)itaraii, '^ father and

mother,'^ jjarentes, and other instances of the kind. According

to the more ancient figure of D'!,?^"'.^ the time of the setting of

the sun, and bordering upon this, ^rilj7? noon in the wider

sense.

3. The last strophe depicts the last piece of prosperity in

two stages : ver. 12 returns to the beginning of ver. 10.

The 2bQ is the second object both to ni^i/i^''^ and to HSni^n

(§283&). In the following VP^ there is a play of thought

and of words. Thou preparest tJieir, i.e., man^s com, as

necessary for men, which was about to be dried up and perish,

for the harvest, because Thou dost thus preioare it, i.e., the

earth, namely as is described in detail ver. 1 1, § 280 a, 350 a.

The TrU is throughout in this song equivalent to furnish,

prepare, jit out, both in ver. 7 and here twice in ver. 10. But

here it gives rise to the play of words and thoughts that God
furnishes the crops which had become weak and sickly for the

later harvest, because He already /wrwis/ies the earth for them,

as expressed in ver. 11.—Ver. 12. While the rain necessary

for the harvest, now at last falls (as latter rain) in a year which

at the beginning had great promise, and in the highest

abundance, God has, as it were, crowned the year with his

goodness. And everywhere, whither this blessing of God had

come, or whither it is felt that God Himself has come with

blessing,—His steps drop with fatness, superfluity, even in the

unfruitful pastures of the desert (Job xxxviii. 26, 27) ; even

the flocks appenr more joyous and more numerous. The
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plural of the reflexive ^2??7"nri^ cau scarcely be rendered more

briefly than is above attempted.

3. The last times of the kingdom.

But notwithstanding these facts, the times—in what concerns

the condition of the people and the existing kingdom—soon

again become more perplexed, feeble, and unhappy. The

elevation of the people above spoken of towards the end of the

eighth century soon passed away. The prosperous rule of

Hizqia was followed by the long melancholy period of Manasse,

during which the people sank into that condition of deepest

confusion, the beginnings and origins of which reached up to

earlier times. For the more powerfully the nobler prophetic

element of the ancient religion was by degrees aroused, and the

deeper the influence of the great prophets of the eighth

century,—especially in the elevation of the people under

Hizqia— impressed itself on all relations, the more decisively

did the inferior element which yet clave to the ancient

religion, or in the course of time had been added to it, strive

for dominance. The heathen nature, not yet fully vanquished,

forced its way into the light with the more violence and

menace, the less strong and enduring the kingdom became,

and the more, by the invasion of foi'eign powers, heathenism

was favoured in Palestine. There may, indeed, have come from

the stranger, along with many evils, much that was good and

useful in the lower things of life ; but since frivolity and

ignorance of higher truths sought at that time, mostly on the

side of the innovators, to burst the old bonds,—so on the other

side, among the conscientious and faithful the contradiction and

opposition became more severe. A violent struggle is kindled,

troubling the innermost relations of the kingdom and of the

house, the parties stand in fierce and irreconcilable opposition,

cmbitterment and hostility pervade everything, and the few

faithful are often assailed by severe persecution. The party of

the faithful docs indeed attain an external reformation under
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Josia, and Holy Scripture becomes from that time generally

more known and read, and therein a firmer meeting ground for

the faithful is established. But the division of parties becomes

thereby for the moment only the more pronounced and irrecon-

cilable ; while in that very external reformation lay concealed

the new temptation to be contented with the externals of the

ancient religion, and to take shelter behind the appearance of

piety, and people and kingdom, in the midst of these ceaseless

destructive struggles, suffer increasingly and approach their end.

As the whole life of the people now at last issues in this

struggle, and the noblest endeavour of the spirit is narrowed

down to it, the songs which are preserved from the beginning

of the seventh century in ever greater number, must bear the

strongest traces of it. The ancient rcstfulness and dignity

disappear more and more, the pure loftiness of earlier un-

troubled times ; even in song is depicted the strained and

bitter state of feeling, the convulsion and irreconcilable

alienation, the whole dark suffering of the period, and the

stamp of the language tends to sharpness and violence. We
see here many of the most faithful reverers of Jahve and of

the most undaunted prophets, through their inflexible resistance

against the increasing wickedness and perversion of the time,

thrown into a whirlpool of suffering. All sufferings and

griefs of the time rush in a mass upon the few who had

determined most sharply to oppose its crimes and blacknesses.

And it is no wonder that under these sufferings,—especially

among those faithful who have not yet achieved, like the poet

of Pss. xvi., xlix., the eternal hope which vanquishes death

itself,—the horror of despair should threaten, and the most

grievous complaint should break forth. Nevertheless, faith

is for the most part victorious, most nobly, and in the most

beautiful form, in the songs sung possibly by a prophet ; since

in the prophet lived the higher, clearer consciousness, most

immediately and most powerfully, which was the impulse of

the faithful, Pss. Ivi., Ivii.

In several songs we see only the conflict in general,—the
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warding-off, the revolt, the cry for help against evil, and the

longing for better things, Pss. v., xxvi., xxviii. ; from others

manifold dangers are apparent, deep sufferings and sore con-

flict, when exposed it might be to the biting scorn of foes, or

to the dread of a deadly sickness, Pss. cxl.—cxlii., Iv., xxxi.,

XXXV., xxxviii., Ixxxviii. From the excess of grief and the

too severely wounded feelings, there springs up here and

there amidst the fierce division of parties a flash of impre-

cation, while distress, incapable of self-solution, turns back

against its cruel author, Iv. 16, 24, v. 11, xxix. 4, comp.

xli. 1 1 h. But with chastising severity pure prophetic truth

rises up against all such perversions in the most manifold

ways, involuntarily flashing forth along with the prayer for

help, Ps. Ixiv., comp. above Ps. xii., as a thundering voice

against wickedness, Pss. lii. 1., as biting scorn and contempt

for vice, Ps. Iviii. And in spite of all provocations and dis-

tresses the higher repose and blessedness now and again

obtains the pure and untroubled victory, Ps. xxxvi.—These

songs are also to be recognized by the fact that here and there

an echo of older words and verses is heard. We place here,

following as far as possible the times and the poets, in the

first place,

A. 37-39. Pss. CXL.

—

cxlii.,

a series of songs of such similar contents and of a stamp so

uniform,* that it cannot be doubted they are of the same

poet; again, such relations are brought to light in all of

them that no real difficulty is to be seen why the same

poet should not have composed them at brief intervals, as,

moreover, in the succession of time these songs might very

* The figurative idioms of nS, the noose, cxl. 6, cxli. 9, cxlii. 4, very

strongly distinguish this poet. This word is, with exception of 'Amos and

Hosea, very rare in old writers, including Jesaja, and is not frequent in such

connexions until the later Psalm-poets and other writers. A similar note

is the fact that all these three songs bear no trace of a retrospect of Jerusalem
;

perhaps because the poet belonged to the kingdom of the Ten Tribes.—In

other respects, (he language of these songs is related to that of Pss. xvi., xvii.,

xlix. : biif wo cannot discern the s.inic ])oet in these.
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well follow one another accoi'ding to the present order. This

presumed, the occasion of the songs, so far as we can learn

from themselves, was thus brought about. At a time when the

heads of the party of the faithful and conscientious are perse-

cuted extremely, and their community broken up in the most

fearful manner (clxi. 5-7), the poet, as it appears a prince or

eminent warrior (cxlii. 8, at the end), would be also overthrown

by the multitude of the light-minded who had now come into

power. It is desired to bring him over to the ruling party,

and it is hoped that by suitable means this object may be readily

attained ; for probably the poet had not previously been the

very warmest and most strenuous adherent of the other party.

(clxi. 5.) It is therefore sought to terrify him by a threatening

accusation (cxl. 4, 13), or again to flatter him (cxli, 4) ; in

short, a variety of snares are laid in order to tempt him, or, if

this be impossible, to destroy him (cxl. 6, cxli. 9, 10, cxlii. 4).

But these very trials only excite the more powei'fully the better

feeling of the poet, and instead of giving himself up to evil

seductions, he becomes only the more intensely conscious of

Divine truth, and turns the more hopefully to Jahve. Yea, he

would rather take reproaches and chastisement for his earlier

lukewarmness and imperfection from the party of the faithful

to which he now purely inclines, than yield to the alluring

seduction (cxli. 5). And when, amidst such steadfastness, his

enemies at last treat him in the most dreadful manner, cast

him into close confinement, and there leave him to starve

(cxlii. 8) : his bosom, amidst tlie storm without, in the nearness

of death, though urgent and panting for deliverance, fails not

nor doubts of Jahve. To observe this unfolding of the inner

mind of the poet in the progress of the action itself, affords

here a peculiar pleasure. For we have few songs so closely

attached to one another, which, like particular members of one

inseparable whole, reveal the individual stirrings of the noble

soul, pulsing on with the movements of an extraordinary time,

but in itself unchangeable.—It is difficult to nscoi-t.tin more

10
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exactly the time and the poet; but most probably the sense

of the songs would belong, if not yet to the kingdom of the

Ten Tribes, to the times o£ the rule of Manasse. The lan-

guage also is devoid of any trace of an imitation of older

songs.

Ps. cxl. Twice the persecuted one cries, as out of the

deepest distress, to Jahve, each time depicting those by whom
he sees himself so mercilessly pursued ; more fully, vv. 2-4,

5, 6 ; then first he begins in the two following small strophes

to become conscious of the grounds of his confidence in God.

Nevertheless, he is again so powerfully moved, in the midst of

his address, by the thought of the life-danger which threatens

him through such foes, w. 7-9, 10-12, that at last, with a few

brief powerful words expressive of up-looking to God, and not

till then, he regains entire repose of heart, w. 13, 14.—In

consistency with the great disquiet of the moment, the stream

of his language gushes forth in a somewhat long series of five

hasty strophes, of which each carries six verse-members, and

the last only is shorter.

1.

2 Set me free, Jahve, from evil men,

from rude men preserving me,

who think evil in their heart,

every day stir up wars,

have sharpened tongues like serpents,

conceal the dragon's venom on their lips ! *

2.

5 Protect me, Jahve, from the hands of the wicked man,

preserving me from rude men,

who meditate to overthrow my steps !
—

Proud men have hidden cord and nooses for me,

stretched a net on the side of the track,

laid snares for me. *
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3.

I say to Jahve : my God art Thou :

take heed, Jahve, of my loud supplication !

Jahve the Lord is the strength of my salvation,

covering for my head on the day of arming,

Grant not, Jahve, the wishes of the wicked man,

let not his scheme succeed that they conquer !
*

4.

The poison of those encircling me

—

10

let them be covered with the perdition of their lips !

let coals be hurled upon them,

let them fall into the fire,

into pitfalls that they may not arise !

The slanderer shall not stand on the earth,

the cruel man—evil hunts him to headlong ruin !

5.

I know that Jahve will conduct the right of the sufferer,

the affair of the helpless !

only righteous men will give thanks to Thy name,

upright men dwell in quiet before Thee.

. Ver. 5. To overthrow viy steps, that I, in the matter which I

defend in my life, can no more stand upright and proceed.

—With the beginning of the third small strophe, ver. 7, first

plainly appears the great turn in the sense of the entire song.

Nevertheless the poet can express the brief, cheerful / hnow

with Job (xix. 25) only quite at the end, ver. 13. And since the

words, vv. 7, 8, contain mere contemplation, after which then

only at the end of tlie small strophe, ver. 9, the opening

powerful cry to Jahve for help from vv. 2, 5, recurs for the

third time, to resolve itself at the beginning of the fourth

strophe, vv. 10, 11, completely into malediction: the ^niSp,

ver. 8 h, is not well taken as the second person perf. as if it

16 *
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meant Thou hast given a covering to my head, but as a simple

denominative (§165c, 173 gf). Were now tt;t^-i in ver. 10, as in

ver. 8, the head as seat of life which the punishment must

affect, especially that which comes from above, the Divine,

vii. 1 7 : instead of it in the second member,—since in reflection

on the great crime the excessively agitated language some-

what changes,—the person himself would be named who is to be

struck. But in accordance with the sense of vv. 10-12, 3-6, the

crime of the foes consisted especially in false speeches, so that

the poet says : with the destruction that comes from their own

lijis (evil speeches) let them he covered, that it may completely

fall upon them and bow them down, nD3 connected according

to § 283 h ; and for this very reason the a?S") is better taken as

poison, according to the figure of ver. 4. Further: the K'tib

SttUDS';, JllS'^p^ (Iv. 4) is certainly better, because the more

general expression better suits the sense, while it is sufficient

and perhaps milder to name the mere punishment. O/?-, ver.

11, and ^31/i!5"|, ver. 12, would indeed, according to this

Masoretic reading, be referable to Jahve ; but there ^7^. may

be read ; here, on all grounds 5?"^ is better taken as subject,

giving up the Masoretic accentuation. ^XS^p"^ 72 expresses

a state (§ 341/>). ~'^'!!^ seems to denote an earthquake,

Sym. and Theod. ^oOvvo^, hnmar, Arab., is shake, shatter, from

which figure (comp. Iv. IG). ncm^, ver. 12, appears to he

expressed, prop, shock, ruin, LXX, Karacjidopd. Both words

are found only in this place. Coals, according to xi. 6, plainly,

Jire, according to Gen. xix. 24-28, so that it forms the

transition to the pits. Gen. xiv. 10.—In ver. 14 /> the leading

thoughts of Pss. xxvii., xxiii., are again heard, but throughout

in an independent manner.

Ps. cxli. Meanwhile the attempt must l)e made to seduce the

poet, and entice from him some hasty word or promise; for

after a short introduction, vv. 1, 2, from which it is clear that

the song is sung towards evening, the main portion of this
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prayer dwells upon this strange subject, vv. 3-7. It appears

that at the royal court the more that stress was laid upon the

change of mind of our poet, and the more it was sought to

draw him over to the ruling party of the light-minded,—the

greater was the consideration he enjoyed amongst the faithful

then so severely persecuted, not only as a man, but as a poet.

But the more his poetic art was in request at the court, the

more does he confirm himself in the prayer, in the resolve to

resist all such enticements, and the more will he be on his

guard, at a time when the faithful are most sorely persecuted,

against allowing songs of pleasure to be heard at the court,

according to the wish of the ruling party. Therefore he

concludes at last with an echo of higher hope from the

preceding song, although all around him was gathering up to a

yet much more threatening danger, vv. 8-10. The style of the

strophes as in the preceding song, but altogether only four,

the first moreover shorter.

1.

Jahve, 1 call Thee, hasten to me ! 1

hear how loudly I cry to Thee !

Let my prayer be presented as incense before Thee,

the lifting of my hands as an evening sacrifice !

2.

O set, Jahve, a guard before my mouth,

keep the doors of my lips !

incline not my heart to evil things,

to commit deeds in wickedness

with men who practise evil

;

and let me not taste their dainties !

3.

Let the righteous smite me with love and chastise me ; 5

oil of anointing mollify not my head ! for still—my
prayer sounds amidst their evils !
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their judges are hurled into the hands of the rock
;

and should it be heard that my words are delightsome ?

As if one would cleave through and rend the earthy

our bones were spread for the jaws of hell.

4.

But to Thee, Jahve, Lord ! are mine eyes

;

on Thee I trust, pour not out my life

!

preserve me from the nooses which are laid for me,

from the power of the snares of the wicked !

Into their threads may impious men fall,

while at the same time I—I escape !

The words, ver. 2, allude to the daily evening sacrifice in the

Temple, at the time of which individuals learned more and more

to offer their prayers, comp. the AUerthumer, p. 132 of the second

edit. The dainty bits with which the wicked entice, ver. 4, are

readily to be understood, comp. Prov. ix. 13-18.—Ver. 5 gives

quite sharply the contrast : rather to the righteous will I turn

and follow their advice ; and if they chasten and reprove me
severely because of my previous lukewarmness, nevertheless I

know that their rod is and remains love (Prov. xxvii. G) ; "^P'jl

second object (§ 283 a). Just so : the oil of the head, where-

with at other times the head is anointed for joy and comfort,

—

let it not soften my head ! I will have at present nothing

luxurious, no comfort, that the wicked offer me; ""3^ a volun-

tative, according to § 224 h, like "^P!, Iv. 16, from S13 =
r\2^, ]V be soft, actively,—press, cause something to yield, make

soft, xxxiii. 10, as in German, " weich sein," and " lueichen"

are connected ; therefore also actively in Hiph., "mollify,"

LXX correctly following the sense, XiTravdrco. The cause

for mourning is : because the righteous are still ever suffering

so severely, therefore the poet during their calamities must

pray. "") "^"^2? still is it

—

that, is only somewhat more emphatic,

comp. Zech. viii. 20, Prov. xxiv. 27, §348 a.—Ver. 6 must now
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manifestly describe more in detail these calamities, as still

more ver. 7. Their judges, the mightiest, the heads of the

righteous sitting in judgment, are thrown into the power of the

rock. The "'7.''. hands, if indeed the language were of an

actual rock, might be understood as its sides, or clefts, but

even then in the actual sense we should have no clear thought.

In any case this word must be figurative, as is most clearly

shown by the corresponding passages, ver. 9, Ixiii. 11. But if

then it were proposed to take the rock as real, as if the sense

were : they are horribly hurled down on the rock or from it,

and, as it were, so handed over to the power of the rock, that

they are dashed in pieces by it, this fearful mode of death

having actually occuiTcd, 2 Chron. xxv. 12, comp. cxxxvii. 9,

Hos. X. 14 ; this would be difficult to conceive, both as regards

the words and the fact. But the rock itself may stand in many

figurative ways as the dry land, unfruitful land (Prov. xiii. 15,

Job XV. 34, comp. xxiv. 8). Then the being thrown into the

hands of the rode or being given up entirely to them, will

•signify simply the bitterest want, such as is described by

another figure, ver. 8. The mode of expression is then indeed

very peculiar ; but the present three songs present much in

general of this kind ; and in any case it is notewortliy that the

rock nowhere in them denotes, as in so many songs of similar

character, in Davidic fashion, refuge.—In the second member,
^3?^l^1.

(§ 349 b) may very well refer, as a question, to the

future ; and,—whilst the poet asks whether, when the heads of

the righteous have so ignominiously perished, it should be

heard that he is singing pleasant songs at the luxurious court,

—he now actually does that for which he had desired the

strengtli in vv. 3, 4 ; he guards strenuously against profiming

as it were the voice of his song, and doing anything against

the faithful. ]3ut indeed the suffering of the friends to which

the poet will remain faithful is too terrible to allow of his not

alluding to it by a further harsh figure : and if, ver. G a, the

language were used of an actual dashing to pieces on the
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rocks, it might be supposed that the poet included himself, in

deep fellow-feeling, amongst the number of the already slain

heads, exclaiming : we are already as if reduced to ruins, our

bones are seen scattered on the ground as on a field of battle

(Ps. liii. 6), given up to the jaws of death, as if they had been

as pitilessly cut through, scattered and thrown about, as the

ploughman cuts up the earth, and throws it about, 2 Chron.

XXV. 12. This explanation appears not impossible in these

certainly very compressed and abruptly uttered verses, and

is suitable to Ps. liii. 6 ; nevertheless, the explanation of

the living ones, ver. 7, better agrees with ver. 6 a and with

the words themselves, as though they were so emaciated

and dispirited by constant fear and fasting, that their bones

stand far out and apart, as if their sufferings had pierced

through them as terribly as the earth is ploughed through,

sundering their body, and in this way giving them up to

death. Comp. xxii. 15, 18, Hamdsa, 246, ver. 1 fr. Fdkihat

Chid. pg. 13, 5 V. u. n^QIXSS is : Jihe one who splits, i.e., as if

one splits.

But only the more convulsively does the poet tear himself

away from all such melancholy pictures and thoughts of death,

to turn back his hope, vv. 8-10, upon God alone, and conclude

the song in consistency with its beginning, and thus nothing

further follows but the most glorious echo of what is most

beautiful from the preceding song. "^3 may as an interjection

deny, like imo, no ! yet ! or hut ! Lam. iv. 15 ; Isa. ii. G ; viii. 23

;

xlviii. 2. The sing, suffix in V~I733D ver. 10, is most readily

referred to HQ, ver. 9, the threads of the noose, of the net.

Ps. cxlii. At a later time, under ever increasing oppression,

new outburst of supplication, this time merely a most urgent

cry for help at hand ; for the poet already sees himself

forsaken by all men, languishing in lonely confinement; the

whole forming but one impression, breaking forth in three

small strophes, each of six mostly very short verse-members.
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While these three songs thus gradually become shorter, they

are related to one another very similarly to the way in which

Ps. vi. is related to Ps, xiii. See above, pp. 183 sqq.

1.

Loudly I to Jahve cry,

loudly I to Jahve pray

;

2

pour forth before Him my sighs,

tell my distress before Him,

while my spirit becomes faint

:

yet T/ioii knowest my way, how snares are laid

for me in the path that I walk

!

Though I look to the right hand and behold : 5

I have none there who knows me

;

lost is my refuge,

not one asks after my soul.

1 cry to Thee, Jahve !

I consider. Thou art my refuge, my portion in the

land of the living.

3.

Observe my crying, for I am very miserable

;

deliver me from the persecutors,

because they are too mighty for me

;

Let my soul escape from the prison,

that I may praise Thy name,

the righteous wait upon me, that Thou shouldst do

me good

!

The circumstances under which the poet hopes for a hearing,

are, according to ver. 4, first his complete exhaustion,

secondly the certainty that Jahve knows his way, or as it is

immediately explained, knows well how dangerous is his life-

way through the craft of his foes. If in ver. 5, ^"'Sn and

'^*!'l were imperative, one does not see who would be suitably
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addressed, since to suppose God here would be unseason-

able ; in that case too "'^''P''/ would be found ; therefore better

(§ 328 a) as inf. abs. (in which case '^^'^ must be read) : to look

to the right and see ! i.e., though I never so earnestly—behold,

there is none who recognized me, who did not overlook and

despise me, none who as friend and advocate defended me in

need ; for a friend, according to this, places himself as a

defender on the right side of the accused person (but the later

custom is different, Zech. iii. 1 ; Ps. cix. 6). On "^177^, ver. 6,

comp. xvi. 5 sqq.
—

"'"'^?'7j ver, 8, is not properly surround, and

then lurk, wait (borrowed from the hunter or warrior, who on all

sides watchfully lurks for his prey), but from ~in2= ~inp, "^"^p,

as Piel, Job xxxvi. 2, and as here the LXX and Aq. rightly

translate. The poet was unquestionably a man of consideration,

whose fall or deliverance must be a sign of the time.

40-50. Psalms lv., v., lxiv., lii., xxxvi. ; liv., lxi., lxiii.,

lvi.— lviii.

The greatest probability presents itself, that all these songs

are of the same poet, as they, even in the present Psalter, with

the exception of v., xxxvi., stand all very nc;ir to one another

and form the main stock of the collection, Pss. lii.—lxiv. We
might most readily conjecture another poet possibly in Pss.

Ivi. and Ivii. alone, because their stamp is somewhat more

elevated, were not the other resemblances too great. Wo
view the poet, even if in very different situations, as never-

theless generally the same in position, feeling, and impulse.

Obviously he is a prophet; in Pss. Ivi. and Ivii. he allows

himself in his conflict with the world plainly to be recognized

as such ; and as with the prophet the word and the truth is the

highest thing, so he fights in every instance especially against

the perverted tongue, lying and cunning. No earlier poet

speaks so constantly of the false tongue, v. 10; lii. 4, C;

lv. 10, 22; Ivii. 5; lxiii. 12; lxiv. 4, 9. Comp. similar

expressions only in xii. o, 1 ; cxl. 4 ; lix. 8 ; xxxi. 19 ; cxx. 2, 3.
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But his song rises with perfect purity to prophetic height and

origin, whether it be only in passing over into urgent aspira-

tions, xxxvi. 13; Ixiv. 6-11, or with design throughout, Pss.

lii., Iviii. As prophet further, he best knows what the Divine

work in the human race is, how it is known and advanced,

lii. 8, 9; Iviii. 11, 12; Ixiv. 10, 11; and his most severe

morality, which everywhere shines out, his sacred earnestness

strikes the party of the light-minded and violent fre-

quently with crushing blows, with the fiery glow of unceasing

malediction, v. 11; Iv. 16, 24; lii. 7, 8; Iviii. 11, 12;

Ixiii. 10, 11. But such outbursts in these times are very

readily pardonable in him in the character of a prophet.—As

such, he once lived in the neighbourhood of the sacred place

as its diligent visitor, and its delight and protective security

is everywhere most vividly present to his eyes, v. 4, 8 ; Iv. 14

;

lii. 10, 11 ; liv. 8; xxxvi. 9; Ixi. 5; Ixiii. 3. But while we

see him in Pss. Iv., v.. Hi., quite plainly, living in Jerusalem

itself, rejoicing in the delights of the Temple,—according to

Pss. Ixi., Ixiii., he is manifestly wandering in the distance,

with mournful recollections of the Temple, and thus gives one

of the first examples of the sorrows and struggles of the

exiles. But certainly he went into exile long before the

destruction of the Temple, and he may have sung under Josia

and his immediate successor, since according to Pss. Ixi., Ixiii.,

Jerusalem was not yet destroyed,—to which the words,

especially Iv. 11,—comp. with Ps. lix. explained below, point.

—Add to the above, that in particular features the stamjD of

the language admits of the conclusion that the author is the

same. The phrase in the shadow or in the covert of Ills wings,

is as frequent here, xxxvi. 8, Ivii. 2, Ixi. 5, Ixiii. 8, as it is

otherwise rare, xvii. 8 ; bbn Pi. and Hipt. very freely used

Ivi. 5, 11 ; Ixiii. 6; lii. 3 ; Ixiii. 12 ; Ixiv. 11 ; ^T^ (see above

on Ps. xxvii.) is nowhere so frequent as in these songs, and in

like manner the plur. ^'^^^f with the exception of v. 10,

Iv. 12, lii. 4, Ivii. 2, is only further found in xxxviii. 13
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xci. 3, xciv. 20, a word whose singular, Hi. 9, is likewise rare.

^h^V wickedness is found only in Iviii., iii., Ixiv., vii., pbn
smooth, in the figurative sense, only in v. 10, Iv. 22, xxxvi. 3,

by the side of xii. 3, 4 ; the interchange of "i^D and 27^^, with the

exception of the remoter resemblance, Ps. ii. 1, 2, only in Iv. 15 ;

Ixiv. 3, whilst WT^ is generally rare in this signification.

Further, 2|*""|S so shortly, the enemy, for my enemy, my
enemies, usual elsewhere, recurs in Iv. 4, Ixi. 4, Ixiv. 2,

elsewhere only in vii. 6, Ex. xv. 9 (whence perhaps it is

taken, as —v "'"i.tt?";, xxxvi. 11, Ixiv. 1, and other instances from

Davidic songs), possibly about the same time, ii. 10, xliii. 3,

xxxi. 7, and later cxliii. 3 ; Ixxiv. 3, 10, 18. na^p^ D^ni >B?3«

in like manner recurs, v. 7, Iv. 24 (comp. the simpler CS"*^!

""^^^Wj xxvi. 9, lix. 3, thence repeated later, cxxxix. 19),

2TD "^"^y^, V. 7, Iviii. 4, the figure of the fat, xxxvi. 9,

Ixiii. 6, and other instances of the kind.

In the structure of the verse the recurrence of the last

word to the first after intermediate sentences, is peculiar to this

poet, Iii. 1 1, Ivii. 4. On the whole the poet^s art tends

decidedly to the structure of longer lines than in the preceding

poet. And although in the times when the 'Temple had long

been standing, poets speak ever more frequently of vows and

their discharge, yet the manner in which this is done, liv. 8,

Ivi. 13, Ixi. 6, 9, betray again the same hand. In this way

these eleven songs plainly, according to all indications stand

apart as songs of the same poet. If it is sought to compare

therewith those partly similar elsewhere, as Pss. cxl.—cxlii.,

too much that is dissimilar will always be found. Yet probably

the interpolated lines in Ps. xxvii. (pp. 176 sqq.), of the sup-

pliant song of a devout man pursued by extreme party hatred,

according to all signs, belong likewise to our poet.—We
arrange them here on the assumption that those still referring

to Jeruaalem are the earlier.

The long song, Ps. Iv., leads us very deeply into the inner
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contests and dangers of Jerusalem,* in tlio last century before

its destruction. Among tlie whole people, high and low,

continuous misunderstaudiug and endless schism, so that

friend despises and betrays friend ; a condition of things like

that depicted by a prophet of those times in his manner,

B. Mikha, vii. 1-6,-j- Peculiarly forcible is the schism of those

who take a frivolous view of the ancient religion, or entirely

give it up, who even shun not the base arts of dissimulation

and of deceit, in order to injure the more serious, or utterly

hunt them down. By such faithlessness and villany the poet

now sees himself to be unexpectedly surrounded ; and it admits

no doubt, according to vy. 14-15, 21-22, that a friend, whom
he had hitherto heartily trusted, had suddenly deceived him,

shamefully slandered him, and thrown him into the most

urgent danger. Already the persecutors took counsel how

they might utterly destroy him and his following, ver. 10.

Thus between the most fearful oppression from without and

the most violent emotion at the unworthy treatment of his

friend, and the brutishness of the people, he here cries for help

to Jahve, that he may recover inner repose and serenity in

Him. The song shows predominantly the highest trouble and

disquiet, somewhat soothed towards the end. But even when

the language is more composed, there arises again unexpectedly

the excitement, hard to be mastered, concerning the friend's

unworthiness, vv. 20 sqq. Not till quite at the close does

complete tranquillity set in. First, urgent entreaty to God for

help from the threatening danger, which has so terrified the

peaceful poet and in so deadly a manner, that he longs to be able

to flee far aM'ay from the populous and as it were beleaguered

city, into the desert, vv. 2-9 (2-4; 5-0). Then, on a closer

view of the civil discord, and the villany of the light-minded,

therewith connected,—the poet, keenly affected, cannot refrain,

* For by the city, ver. 10, cprtainly Jerusalem is to be uudcrstood. conip.

§ 277 b.

t Comp. on tliis prc'iiliot tlic Jahrhh. lierBihl. Wisi^., xi.. p. 2'.).
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in his violent passion, from desii'ing at Jahve's hands, the

annihilation and punishment of all evil counsels and deeds,

vv. 10-16 (10-12; 13-16). Only after this outburst does he

return more calmly to himself, and seeks and finds in entire trust

in Jahve, strength and repose, silencing his rising reflections on

the unworthiness of his opponents, w. 17-24 (17-20; 21-22;

23-24). Thus there are three long strophes of eight two-

membered verses each, but so that the middle one is the most

emotional, and hence (if no verse has been lost) broken off at

the end as before a mighty spasm, and possibly shorter by a

verse; the last is the longest.—The more detailed circum-

stances of the situation of this poet cannot unfortunately be

now discovered ; but that the song falls in times when even the

great men were greatly degenerated through foreign conquest

or ascendancy, is shown by vv. 13, 15.

1.

2 Observe, O God, my prayer,

and hide Thyself not from my supplication !

incline to me, listen to me

—I am dizzy in my sighs and must complain !

before the enemy's cries, before the oppression of the

impious man,

because they cast destruction upon me, and in wrath

persecute me !

5 My heart turns in my bosom,

and death's pains have fallen upon me

;

fear pierces me and trembling,

that a shuddering covers me,

and I think : would I had wings like the dove,

that I might flee and—come to rest

!

—yea, far hence would I flee,

would pass the night in the desert !

—

that I might hasten to a refuge for me

from the rushing wind, from the storm !
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2.

Bring to nauglit, Lord, split asunder their tongues ! 10

for violence and brawls I saw in the city

;

by day and night they surround it on its walls,

and destruction and misery is in herself

:

corruption is in her midst,
,u^rf
—

and from her market departs oppression and deceit !

—

For it is not a foe that scorns me, that I might bear it,

my hater shows not pride against me, that I might

conceal myself from liim :

No, thou, a man as my equal,

my friend and my acquaintance,

we took sweet counsel together,

walked together into God^s house in fellowship

—

Death surprise them ! may they sink alive into hell

!

because wickedness is in their storehouse, their

bosom.

—

3.

I— I will ci'y to God,

and Jahve will help me
;

evening and morning and at noon I groan and com-

plain !

(so He hears my voice,

redeems by salvation my life from the stress of battle,

because they made war against me with many)

may God hear and bow them down Who is 20

throned from of old, *

—them, w^ho have no fidelity to their oath, and who

fear not God !

He has laid his hand on his friends,

has profaned his covenant

:

smooth are the butter-lips of his mouth—and war his

heart

;

softer than oil arc his words— and yet drawn

swords !

—
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Cast upon Jalive tliy care and He will care for Thee,

will never suffer the righteous to totter

!

and Thou, O God, wilt plunge them into the pit of the

grave
;

the men of blood and deceit live not half their life

;

but I—trust in Thee !

1. What is first briefly suggested by the second member of

ver. 3, is further developed in vv. 5, 6. On the —a of emotion

in •^'?"*n^ in the signification / must, see § 228 a. In the

drawing of the fine picture, vv. 7-9, the sentence, ver. 8, is

manifestly interpolated, or rather ver. 9 resumes the complete

picture in the same style of language in order to complete it

:

as the dove flies before storm and tempest into its place of

refuge, so might the poet flee before the storm of his foes.

The last words from ver. 9 hence likewise point back to ver. 4,

as they immediately prepare for the following, vv. 10 sqq., and

it can be in nowise doubtful how the 1'? is to be taken,

''b tdbSJp is any place, which may serve as a place of deliverance

to me; but pi27, ver 7, may, standing alone, signify come to

rest, Ixviii. 19, Prov. vii. 11.

2. The second sti'ophe begins and concludes with the urgent

wish for the bringing to naught of the wicked, so that in the

interval the causes are more calmly explained,—first with

retrospect of the whole band of the light-minded, vv. 10-12,

then especially with a glance at their leader, the faithless friend

of the poet, vv. 13-15. And thus all the magnitude of the

corruption, and the impossibility that such hardened sinners

could improve, having presented themselves to the poet's mind,

—at last, ver. 16, the agitation of his soul breaks forth

irresistibly into the stormy wish, that all these faithless and

horrible men may quickly vanish from the earth (as the old

story told in Num. xvi. 32 sqq., comp. Isa. v. 14; Prov. i. 12),

since indeed, as is more calmly added in ver. 24, it is contained

in the laws of all creation that such reckless ones shorten their

own life.
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How the poet is surprised by this wish and this anticipation

is shown also by the sudden transition thereto,—the more

tranquil description which has been begun ver. 16, being

broken off. The tongue in the first instance, ver. 10, the poet

would see destroyed or split, namely the slanderous tongues of

those who take evil counsel together ; which, as is explained,

ver. 11 a, is the more dangerous, because now to these internal

sufferings of dissension and oppression the similar broils of the

restless suburbans are added.

Were they good men, at least this external danger would warn

them, but these are men who will take warning from nothing.

The tt72-i, ver. 15, in the signification of ''tumult," would

necessarily denote the mass of human beings thronging to the

Temple ; but the word manifestly corresponds here and Ixiv. 3,

to "T^D ; and we are to assume that the root signifies not

merely movement, but also the running together and assembling

(hence mark, feel), comp. ragash, Syr., and the LXX, Sym. on

this passage. The reading '^^1 according to the Q'ri is certainly

more suitable ; delusion came over them, for the notion of

coming lies in ^"s, and the two yield the simple notion

surprise them. The nearest construction of verbs of deceiving

with "^ is in such cases designedly neglected. On ^^\ as

voluntative, comp. above, on cxli. 5, 6, The expression

n"i^''2?"; must signify desolations upon thejn ! which in this

connexion where also after the conclusion of the following

strophe, ver. 24, death must be spoken of, would be little

suitable.—The words, ver. 1 1 a, are probably not to be under-

stood of an actual siege, as in lix. 7, 15 ; such a cii'cumstance

would not be so cursorily mentioned ; but of similar bi'ojls

among the suburbans dwelling around the city (on its walls),

whose dwelling place as outside the city is also distinguished

in ver. 16, by hamlet, "^'l^^, and ver. 12 as 3^m., broad way

(Neh. viii. 16) from the interior of the city.*

* As m^31D Hab. ii. 19, or as more oriprinal. JT^SStt Joel i. 17 denote*

also the store-house (trom ^2^ = ganiar, Arab., = vl03. shut together, collect),

J7
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3. After the poet's soul has thus taken an outward flight,

the beginning of the third strophe shows how intensely and

zealously he would on the other hand turn to Jahve, seeking

strength in Him alone. He draws hope specially from two

reasons : (1) because the enemy attacks him with superior

power, proud in his numbers, whilst God pities the helpless,

ver. 19 p/ ^"^i^P from a battle to me, i.e., from a battle

to which I am forced, as the following member explains)

;

(2) because God never endures faithlessness so specially

shameful as is that which the poet has experienced, so that he

cannot avoid once more drawing the dreadful picture of it,

almost forgetting the connexion of the song, vv. 20-22. But

from this cause he tears himself from the sad picture with a

pithy saying, and the more boldly resumes his hope,—although

at last scarcely able to drive away the picture of the con-

trast, nevertheless trustful, w. 23-24. The niQ-sypH^^^.,

vv. 18, 19, is,—because of the great security with which the

poet here suddenly contemplates beforehand the deliverance

—

expressed instead of TTij^^'V'QW) (§ 343 «) ; but on this

very account these words are only as intermediate sentences, so

that the regular strain recurs, ver. 20, in close connexion with

ver. 18 a.. Expression and turn of thought are very similar in

our poet, Ixiv. 8-11. The words, they were against me with

many (attacked me, solitary, with many), are of similar sound

to B. Jer. iv. 3.—Ver. 20. ntt^V with the LXX, read instead

of itt?"*!, which admits of no reference here, comp. above on

vii. 10. J^lS"'7n, prop, vicissitudines, changes on both sides,

reciprocities, can in this connexion be nothing else than

reciprocal fidelity, sworn fidelity, or that of fi'iendship, which

it may also be supposed that it is intended here to signify the same as that which

is presently termed tlie inwa/rd part, namely the spirit, as the council chamber of

thoughts. The word denotes indeed only the great corn-granaries, not the small,

closely-shut chests ; and flic language here rather returns at the close of the

strophe to its beginning, vv. 101 2 Yet it thus suits the nearest sense so well that

I prefer it in a poet who has used a similar figure, Iri. 19. It must, too, be always

considered that the poet might then allude to the expression of a song much used

at that time.
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rests upon reciprocal obligation and performance, comp.jalofon,

Arab. ; hence immediately, ver. 21,tlie profanation ofthe covenant

is mentioned.—The 251"^., ver. 23, without doubt a substantive

like ^'JP, vv. 19, 22 (§ 153 a), must, it appears, according to

the whole figure, denote " burden,^' prop., that given, given to

bear ; since meanwhile it may be assumed that nn"^= 2M^,

cxix. 131, the signification 'longing '^ or "care" would still

more readily follow, LXX fiepi/jivav, similarly Targ., comp.

xxii. 9 ; xxxvii. 5.

This great song is among those here collocated, certainly in

many points of view of peculiar character both in contents and

in structure and expression ; and moreover stands so close to

the others that we can assign it to no other poet. Hence we

may most correctly suppose it to be the earliest of those pre-

served to us, and that it fell in a period which was for the poet

one somewhat different from that in which his next songs fall.

Ps. V. is with Ps. xxvi. the specimen of a Temple-song, such

as at that time an individual possibly composed for himself

;

and shows, like Ps. xxvi., that even on the occasion of the visit

to the Temple strong internal schisms were developed, whilst

the few faithful stood over against the many vain ones who

abstained from visiting the Temple, partly from indifference

(for there was little external compulsion prevailing) and partly

•from an evil conscience. The poet, on the other hand, a

diligent visitor of the Temple, begs in this morning-prayer

(ver. 4), Divine strength on his difficult life-path, especially

that he may not in the least exhibit a failing or a fall before

those who lie in wait for him with evil intentions, and may

give them no opportunity to rejoice in the overthrow of a

fearer of Jahv^. To this main occasion of the prayer he does

not come however until ver. 9 ; it is prepared and introduced

by a general and urgent cry for a hearing, vv. 2-3, and more

particularly by the observation,—how zealously and willingly

the petitioner appears in the Temple under Divine grace,

17 *
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relying upon Divine salvation and righteousness, whilst he who

shuns the light,—the wicked man for ever cast away from God's

presence,—must flee the spot whose sanctity destroys him,

vv. 4-7. First, in this blessed certainty the poet now again

prays,—since he is threatened round about by the cunning craft

and lying-in-wait of the impious men who seek to take him

with treacherous words,—for strength on his own behalf, and

that of all faithful men, in the certain hope that God will ever

deliver innocence, vv. 8-13. The distress of the faithful at

that time, and the shameless spirit of persecution of the vain

audacious adversaries, must already have been very great. In

pressing fear of this he who here prays in the Temple cannot

but beseech, at the beginning of the last strophe, ver, 11, with

quite special insistance, the Divine protection against it, and

its righteous Divine punishment, whilst he can only repose

in the hope of the just redress of all present human confusions.

Thus the inward unrest breaking forth with increasing violence

is in turn lighted up by the sun of eternal hope ; and his song

is shaped, after the brief introduction, into three equal strophes,

each of eight verse-members.

1.

2 Hear my words, Jahve,

give heed to my meditation !

Bend to my loud complaint, my king and my God !

for to Thee I pray.

2.

Jahve ! early Thou hearest my voice,

early I wait on Thee and look out

;

for not a God who loves wickedness art Thou,

the wicked man is not Thy guest

;

fools shall never stand before Thine e3'es.

Thou hatest all evil-doers,

destroyest the speakers of lies ;

the friend of blood and deceit Jahve abhors.
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But I— through Thy great mercy enter Thy house,

doing homage at the holy Temple in Thy fear.

Jahve ! lead me in Thy righteousness—because of

them that lie in wait for me,

make smooth before me Thy way !

for there is nothing sincere in their mouth,

since their heart is corruption ;

an open grave is their throat,

for they keep a smooth tongue.

4.

Let them repay, God, fall from their places,

overthrow them in the multitude of their sins,

because they rose up against Thee

;

that all who trust in Thee may rejoice,

for ever shout for joy, and Thou protectest them,

and the friends of Thy name are mirthful in Thee,

because Thou, O Jahve, blessest the righteous man,

enduest him, as with the shield, with Thy favour.

2''?n, ver 2, as xxxix. 4.—Ver. 4, "JTl^, equip, prepare,

without further object, is to present oneself in readiness,

appear, like apparere, comp. with parare ; and spy what Thou

commandest, how I in following Thee may be saved (lix. 10).

—

Vv. 5-7 explains why the poet appears so willingly and hope-

fully in the Temple ; because he knows that the God, whose

nearness is here felt, loves not unrighteousness, aflfords no

harbour and refuge with Himself for the wicked. (On -n^,

see § 282 a) . Rather does he destroy for ever the impious Avho

might dare to despise Him.—If, on the other hand, the poet,

with a good conscience, appears with serenity and joy in the

sanctuary, and this because he can there ever refresh and

recreate himself in the contemplation of the Supreme, expe-

riencing as a Divine gift of grace that he can use the words of

ver. 8 in all innocence with new fervour befoi'c God : he is

now truly able to express his deepest prayer for Divino
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strengthening with true faith, ver. 9 (with words quite similar

to those in xxvii. 11). But here he feels himself irresistibly

impelled further to explain, ver. 10, the interjected words,

*' because of those who lie in wait for me :" so little confidence

is to be placed in their smooth words and false hearts, that a

confiding spirit may readily fall into their dangerous snares

as into open pits or graves—the like of which are frequently

hewn out in rocks.—And the picture thus more nearly pre-

sented of these sins carries away the poet finally to such a

degree that he prays the more energetically that they may be

brought to naught, ver. 11, in order that all faithful ones,

shielded by Jahve, may rejoice in Him and in the manifested

right, ver. 12. We must not overlook here as frequently else-

where, the very usual passive after "), § 347 a. Tranquillity

comes with eternal truth, ver. 13; in such unsafe times the

attire of Divine grace which covers the righteous is regarded

above all as one of protection, and so compared with the shield.

But this hope too is placed in dependence on ver. 12, in

accordance with a peculiarity of our poet, which is plainly

exhibited in several of his songs, at their conclusion, liv. 8, 9;

Ivi. 13, 14; Ixiii. 12.—Further, that the l^pn, ver. 8, can

only signify the Divine grace, and does not correspond to the

"7nW~i"' h, is also confirmed by the favourite usage of our poet,

comp. xxxvi. 6, 8, 11 ; lii. 3 ; Ivii. 4, 11 ; Ixi. 8. In this many

poets follow him, but it is quite otherwise in the preceding,

comp. especially cxli. 5.

To this Ps. Ixiv. appears to be next related, where we

see the poet still surrounded by similar circumstances. But

this short song, which begins like a customary song of suppli-

cation, vv. 2-5, falls by a sudden turn into the prophetic vein,

depicting the certain overthrow of the wicked and the final

victory of the righteous, vv. 6-1 1 . But the intermediate

member, from the first to the second member, makes the con-

templation that of the manner in which the wicked act, how
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they come to the ground through their own perversity and

craft ; so that he who closely observes their actions may readily

anticipate that the evil which they plan in order to destroy the

innocent, must— in spite of their extreme foresight and

prudence—fall back upon themselves, being cast upon them

unexpectedly, and on that account the more fearfully and

destructively, as from the hand of God. Fine description

of this sudden turn of things against all conjectures of the

wicked. One might be tempted, because of the resemblance

of this Psalm and Ps. vii., to derive it from David, did not

a closer comparison contradict this view.

The structure of the strophes is substantially the same as in

the preceding song, only the third and last is somewhat

shorter; there is no introduction.

1.

O hear, O God, me as I groan forth my cry, 2

preserving my life from the fear of the enemy,

protecting me from the counsel of the ill-disposed,

from the perjury of the evil-doers,

who like to the sword sharpen their tongues,

bend as their bows bitter speech,

to shoot innocent men in the corners, 5

to shoot them unexpectedly without fear.

2.

They fix on evil counsel,

confer to hide nets,

" who will take heed of them V they think
;

they search through wicked deeds,

are ready with most subtle enterprise

—

and every mind and heart is deeply closed up :

then God shoots them with an arrow,

their blows come unexpectedly !

3.

And overthrown, their tongue overreaches them,

all their admirers llee away :
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10 SO do all men fear,

proclaim God's deed

and pei'ceive His work.

Rejoicing in Jahve, the righteous man will trust Him ;

all the upright in heart will boast.

In open war, according to ver. 5, the enemies do not live,

but by slanders they would craftily overthrow the poet at a

convenient time; on •inn"' § 350 h.—Vv. 6, 7, Striking

description of the extremely cunning, cautious manner vnih

which the wicked prepare their misdeed ; they first closely

take counsel for the deed, thinking that no one (not even

God) will observe them 0^/, half indirectly spoken, § 338 a,

comp. lix. 8), and thus fix in secret a firm resolve. Yet again

they investigate the plan most closely before its execution, and

now they have made the most thorough examination and found

all safe. Now comes the solemn sacred moment of execution,

for which all wicked men wait, strained in silent expectation

and anxiety to the highest degree, as for the hour which shall

at last reward so much foresight and trouble (just as the bird-

catchers are silent in secret expectation when they have all

ready—Wilkinson's Manners of the Ancient Egyptians, Vol. III.,

pp. 45 sq.) : but during the crisis there comes at the right

time Divine punishment, striking the keener and more des-

tructive a blow, because it comes unexpectedly in the moment

when the wicked might believe they had now gained every-

thing. The arrow which they secretly desire to cast against

others, vv. 4, 5, strikes themselves. Because prophetic fancy

foresees this issue as if accomplished, soon with l^pri, ver. 7,

the perf. is introduced, and is continued until ver. 10; in

ver. 11 the usual style returns. ^^HP '^^H inquired inquiry,

i.e., completed, therefore very close (as in Ex. xii. 9; Isa. xxviii.

16; Prov. xxx. 24; comp. § 313 c) as accusative of definition

(comp. Jer. xxvii. 8) dependent on ''SP^, which is not the

first person plural, but as in Lam. iii. 22, arose from ^f^^
; at
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least this most readily suits the connexion, comp. § 83 h.

Otherwise we must recognize here an interjected speech of the

people " we are ready " — D^OS, ver. 8^ is, against the accents,

to be taken with the socond member. Tlieir tongue comes over

them, an additional proposition to the main verb, he or more

indefinitely they (§ 319 a, comp. Ixiii. 11) are cast down so that

the sin of their own tongue (lying), wherewith they would destroy

others, according to 4, 5,—comes upon them ; comp. in words

and sense similar and yet very dissimilar matter, cxl. 10, 11.

If the language in the previous songs often suddenly turned

aside from the whole herd of the wicked to a single individual,

as if the poet had such a ringleader of the others peculiarly

in his eye, Iv. 14, 21, 22, v. 9, Ixiv. 9.—Ps. Hi. contains

nothing further than the bold, seriously threatening outburst

of poetic indignation at the perversity of this individual who

rules by slander and deceit, this proud man who has inherited

riches for evil,—possibly a high placed potentate or servant of

the state ; for the purely prophetic commentary on this poetic

lamentation is Isa. xxii, 16 sqq. ; that the tyrant lived in

Jerusalem is clear from the contrast, vv. 10, 11. The excited

spirit of the poet dwells only on the contemplation and the

castigation of this perversity ; the tyrant speaks and acts as if

the delivering grace of God had been lost in the world ; and

therefore the poet must now the more energetically appeal to

Him that it may remain firm, so that the whole sense of the song

already properly compresses itself into the first brief utterance

of ver, 3. But then he more calmly explains the tyrant's

perversities, and how in requital of them God on His side will

severely chastise the fool for the destruction and warning of

all, with which the language again gradually rises to a higher

pitch, vv. 4-9 (4-6; 7-9) ; and finally adds, because he was

certainly himself one of the many sacrifices of the folly of this

tyrant, a few words of personal consolation and encouragement,

vv. 10, 11.
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The three strophes of this song also conform to the measure

of eight verse-members; the last only is here more shortly

broken off.

1.

3 "Why boastest thou of evil, thou tyrant ?

the grace of God is abiding !

—

Thy tongue meditates destruction

;

like to a wetted knife, thou inti^iguer !

5 lovest evil more than good,

lying more than to speak rightly,

lovest all pernicious words.

Thou deceitful tongue !

2.

So may God for ever root thee out,

seize thee and carry thee away from the tent

;

root thee out of the living land

;

that beholding this, righteous men may be afraid,

but laugh at him :

" Behold the man who makes not God his protection,

and trusted in the fulness of his riches,

was proud in his blind greed \"

3.

10 But I am like a green olive tree in the house of God,

I trust in God's grace, ever, aye !

will praise Thee for ever, that Thou didst work,

and wait on Thy name, because it is dear,

before the face of Thy saints !

That the ancient word "^'"^22, hero, ver. 2, sank down just

as ~i?a, man, from its early high and noble signification,

—

gradually sank in these later times through the guilt of poten-

tates, to the half scornful, half evil signification, in which also

among us our ancient hero is sometimes used,—I have already

observed on Prov. xxx. 1; Isa. xxii. 17.—The figure of the
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sword, of the sharp knife, ver. 4, and similar ones in poets

of this time frequently describe the sharp hurtful speech of

slanderers, cxl. 4, Ixiv. 4, Ivii. 5, lyiii. 5, lix. 8 ; on ver. 6 h

comp. cxx. 3. 02, ver. 7, frequently is thus used for what is

reciprocal, for what is done or is to be done in compensation on

the other hand, Am. iv. 6; Job vii. 11. Now apparently the

tyrant lives in abiding prosperity, deeply rooted and blooming

like the soundest tree (Job v. 3) ; but God will wrench him

forth with higher power, though he were like the firmest tree,

so that he can remain nowhere in a tent, nowhere among the

living upon earth, comp. Isa. xxii. 1 7 sqq. But the tent which

the poet has here is his eye according to old poetic phraseology

(xxvii. 5, 6) is the Temple itself.

—

Tinn, or more strongly

expressed, f]nn, is seize, lay violent hands upon. The nearer

does the comparison of the faithful man with the ever-green

olive tree lie, ver. 10. Thus does he look green and shines,

but not so greatly for and by himself, as in the congregation and

the Temple, prospering by God^s blessing, and ever waiting upon

Him, xcii. 13, 14. But unquestionably such olive trees and

others stood near the old Temple, and were there most carefully

tended.—The phrase worhest, ver. 11, actively, that is for man's

good, becomes gradually more frequent in this period in indi-

vidual poets in this sharp, short acceptation, comp. xxii. 32

;

xxxvii. 5. But the second member of ver. 11 recurs almost

identically, liv. 8, comp. also Ixiii. 4, Ixix. 17, is then further

developed, Jer. xxxiii. 11, and thence frequently in the latest

songs. Comp. below on cxviii. 1 ; cvi. 1 ; cvii 1, and finally

again^ somewhat transformed, cxlvii. 1.

But that the same poet who with such crushing force, like a

prophet, rises in opposition to others, can in other moments

collect himself in the most tranquil contemplation and most

blessed experience, is shown by Ps. xxxvi.—a softer and more

inward song, with grand eternal thoughts. By his outburst

the poet manifestly seeks as an individual to console himself
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under tlie prevailing corruption and danger, becoming the

more intensely conscious of all the consolatory eternal truths.

The progress of the song is hence here reversed. First the

calm contemplation and description—yet concealing no truth

—

of completed wickedness, which might readily excite horror in

the mind of the godly, vv. 2-5. Yet against their power and

quest of pleasure there is the protection of Jahve's infinite

grace, unassailable and indestructible by the wicked. To this

the poet, like all the faithful, flees, vv. 6-12; finally, the mind

of the poet having become greatly elevated and cheered by this

outburst, the brief and certain foresight of the fall of the

ungodly, ver. 13.—According to ver. 9, the Temple was still

standing, and the poet, according to ver. 12, did not j^et live in

exile, but he fears this as something readily possible, whilst he

at present still recreates himself at the Temple, vv. 8, 9.

We have here again in our poet quite the same measure of

the three strophes ; and the last, here too as in the preceding

song, tends to a more abrupt form ; but a verse, as it were

superfluous, is thrown from the powerful ebullition to which the

language, at first tranquil, imperceptibly rises, and forms a

kind of echoing outcry at the end, ver. 13.

1.

2 The saying of sin is in the deep heart of the wicked,

fear of God is never before his eyes :

but it flatters him in his eyes

to find his misdeed, to hate
;

his mouth's words are mischief and deceit,

he has ceased to have understanding, virtue

;

5 only mischief does he meditate upon his bed,

sets himself in ways which are not good, not con-

temning wickedness !

2.

Jahve ! to the heaven reaches Thy grace,

to the bright clouds Thy truth !
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Thy righteousness is as the mountains of God,

Thy judgments like the great sea :

men and beasts Thou helpest, Jahve !

Yet how precious is Thy grace, God !

and sons of men—they flee to the shadow of Thy

wings,

refresh themselves at the fulness of Thy house,

and Thou waterest them with the stream of Thy

delights.

3.

For with Thee is the spring of life
; 10

in Thy light we see light

!

Preserve Thy grace for them that know Thee,

Thy righteousness for the upright in heart

;

let not the foot of pride touch me,

nor the hand of wicked men persecute me !

There are fallen evil-doers,

cast down, unable to rise !

The description, vv. 2-5, pierces very deeply into the nature

of finished villany. In virtue of the law of sequence in

the spiritual life, the feeling and impulse which ever anew

leads the faithful man to the Divine, becoming for him ever

a fresh oracle and unceasing counsellor to goodness, becomes

perverted for the impious man into the opposite, into an impulse

and oracle of sin. It is ever suggesting to him evil thoughts,

pictures, plans, words. (Unquestionably 127 is instead of

"^^7 the reading). No fear of God is before him, but it seems

(ra-^V^ opposite to Vr27, ver. 2, comp. § 217 /.) flattering,

he thinks it fine, it gives him self-complacency and conceit, to

find, to invent and think out his own misdeed, so that he can

be consequential in his sins,—whenever he deliberates and

finds sin to carry out as the favoui'ite material for him,

—

to hate

instead of to love, to entertain universal hatred as the first and

greatest sin,—an explanation of the ]irocodiiig infinitive. The
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two deeds, ver. 3 h, thus form a* climax, as in ver. 4. But the

further explanation comes in w. 4, 5—as he can only think,

speak, commit sin, because he does not despise evil in his heart,

because his most secret feeling finds joy in evil, and no longer

feels any horror of it. But again the second strophe is very

fine and full of feeling, ever rising in strength, w. 6-12. Infinite

as the heaven, as unassailable and indestructible by men, is the

Divine grace,—exalted, infinite, inexhaustible as the highest

(God's) mountains and the ocean. His righteousness and His

judgments, and special punishments, Ixviii. 16, Am. vii. 4.

That which passages like lii. 10, Ixxxiv. 2 sqq., express of the

delight of the enjoyment of God at the sanctuary, rises here,

w. 8, 9, to the purest illustration. Therefore in His presence,

in fellowship with Him, is genuine, imperishable strengthening

and refreshment, true life, pure light, as is vei-y beautifully

expressed in vv. 8-10.—But the poet still feels that the pure

feeling of this pleasure, if it is to be quite safe and clear, must

be yet more deeply founded ; so that he expresses at the

beginning of the third strophe, ver. 10, the truth concerning

all human relations to God,—even without regard to a particular

holy spot,—in the most general and eternal way. And thereby

he first receives the right disposition to pray for that which is

now his nearest want, vv. 11, 12. It is clear from the word

house, ver. 9, i.e.. Temple, that this was not yet at that time

destroyed. The sacred modes of speech remain, it is true,

frequently in their inner sense, and the congregation never

entirely ceased ; but from ver. 1 2 it follows anew that that the

poet still lived in Kanaan. That the foot, ver. 12, of the con-

queror or. tyrant treading upon the vanquished may not pursue

the poet, violently separate him fi'om the community : thus

does he most intensely pray. And as if he felt in the same

moment that he was heard, he cannot refrain, after a short pause

in the language, from further suddenly appending the joyous

picture of this answer to prayer, ver. 13, which presses with

overwhelming force upon his spirit. The j)erf., ver. 13, as in our
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poet above, Ixiv. 7-10, and in all similar passages of prophetic

vision, Ps. Ixxxii. 14.

In Ps. liv. we further see the poet for the first time threatened

by strangers, and condensing his feelings in a short song.

After he has prayed for help from the strange persecutors,

w. 3-5, he becomes, after short reflection, again more collected

and calm, full of secure hope in Jahve; yea, he already

promises for the deliverance joyously contemplated in his

spirit, thanksgiving, vv. 6-9 (6-7, 8-9). The expressions are

on the whole too general to enable us to ascertain the par-

ticular relations of the poet. But the danger of being

violently carried away among strangers was already expressed

clearly by the poet at the end of the two preceding songs.

There are here only two of the strophes of the proportion

usual with our poet ; and the first is too short by one member,

probably because one has fallen away after ver. 4.

1.

O God, by Thy name, save me 3

by Thy power directing me
;

O God, hear my prayer,

observe the words of my mouth
;

for strangers stand against me, 5

tyrants seek my soul,

not having God before their eyes ! *

2.

Lo, God is my helper,

the Lord is a preserver of my life
;

He will recompense evil to those that lie in wait for

me;

through Thy faithfulness destroy them !

With free impulse will I sacrifice to Thee,

will praise Thy name, Jahve, how dear it is,

how it freed me from all trouble,

mine eye Avas refreshed at the sight of my foes !
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From ver. 5 peculiarly it is plain that tlie foes are rude

strangers who rage the more fearfully against a weak Israelite

the less they know and fear the God of Israel. The poet, in

his review of the ancient great deliverance of Jahve, wishes, on

the other hand, merely that Jahve's name, or His strength

—

extolled, as being revealed from ancient times onwards,—and

what is connected therewith, His promised faithfulness, may

now work for deliverance, and he may be able to praise it.

The per/., ver. 9, is plainly, as always in such cases, like the

fut. exact. Very similarly Ivi. 13, 14 (Ixi. 6) ; if, Thy name

and gloi'y. Thy majesty.

In Ps. Ixi. the poet prays,—from a far distant land, in deep

exhaustion and danger—for strength and help, vv. 2, 3 ; but he

immediately collects himself again in hearty confidence in the

might of that God,—already experienced at an earlier time,

—

in whose Temple he would ever sojourn, that Temple where

he hopes once more to be able to render the thanksgiving for

deliverance here celebrated, vv. 4-6. In conclusion, good

wishes for the king, to whom probably a great part of the true

Israel is attached, vv. 7-9.—The song has manifestly again the

fundamental form of most songs of this poet ; in the middle of

the three sti-ophes, however, there is wanting after ver. 5, as is

plainly recognizable, a whole line. The first remains a mere

preface.

Historically, the wish on behalf of the king is noteworthy.

It is repeated in the following song, in like manner at the end,

Ixiii. 12, but there more briefly : and in this we have a sign of

the later date of that song. Who this king of Israel is, to

w^hom the poet, in the midst of a foreign land, adheres, with

such glowing reverence, is indeed difficult to say : but King

Josia is here very i*eadily suggested.

1.

O hear, God, my entreaty,

observe my prayer !
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from the end of the earth I cry unto Thee,

in my heart's weakness :

to a rock, for me too high, Thou wilt lead me

!

2.

Thou wert indeed a refuge for me,

a mighty tower from foes

;

would that I might take shelter in Thy tent for ever,

flee to the protection of Thy wings ! *

[7night praise Thee in the Te'mple~\

because Thou, O God, didst hear my vows,

didst give me the heritage of the fearers of Thy

name

!

3.

Thou will add to the king's days new ones,

make his years like everlasting times

;

let him reign for ever before God,

appoint mercy and truth to protect him !

So will I make music to Thy name for ever,

that daily I may pay my vow !

Ver. 3. The difficulty which he cannot overcome presents

itself to him like a rock too high for him, which must

nevertheless be surmounted.—Between vv. 5 and 6 a verse

appears to have fallen out, possibly of this sense : and there in

the Temple would that I might sing praise to Thee and thank

Thee because Thou, listening to my vow, didst give me

(liv. 8, 9) the inheritance of those fearing Thy name, i.e., the

dwelling in the holy land, which indeed is the privilege, the

portion of the faithful, and which is intended under another

name in cxxv. 3.—Ver. 8 Before God, in the upper world,

Ivi. 14, especially in the neighbourhood of the sanctuary ; so

that God ever looks graciously upon him, and suffers him to

live. So, ver. 9, in this hope, the poet will continually praise

God as the deliverer, in order, as he wishes, that he may pay

18
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tHe vows lie has often made, by untiring praise after his

deliverance. Comp. Ixiii. 3, 5.

Ps. Ixiii. A fresh and more woful, in part a sharper outburst

of this longing in new life-dangers. The song is formed (I.,

p. 152) evidently like an elegy, with strophes of decreasing

length ; but as the poet would bring to mind less complaints than

Divine hope, and would strengthen himself in it,—pure longing

rises, intense and strong, but measured and gentle, seeking the

God whose glory the poet had ever beheld in the Temple, in

sublimity not to be forgotten, the memory of whom had ever

given him the most blessed moments, vv. 2-7. Then, since his

heart thus again most boldly revels in Divine thoughts and pic-

tures, he expresses more freely and serenely his eternal hope,

unable to suppress a glance at his wicked persecutors, who are

deserving of the greatest punishment, vv. 8-11. And yet his

song becomes at last more gentle, at least in a further word of

love and of glowing wish on the king's behalf, whom the same

ungodly men strive to slander or to destroy, ver. 12.

1.

2 O God ! my God art Thou, I seek Thee :

for Thee my soul thirsts,

for Thee my body longs

in the land dry and parched, without water.

So have I beheld Thee in the sanctuary,

viewing Thy might and glory
;

for " better is Thy favour than life"

was the praise of my lips to Thee.

5 Sol bless Thee as long as I live,

lift in Thy name my hands
;

like as on fat and fulness my soul is refreshed,

and my mouth with joyous lips sings praise,

when I remember Thee on my couch,

in night-watches think of Thee !
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2.

Thou wert verily a help to me,

and in the shadow of Thy vvings I rejoice

;

my soul clave to Thee

:

Thy right hand holds me fast.

—

But they—for destruction seek my soul

:

10

let them go into the depths of the earth !

let them be given over to the hands of the sword,

be they the portion of jackals !
—

o
O.

But let the king rejoice in God !

let every one who swears by him boast

that the mouth of the liars is stopped !

The first and longest strophe is not merely very gentle

and beautiful, but also closely knit together. The funda-

mental thought that Jahve is his God, of whom the poet

will rightly assure himself, seeking Him and longing after

Him, ver. 2, is confirmed in two ways. Thus, that is, as his

God, the poet has earlier beheld him in the splendour of the

Temple, and in holy devotion has recognized and praised His

majesty and grace, vv. 3, 4 ; and even tlms, as his God, he

blesses Him ever and feels in lonely serious recollection of

Him the highest joy, vv. 5-7, 1?, as Ixi. 9, only here some-

what differently applied. The ^"^"l^"!?, ver. 3, is thus expla-

natory, to see, i.e., so that I saw, seeing, as also elsewhere at

times this "? with the inf. introduces an explanatory subor-

dinate action ; and ver. 4 must briefly interject the words of

the high joy at that time experienced, ^^^n^t?*^, as imperf.

2)raet. The mention of the dry land, ver. 2, belongs merely

to the whole image, by which the poet in distress and forsaken-

ness is presented as one thirsting in the desert : far more in

detail the danger is quite otherwise described, vv. 10 sqq.—In

God therefore the poet feels himself as earlier, so now always

completely secure, as in vv. 8, 9 finely appears from his clear

18 *
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consciousness. But his bloodthirsty foes are of other mind

than God ; and the poet can only leave them to the Divine ven-

geance and punishment, in the recollection of how often before

tyrants in like manner, overtaken by sudden punishment, came

to a shameful end, vv. 10, 11. The powerful picture of the

deepest earth, ver. 10 6, is substantially the same as that

expressed by our poet, Iv. 16, in a yet more ebullient style;

yet there follow immediately, ver. 12, only pictures of the

battle-field. The portion of jackals, becoming the prey of

jackals, like fallen warriors on the battle-field. But the Icing,

ver. 12, against whom these rude foes have evil will, as against

the poet and all Israel, will abide ; and every one who is

faithful to this king, and therefore swears by him (Gen. xlii.

15, 16) who now must patiently listen to calumny against his

beloved person, may boast that the liars must at length be

silent ! In what these lying speeches about the king con-

sisted, it is now difficult for us to say. Probably the light-

minded said the king would not long be able to hold out

against his severe Assyrian, Chaldee, or Egyptian foes, and

desired that he might not; and in the foreign land where the

poet now was, such language might the moi'e freely be heard.

As the two preceding songs are closely connected together,

and probably fall in the time of the departure into exile,—so

again, Pss. Ivi. and Ivii., where we see the poet in the midst of

the heathen, as is specially clear from Ivi. 8 (where " peoples"

are for that reason mentioned) Ivii. 6, 12 (where a judgment

upon the whole earth is therefore desii'cd), and Ivii. 5, 10;

comp. lix. 8. He lived in the midst of exile among still greater

dangers,—which his very loyalty to Jahvc or his confidence,

prophetically certain and loudly expressed, of deliverance

through Jahve increased—among suspicious and bloodthirsty

foes, who misunderstand and disturb the agency of the

prophet. For already in struggle with the heathen world the

prophetic vein has been in full life within him, and now throbs
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in stronger pulses. The greater tlie irritation and menace the

more nobly and powerfully does Divine confidence in the

struggle proceed from his bosom. Yea, the hidden deep glow

of the pure Messianic hope breaks forth in the outburst of his

words, often with absolute unrestraint, in a blazing fire (Ivi. 9 ;

Ivii. 6, 12; comp. Iviii. 10-12). These two songs are among

the finest in the whole Psalter.

In Ps. Ivi. the poet, long threatened by severe dangers,

strains after consolation and hope in the memory of his higher

blessings and endeavours ; and it costs him a struggle, not too

difficult, to obtain consolation and invigoration in the prophetic

calling. Immediately, in the first short strophe, this comes with

the cry of supplication, vv. 2-5, and although in the further

outburst of his feelings the consideration of the dangers recurs,

here first eliciting indignation at such horrors from his

disti'essed soul, vv. 6-9, yet much more nobly does comfort

return, soothing his excitement, so that at last, in the increasing

presentiment of certain deliverance^ he renders inspired thanks-

giving, vv, 10-14.—Thus there are three similar strophes, so

that the twofold representation, compressed in the first, is

unfolded and further arranged in the two following. That is

the simple art of this song : but the short strophes become

more ebullient ; and whilst the two first stream forth in four

verses with nine members, the last is expanded to five verses,

with—in some instances—very agitated members, to the

number of eleven.

1.

Be gracious to me, O God ! for men snatch at me, 2

continually warriors oppress me ;

my lyers-in-wait snort continually,

for many proudly war against me,

—

On the day that I feared,

I flee, trusting to Thee,

through God I praise His word, 5

in God I trust without fear
;

what Bhall mortiils do to me ?
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2.

Continually they wrest my words^

ill-disposed to me is all that they think

:

they stir, lie in wait ; they watch my heels

as if they sought after my life.

According to their wickedness weigh out to them,

and anger overturn peoples, O God !

the breaths of my sighs Thou countest

;

—kept in Thy bottle arc my tears,

yea, in Thy account-book.

3.

10 But my enemies shall turn back on the day that I call !

this I know, God is mine !

through God I praise the word ;

through Jahve I praise the word

;

in God I trust without fear

;

what shall mortals do to me ?

—

I owe Thee, God, my vows :

I will pay thanks to Thee,

that Thou hast freed my life from death,

yea, my foot fi'om overthrow,

that I may freely walk before God—in the light of life

!

1. D^an, ver. 3, as Iv. 19.—Ver. 4, CV in the st. const.

(286 i, 332 d) here and Ixxxviii. 2, in the briefer style of the

poets of this time ; also the ^"I^H, vv. 9, 14 is of peculiar

brevity.—Ver. 5 shows the prophetic element. The highest

element in the prophet is that he through God, in God's mind

and strength, and thus by God impelled and inspired, praises

the word of God, or His eternal promise of salvation in the

right way, and thereby warns all mortals, or,—as was peculiarly

necessary at that time among his companions in suffering,

—

consoles them (comp. cxxx. o). Because this Divine word eter-

nally endures through the whole history with a force independent
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of the prophet and of all individual men, it may subsequently,

ver. 11, be named absolutely, "^^^ "the word," almost

6 X0709. Comp. Prov. xiii. 13; xvi. 20. If the poet departs

not from this and from his praise, he may fearlessly meet all

mortals ; he may refuse to tremble in the presence of threats or

dangers from men, as is here so powerfully expressed.

2. They vex indeed the poet most deeply by wresting his

prophetic words and deeds, and persecuting him as a prophet,

and who would not be carried away by indignation at this in

the first moment ? Thus the second strophe begins, vv. 6-9.

They stir, ver. 7, the fire of contention and of persecution,

cxl. 5, lie in wait in secret to see whether this fire is kindled,

comp, Ixiv. 6, 7 ; and though they do not openly urge on my
destruction, yet they haunt my steps, as if they lay in wait for

my soul, are like to my deadly enemies. The ^^^., ver. 7,

laying a fresh emphasis on the subject, appears because of the

following sti'ong comparison ; for the ""^^^S is as though, and

hence is connected (§ 355 b) with the ^9e?/., because it expresses

the equivalent of as if. Hence then breaks through irre-

sistibly in this place, ver. 8, for the first time the might of

prophetic indignation : according to unrighteousness repay to

them, God ! (For ^?? as " deliverance," xxxii. 7, will not

suit here, nor as imperative, " deliver," but it appears = Dbs

a frequent word in poets of this age, Iviii. 1 ; 13 may stand for

D from a copyist^s mistake, or probably from change of sound

;

b^ thus expresses the measure, as in Ixix. 28.) This indigna-

tion further increases immediately to its Messianic height ; in

wrath cast down peoples ! comp. Ivii. 6, 12. But it is as if the

poet himself observed that his word could not remain in this

most violent ebullition, so that before tlie end of the strophes,

as if exculpating himself before God for this, ver. 9 points to

the endless sighs which he had already consumed, and which,

as he exclaims with renewed sighs, he hopes he had not spent in

vain before God. Thus his word here becomes a half obscure

sighing, dissolved in nameless grief, scarce indicating, as in
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allusive words, how infinitely he has already sighed in his

urgent prayer, -f^, the " being driven hither and thither,"

is here probably not the mere flight, the wandering about of

an exile, which corresponds too little to the following " tears ;"

but is to be understood inwardly of the violent unrest, the

complaint and cries of misery, comp. Iv. 3, Jer. xxxi. 18;

frequently the poet has thus complained in the highest grief,

how great the measure of his suSerings is, yea, God knows,

who has counted his sighs ; and suddenly he adds,—carried

away by sorrow through this recollection of the tears shed

with indefinite frequency,—that he well knows that none of

them is forgotten with God, that they do not all run away,

dissolved into nothing, but would be taken up by Jahve as into

the great bottle in which He, as the Righteous One, keeps the

tears of all the innocent until the right time, as he has marked

all the deeds of man in his book (Ixix. 29; cxxxix. 16). The

figure of the bottle, "rH3, thus lay at hand if only in lb the

tears were indicated. But we must not overlook the fact that

at the same time a play of words mingles with the play of

thoughts, and excuses this rare and bold figure. In German it

may be thus represented: my schluchzen—thy sclilauch ; or,

as this is not pointed enough, in the way adopted in the

translation above (hauclie—scJdauclie). And yet the poet,

before he entirely concludes, must also complete the other

figure of counting, so that he further suddenly adds, yea,

they are placed to be noted at the right time in the book of

numbers (reckoning-book), Ixxxvii. 6. But we read instead of

the unsuitable imperative •^^"^ lege ! rather i^^"^ (§ 149/.)

Comp. also Gesch. des V, Isr., III., p. 756, of the second edition.

3. Ver. 10. Yet at the crisis, if the highest danger

threatens me, my enemies will rebound, as soon as I cry : T^'

;

thus at the satme time adversative like dock, from denn (dann)

auch, as in Ixix. 5; Lat. at, comp, Sanskr. atha (§ 354 a).

On before God, ver. 14, comp. that more definitely said in vi. 6
;

xli. 13.
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In Ps. Ivii., fresh irritation and menace^ fresli complaint. But

from the very beginning moi'e resigned and trustful, the result

gained in the preceding song of higher joyousness and certainty

here from the first stirs in the poet's mind, and so also in the

end leads to the serenest hope and boldest self-encouragement.

The whole song so overflows with blessed exaltation and

inspiration, that the recollection of present dangers but feebly

breaks in during its course, passing away immediately in the

Divine certainty which beams over all. When in this way

from the first beginning and cry, the inspiration, speedily

glorifying the picture of the present, has once reached the

highest point in the wish for a universal Divine judgment

upon all peoples, vv. 2-6 : it rises for the second time from the

recurring picture of the present,—readily and through tranquil

hope, to the same height vv. 7-12 ; so that the whole presen-

tation exhausts itself in two similar strophes. Both conclude

with the same primary thought, the last hope ; in the same

way in the preceding Psalm the same highest thought, tran-

quillizing, glorifying, twice recurred, vv. 4-5, 11-12.

In one word, it is the Messianic hope,—which at the time of

onr poet must have been already all-powerful among propheti-

cally minded men,—that here becomes—as the conclusion and

the fresh firm ground of all conceptions—a recurrent verse,

6, 12. The style of the congregational song accordingly

passes before the mind of our poet. See I., pp. 199 sq.

And probably he feels as if this hope must become the leading

thought of all pious men, as it is his own; and thereby all

fear and anxiety in presence of the dread experiences of the

present is to be overcome. Thus the very structure of the

strophes here is formed afresh by our poet. The song breaks

into two strophes only, each, with inclusion of the recurrent

verse, of fourteen verse-members.

1.

Be gracious to me, God, be gracious to me, 2

for to Thee my soul fleeth,
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into the shadow of Thy wings I flee,

till the danger be past !

I cry to God the Highest,

the God Who doeth good to me,

to send from heaven and help me,

reproaching him who snorteth at me. *

God send His mercy and His truth !

Among lions I live, tarry among greedy men,

among sons of men whose teeth are spears and

arrows,

and whose tongue is a sharp sword :

Lift Thyself high above the heavens, God,

over the whole earth high Thy glory

!

2.

They have placed a net for my steps

:

their soul bends down !

have digged before me a grave

—and fall themselves therein ! *

Firm is my heart, God, firm is my heart

;

let me sing and play !

wake up, my noble part, up. Thou harp, zither,

let me wake up the dawn !

10 let me praise Thee among the peoples, Lord,

play to Thee among nations,

how, high unto heaven is Thy mercy,

to the very clouds Thy faithfulness !

Lift Thyself high above the heavens, God,

over the whole earth high Thy glory !

1. The ""?2, ver. 3, is indeed properly finish, come to an end

without an object, vii. 10; but from that very signification of

finishing arises that of ready action, conduct towards persons

(good or evil), in which it is then ordinarily more softly

expressed as ^"^^ and is independent. Here however it appears

in the above harsher expression, said with ^5^ of God who
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ordains concerning man,—loads him especially with benefits,

xiii. 6; ciii. 10; cxvi. 7; cxix. 17; cxlii. 8,—in the latter

sense very well explained by "^P? ""^1 do for any one, cxxxviii. 8.

On n^tt?"^., ver. 4, which in any case (§ 347 a b) must depend on

ver. 3, we might compare xviii. 17: but as the figures would

then be too mixed, it is better taken along with the last

member, where by repetition its meaning is only completed.

The HID is however (§ 341 b) used in constant explanation of

the subordinate action contemporaneous with the main action :

holding reviled, i.e., violently thrust back as they deserve.

This strong figure is,—as hivi who snorts for me shows,

—

borrowed from wild beasts, whose snorting attack must be in

time resisted with the right word. While then this figure of

the lion openly appears in ver. 5, repeated in ver. 7 (for the

lion bends himself in vain in the pit-nets laid deep under the

earth), one may say it is introduced as the figure here generally

most closely suggested to the poet through the whole song

(comp. again Iviii. 7). But our poet is wont to interweave the

most difi'erent figures with one another (Ivi. 9; Iviii. 7-9); so

also here vv. 4, 5. The tDnb= laham, Arab., cnb, related also

on the other side to ::i2?b. Gen. xxv. 30, be greedy (eat), yields

a new word for lion : but who these greedy lions are, is explained

in the second member : men with consuming greed and sharp

tongue, acting and speaking horribly. Hi. 4.—On ver. 6, comp.

vii. 7-9, which passage passed before the poet^s mind, only

that here the outlook of the poet in Messianic hope is

infinitely extended.

2. Also on ver. 7, comp. vii. 16, The representation of the

danger which has all but seized upon the poet, turns at the

end with ^b?3 into the opposite, the fall of the adversaries

(§ 223 b) being looked upon as certain, and so desired in

prayer fi'om God ; as this quickly returning confidence is then

further suddenly explained, vv. 8 sqq. But for this very reason,

according to the connexion of the whole discourse and its

members, C27CD must be read for ''t?^??, while the LXX read
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^^253, they hound me, which however, just as HP?, my soul

hound 'down, would here express too much.—My nohle part,

ver. 9, my spirit, the noblest thing in man, likewise after vii. 6.

In ^Spri "1132'': the article belongs, because it is rather ex-

ternally added in the address, also to the second nomen.

The words, ver. 11, are echoed here as from the same

poet, from xxxvi. 6 : but the poet places them here, in

accordance with his custom, only as dependent on ver. 10,

and has in this ver. 10, as generally one of the first imita-

tions of Davidic songs, Ps. xviii, 50 in his eye.—From

ver. 9, it is clear that the poet was wont to sing much;

as he at an earlier time sang much in prosperity, so he

encourages himself now, when the joyous song was silenced,

to sing in future again with equal serenity. And since he now

speaks in the evening or in the night, as soon as possible in

the still early morning he will thus cheerfully sing, tvahing as it

were the dawn in his anticipatory zeal. The words from ver. 8

forwards to the conclusion are so readily separable into a short

special prayer, that they are verbally repeated in Ps. cviii. 2-6.

But with the purest prophetic boldness and severity the

poet finally rises in those circumstances, in another moment,

Ps. Iviii., against unjust judges, certainly heathen ones, since

he names them in heathen fashion, though with bitter scorn in

his own sense,

—

Gods, ver. 2. It suffices not to the poet to

express his anger and imprecations on the perverse behaviour

of these mighty judges merely in the first way. Rather

does he proceed with his views into the midst of the secret

forge of their thoughts and purposes, and when he has thus

ascertained and set them forth in their naked and irredeemable

wickedness, the wish and the anticipation of the Messianic

overthrow of those hardened ones in the midst of their power,

and the deliverance of sufferers, can no longer be restrained,

and then comes with the greater force. As if he desired to

summon the judges only to self-defence, he calls to them
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at first with taunting words, asking whether they who would

be gods and as such be honoured, actually judged men and the

earth righteously,—they the double-minded, unjust ones, who

so bitterly destroyed everything by their actions : what is to

be thought of them ? vv. 2, 3. And since no answer and

defence is heard, because it is impossible in the presence of

the strict questioner who knows the inward life,— the questioner

must himself in their stead, after the pause, answer, as if in

explanation, with a sharp, severe, but just estimate and

description of these completely corrupt and hardened,

hopeless offenders, w. 4-6. Thus despatching them, he now

turns in prophetic prayer to God as the Destroyer of all evil,

vv. 7-9, and with the prophetic forecast of the future towards

those "who are past deliverance, vv. 10-12.

Our poet is thoroughly original in this artistic manner of

casting unobserved, bitter satire upon the mighty ones of the

earth, and of operating by means of the only too deeply

merited Divine anger ; but he finds a worthy imitator later in

the poet of Ps. Ixxxii. And as in such sharp artistic repre-

sentations a tranquil tenor from the first, and a correct

distribution of all the larger shadows is the most necessary

thing, he knows here completely how to adapt himself to the

new style of such a satirical song. Four brief slender strophes

in the most uniform style, with all the inward glow which

at each step breaks forth. The first is even somewhat shorter

than the others.

1.

Do ye then truly speak righteousness, ye gods, 2

judge with equity the sons of men

;

and yet do wickedness in your heart,

weigh out upon earth the iniquity of your hands ?

—

2.

Estranged are the wicked from their mother's womb,

gone astray from the bosom they who speak lies !
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5 They liavc poison like to the poison of serpents,

like deaf viper which stops her ear,

which Hstens not to the voice of the charmer,

of the most skilfal of magicians !

3.

O God, destroy their teeth in their mouth,

tear out the teeth of the hons, Jahve !

let them stretch their arrows as if they were blunt,

let them flow away as water vanishing,

like wax which is about to dissolve,

a woman's untimely birth which has not beheld the

sun !

4.

10 ' Before your thorns obseiwe it.

He will burn up the bushes, whether green or dry.

The righteous man rejoices that he saw vengeance,

washing his steps in the blood of the ungodly :

that it may be said :
" the righteous man hath never-

theless fruit,

nevertheless there are Gods judging on the earth."

1. For n^i^, ver. 2, which juelds no sense at all as "dumbness,"

we must unquestionably read t^yW it may be said that the

whole Psalm imperatively demands this ; for without this the

true irony and thereby the life of the song is destroyed. The

rulers and judges allow themselves, especially among the

heathen, to be revered as gods, or lower deities, and would

pass for such. The poet, too, would very willingly allow them

to pass for such (at least in the sense which such words may

bear when used of man, comp. Ex, xxi. 6 ; xxii. 7, and Ps.

ii. 7 ; Ixxxix. 28) if they did but actually show themselves like

gods on the earth toward men ; accordingly he appeals to

these earth-gods—whether they did really show themselves in

a Divine aspect? Comp. Ixxxii. 1-7. Provisionally he allows
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them according to common opinion to pass for gods, and asks

whether they are so actually, and deserved to remain so ?—they

who have only wickedness in their thoughts, and instead of

right weigh out with unjust balance only the iniquity perlbrmed

by their own hands. The opposition must not be overlooked :

children of men, earth.

2. Vv. 4-6. The poet himself answers, since those addressed

cannot defend themselves,—unwillingly indeed, yet at the

same time indicating the reason, already anticipated, of their

silence, and rising to a higher point, their wickedness. The

reason of all this lies, in fact, in their finished malice. For

when this has reached its highest degree, it appears unalterably

bound up with the person as he is, firmly rooted in him ; it has

become his natui-e and his impulse. For even in sin as a

disposition and impulse there is constancy and logical sequence,

from the smallest and most secret beginning to the highest

degree and indefinitely,—so far as the life of the individual

admits of this. And if a completely impious man is seen, you

there discover as little a visible beginning of his wicked dis-

position as an end—unless with the exception of death. As he

is now once for all, so does all, from his birth, appear to have

co-operated to form him, and as he through a dim, dark night

appears to be from the earliest moment estranged and aberrant

from the Divine life (li. 7), he is for the present and future

indifferent in the midst of his wickedness to reflection and

exhortation. He is like a poisonous serpent, which its tamer the

magician thinks to be tame, but which nevertheless suddenly, as

if it had in vain been sought to fetter it by arts and charms,

again spits forth its venom,' and which then stops as it were its

ear against the most clever magician, at the very moment when

the magician would most seek to lead it according to his art,

by magic spells.*

* That the art of serpent-taming and the magic connected with it is of high

antiquity, especially in Egypt, and thence spread into surrounding lands, admits

no doubt. Comp. the Gesch. des V. Isr., ii.. pp. 90 sq.. 249 sq. of the 3rd edit.; and
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As in the Bible frequently only this natural side of sin is

brought out in strong, apparently too severe, but nevertheless

true and apt figures (Isa. vi. 9, 10) : so also here appears

uniquely the element of hardening and incapacity for

amendment in the finished sinner, because this truth simply—

•

at the view of the ungodly, impenetrable to every exhortation,

refusing to defend themselves,—so strongly comes out, that the

poet himself must reluctantly and mournfully doubt whether

they could ever be cured. But that the poet, on the other

side, conceives of the ungodly as fallen not merely by dark

necessity or nature, but also through their own guilt, is self-

intelligible, and comes out immediately, ver. 7.

3. But again in the two last strophes the figures are very

severe, on account of the great bitterness between the two

parties, when the greatest guilt incontestably lay with him

here named the "ungodly." If the reading, vv. 8, 9,

were quite correct, of the four members the first and third

would mutually correspond. May they pass away in and

by themselves, as water vanishes, without trace, as wax

gradually melts in the fire. (This sense of blbnti; according to

the LXX is more suitable than that of a snail, which seems to

wear itself away by the streaming forth of its moisture as it

crawls). The second and fourth member on the other hand

\vould depict how they pass away, rejected as unserviceable

and useless, as blunt arrows which are uselessly shot away

(comp. xlvi. 10, properly let one stretch his arrows, i.e., the

arrows may be shot as if they were hlunt), or as unripe births,

which are quickly cast aside again, probably here and Eccl.

vii. 6, thus expressed after Job iii. 16. But we must not

mistake that a much better connexion both of these five

from later times Jer. viii. 17; Eccl. x. 11 ; Sir. xii. 13 ; Clem. Eom. iii. 36 ;

Plato's Jlep., ii. 2 ; Journal of the li. As. Soc. of Land., vii., pp. 109 f. ; Seetzen's

Eeisen, iii., p. 446 ; Fletcher's Narrative of Travel in Mesopotamia, ii., p. 293 f.

;

Layard's Discoveries, p. 257 ; Onomandy's Altes und Ne^ies aus den Landern des

Ostens, i., pp. 59-63 ; N. Davis' Carthage and her Remains, pp. 425 f.
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members as well as for the progress of the thoughts in the

whole strophe arises if the second member of ver. 8 is joined

to the first (as is done in the translation above). The inter-

change of the sing, with the plur. is then only such as

frequently is found. On the connexion of v>53, however, see

§176 6.

4. Ver. 10. The ungodly are confused and sharp as thorns

and thorn-bushes (Nah. i. 10) : thorns may keenly prick and
defend themselves,, but before your thorns observe it, quickly

therefore and unexpectedly, will lie (God) cany away in the

storm the thorn-bushes (the whole nest of the ungodly), greeii

and dry ('•"•nn from "nn), be they dry or soft and fresh as you

will (comp. § 3G0 a) ; for to the storm of Divine anger all must

give way. The "^^^ is thus better attached to the second

member; according to the accents it should be connected with

the preceding word (§ 291 b) ; but in the first member the

word is superfluous, in the second only in its right place. But

in the picture of the tempest "i?^ is nevertheless here, where

thorn-bushes are spoken of, far from appropriate. If, on the

other hand, '^-^^'! be read, this may signify a burning or

hxirning up, which far better agrees with all sides of this

grandly executed picture, and is recommended also by the

language about contemporaneous with our poet of Nah. i. 10, in

the same figure. Comp. further the Jahrbb. der Bibl. Wiss., v.,

p. 172. Bloody revenge is, ver. 11, in fact merely mentioned

according to the general experience of the fearful wars of those

times; in any other way retribution did not at that epoch usually

come. But the great and main matter is indeed only that at

last the true gods must ever again be recognized, ver. 1 2, with

which purely Messianic truth the song most fitly recurs to its

beginning. And that the language in the whole of the last

strophe turns back in boldest address to the same man whom
its first word, vv. 2, 3, had struck, but now in quite another

manner, and seriously enough, is shown by the beautiful

completion of the whole.

19
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51. Psalm lix.,

which stands in the midst of the main body of the songs just

explained, has also in style and stamp much that is common
with them and Pss. cxl.—cxlii. (comp. ver. 8 with lii. 4 and the

places there noted ; -):i3, ver. 4 with cxl. 3 ; Ivi. 7, and other

instances), although the similarity of the representation, vv. 7,

15, to ly. 11 h is not so great that there could be reason for the

assumption that this song falls in the time of the same siege of

Jerusalem in which perhaps Ps. Iv. arose. But the poet is

probably another, since the language in other particulars has

important deviations, and the peculiar situation of the poet

is manifestly of that kind that he stands over against the

besiegers here described as prince or king.

For the poet is in the city beleaguered by heathen peoples,

vv. 6, 15, who scoff at Jahve (ver. 8), who at the same time in

rude arrogance, relying on groundless accusations, seek after

his life. Already they have for several days more closely

blockaded the city, in the night time especially holding stricter

watch aud thinking of atta,ck and conquest, by day dispersing

for plunder (comp. Isa. xv. 1 ; xxi. 4).

In the few moments of such a morning, when they have for

a short time retired, the poet's anxiety pours itself forth and

is relieved in a hymn to Jahve ; and the danger was manifestly

no slight one, so urgent and importunate is the poet's cry for

help to God. There is finally but one thought which can

illuminate and give repose to his spirit, but one hope in which

he can fortify himself and ri.se to even firmer confidence in

God, that is, the Messianic conception,—how the fire dwelling

within him at that time, since the Assyrian days, pp. 21G sqq.,

might readily arise in Jerusalem and especiallj' in the mind of

a king of Israel under such circumstances. Is this rude

heathen people by which the king is thus harassed in the holy

city, rather an individual people, accidentally at present so

mighty, rushing against it, and against the whole status of a
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kingdom of God upon earth ? And must not the kingdom of

God over all the Gentiles finally begin ? Must not all who

rise up against it end like the Assyrians before Jerusalem's

walls ? And the more the poet, manifestly a king in Jeru-

salem, is conscious how insolent and perverted the speeches and

thoughts of those rude foes are, with the greater inspiration

does he behold in Jahve the eternal protector of Sion and of

Israel, and the higher flame of hope is soon kindled from the

fire of those ideas. And thus the song, beginning with an

anxious cry for help, turns aside to prophetic anticipation and

sarcastic portrayal of the terrible annulment of the hostile

beginning which must at last ensue, and to joyous confidence

in Jahve. This progress is exhibited in three stages, whence

flow three strophes of the song—at first a lively cry for

help, description of wickedness, but also hope in Jahve from

this very fact, vv. 2-6 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Then, after a short

reflection, the complete picture of the near dg,nger presses

forward, yet immediately in contrast with it still more power-

fully the picture of Jahve's dignity and gi-ace, so that con-

fidence in God here having risen to the highest pitch is

menacingly directed against the foe, especially when his inso-

lent God-denying speeches are noted, vv. 7-11 (7, 8, 9-11).

But there then finally rises the hope, the wish and the

prayer of the poet before God to the highest pitch, so that he

exclaims : would that those rude warriors, safe from their

present excursions, might again rush upon the city ; their

dreaded return must be their grave, so as finally to quiet their

greed for destruction at this city ! But this thought becoming

too powerful, he fills the measure of the whole third strophe inde-

pendently in such wise, that the glorious hope which the king-

has now apprehended,—after the outpouring of these thoughts

before God,—with a confidence never before experienced, can

only be expressed in a shorter concluding strophe. Thus

there arise three strophes, each of five verses and eleven

members, with a closing strophe ; and the two oppositions

19 *
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compressed in the second, separate in the two following, as

the structure of Ps. Ivi. (pp. 276 sqq.) quite similarly shows.

I£ it is asked what siege of Jerusalem is here meant, it is

plain, from ver. 12, that the song may have been written a

considerable time after the deliverance of Jerusalem from the

Assyrian dominion ; for the wondrous deliverance of the holy

city (comp. above Ps. xlvi. sqq.) passes before the poet's mind in

a higher picture, and he wishes that the like may again occur ; as

generally the later writers from the Assyrian period frequently

regard in the boldest manner and with the most swelling

hopes the threatening of a powerful enemy of the holy city,

Zech. xiv. ; Jer. xxvi. 7 sqq.; Rev. xx. 9. Then too the oppo-

sition between Israel and the Gentiles is brought to an acme ;

and we see here for the first time the greatest bitterness

developed. Accordingly we might think of the first Chaldean

siege, 2 Kings xxiii. 33 ; xxiv. 1, 2 ; but the description of

the Chaldeans which at that time Habaqquq gave, departs

greatly from the picture here sketched of the besiegers, vv.

7, 15, and in other respects there is no indication leading us to

that period. As the besiegers are here manifestly distin-

guished as rude nomad peoples, who give up the siege by day

to plunder in the vicinity, but return towards evening like

howling, greedy dogs : the Scythians are most readily

suggested, who in Josia's reign overran Palestine as far as

Egypt.* In this view, what is known otherwise of the pious

Josia very well suits him as the author of the song; and

another song, which in all probability is referable to him, we
shall presently find in Ps. xxviii. Indeed the very preservation

of these two songs, poetically not greatly distinct from one

another, is most readily explained in the theory of this pious

king's authorship.

1.

2 Deliver me fi'om my enemies, my God,

protecting me before my adversaries
;

* Comp. Gesch. des V. Isr., III., pp. 689 sqq.
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free me from evil-doers,

and from men of blood help Thou me !

For lo, they lie in wait against my life,

insolent ones stir against me

—

without my guilt and my offence, O Jahve !

without cause they run and array themselves : 5

rouse Thyself, on my behalf, and behold !

—

But Thou Jahve, God of Hosts, God of Israel,

awaken to punish all the peoples,

spare not any of the sinful robbers ! *

2.

May they return towards evening,

howl as dogs and surround the city !

lo, they will boast with loud mouth,

swords upon their lips,

for " who will hear it ?
"

But Thou, Jahve, wilt laugh at them.

Thou wilt scorn all peoples !

my strength ! on Thee will I wait

!

10

for God is my fortress
;

my God will grant me His grace,

God will give me to prevail over those that lie in wait

for me !

Slay them not, that my people may not forget it,

let them stagger through Thy strength and overthrow

them. Thou our shield, O Lord !

the sin of their mouth, the speech of their lips

—

O let them be taken in their pride,

and for the perjury and the lies which they speak !

Consume in wrath, consume, that they pass away,

that men may know God rules in Jacob to the earth's

ends ! *
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15 And may they return toward evening,

howl as dogs and surround the city !

they will stagger at the meal,

satisfy themselves forsooth and—remain !

4.

But I will sing Thy strength.

And rejoice every morning in Thy grace,

that Thou wert to me a fortress,

and refuge on the day of my distress,

my strength, to Thee let me pray

;

for G od is my fortress, my gracious God !

1. On ^VP^ «b comp. §§ 286 g, 320 c. The nnS"), ver. 6,

is as ver. 9, and in a like manner further on, ver. 17 oppo-

sitional,—the poet now for the first time, on the approaching

close of the strophe and of its conception, lifting himself as

it were above himself and all the immediate present with its

immediate distress and taking refuge in the Messianic ideas,

and thus with altogether new fervour turning entirely to God,

and immediately demanding, in more general terms, a judg-

ment upon all the heathen. The connexion
1!).^J

^lr>2 is like

s-jt^ ^b?n, xxxi. 7.

2. The second strophe plainly moves iu three main

thoughts : may they, like dogs, greedily snapping, return to

the siege, when they will renew their insolent scoffing speeches

against Jahve, Israel, and the king, hoping God Avill not hear

and punish them, vv. 7, 8 : yet Jahve will in calm dignity despise

them (ver. 9 from ii. 4) as also the poet calmly relies upon

Him and His victory, vv. 9-11. Yea, so boldly and securely

does he, strengthened by this hope, look forward to the certain

overthrow of the enemy, so certain is it in itself to him that

villany, the more audacious and insolent it is, the more shame-

lessly in its blindness it assails the holiest, the more fearful and

memorable will be its fall, that he
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3. forthwith at the beginning of the third strophe, vv. 12-16,

as if in righteous indignation at the impious speeches of the

enemy, demands a decision, wishing that the enemy might

not hold off, might not suddenly fall in the desert far from

Jerusalem, unseen by the people of Jerusalem, but in their

giddiness assail the sanctuary, and then in their extreme

impiety, in the last crisis, perish for ever; partly to punish

their pride, partly that thereby in view of the holy city a great

and ever memorable token of the Divine power and retribution

may be given, for Israel and for all peoples (as formerly at the

time of the Assyrian attack on Jerusalem and its king, now

alas ! again forgotten by many faint-hearted unbelieving Jews

themselves). Therefore, may God not slay them before they

come again, but cause them to reel (?^2) in the giddiness and

drunkenness of pride, and suffer them so to come on and so

overthrow them, like the giants in the attempt to storm

Olympus. For he who is dizzy with passion becomes through

his dizziness, as by irresistible Divine power, still more drunken

and blinded till he reaches the edge of the precipice, comp.

Ixxv. 8, 9. That which, ver. 12, broke forth with such surprising

swiftness, becomes, vv. 13, 14, milder and more tranquil,

although always very agitated, and is further explained : '^the

sin of their mouth, their lips' word,''—that which concerns

these already well-known impious speeches, " so may they

in their own (thus manifested) pride be taken," the 1 in

^^?|^"!1 (§ 347 a). That the pride is especially expressed in

speeches is explained by the following, " perjury and lies."

Thus then the inspired language towards the end of the

strophe, ver. 15, once more comprises that demand from ver. 7

more shortly and sharply : may they hut return ! but it may

here also immediately add, ver. 16 : tJ^ey will stagger to eat,

i.e., come on, staggering, to their greed; but to quiet it for

ever ; forsooth they ivill satisfy themselves (get sated at the

meal of this Divine punishment, utterly drain the cup of

reeling) and remain, be no longer able to stir in death, like

one excessively drunk. But the poet would not have been
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able to speak so clearly of the holy place had he not been able

to hope for the present renewal of the example of the Assy-

rians ; the type is perhaps Isa. xxix. 1-9, and a similar

prophecy is much later, B. Zakh. xii. 2.

4. Ver. 17, ''every morning/^ as to-day in the morning-,

agrees with vv. 7, 15. In accordance with ""^.^ and """^Pr^,

ver. 18, we expect also in vv. 10 and 11 the same reading,

especially as the sense of both words is fixed by ver. 17.

Nevertheless the present text has vv, 10, 11, l*'!^ and I'^PrJ,

and strangely would only restore the Q'ri in ver. 11 ''IDn.

The pronoun of the third person, according to w. 6 and 12,

was bound to be referred to Israel, because generally in this

song Israel and the Gentiles are very sharply opposed, and the

poet finds comfort in the fact that he belongs to Israel. But

such a reference is not here so ready at hand ; and in ver. 1

at least the old translators have the first person, while in

ver. 1 1 the third, apart from the Q'ri, is substantiated by all

original evidence. Perhaps, then, in ver. 11, '^'^P^} is correct,

and ""D 7^ to be read after ver. 2. If the connexion of the

^!ll7 is taken as in xxi. 4, the full sense of ver. 11 is obviously

improved, and a verbal repetition between vv. 10, 11 and

ver. 18 is not to be supplied.—It is clear enough that neither

vv. 7, 15, nor vv. 10, 11, 18, are intended to form a refi'ain in

the artistic sense (I., pp. 198 sq.). The repetitions which this

poet, more than any other, favours, are rather explained

simply from the ideas of the sti'ophe.

This song, Ps. lix. is thus unusual in its contents, as belong-

ing to those times, because it does not, in the first place, like

many of the above, refer to the confused internal condition of

the people at that time. The large fragment, Ps. x. 2-11,

would well belong to this place ; but this will be better

explained below.—But the sense of the sufferings of those

times takes a quite peculiar form when as

B. 52, 53. Psalms xxvi. and xxviii.

show, a special and rare suffering, r.;/., a desolating malady'
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came upon them all. That these two songs which are still

separated only by Ps. xxvii., explained on p. 176^ have much

that is alike, and originated in a rare occurrence is plain ; and

this occasion may be seen clearly to appear from xxvi. 9

;

xxviii. 3. A severe calamity, sweeping away many human

beings, must have come upon the land, perhaps a pest, in

short a general sufifering, wherein, according to the sense of all

antiquity, men viewed a punishment doomed upon the whole

people, while the ancient horror of premature death increased

the alarm to such an extent as was further described above,

pp. 181 sqq. But as the feeling of such Divine punishment

can only become most fearful to him who is already con-

sciously unhappy and inwardly corrupt, and as it actually carries

him off most speedily,—these songs spoken in the asylum of

the Temple teach how the man who is free from the conscious-

ness of guilt need not, even under such sufferings, despond,

under this heavy burden need not bow down without feeling

and without hope; for out of the midst of universal despondency

and perplexity, we here see the faithful who had been earKer

tried become conscious of their indefeasible hope in Jahve.

As high as these faithful ones are conscious of elevation above

the great mass of the frivolous and impious and over their

fear and horror,—so high is the comfort they obtain in

behoving prayer amidst fresh dangers that surprise all. We
see hei'e again, as in Ps. v., clearly the wide rent which

at that time separated the few faithful who zealously visited

the Temple from the great mass ever sinking lower,—a rent

which in the course of time could not continue without

alienation, easily attended by danger. For some found their

token and their union in the Temple and its visitation, others

in its neglect. Already these songs stand on the boundary

whence the tenacious maintenance of separation may readily

on the one side degenerate into spiritual pride, a danger which

we meanwhile do not see realized in the innocent words of

this Psalm. But we see clearly that which, under the predo-
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minant idea of natural troubles, remaius for the noble con-

sciousness to do.* Not indeed from the same poet (for the

stamp of the language and conceptions is to be distinguished

in the two) but yet certainly from the same time^ the two songs

originated, and in this way. The more beautiful, the more

intense is Ps. xxvi.

In the poet of this song there is expressed with freedom

and force the noble indignation against the opinion that he,

like any other, must be carried away by the national calamity.

Conscious of his innocence and inward strength, not shunning

strict trial before God, would that he might long time and

ever freshly as now be cheered at the sweet place of the

sanctuary. He prays in prevailing hope to the Jahve who

knows him, to judge him whether he deserves such punishment,

and gradually softens, in modest request to Jahve, ever

faithfully honoured, his first indignation into most tranquil

hope. Hence three unequal strophes ; the more agitated at the

beginning, betraying indignation and hope, ver. 1,—further, the

more tranquil recovery of the consciousness of his relation to

God and the world with renewed prayer, vv. 2-10, and along

with this abiding hope, vv. 11, 12; the long intermediate

strophe falls of itself into three smaller, of three calm verses

each. The song is manifestly a Temple-song, but one of no

ordinary kind, and not one to be sung immediately at the

sacrifice. It is best taken as the preparatory song for the

sacrifice, occasioned by the peculiar great commotion and dis-

quiet among the people above mentioned.

1.

1 Judge me, Jahve !

for I—in my innocence I lived,

and in Jahve I trusted without wavering !

* Comp. on this and particularly on Ps. xxvi., further the Jahrhb, der Bibl.

Wiss., ix., p. 169.
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2a.

prove, Jalive, and try mu,

search through my loins and my heart

!

for thy grace is before mine eyes,

and I choose my way in Thy truth
;

1 sat not ever with idle folk,

into the house of hypocrites I come not.

2b.

I hate every company of evil-doers, 6
with ungodly men I sit not together

;

in inuocence I wash my hands,

to circle round about Thy altar, Jahve,

singing praise with the loudest thanks,

and telling all Thy wonders !

2c.

Jahve ! I love Thy house^s refuge,

the place of the dwelling of Thy glory

:

carry not away with sinners my soul,

nor my hfe with shedders of blood,

in whose hands are deeds of shame, 10
and whose right hand is full of bribery I

3.

But I—in my innocence I live :

redeem and be gracious to me

!

on even ground stands my foot

:

in holy choirs I bless Jahve.

Ver. 3
:
for I know well that I may, in fidelity to Thee,

firmly hope in Thy grace and faithfulness, comp. ver. 11.

Concealed ones, ver. 4; false people, hypocrites. Surround
the altar, vv. 6, 7, according to ancient custom—the sacrificer

circling round the altar with singing and thanksgiving during
the sacred function. Comp. the Megha-duta 9I. 56, and Wilson's
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observation thereon. That the poet actually sung this whole

song- at the sanctuary, and performed in presence of the sacri-

fice all the customary sacred usages amidst the rest of the

assembled mass of praying and singing worshippers, is clear

also from the last words, ver. 12 h, comp. with Ixviii. 27. But

for this very reason he might desire to join in the others that

were in use, as is clear from ver. 7, comp. xl. 6. But for

this is required the true preparation in the spirit; and since

the poet alludes to this, ver. a, '^??D^1 is best understood

according to § 347 a. All this under the assumption that the

song is designed to serve for something more than mere pre-

paration for the solemn ceremony. Thus as an earnest self-

probation before the sacred function, and on so serious an

occasion, the poet does not speak too highly of himself, and it

would be unjust to reproach him with self-righteousness. He
is only as sincere and at the same time supported by a good

conscience, as calm in God as David in Ps. xviii. 20-27.

Ps. xxviii. contains the same main prayer, ver. 3, but in far

more threatening danger for him who prays, already near to

death, ver. 1, and in much greater excitement against the party

of the light-minded who persecute the poet. Yet the more

violent this outburst of complaint, the more cheering is the

addition, vv. 6-9, which joyously thanks Jahve as the deliverer,

concluding with noble prayer and hope. This was certainly

added by the poet a short time after the passing by of the

danger (as xxxi. 20-25). According to ver. 8, comp. Ixxxiv. 10,

a king must be the poet ; for ver. 8 contains no mere prayer

or a wish for the king, but the experience of his deliverance,

which in this connexion presents itself entirely as a personal

experience. The incomplete and abrupt suggestiveness of this

song is thus best explained. And in fact the same Josia

whom we supposed to be the author of Ps. lix., may the more

certainly be here assumed as the poet, the more clearly vv. 7, 8

and lix. 10, 11, 12, 17, 18 correspond to one another.
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1.

To Thee, O Jahve, I call, 1

my rock, be not silent before me,

that I may not, if thou art silent before me, be like

to those sunk into the grave !

hear my loud supplication, whilst I cry to Thee,

lift mj'- hand to Thy holy chamber !

2.

Take me not away with ungodly men and with evil-

doers,

who speak peace with their neighbours—having

evil in the heart

!

give them according to their desert, according to the

wickedness of their deeds,

according to their handiwork give to them,

repay their deeds to them !

3.

Because they heed not the deeds of Jahve and His

handiwork, 5

let Him destroy them and build them not

!

Blessed be Jahve,

that He has heard my loud supplication !

Jahve is my strength and my shield,

on Him my heart trusts and I am saved

;

and my heart rejoiced, with many a song will I praise

Him!
O Jahve, who is strength to them,

and rock of deliverance of His Anointed,

help Thy people, give blessing to Thine heritage,

and tend them, and bear them for ever !
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How the expression, ver. 2 h, points locally to the position

of the king and the Temple, is remarked in the Gesch. des

V. Isr., III., pp. 342 sq., of the 3rd edit.

The '^^'^1, ver. 3, introduces an additional proposition

(§ 341 ft). But by ver. 5 the violent prayer against the

enemies is significantly founded in reason, and it is explained

that the poet does not merely follow his own humour and

vengeance. Jeremiah's book, as well as Ps. Ixix. 23-29, may

be compared, and it may be borne in mind that history itself

most terribly suggested the inner corruption of the state and

the blinding of parties through the violent destruction of the

whole kingdom, proving the impossible duration of such

conditions impossible.

The ""T^P, ver. 7, as of my song, is nevertheless best here

taken as a modest expression instead of the pure accusation.

—

The first member, ver. 8, is very abrupt ; but no one can be

thought of under " them " except the Israelites generally who,

considered as a people, ever are vividly present to the mind of

the king as his counterpart ; just so he says again, ver. 9,

"them'' for "us." We see that the poet stands between

Jahve and the people, comp. iii. 9 ; and quite the same

impression is made on the whole by the poet of Ps. lix.

We connect with Ps. xxviii. one standing not merely in local

neighbourhood to it,

54. Psalm xxxi.,

which indeed proceeded out of similar perplexities to those

above explained, Pss. Iv., v., Iii., but again reveals a quite

peculiar situation of its poet. The poet, amidst incessant

dangers, especially slanders, ver. 19, and threats of violent

death, ver. 14, forsaken and scorned of all, completely

exhausted and powerless, feels himself near to death. But

strengthened by the experience of earlier times and by con-

firmed faith, he makes supplication in the midst of the deepest

sufferings, full of confidence to Jahve, placing" his spirit in His
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hands (vv. 6, IG). And so accustomed is he to this pure

resignation, that he, in the first strophe, begs only that he

may again be conscious and certain of it, vv. 2-7, in order then

in the second to pour forth with fulness of detail his complaint

and anguish, vv. 8-13 ; but again in the third finally to abide

alone by hope and prayer, w. 14-19. By this intense spirit of

resignation the song is peculiarly distinguished, and quite as

one would expect from one of the most pious suS'erers of the

Old Testament. However, the poet can only have written it

down in its present form after the most threatening danger

had passed by and the pleasure of deliverance was tasted,

—

from good recollection, but with free not distressful repro-

duction. For in two small strophes he has, vv. 20-25, added

the expression of joy at the deliverance, thanksgiving and

praise to Jahve for this and for so many others, and the cheerful

exhortation to all to true faith and perseverance. And thus

the whole appears to be a monument of the feelings of the

poet in the sufferings and the deliverance of an extraordinary

time (comp. just previously Ps. xxviii.).

Each of the three strophes of the main song has six verses

with thirteen members ; each of those of the supplementary

song, shorter by a half, has three verses with seven members,

so that the two might be gathered into a large strophe of the

same measure.

There can be no great doubt of the derivation of this song

from the prophet Jeremja. The stamp of the language is the

same; the whole first half of ver. 14 recurs in these rare words,

Jer. XX. 10. The figure of the worn-out vessel, ver. 13, after

IIos. viii. 8, is only found in Jer. xxii. 28, xlviii. 38. Ver. 1

1

sounds like Jer. xx. 18. The mood also agrees with this; the

peculiarity of Jeremja's spirit shines out ; and occasions for

this song were not wanting in the life of the elegiacally gentle

Jeremja, who was strong in weakness. Even this connexion

of complaint and hope, the quick transition from suffering to

consolation, is in this stj'le, in the description of his personal
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features, peculiar to Jeremja. The poet reveals himself as a

prophet who is pre-eminently persecuted for his word's sake,

VY. 19, 21.

1.

2 To Thee, Jahve, I cleave ; let me not for ever blush with

shame

through the rightness of Thy grace deliver me !

bend to me Thine ear, free me speedily,

be to me for a rock of defence,

for a strong place, to help me !

But Thou art my rock and refuge :

and for Thy name's sake Thou wilt lead me and guide,

5 draw me out of the net that they have hidden for me,

because Thou art my place of protection.

Into Thy hand I commend my spirit,

Thou art my Redeemer, Jahve, faithful God !

Thou hatest those who wait on vain idols,

but I trust in Jahve.

Let me rejoice and be glad in Thy favour,

as Thou hast seen my suffering,

known in distresses my soul,

and not given me up to the hand of the enemy,

placed my foot at large !

1 Be gracious to me, Jahve ! for I am in distress,

wasted in grief is my eye, my soul and body.

For care makes my life to pass away, and my years sighs,

my strength is sunk in my suffering, and my bones

wasted because of all the oppressions;

I was a scoff even to my neighbours greatly, and to my
acquaintances a fear,

they who see me without flee from me !

forgotten like a dead man to every heart,

valued as a broken vessel.
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3.

Truly I heard the report of many, horror round about,

as they together took counsel together against me,

devised to take my soul.

But I—trust in Thee, Jahve, 15

thinking that Tho7i art my God !

in Thy hand are my times
;

deliver me from the enemies' hand, from my perse-

cutors !

let Thy glance shine upon Thy servant,

help me through Thy grace !

Jahve ! let me not be ashamed, crying to Thee ;

let ungodly men be ashamed, be silent for the pit

!

may lips of lies be silent,

which speak insolently against the righteous—in

pride and contempt !

1.

How great is Thy goodness, which Thou hast stored up

for Thy fearers, 20

hast shown to those praying to Thee

clearly before the children of men

;

protectest them in the shelter of Thy countenance from

man's noises,

hidest them in a hut from the brawl of tongues !

—

Blessed be Jahve, that He has wondrously shown His

grace to me
in the distress of oppression !

2.

I thought indeed in my anguish, '' I am destroyed

before Thine eyes :"

but thou didst hear my loud supplication, when I

complained to Thee.

20
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O love Jahve, all His pious ones

!

the faithful Jahve ever preserves

and requites sufficiently those who indulge pride.

25 be strong and let your heart take courage

all ye who wait for Jahve !

Vv. 2, 3, cry ; vv. 4, 5, justification of it through faith and

experience, so that the first strophe, vv. 6, 7, concludes with

the most hearty hope towards Jahve as the true God and

Redeemer.—Ver. 7, Q^Ti^, according to the L-XX, necessary

because of the opposition, comp, in like manner v. 6. *^?V/

for idols is a favourite expression of Jeremja's ; but the whole

phrase recurs only in Jona ii. 9,—Yet now in the second

strophe the complaint breaks forth from the very beginning,

ver. 8, the more freely, and the "i^^ is best taken (because

here the language is used of the manner of the gracious

deliverance) according to § 333 a. " Wideness," ver. 9, comp.

iv. 2. And yet more strongly in ver. 10 the cry for help is

raised because of great sufferings, more definitely, w. 11-13,

because of life-danger along with infinite sorrow and scorn.

The '*"11*^ ^3^, ver. 12, seems to be better taken in conjunc-

tion with the preceding verse (as the Pesch. does) because it is

only superflous and troublesome in ver. 12, even destroying

the sense (for not merely because of the many foes is any one

so generally scorned) and the structure of the members ; with

this agrees the fact that the poet certainly, according to vi. 8,

speaks in the language of ver. 11, and the same construction

here furthers the connexion of ver. 11.—Thus the supplicator,

in the beginning of the last strophe, ver. 14, can not keep

back that which is most distressful in the present : but only

the more purely recurs at the end, vv. 15-19, the believing

prayer.

Ver. 21. DD") is rodjes, Arab., comp. 2?tt7n trouble, disquiet,

LXX correctly rapaxv^ "^i^h which also the following member

best agrees. Ver. 22. "iVja n^r? must, taking i"'?? as " city,''
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signify tte poet had been hai'assed and set free in a strong

city (see on Ix. 11), accordingly in Jerusalem, as we know from

Jeremja ; and in fact this occurs of itself to the unprejudiced

reader, according to Ix. 11. But this long song falls never-

theless certainly in a time still anterior to the destruction of

Jerusalem, which is nowhere indicated in it ; for that period it

is at the close too cheerful in tone. Again, the statement

above would be here quite too cold and prosaical. Therefore

~T^5? here = n^^iJ be anguish, as Jer. xv. 8.—Ver. 25 after

xxxii. 11, xxvii. 14; as ver. 17 a after Num. vi. 25.

We insert here

55. Psalm lxxxviii.,

partly because, according to its contents, it is suitably placed

here, although it probably belongs to the first half of the

seventh century
;
partly because, so far as we can see, it stands

alone with reference to its authorship, although it bears much

resemblance to the songs to be explained below, Ps. xxxv. sqq.

on the one hand, and Ps. Ixxvii. on the other. It is in

character an ordinary song of sickness, like a further develop-

ment of Ps. vi. ; it is only unique in the fact that of enemies

whom the sick man has no mention whatever is made. The

poet was still young, ver. 1 6, and had long struggled with the

most deadly sickness, had undergone all the most grievous

sufferings, and so lost all friends, had become an abhorrence to

all men, and as weak and frail as if he had long been among

the dead. The song is a long, languishing outburst of this

mournful, almost disconsolate temper, which seeks but to

excite pity and compassion by dread description of sufferings

and renewal of more cheerful songs that had earlier escaped

him. After a short introduction, vv. 2, 3, follows at once in

great detail the description of his sufferings, vv. 4-8. But the

fact that the sufferer merely through these sufferings had ever

lost all friends among man, determines him to most woeful

supplication to the Lord of De;tth aiid Life; and to the

20 *
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reflection that he had, at an earlier day, sought to awaken the

Divine compassion by sweet song, w. 9-13. Thus the poet in

extremity of suffering is carried away once more in a strain of

lugubrious prayer, all but utterly succumbing in the renewed

thought of the greatness of his suGFerings and the approach of

death, vv. 14-19. Each of the three strophes which are here

formed after the bi'ief prelude, has accordingly a compass of

twelve members, and those, as usual with the majority of poets,

of uniform short structure.

1.

2 Jahve, God of my salvation,

when by day I call, in the night before Thee :

let my prayer come before Thee,

bend Thine ear to my complaining !

2.

For satiate with evils is my soul,

and away to the pit tends my life,

5 I am esteemed as one sunk into the grave,

become as a powerless man,

among the dead is my couch,

like to the slain, who rest in the grave,

on whom Thou no more thinkest,

since they are separated from Thy hand.

Hast brought me into the deepest tomb,

into darknesses, into shallows

;

on me Thy glowing heat came down.

Thou hast caused all thy waves to come down. *

3.

Hast removed my trusted friends from me,

made me an abhorrence to them,

shut me in and without outlet

!

10 Mine eye wastes with grief

:

I call, Jahve, to Thee each day,

spreading out my hands to Thee :
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" Dost Thou then wonders to the dead,

or do shadows stand, giving praise to Thee ?

is then Thy grace told of in the grave,

and Thy faithfulness in destruction ?

are Thy wonders known in the darkness.

Thy righteousness in the land of oblivion ?"

4.

But I—to Thee, Jahve, complain,

and in the morning my prayer is beforehand.

Why dost Thou reject, Jahve, my soul, 15

concealest Thy countenance from me ?

wretched am I and departing from my youth,

I bear Thy terrors, I must pass away

;

Thy glowing heats have gone over me,

Thy terrors destroy—destroyed me
surrounded me as floods daily,

encircled me together !

Hast removed lover and friend from me,

my trusted ones are—the place of darkness !

Ver. 2. The Tlp2?iJ is necessarily understood also before

"7123 ; but the whole second member is by means of the nV
connected according to § 332 d, only a relative sentence to

the first, for that following the address is first seen in ver. 3.

What was last said in ver. 4, how the poet feels himself near

to hell or the dark lower world, or as if he were already among

the dead, is further described in vv. 5-7. A. jiowerless man =
dead man, shadow; the ^?p1, ver. 6, introduces a static

proposition, as it has to be explained why God no longer has

any thought for the dead ; for all that is living stands imme-

diately in God's hand, Job xii. 10, not so the dead, violently

separated from the upper world, and from the light, and in so

far as if withdrawn from the hand of God, Ps. vi. 6 ; Jon. ii.

5, 7. More generally then is expressed in ver. 8 the sense of
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most severe and most burning sufferings ; n^'DJ) is derived

either from n337 work (prop, trouble, aiia, Syr., comp. Koh.) :

suffer to be busy, set in activity, appoint, despatch, or better

and here more appropriately from n327 in the physical sense

bo lowly, /ai^, come down {ana= nazal, Qam.) : sinJc, cause to

fall, LXX i7r7]'ya'y€<i ; to the "'bp in the beginning refer thus

uniformly both members ; comp. on the figure, xlii. 8

;

xxxviii. 2, 3.—If with the recollection of his general forsaken

condition as a further consequence of the long sickness, a new

strophe here, ver. 9, begins, this is just as in Job xix. 13; as

the poet had certainly the Book of Job in its original form

generally before his mind. Shut in without outlet, simply

because all fled from him, he was limited to his forsaken desert

spot ; the figurative signification of one encompassed on all

sides by calamity. Job iii. 23, xix. 8, does not suit this con-

nexion. Thus did the poet cry with tearful eye long time for aid,

seeking to move God^s compassion by the cheerful recollection

of the actual thanksgiving after his deliverance.—Vv. 11-13

is a development from earlier songs, comp. on the sense, vi. 6.

Fi'om the new beginning, ver. 14, it is clear that this is a

morning song, like ver. 44, and still more like Ivii. 9 ; the tran-

sition and ver. 16 like xl. 18, Ixix. 14, 30, cix. 21, 22. "3^2»,

ver. 16, from ^'D= n2D, (^fft^n, Arab., faint away, turn dizzy,

lose consciousness. The voluntative seems to denote : I shall

faint, a dizziness seizes me ; the LXX i^rjTropijOijv, and

frequently the LXX thus render the otherwise voluntative

formation by the aorist, certainly not without reason, § 233 a,

but not altogether suitably. On "'^^riH^?, comp. § 120 a.—
Ver. 19 closes with the most moui-nful turn: whilst all human

living acquaintances have forsaken the poet, the dead have

become his new intimates—the Orcus, comp. v. 7 ; Job xvii.

3, 4, may be present to the poet's mind.

C. 56. Psalm l.

There sounds indeed mightily even in these last times of the
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ancient kingdom, even in song, once more the eternal prophetic

truth addressed to the whole people, and it seeks in serious lan-

guage to remove the great dangers which threaten from within.

This is shown by Ps. 1., which may fall in the times of Josia.

Since, that is to say, through King Josia's improvements

the external reverence of Jahve had been greatly increased,

and was more strictly maintained from the court downwards,

there arose a new evil. Side by side with the older evil of

indifference prevailing in general among the people towards

higher things, and the inclination to superstition, there sprung

up hypocrisy in religion,—cunning men, under the cloak of

external reverence and close acquaintance with the religion of

Jahve, the more securely practising their manifold impiety.

Again, according to vv. 1, 23, the tranquillity of the kingdom

must have been sorely troubled from without, as we know that

Josia's reign was much disturbed by storms from external

quarters. The better times which were expected from King

Josia^s new constitution of the kingdom refused to come, and

Divine grace and help seemed to be as distant as possible.

Through all this the kingdom was now threatened by extreme

danger. The sense of misery mutely weighed upon the people,

without any clear light on the true mode of deliverance

(vv. 15, 23). A morose spirit, discontented with God and the

world, had gained possession of the majority, whilst the

hypocrites alluded to above fancied they would be able to live

on quite securely in their practices. But a poet, who in the

consciousness of the eternal Divine truth has deeply pene-

trated this condition of things, is so powerfully convinced that

it cannot continue, that he already views in spirit in the most

vivid manner the Divine judgment upon their perversities

;

and as he in a moment of devotion has seen this drama

clearly within his own mind, and has plainly heard the voice

of the strict judge—so now the appearance and indignation

of the Supreme God is vividly renewed with detailed and

powerful description. Both the manner of the appearance and
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that of tlie language are closely connected and reciprocally

correspond. For already tlie former must provisionally but

definitely leave it to be anticipated who will speak, and how.

Here, however, there is nothing more important to be noted

than that the style in which God is here conceived as speaking

is borrowed from the custom of a king speaking in the assem-

bled council. I have shown in the History that the people

Israel once had its high assemblies, when the king addressed

the assembled states of his kingdom : a diet in the kingdom of

Juda, when the words of this prophetic poetic address could

be heard, was of course not to be thought of; but only the

more clearly does it stand before our poet-prophet's spirit how

God must now speak to His solemnly assembled people when

he appears, and how he was heard with his divinely enlight-

ened but pre-eminently also divinely-judging word. The true

God cannot appear, and for this purpose, in His own commu-

nity without the bright light of His word scattering gloom and

darkness of all kinds, as it becomes mighty among men ; and

here, too, this bright glad light of His word is not wanting. But

since the address of the Supreme Judge must in this instance still

further sound, denouncing grave sins, and threatening the last

penalty, the poet could not here otherwise conceive God and

represent Him than as Him from out of Sion, indeed, but as

God of the whole world, cursing wrathfully, with all-subduing,

all-ordering power, in desolating storm and fire, summoning

heaven and earth as witnesses to His judgment on Israel,

—

Jahve speaking amidst loud thunder, whom Israel, covenanted

to Him, but now become unfaithful, must hear before all

peoples in assembled congregation, as the strict Judge, vv. 1-6.

The address thus introduced, turns justly first to the great

mass,—the multitude that errs more through sloth and super-

stition than intentional wickedness, who are firmly admonished,

with apt irony, that not by sacrifices senselessly offered amidst

dull grief, which God does not require, but by the recognition

of the Divine benefits, in a new life, assurance of Divine grace
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and joy may be obtained, w. 7-15. But then it flames up

in indignation against the hypocrite or intentional wrong-

doer in particular, vv. 16-21; and finally returns with a few

words of benevolent intent, but serious menace, to exhortation

to the whole people, vv. 22, 23. The thoughts in the whole

song are as noble and profound as those in the greatest

prophets; and although the poet without doubt speaks

according to prophetic patterns, yet the whole disposition is

peculiar to him, and in particular points the execution is

of an unusual character.—That Sion still at that time was

flourishing, entirely uninjured, is clear from the description,

ver. 2, to which there is allusion later. Lam. ii. 15 ; but other-

wise the language and the elegant metrical structure does not

point to earlier times than King Josia. As the poet here gave

rather a prophetic forecast and address than a song, the ordi-

nary structure of the strophes cannot be here applicable. But

a correspondent measure is here retained, the main portion of

the address being built up of three small strophes, each of

three verses, and accordingly both the description of the

appearing God at the beginning, and the second, or the more

severe portion of the address, consists each of six verses,

while the after-address admits of the greater brevity. Thus

here too, the poetic sense, well articulating the whole, prevails.

The God of Gods, Jahve, spake and called the earth 1

from sunrise to sunset.

From out of Sion, crown of beauty,

beamed forth God,

(let our God come and not be silent
!)

Before Him devouring fire,

and about Him there was a great tempest.

He calls to heaven above

and to the earth that He would judge His people :

" assemble my saints before me, 5

who concluded my covenant with sacrifices I"
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and the heavens announced His right,

that God Himself now judges :

1.

" Hear my people that I may speak,

Israel, that I may exhort thee ;

God, thy God am I

!

Not for thy sacrifices do I punish thee,

since before me are ever thy gifts;

will take no bullock from thy house,

nor he-goat fi'om thy folds !

10 All wild beasts of the forest are indeed mine,

great beasts on a thousand mountains

I know all mountain-birds,

and the brood of the field is not strange to me

;

should I hunger, I would not tell it thee ;

mine is indeed the world and its fulness !

Do I eat the flesh of bulls,

drink blood of goats ?

sacrifice thou to God thanksgiving

and pay to the Highest thy vows

15 and then call on me in the day of distress

:

and I will deliver thee and thou shalt honour me V

2.

And to the wicked spake God :

" How darest thou enumerate my doctrines,

take my covenant on thy lips,

for thou hatest correction,

hast cast my word behind thee,

seest thou a thief, willingly thou goest with him,

and with adulterers hast thy portion,

didst loose thy mouth with wickedness,

causest thy tongue to weave deceit.
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sitting speakest against thy brother, 20

against thy mother's son pourest out abuse ?

—

This didst thou—and I was silent

;

thoughtest surely I were as Thou :

I will punish thee, and produce it against thee V

3.

*' Observe this, ye who forget God,

that I tear not asunder without deliverance !

He who sacrifices thanksgiving will honour me

;

and he who walks carefully

—

him will I cause to enjoy God's salvation \"

Vv. 1-6. The simple narration or the perf. predominates,

because the poet has actually, before he thus writes, the scene

in his mind. Of course, the prophet in the moment of conse-

cration, can only be met by the thought in a concrete solid

picture, which lays the more powerful hold on the imagination,

the more it is undivided and concrete. For the development

in particulars and the orderly description does not appear

until afterwards, with the wish to fix and pursue the picture

;

but whilst the poet or prophet would now in particular set

forth that which he beheld in concrete form, he necessarily

turns back in thought to that moment, and may narrate in the

2>erf. what he has beheld. But the personal wish for fulfil-

ment may well be pressed forward, since in truth in the

external sense nothing has yet been actually accomplished

;

and it is quite as if the poet heard with the words ver. 3 a, the

deep-hearted exclamations with which the saints long for the

Divine appearance and accompany its arrival.—The figure itself

of the approaching God is indeed current at an earlier date,

Ex. xix., and at a nearer time of the judging God, Mic. i. 2

;

Hab. iii. ; but in the particular delineation there is much here

that is new. First, the whole description of the God summon-

ing the assembled world to judgment (highest God ; incon-
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testably the poet thinks of bw in the st. const.) briefly set

forth, ver. 1, then the description of this again more tran-

quilly and in more detail began and completed, vv. 2-6. From

His sanctuary, from out the beloved Sion the highest God, the

God of Israel arises, calling heaven and earth as witnesses

(Isa. i. 2 ; Deut. xxxii. 1) to the contest against His own

people, who must at His behest, summoned by mighty angels

or by the heralds of the assembly and the court, immediately

appear, as it must be shown whether they who are honourably

termed " the saints of Jahve," who have entered into holy

covenant and plight with Him (according to the idea of the

true congregation, Ex. xix.—xxiv.) whether these are still

actually what they ought to be, and may boast to have kept

the covenant, ver. 5. After these preparations the judgment

begins in presence of the assembled people, whilst the

thunders announce the Divine right, or the fact that God has

to speak in judgment, and what He has to say—that is, that

God Himself (s^in § 314 «) judges, and speaks in the following

way.

Now the first and at once serious word is directed, ver. 7,

as the general summons of the Lord to hear His word, to

the whole congregation thus assembled. But while the

discourse first applies to the great multitude who err chiefly

through superstition and dulness of mind, it betakes itself

presently to subtle scorn, as the last weapon against this, and

even lowers itself, with profound humanness, to the ideas of

the people, vv. 8^, 9, 12 ; but only the more readily to refute

all that is erroneous, and cause the Divine truth the more

fi'eely to shine through, vv. 10, 11 ; and straightway with the

beginning of the last small strophe, vv. 13, 14, to express the

more briefly the truth in all its aspects. If I hungered is,

ver. 12, only assumed as a pure possibility ; but at last, ver. 13,

this is also removed, and error having been thus chastised by

irony, the highest truth may be stated in contrast with the

more striking force, vv. 14, 15. The first and most necessary
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thing is in every moment and under all circumstances to be

conscious of the indestructibility of spiritual blessings or of

Divine benefits, and to remain in the temper of one serenely

and hopefully praising and thanking God ; and thus instead of

thinking, in dull indolence and unconsciousness, after a

calamity, of external means of warding it ofi', e.g., the

bringing of guilt-offerings,—rather to offer the purely spiritual,

conscious sacrifice of thanksgiving and of the external

beginning of an oft-praised new life (Hos. xiv. 3 ; Mic. vi.

6-8). Only he who stands in this higher condition is fit and

prepared for Divine salvation, and will not fear God as the

Author of penalty, but reverence and honour Him as the

wondrous Deliverer.

As the king in the throne-speech breaking off, turns to a

part of the assembly of the kingdoms, e.g., to the great men in

particular, so here, vv. 16-21, God turns to the proud scribes and

lawyers, here termed ungodly ; and here the character of the

address changes forthwith to that of the gravest reproof, so

that he demands of them what title they have to boast of their

knowledge of law and their fidelity in religion, although they

(with "^^^^ ver. 17, begins the counter-series of static proposi-

tions) do the very opposite to all this.

Domestic crime, ver. 18, crafty invention, and devising of

evil in evil company, ver. 19, and in good company, at all

events calumny of the most intimate acquaintance or relative,

ver. 20, ai'e examples of accomplished villany on all sides

C*?^ properly thrust, blow, hence calumny = Fina, root

strengthened in the beginning) ; and the fact that this

remained without punishment for a time, has only strengthened

the ungodly man in the error that God is as weak as he is, but

now he is to learn the truth. The strangely-appearing con-

nexion of the inf. const, ^"^"^k}. with its verb. Jin. is explained if

we reflect that the speech of the ungodly man demands indeed

the inf. abs. {" certainly God is as J," therefore •^r.n? rT^n) .

but because here this speech was indirectly interpolated, i.e.
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was more closely connected with the main sentence, the inf.

abs. became fluxive, i.e., passed into the inf. const., for this is

in truth the general distinction of the infinitives, § 240 c.

But the language must finally turn back to the general ; and

that in vv. 22-23 the whole people is again addressed, is clear

from ver. 23, comp. vv. 14, 15. The n^W is according to

the brief usage of some poets of this time, note (B. Jes. xli.

20) : but observe that -f-il is quite indefinite, and does not

take the form 131?, since the whole mode of expression in

this song is that of elegance, I., p. 27.

And shortly, the whole higher teaching of that century is

brought by a poet who shows great affinity to the poet of

Ps. xxvi., into proverbial poetry in

57. Psalm i.,

a very simple, didactic song, with solid brevity and florid

style,—embracing many elements, a song of pointed power

and incisive eSect. The general character of the contents and

the position of this song at the head of the Psalter, makes it

highly probable that it was from the first composed with the

object of furnishing a suitable introduction to an (older,

smaller) collection of Psalms ; as moreover it comprises the

germ of many songs and perfectly denotes the temper in

which an old poet may have first selected and collated Psalms,

and in which he desires the collection to be read. The whole

only one lengthy strophe in six verses, but in the middle

dividing into its two halves.

Blessed the man who never went in the counsel of the

ungodly,

nor trod the sinner's path,

nor sat in the society of the scorners

;

but has pleasure in Jahve's doctrine,

on His doctrine meditates day and night

:
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lie is like a tree planted by water-brooks,

which brings forth its fruit in season, and whose leaf

withers not

:

and all that he doeth, succeeds.

—

Not thus are the ungodly,

but like chaff, which the wind drives away.

Therefore ungodly men shall not stand in the judgment, 5

sinners in the congregation of the just

:

for Jahve knows the way of the righteous,

but the ungodly man's way disappears.

The felicitations of the faithful, according to his nature and

his fruit, vv. 1-3, are followed more briefly by the description of

the misery of the ungodly and of the eternal foundation and

duration of those contrasted human fates in God, vv. 4-Q. The

first half is the most elaborate and the clearest. The picture

of the faithful man, ver. 1, negatively depicted as complete

alienation from evil both in disposition (counsel) and in deed,

as well as in company and fellowship. He who thinks evil is

already a ^'f^'J, one led astray by passion; he who does the

counselled evil is a W^n sinner ; he who is even so greatly

inured to the suppression of a good conscience, that he despises

and perverts in company the good, is a V?, scorner, and

persons of the kind are wont to hold together that they may

the more uninterruptedly, by themselves, gain strength in evil

thoughts, xxvi. 4, 5. The affirmative description follows,

ver. 2, suiting a time in which the written law first came truly

into force, and formed a barrier against many dangers, comp.

Jos. i, 8, with all the other Deuteronomic matter. The con-

sequence or fruit of such a life is described, ver. 3 : '^lj'7"':
" so

ivill it be ever in strength and fulness, like the most happily

planted and most delightfully flourishing tree'' (Jer. xvii. 7, 8

is repeated and further developed from this passage), all his

undertakings visibly succeed.—But since the ungodly are in

themselves nothingless and insipid, without contents and con-
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sistency, without force and duration, ver. 4, they cannot stand

their ground and remain in the congregation, if once Divine

judgment and the hour of trial arrives. They may indeed

appear for a time prosperous and enduring, and at present the

ungodly and the faithful live so together, but when the

purification and strict trial comes, the time of decision, they

will not abide in the community of the righteous, since the act

of separation and punishment of the evil ever, even although

now invisibly, comes on, or since God knows very well the two

different modes of life (ver. 6, comp. vii. 10) and treats each

according to its desert, so that,—which is here the main matter

and the object of the discourse,—the way of the ungodly perishes

for ever, leads never to blessedness and well-being. The

conclusion, vv. 5, 6, is thus quite prophetical, indeed Messianic,

describing what is ever valid, and therefore ever to be hoped

and to be expected in the course of the world ; only that at

that time the hope of a Divine judgment was firmer and more

concrete.

Again, in those times proverbial poetry, as is shown in I., pp.

60 sqq., was uncommonly active in amalgamating the ancient

eternal truths of genuine religion with the experiences and

informations of later times ; and already proverbial poetry had

begun to mingle itself with lyric poetry. We possess now of

this mixed species in the Psalter the two grand pieces,

58, 59. Psalms ix., x., xxxvil,

which, according to all signs, belong not only to the same time,

but also to the same poets. They are the two oldest alphabetic

songs preserved, as both their spirit and very independent con-

tents and their art teaches. The alphabet proceeds in them first

witha small strophe of four lines, which conveniently here, accord-

ing to I., pp. 202, 3, presents itself as the earliest mode. But

each, because it appeared in this wide extension too long, falls

into four greater divisions, just as the twenty-two letters readily
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admit of being distributed into four sections, W—% T
—

"f,

b

—

f]
, V—ri- In other respects we must immediately give a

particular explanation of tbe two fragments.

That Pss. ix. and x. miglit readily be somewhat more strongly

separated, follows from what has just been said. But that they

originally were connected is not less clear from many proofs,

specially from the peculiar resemblance of the language between

ix. 1-21 and x. 1, 12-18 (comp. n-i22 mnvb, ix. 10, x. 1 ; tt713S

ix. 20, 21, X. 18 ; "il ix. 10, x. 18, elsewhere only Ixxiv. 21).

Further, Ps. ix. is not complete in itself: ix. 20 is further

taken up, x. 12-18. We see now in the whole song (somewhat

as in Ixxxv. 2-8) thanksgiving and prayer pouring forth ; whilst

at first pure thanksgiving for a last great deliverance and

revelation of gracious Divine operation is heard, ix. 2-11, but

then in this glad look upon the near past, thought of the more

troubled present and the prayer for help mingles, ix. 12-21

;

and after this distress of the present has been depicted in

detailed complaint, x. 1-11, finally with the greater urgency

the prayer for speedy help and restoration of right recurs,

X. 12-18. These four uniform strophes appear to have been

designed by the poet for so many alternate song-strophes in

the Temple ; for the J, in which he often here speaks, cannot

designate an individual person in the people, but only the

whole people as an assembled congregation,—as Israel.

But the description of the contempt and pride, of the craft

and villany of the enemy, x. 2-11, is separated by a different

and severer language, and greater coherence, significantly from

the other parts, and may be interpolated only by the last poet

from an older song, which belongs in its whole style to the

fii'st half of the seventh century, or to the period of Ps. Iv.,

when general anarchy prevailed, and the right of the crafty and

the sti'onger prevailed, comp. above, pp. 253 sq., on Ps. Iv. sqq.

In the proper verses of the last poet wo discern also the arrange-

ment or the beginning of an alplinbctic order of verses, of four
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members each. From 1-3^ from 6-12, from 19-22, this order

of twenty-two letters is quite plain (only in ix. 20 p occurs

instead of 3), and the looser broken bond of the succession

of thoughts, the limitation of the immediate sense to four

members, which is visible throughout, except in x. 2-11, sub-

stantiates sufficiently the purpose of this order : but before the

completion of this art the poet must have been interrupted ; for

that the alphabetic pieces are not the borrowed ones, is shown

also by this, that x. 12-18 are linked to x. 2-11, and draw their

material from them, V^?, ver. 13, from ver. 3, tt;-nn, ver, 13,

15, from ver. 4, and particularly riDbn, ver. 14, from w. 8, 10.

In this way it might also come about that the fourth section,

X. 12-18, is left somewhat shorter than it should be according

to the rest of the arrangement ; but more probably there are

wanting only now before x. 12, the verses for y.

At the time of the last poet the external condition of the

people, as is obvious from his indicaticms, was the fol-

lowing. A great and rare example of Divine retribution,

nearly affecting Israel, in the case of a mighty kingdom

of the world of that time, had appeared in history. As

we now learn from the whole tenor of this song, and espe-

cially from the words ix. 15, that Jerusalem at that time

was not yet destroyed, we may understand by that mighty

kingdom, over whose overthrow the song at the beginning

rejoices, not the Chaldean but only the Assyrian, which com-

pletely passed away with the destruction of Nineve about

606 B.C. ; and the great cities, for the utter destruction of which

the song, ix. 7, thanks God, are above all those out of which

Nineve itself was composed, as well as the othei's thick in its

vicinity. But partly Juda itself was at that time overrun and

subjugated by Gentiles (the Egyptians), whence the wish,

X. 16, is explained; partly the light-minded prevailed again

thei'e, and this explains why the poet interweaves the large

piece, X. 2-11.
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1.*

All my heart praises Jahve, Thee, 2

I tell all Thy wonders,

let me rejoice in Thee and make merry,

make music to Thy name, Highest,

Because of the conquest of my foes,

who stumble and pass away before Thee

;

because thou didst carry out my judgment and my
cause,

didst sit on the throne as just judge !

Didst threaten peoples, didst destroy the ungodly,

didst blot out their name for ever, aye

;

the foes became utterly an everlasting wreck,

and the cities which Thou didst destroy,—their,

their memory passed away :

but Jahve is throned for ever,

has for judgment erected His throne
;

and He will judge the world justly,

decide equitably upon peoples.

Giver of protection to the bowed down will be

Jahve 10

a protection for times of sultry distress,

and they who know Thy name trust Thee,

because Thou didst not forsake Thy seekers,

Jahve

!

2.

Highly celebrate Jahve, who inhabits Sion,

makes known among the people His deeds

;

because He who avenges blood, remembered them,

forgot not the complaint of sufferers :

In grace, Jahve ! see my suffering from my haters,

thou who raisedst me from the gates of death,

that I may tell Thy whole praise, 15

* The translation is conformed to the alphabetic arrangement, as in the

German.

—

Tr.

21 *
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in the daughter of Sion's gates may leap for joy

at Thy deliverance

!

Justly the Heathen sank into the pit which they made,

in the net that they hid, their foot was taken ;

Jahve made Himself known, carried out judgment,

wicked men entangled themselves in their own

handiwork,^ *

Know the ungodly shall return to hell,

the heathen all, the God-forgetters

;

for not for ever will He forget the helpless,

the hope of the sufferer shall not perish for ever

!

20 Up, Jahve ! let not mortal man scorn,

let the peoples be clearly judged before Thee !

prepare, Jahve, for them a terror,

let the peoples feel they are mortal ! *

3.

1 Meaning what, Jahve, stand^st Thou afar,

with veiled eye for times of sultry distress ?

in the pride of the ungodly sufferers burn,

be they taken by intrigues who devised them

;

the wicked man speaks praise to the lust of his soul,

and greedily forsakes, despises Jahve.

The wicked man according to his haughtiness, '' no

punishment,

''no God is there"—are ail his thoughts.

5 victorious are his ways at all times.

Thy judgments are too high, too far for him,

all his foes,—he snorts at them,

in his heart thinking, " never shall I waver

in any time, I who am without ill \"

Of perjury his mouth is full, of treachery and deceit,

mischief, destruction his tongue conceals

;

' Here for once the fuller mu.sical notice is retained, conip. I., p. 232.
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he sits in the ambush of the villages,

in corners he murders the innocent

;

his eyes spy out the feeble

;

in the corner he lurks as the lion in the thicket

!

Lurks to seize a sufferer,

seizes the sufferer, drawing him into his net

;

quietly he stoops, bows down,

—

10

and into his claws fall the feeble,

while he thinks in his heart, '' God has forgotten it,

concealed His countenance, never beholding it
!"

4.

Up, Jahve ! God, raise Thy hand,

forget not the sufferers !

why does the wicked man forgot God,

thinking in his heart. Thou didst not punish ?

—

Yerily Thou didst see it ! because mischief and trouble

Thou dost behold

into l^hy hand to mark them

;

To Thee the feeble commits it

:

the orphan Thou didst ever help.

Wilt break that arm of the wicked, 15

the evil man—seeking his wickedness shall find it

no more !

Jahve is king, ever, aye,

the heathen passed away from his land !

To (Zu) Thee has pierced the longing of the sufferers,

Jahve !

Thou wilt raise up their heart, open Thine ear,

to judge the orphan and bowed down,

that earthly men may not further resist !

Vv. 2-11 are just ten verses, according to the Massora for

S—1 : but the strophe is now wanting for n, since ver. 7

begins too early with n, and would be a transposition of the
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verse against tlie sense. But it is possible that in ver. 8 it

originally ran mn"* )n^ let JahvS see . . . for mn''1.

1

.

ix. 7. D^l is immediately united witli a predicate, thus

in the sense : become wholly, utterly something, comp. § 298 h,

Gr. ar. II., p. 159 ; for without difficulty n'^isn is con-

nected with the plur. of the verb (comp. for the interchange

of sing. and|;7. § 317 b). According to this connexion one is

indeed tempted to take ^^ly, not as cities but as = O'^l^

(comp. § 58 ?^) : but that this is not necessary is said above,

and t^03 better suits for cities. The emphatic il}2iH D"

§ 311 a, finds its opposition immediately, ver. 8, in Jahve, as

remote in Israel, whose immediate overthrow had at that time

been long expected.—The close of the first part, vv. 10, 11,

alludes to a prayer lying in the background, for ^H"^"! must be

understood according to § 347 a. "^"J^? is the withholding of

rain, sultriness and dryness which often lasts so long, comp.

n-i.2S n3tp, Jer. xvii. 9 ; xiv. 1.

2. In the second part there is a twofold transition from

thanksgiving to prayer, vv. 12, 13 to 14, 15, and vv. 16, 17 to

18-21 : through recollection of what has been experienced,

prayer and hope for the future is prepared. For '*?-??'7 some

copies read, perhaps more correctly, \??|in, as derived from

1?n ; the doubled 3 is thus at least more readily explained.

The trpID, ver. 17, might be taken as part. Qal from wp^

= tt?p% so that either "SW) would be subject : for his own

work the enemy lays snares (1 Sam. xxviii. 9), or that Jahve

would be subject : by his own work He snares, takes him.

But, to pass over other difficulties, here the per/, only suits

according to the whole connexion, vv. 16, 17, in opposition to

vv. 18-21. It must therefore be
j^^'^f- ^^^- § ^^^ o, ; comp. on

the sense, Prov. xxix. 5. '"^T^j ver. 21, appears a worse

mode of writing for S~i^X3, something at which one is

shocked, which again awakens the thought of God and His

fear, Deut. iv. 34. Further, from the word-play on the gates

of hell and those of Sion, vv. 14, 15, it may be most plainly
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recognized that tlie song was designed for a festival, to be

sung in the Temple at Jerusalem.

3. In the description of the oppression of the tyrant, x. 2-11,

the true ground of the conduct of the wicked man, his con-

tempt of Jahve and of Divine right, is first brought out,

vv. 3-6, then further his impious speech, ver. 7, and behaviour

is characterized, vv. 8-11, so that the discourse in vv. 8-11

recurs to ver. 2. ^3? vvTl, ver. 3, is: he expresses not

praise concerning Jahve, as was seemly, but concerning his

own pleasure, comp. Hab. i. 11-16. That which stands at the

end of the first and in the beginning of the second member,

ver. 4, must contain the thoughts of the wicked man ; " He
resents not (comp. ver. 13), indeed, there is no God ;" for if

the living, operative, all-punishing God be taken away, it is

equivalent to taking away any true God. But he is tempted,

according to ver. 5, to such deeds and thoughts, by the fact

that his ways at all times appear to be victorious [^^^^1},

formed after ^IH TIW"^, Num. xxiv. 18), he sins so long

without interruption, and the Divine judgments hitherto are

too high (concealed in heaven) and distant, and he has not yet

felt them; comp. Job xxii. 12 sqq., so that he thinks never to

come to harm, never to waver. The word, misapprehended

from the Q'ri, to be read probably I^'^SS^n, yer. 10, sing. ^? ^(7,

vv. 8, 14, is formed like "'^^pn, only according to § 164 c,

with the more Aram, adjective-ending ae for i; from '^7^,

weakness, properly darkness, to be confused before the eyes,

comp. hdlaJch and hakhal, Arab., which also Qdm., p. 1354,

holds to be related ; Aq. Sym., aptly, aaOevel'^ ; halakh is grey,

grizzled, of the scapegoat, Hamdsa, p. 443, 6, or dim, dark,

Ibn.-'Arahshdh' s Fakih. p. 207, 2, and elsewhere.—Ver. 9.

nSD may be read without sufiix, according to Job xxxviii. 40,

and since in ver. 10 the intt?"', according to the above passage

in Job, plainly continues the figure of the beast of prey (as

also D"!'^''^^?. denotes, " the two strong ones,'^ the claws,

comp. D'ri^?2?, § 180 a), n^-j-i (according to the K'tth) is
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also to be understood of the self-compression, or stooping of

him who lies in wait.

4. The beginning", ver. 12, with p, is observable as in ix. 20,

—Ver. 14. Give into the hand, place, mark there, so that it

may never be forgotten, ever to see before oneself, according

to the figure B. Isa. xlix. IG.—Ver. 16 shows plainly how it

was wished that the Canaan, overrun by the heathen (and

heathen lords), might be purged from them ; and the _25er/". is

certainly to be understood according to § 223 h.—The last

words, ver. 18, may be either thus connected accoi-ding to the

accentuation :
" that (still dependent on the preceding ?, ^^ 850 Z>)

he (the wicked man, ver. 15) may not still further frighten

men out of the land, hunt the unhappy Israelites by terror out

of Canaan,'^ but in that case a more correspondent word would

be used instead of ri?lDS, which recalls ix. 21,—possibly

D*"*3^ ; or lather thus : that not still further may men of the

earth, earthly ones, strive against (V~i37 eradd, Arab., Isa. xlvii. 12,

hence also be in fear, from reluctance, dread) the Divine will.

The interwoven piece, x. 2-11 (to which also ver. 1 might

belong), has quite another structure of verses, since here

manifestly three verses are found in each case united. One

would like to know to what kind of poetry this piece originally

belonged ; for an original song the language in it winds off too

slowly. Earlier it was simply a fragment of a longer discourse

of the kind of which we find an example in Hab. ii. 6 sqq., but

immediately designed to obtain a Divine answer to this long

and yearning pi'ayer, like to that which follows with vv. 9 sqq.

in the far more bi'iefiy constructed Ps. Ixxxv.

Ps. xxxvii. is one of the best alphabetic songs in warmth of

contents and inner connexion (so far as an alphabetic song can

have this). An aged, much experienced poet and teacher

gives hei'e to the disciple golden sayings with a view to

engrave the truth that, since wrong and wickedness arc ever in
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the end tlieir own punishment^ the apparent momentary good

fortune of the wicked is not to bo envied, but in rest and

resignation the salvation of Jahve, inwardly secure, is to be

expected. In that time this doctrine was clearly illustrated in

fact by the history of so many overthrows of unjust kingdoms

and so many falls of tyrants, and is brought forward here

with the higher confidence of a teacher blessed by such insight

and experiences. And it may be truly said that the poet, who

in the preceding song expressed the true joy and the true

prayer for the congregation on a festive occasion, now seizes in

this place artistic means to stamp by a properly proverbial

poem the truth,—the more necessary under the intense disquiet

and doubts of that period, that men must not allow them-

selves to be deceived by the prosperity of unrighteousness.

The arrangement of the series of proverbs expounded p. 320

also answers to this highest object. The four sections are

quite correspondently divided into a twofold series of 6 and 5

(= 22) letters ; but at the head of each of these four sections

the language starts from the unrighteous, in order to come by

contrast to that which it is the duty of the pious to do.

Further, the contents of this piece ai'e indeed too diverse from

the preceding to permit us to find very many similar expres-

sions in the two; yet such are not wanting, as x. 15 a and

xxxvii. 17 a; x. 15 6 and xxxvii. 36 b.

1.

Ah, be not jealous of mis-doers, 1

envy not them who practise vice

;

for like the grass they quickly fade,

pass away like the green herb.

By doing well trust in God
;

then dwell in the land and feed securely

and have thy pleasure in Jahve,

and may He give thee thy heart's wishes !

Destiny leave to Jahve, 5

trust in Him, and He will bring about.
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will make sun-bright thy right

and thy cause like the noon-beam !

Even wait for Jahve^ calmly given up to Him,

and be not jealous of the prosperity of many,

because of those who do wickedness.

Flee anger, cease from wrath,

and be not jealous—only to sin
;

for mis-doers are destroyed,

and those who wait for God — they are heirs

of the land.

lO Give heed awhile : the wicked is gone,

thou lookest for his place : he is away !

but sufferers become heirs of the land,

delight in the rich salvation.

Hard gnasheth the wicked man with his teeth,

meditating evil to the pious
;

but the Lord laugheth at him,

certain that His day is coming.

Is the sword of the wicked also sharpened, their bow

bent,

to fell sufferers, helpless ones, to slay those who

walk uprightly :

15 but their sword enters their own heart,

their bows are broken asunder.

Judge better a little for the godly man,

than the baggage of many wicked

;

for the arm of the wicked is broken,

but the righteous Jahve suj^ports.

Known to the Lord are blameless lives,

and eternal shall their heritage be

;

in misfortune they are not put to shame,

and arc sated in time of hunger.
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Light-minded men do disappear, 20

and Jahve's foes are like the pomp of the meadows,

passed away in the smoke, passed away !

3.

Moving about, borrowing, the wicked pay not

;

the godly presents and gives ;

for they whom He blesses become heirs of the land,

they whom He curses, are destroyed.

None but Jahve places the man^s steps securely

and has pleasure in his way
;

if he falls, he is not prostrated,

for Jahve takes his hand.

Oh, whether young I was, or old I am : 25

never saw I the godly forsaken and his seed

seeking bread

;

ho makes presents every day and lends,

and blessed must his seed be.

Plighted to duty avoid thou evil

:

so dwellest thou for ever firm
;

for Jahve loveth right

and forsakes not His beloved.

]{eprobates are overthrown for ever,

the seed of the wicked is destroyed
;

righteous men become heirs of the land

and dwell ever therein.

Still doth the mouth of the righteous meditate

wisdom, 30

and his tongue speaks right

;

the instruction of his God is in his heart :

his steps shall not waver !

4.

The wicked spying out, strives

and seeks to slay the righteous
;

but Jahve leaves him not in his hand,

rejects him not, when he is judged.
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Unfailing in hope keep Jalive's way :

and He will exalt thee^ to inhei-it the land_,

shalt joyfully behold the destruction of the wicked.

35 Verily, I saw the profligate great and fearful,

spreading himself out like a green shoot

:

but he passed away—and was gone

;

I sought him—not to be found.

Well mark the honest, upright man,

how the man of peace has posterity :

but evil-doers are together overthrown,

the posterity of the wicked is destroyed.

Towards {Zu) Jahve is the strong hope of the godly,

from Him their victory in time of need
;

40 Jahve supports, delivers them,

delivers from the wicked, helps them, because

they trust in Him.

Ver. 3 h plainly from vv. 9, 1 1, 22, 34, especially vv. 27, 29 sqq.;

Jer. XXV. 5, xxxv. 15 and § 347 b.—Ver. 28. Before ob^vb

the verse must plainly begin with y, so that the first word has

been di-opped out. One might suppose ^"^'-^ ""^^
; more readily,

according to the LXX, Dv"?^, so that then "nr2tt73, according

to ver. 38, is to be read for nair^.—Ver. 35 h. The LXX
read quite unsuitably l^nv'n t^SS wij xa<? KeSpovf; tov Al^uvov.—
Observe, in other respects, how artistically this poet composes

his fine song out of more ancient flowers of poetry, especially

a book of Solomonic sayings, the book of Job and older

Psalms, comp. ver. 1 with Prov. xxiv. 19; ver. 4 with Job

xxvii. 10 ; ver. 5 with Ps. xxii. 9, 32 ; ver. G with Job xi. 17 ;

vv. 10, 36 with Job viii. 18; ver. 13 with Ps. ii. 4; ver. 18

with Prov. xii. 10 ; ver. 23 with Prov. xx. 24 ; ver. 3i with Ps.

xci. 8, &c. rr^nns, ver. 37, perhaps taken somewhat more

sensuously thau Prov. xxiii. 18, xxiv. 14, 20. Yet this

dependence of the poet on such patterns proves nothing

against his age as determined above, as it is seen in other

writers of the same period as in Jeremja.
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And finally the Messianic hope, which had long become so

mighty and so fixed, remains unaltered in those times as

60. Psalm lxxii.

shows. For this song was without question composed on the

occasion of the accession of a new ruler : for the king^s son

(ver. 1) had,—this much is clear from the song—performed as

yet no deeds of his own, and all that is said of him is wish

and anticipation. If now the appearance of any new ruler

afresh and mightily awakens the eternal hope, so peculiarly

that of a young ruler, who gives much promise ; and a poet

here seizes on such an occasion, in the finest manner, the hopes

which the time caused to germinate. About those times into

which this song introduces us, the Messianic hopes had long

been kindled : they were according to their nature necessarily

immature until they were finally fulfilled ; and if they were

hitherto unfulfilled in any king of David's house, they might

arise afresh with every new one, especially if he were young

and uncorrupted; for they went far beyond the individuals

with whom they might possibly be connected. In this spirit

then the poet here sees in the first instance that all salvation

must come by means of inward improvement and strength, and

righteousness in highest purity, and with full decisive force

must proceed from the king, in order to guard the people from

corruption and vanity of mind. In this sense he further

sees that if in this way true insight, strength, and power

are diffused from within, at first in a narrow space, rule and

power may then readily of themselves pass into the external

sphere, not by means of the subjugating sword, but through

pure spiritual ascendency; strangers streaming in astonish-

ment to that quarter where they see extraordinary prosperity

prevailing, and allowing themselves to bo taught and directed

by the king whoso distinction is true insight and practical

goodness, vv. 8-15. And thus, on the concurrence of this

inner and outer sfilv.ition, the highest conceivable prosperity
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may arise on earth, and the earth itself, as if made young and

new again, may bear the fruit of the purest weal for men who

no longer pollute it, w. 16, 17. (For the poetry gives the

experience that the rudeness of the earth of human formation

gives way, again anticipating only that which is higher and more

spiritual.) But the higher this portion of the hopes of the poet

is, the more clearly does he see that the fulfilment of such great

things lies beyond the power of a common man, and even of a

king. Therefore all his hopes take the form of a wish to God,

with the prayer that he will thus strengthen the king. The

whole song is directed not immediately to the king, but to God :

as, moreover, doubtless the poet cannot be understood to speak

on the question whether what he anticipates is fulfilled at once

and in the person of the same king who offered him the

occasion for the song ; for he speaks,—even where he dis-

courses on the suggestion of individual men,—not so much of

those, as of eternal thoughts or hopes. Here peculiarly pre-

dominates the pure and lofty Messianic hope, and this has its

eternal strength. But how much of this, and when it is to be

fulfilled in history, is quite another question.

But the poet has certainly not expressed the substance of such

hopes for the first time : the way is already plainly smooth for

him, and long before him great prophets had discoursed in a

similar strain, after their manner. The Davidic kingdom was at

that time greatly lessened, impoverished, and decayed ; the

world-dominion was lost, and was to be regaiKed after another

fashion. And this leads to the inference that the king cannot

be Salomo,* but a later successor of David, perhaps Josia, or

if possible, one still later. For the language and much of

presentation is also too light and fugitive for an older poet, it

is too artificially polished and elaborated, and frequently it

only further develops older thoughts and pictures or merely

* The short observation in the superscription of this song, " Salomo's," can only

express a later conjecture ; but perhaps the last collector found this song in a

collection of Salomonic songs in the tense explained in Vol, I., p. 236.
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repeats them. The poet of Ps. Ixxxix. has, meantime,

already read this song and partly imitated it ; and that the

king was a king of Israel and successor of David's may be

gathered from the fact that it is here hoped his kingdom will

extend from the people Israel ('IP?'), w. 1-7, over the whole

circuit of the ancient Davidic kingdom, yea, if possible over

the heathen peoples, vv. 8-15. Who the king was can now be

stated with as little positiveness as the name of the poet ; but

nothing would be more perverse than were we to think of a

foreign (heathen) king, on the ground that the song belongs

thoroughly to later times. On the contrary, the picture of the

boundaries to be desired, vv. 8, 9, and not merely so, but also

every other sign in the song points to a Davidic king ; and

that Israel had not to learn the prayer on behalf of the king,

ver. 15, for the first time (as would be erroneously inferred

from Jer. xxix. 7 ; Ez. vi. 10) from foreigners, is partly

understood of itself, and partly it may be proved from Pss.

Ixi. 7; Ixiii. 12; Lam. iv. 20.

The structure of the strophes here manifestly proceeds by

four verses and nine members, whilst the last concludes more

abruptly with seven members. But the two first times two of

those strophes are plainly blended into one larger strophe ; but

before ver. 5, according to all indications, a two-membered

verse has been lost.

1.

God ! give Thy judgments to the king, 1

Thy righteousness to the king's son,

in equity to judge Thy people

and Thy poor according to the right

;

that mountains may bring welfare to the people

and hills by righteousness !

Suffering folk let Him judge,

let Him help poor children of men,

break in pieces opprcssoi's !
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* * * *

jf; 5fC ^ 5jC

5 That men may fear Thee so long as the sun stands,

in the siglit of the moon, eternal times !

Like rain let it trickle on the shorn pastures,

like showers of rain, the satiation of the earth
;

let the righteous man flourish in His days,

be there much of welfare, till the moon is no more.

And let Him rule from sea to sea,

and from the stream to the earth's ends

;

The Adversaries shall bow before Him,

and His enemies lick dust

;

10 kings of Tarschisch and the Isles offer presents,

Sclieba's and Saba's kings present thanks,

and all the kings do Him homage,

the peoples all serve Him !

Because He delivers the suppliant and helpless,

the sufferer, who is without saviour,

spares the needy and poor,

and saves the souls of the helpless,

—from oppression and severity He relieves their soul,

and precious appears to Him their blood

—

15 that reviving he may give him of the gold of Scheba,

and for him pray unceasingly,

daily bless Him !

Be there superfluity of corn in the land on the mountain

tops !

Its fruit o'ertop like the Lebanon,

and the people of the city blossom like herb of the earth !

let His name be for ever,

so long as the sun stands, may His name increase;
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and may they bless themselves through Him

—

all peoples happily praise Him !

According to the language, all is here the expression of

wishes; each strophe begins with the jussive, and it cannot be

once said in the progress of it that the jussive is resolved into

the more tranquil description of an anticipated and desired

future, as would be possible according to § 350 a. On Tl!),

ver. 2, and V^'P'^^, ver. 4, comp. § 224 b.

1. Ver. 3. Comp. Ixxxv. 12; Zach. vi. 12; sb3 rare in this

sense for i^^?^, according to another figure, Ez. xvii. 18.—But

correctly as the poet makes righteousness his starting point as

the first and last thing to be expected from royal government,

and the foundation of all other welfare, as touched upon, ver. 3,

correctly as he brings out the truth that they chiefly to whom
good must come are the most depressed in the kingdom and

the most dependent on others; it is nevertheless unmistakable

that the connexion of the language according to the present

arrangement of words is entirely broken off after ver. 4. For

the close of the great strophe, ver. 7, corresponds,—in desig-

nating prosperity as the last fruit of righteousness,—plainly

enough to the close of the first half, vv. 3, 4 ; the requirement

of the fear of God, in ver. 5, appears however here so entirely

detached, that the second half cannot possibly begin with it.

Equally obscure is it to what the figure of the rain which

freshly revives the shorn pastures, and lifts them up, ver. 6, is

intended to refer. On these grounds we infer with certainty,

quite apart from the broken structure of the strophes, that a

two-membered verse must have fallen out before ver. 5 ; and

little as we presume to be able entirely to restore it with the

words of the poet, we may nevertheless, according to all indi-

cations, justly suppose that it ran somewhat as follows

:

God ! strengthen with Thy right the king,

and arm him with Thy salvation,

that men may fear Thee, etc.

22
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For the view that in ver. 5 the king is addressed, most

roughly mars not only the whole connexion and the tenor of the

song, but also the life of the old true religion. It is however

perfectly true that the fear of God in general in the life of a

people is purified and increased the more plainly that all men
see that the righteousness demanded by God is no vain and

fruitless thing, and conversely, doubt and denial of God are

increased if the people see unrighteousness too long prevailing,

as is expressed so strongly especially in Ps. Ixxiii. In this

way the clear ground-word to ver. 6 appears, namely, the

Divine right and salvation, if it was named again before ver. 5

on the new beginning of the address ; and the figure of the

richly refreshing rain is there similar to the passage in 2 Sam.

xxiii. 4, in the like connexion.—To describe eternity by com-

parison with the unchangeably shining heavenly bodies, ever

returning in their path, as our poet loves to do, is in the Old

Testament very rare (though lying so near at hand), and is

only found further in Ixxxix. 30, 37, 38, from imitation of this

Ps., comp. Anqnefil Zend Av. T. I., pp. clxxvi. sq. Only such

passages as Job xiv. 12 ; Deut. xi. 21, form the transition to

this. These modes of expression are in fact too greatly

borrowed from astrology to admit of their having been earlier

favoured in the people of Israel. For other particulars, comp.

above, pp. 112, 167.

2. Ver. 8. From the South-east or the Arabian Sea to the

Korth-west on the Great Sea, and again from the North-east

or the Euphrates to the South-west, where Canaan ends in

deserts without fixed boundaries, Canaan therefore in its

widest extent, as David and Solomon had scarcely ruled it in

its entirety, Exod. xxiii. 31, Gen. xv. 18 ; in the first instance

from Zach. ix. 10. From the lands without the Davidic terri-

tory, ver. 10, homages are only expected of the same kind and

for the same services as in Isa. xviii., Ix., ii. 2-4; but that also

the most bitter enemies, even the adversaries {unholde)—on

CV?, comp. § 146 /. note

—

i.e., the most savage men, must
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finally come to recognize him, is liere, as above, Ps. Ixxvi.

11-13, the main matter ; and the phrase lick dust signifies also,

according to Mikha rii. 17, in these later times nothing but to

lie on the ground.—But now, as in the second half, vv. 12-15,

only righteousness is named as the reason impelling strangers

to such acts of homage—whose magic power, once become

great, will extend itself even over the nearest bounds of the

kingdom—the language recurs to its first starting-point, so

that it then in a. short after-word, vv. 16, 17, may the more

suddenly come quite to an end. Ver. 12, 'I""f:?l is a static pro-

position to describe the ''^^, § 311 a; the whole verse almost

literally from Job. xxis. 12. After ver. 14 has been interjected,

in order to depict the greatness of the love and activity of

this king, in ver. 15 comes the completion of vv. 12, 13 and

the true close of the whole conception ; the sing, also recurs

for that reason as at the beginning, vv. 12, 13. On T''"'',,

comp. § 3i7 a. Similar large connexion of sentences, xlix.

8-10, which passage is present} to the mind of this poet.

8. Ver. 16. Even to the tops of the mountains may the

land produce the richest fruits, and the fruit of the bulky thick

corn on all mountains be moved and rustle in the wind (beau-

tiful to behold and hear) as now takes place only in the fruitful

parts of the Libanon (Hos. xiv. 7). D2 be dispersed,

divided, hence partly spread out, as here the substantive, and

partly pass away, take away, as the verb, xii. 2. In this sense

only the luxuriance of the growth of the corn, and of the

people would be here finally alluded to ; but the image in the

second member would be of little significance. Since the lan-

guage at the end manifestly comprises further in all brevity the

most important matter, the intermediate member is better thus

understood :
{^'^'^ from ^^"J) like to the Libanon JlIs, the king's

fruit, his posterity, as Ps. xxi. 11. In such unusual figures

this song is rich. The city is Jerusalem, just as in the

passages adduced above, p. 252.
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